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A Linear Programming Model for Planning Electric
_
.
Energy Supply in Canada
S.K. Choudhury, J.S. Rogers, UniverSIty of
Toronto, Toronto, Canada

This paper descri'bes the de51'gn and calibration of a linear
programi‘ng model for planning the integrated expansion of
electric generation and i'nter-regional transm1’551'on in
Canada during the period 1980—2010.
The model contai'ns a
four regi’on representation of the Canadi'an electric power
system.
It features expli'Ci't supply cuwes for three types
of coal, explicit i’nter—regional transportati'on of coal and
electric energy as well as i'ntra—regional reliability standards.
We discuss the calibration process for the model
and show the 1’mplicat1'ons of some alternati‘ve policies for
for the development of the electric power systems 1‘n Can—
ads.
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Employment and Efficiency in the Italian Economy: A
Linear Programming Model
U. Bertele, F. Brioschi, F. Quillico.
Politecnico Di Milano, Milan. Italy

The problem of unemploment, as how, is a central one in
most western econom1'es.'
as a mtter of fact the introduc—
ti'on of new technologi'es 1‘nvolves a continuous i‘ncrease in
productivity and a conti'nuous reducti'on 1'n the number required of (direct and i'ndi‘rect) workers, only partially
balanced from the i'ncrease of "phy51'cal" output.
The
governments are, hence, pushed to create"art1'f1'cial" jobs
or to reduce the mobility for the existing jobs (thi's is
true, at least, for the Italian case).
A model has been built to evaluate for whi'ch sectors an
excess of workers (and, therefore, a delay in the technologi'cal adjustment) my be more dangerous for the overall
performnce of the (Italian) economi‘c system and for its
compet1‘tiv1'ty 1'n domesti'c and international mrkets.
Frm the analytical point of view th1's implies solving a
li'near progrmmi'ng problem, whose objective function (to
mximize) is the reduction of total production costs of the
economi‘c system (the shares for domestic mrkt and ewort
having sui'table wei'ghts), due to variati'ons in emploment
levels (and connected technologi‘cal adj‘ustments) in the
di‘fferent industries.
The min constrai’nt concerns the
mxm‘m decrease in the total emploment level, with respect to which a post—optiml analysis is carried on.
The parameters of the model are detemined starting from
the input-output mtrix (in different years) and from the
consequent partition in "vertically integrated sectors" of
the economic system.
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An Application of Goal Programming Model for
Manpower Planning of Saudi Arabia
M. Tahir, D. Saral, University of Petroleum and
Minerals, Dhahran, Saudi Arabia

ﬂis paper presents a fomulation of a linear goal progrmming model to detemine various skills of mnpower required
for the mplementation of the national develoment plan of
Saudi Arabia.
In view of a set of multiple objectives

specified in the Second Develoment Plan (1976—1980), the
goal programing model is intended to be used as a deci—
sion tool by goverment agencies for the construction of
more realistic manpower and educational policies.
The
model incorporates a umber of important moro-econmic
variables, and thus allows planners to analyze linhges
between several govemment prOJ'ects. A dmamic version
of the model is to be attempted once the static version
with constant labor input coefficients is successfully
mplmented by the Ministry of Planning in Riyadh.
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Physical Models and Methods in Mathematical
Programming and Economics
B. Razumikhin, Academy of Sciences of the
USSR, Moscow, USSR

Abstract not avai‘lable.
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On the Stability of a Price Adjustment Process in
Planning Economy
T.D. Berezneva, S.M. Movshovitch,
Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Moscow, USSR

Processes of planning and price formtion are con51'dered.
Production plan 1‘s a solution of problem I(p)'.
mx {M'.
y _>f(p,M), y a Y}, where f'.
Rn X R + R is a demnd
function, p c Rn is a current pr'ice vector, M 'is a level
of the consumer s 1'ncome, Y C R*n is the production tech—
nology set.
Tth+elpricgs are being fgrmed as follows
1!
+oit(q
0.1...
t
—n).:
where p
is m initi‘al price vect r, q is a vectorlof
I
(p
),
at
c (0,l}. C R )
Lagrangemmultipliers for the
a + 0, Ed
ﬁile consfructi‘ng the main problem I (p) it is assumed
that the consumer's demnd as a function of M is how to
tm Planning Body (PB).
%en maximizing the content con—
sumer's income at every time period (t, t+l) the PB ensures the most complete satisfaction, which is possible for
the given technology and prices, of consumer's requirements.
If the producer aims to mximize the emected profit'.
II
(p)'. mx {py‘. y e Y} then his interests are not the sme
as those of PB.
The vector p will be called the eguilibrium
rice vector
if the solutions of the problems I (p) and II (p) coincide.
Assume tMt the consumer's demand can be found by maximiz—
ing the given utility function u(x) subject to the usual
budget constraints, i.e. function f(p,M) is a solution of
problem mx {u(x)‘.
px _< M} for the fixed p and M.
Theorem.
Let f(p,M) be a linear function with respect to
M, u(x) be a strictly concave increasing function,
u(x) e C , Y be a convex compact set, Y 3 y* t> 0.
Then the
set_of equilibrium prices P is_nonempty and p
+ P.
If p c P then a solution of I(p) is at the same time a
max {u(y)~.
y a Y}.
solution of the following problem'.
The mtheorim is valid if the demnd function f(p,M) is given
as £i__ f (p,M), comon requirements of m consumers, and
preferences of the i-th consmer can be represented by a
nonnegative homogenious concave function ui(x), i-l,...,m.
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An Algorithm for the Vertex Packing Problem
A. Billionnet, Conservatoire National des Arts et
Metiers, Paris, France

This paper presents several properties of the vertex pack—
ing problem whi’ch allow the ori'ginal graph to be reduced.
These reductions are easy to use and often very efficient.
Then we present a suffi’cient condi'ti'on for a vertex packi'ng
S to be opti'ml.
To apply thi's cond1’t1’on we have to fi'nd
an edge mtchi'ng 1'n a bi'parti‘te graph.
This edge mtching
is built by an heuri'sti‘c whi'ch gi'ves, in most of the cases,
the opti‘mal edge mtchi’ng.
In the case where thi’s condi—
ti'on does not prove tMt the. considered vertex packing is
opti'ml, we present several vertex packi'ng properties whose
cardi’nali'ty 1's greater than the cardinal’ity of S.
We also
show an important relatl'onship between this sufficient
conditi‘on and the solution of the cont’inueu.s linear program
associated to the vertex packing problem.
All these ideas
are 1'ncorporated i'nto a branch and bound algorithm and
computati'onal experi‘ence is presented.
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A Polynomial Algorithm for Maximum Vertex
Packings on Graphs Without Long Odd Cycles
W—L. Hsu, Y. Ikura, G.L. Nemhauser,
Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y., USA,
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An Algorithm for the Matching Problem
8. Alliney, M. Barnabai, L. Pezzoli,
Universita di Bologna, Bologna, Italy

Mny practi‘cal problems, related to the optimal allocati’on
given a finite
of resources, can be formli'zed as follows.‘
set S, an addi'ti've real valued set function defined on the
subsets of S (weight function), we are requi'red to fi'nd a
subset of S belonging to an 3551'gned fami‘ly F, which has
mx1‘mum weight over all members of F.
If the fami'ly F is
the collection of independent sets of a mtroid on S, then
the so—called "greedy algoritm" of Edmonds gives a sol—
ution of the problem (wei'ghted mtchi‘ng problem),' this
assumption on F 1's usually verified.
We recall that the
well-know Hungari’an Method of Kuhn can be viewed i’n a
mtroid theory context.
In this paper, we descri'be a new
algoritm for the wei'ghted matchi'ng problem', we call 1't a
"dual greedy algorithm".
In fact, Mmonds' algorithm
obtains a sequence of fea51'ble soluti'ons, the last of
which 1's an opti’mal one', the dual greedy algoritm, on the

contrary, obtains a sequence of non—feasible, but "optim1"
soluti’ons, the last of which ’15 a feasible one.
We present some theoretical result_< and an automatic procedure
which implements the algoritm.
Finally, some examples
are gi‘ven.
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Effective Procedures for Finding Transversals, Perfect
Matchings and Optimal Bottleneck Assignments
L. Slominski, Polish Academy of Sciences.
Warsaw, Poland

Let E be a given set of the cardinality m, and let Q be
a nonempty family of n subsets of E /elments of the fmily
Q are finite and not necessarily distinct/.
A set T _C E 1.9 called a transversal
/a system of distinct
representatives/ of the family Q if T consists of n diffe—
rent elements, not any two of chm belong to the same ele—
ment of Q.
NW, let us consider a bipartite graph with two sets of
vertices V and V
of the cardinality m and n respectively
(m < n).
A werfeczt
matchin /an assignment/ on a given
graph, we call any subset of m arcs such, that each vertex
from V1 is connected by an arc with at most one vertex in
V .
There are well-know theorems of all and KUnig,~ which
state the necessary and sufficient conditions for the
existance of a transversal /a perfect matching/ in a
fmily Igraphl.
In the paper we describe a procedure which finds a transversal /or a perfect mtching/ if one exists or concludes
that there is none.
We prove that the proposed procedure
has cmputational cmplexity of 0(m) /set operations are
considered/.
The procedure mentioned above can be used effectively in
the threshold algoritMs for the bottleneck matching
/assi@ment/ problems.
The bottleneck problem is defined
on a weighted graph with real nmber — weights attached
to the arcs.
The task is to fi'nd a mtchi‘ng which maximizes the greatest arc — weight over all mtchings of the
maxm'um cardinality.
A threshold algoritm with the cmputational complexity
0(mnlog n,‘ is briefly outli’ned.
Mother threshold algori'tm of the complaity
0(n5/Zlog n), which requires only the arithmetic operations
is discussed, too.
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Network Optimization: New Methods and
Applications. Part |
F. Glover, University of Colorado, Boulder, Co.,
USA
D. Klingman, The University of Texas at Austin,
Austin, Tx., USA.
It 1‘s now widely known that network optimi’zati’on has ben—
efl’ted from a remarkable seri'es of advances duri'ng the
past several years.
Improved labeli'ng algori‘thms and 1'm—
plementation strategi‘es have produced methods of unprece—
dented effi’c1‘ency, and have sti'mulated a vari‘ety of prac—
t‘1cal appli’cat'ions.
These advances have been extended to
the li'near programm'ing area, mak‘ing it poss‘ible to solve
LP problems wi'th large embedded networks '1n a small frac—
t1'on of the ti‘me requi'red by producti’on LP codes.
Throughout thi's peri‘od of 1'nnovat1'on, a steadily clearer
p1'cture of the most effecti’ve network methods has emerged.
Now, however, new results are changi‘ng th1‘s picture.‘
In
J‘ust the past year, advances 1'n soluti'ons methods have
occurred 1'n nearly every branch of the fi'eld, 1’nclud1'ng

shortt)st path. mximum flow, a351’gnment, transportation
The extremely important
and minimum cost flow problems.
area of LP problems with large embcadded network structure
We survey
has d'lSO benefited from more refined methods.
thesci ret‘ent devc‘lopments and desoribe practical network
applications that are making use of them.
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Network Optimization: New Methods and
Applications. Part II
F. Glover, University of Colorado, Boulder. Co..
U.S.A.
D. Klingman, The University of Texas at Austin.
Austin, Tx., USA.
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An Unsophisticated Implementation of the Simplex
Method for Minimum Cost Network Flow Problems
M.D. Grigoriadis, IBM Corporation, New York.
NY, USA.

generalized network or an equi'valent O—U transshipment
mdel.
The advantage of the integer generalized network
formulation is that it provi‘des a tighter relaxation of
The advantage of the O—U transship—
the integer program.
ment fomulation is that the pure network subproblems are
easier to solve than the generalized network subproblems
arising from the integer generalized network fomulation.
A second advantage of the OJ— transshipment formulation is
the wider availability of pure network codes to imbed in a
This paper reports on the i'mple—
branch and bound a.cheme.
mentation of an O—U transshi'pment code conSL'sting of a
currently available pure network code, GNET, embedded in a
Computational results are
branch and bound scheme.
reported on randomly generated problems as well as a forestry cutting application.
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Constructive Proof of a General Duality Theorem for
Linear Inequalities and Equations
E.D. Nering, Arizona State University, Tempe.
AL, USA.
A.W. Tucker, Princeton University, Princeton.
N.J., USA.
For any given m matrix A and colmn b (over an ordered
field) there is a sign—specified solut %on of M—b-y _or
of vA——u and
vb<0 in each of the
2n
cases of m
independent alternatives'.
'
“N and u “N

01‘

x

yigm and via»

_or

yi=0 and v 1 free

X

J

his one-phase method employs an all-artifi’cial initial
soluti'on, gradmlly-l‘ncreased penalties for artificial
arcs, and an almost random, deli’berately unsophisticated
pri’cx’ng strategy.
No assmptions are made on the order
Extensive computation suprisingly in—
of the 1'nput data.
di'cates that this implementation is more effic1’ent than
other methods, including those requi'ri’ng ordered input.
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An Efficient Steepest-edge Algorithm for Maximum
Flow Problems
D. Goldfarb, CUNY, New York, N.Y.. U.S.A.
M.D. Grigoriadis, IBM Corporation, New York.
N.Y., USA.

We steepest-edge colmn selection rule is incorporated
in a specialization of the simplex method for mximum flow
problms.
me structure of the algorithm is analyzed and
compared to other well know methods.
Implementation as—
pects and computatioml results are presented.

l

i

free

and u —-0

l

(j-1,...,n),'

(i=l,...,m).

This general duality theorm is a "transposition theorm"
(after Motzkin).
Three of the
2n+m cases are.-

(1)
(2)
(3)

M-b for
Ax<b_ for
M-b for

sme x

o_r

vA-O and vVﬂ for awe v,'

sme M: o_'r

vA>0a and vbQ for sme vm_,'

sme M__ o_r

vM__ and vbQ for sme v.

Case (3) is a fom of a classical theorm of Farkas, used
three decades ago to found linear and nonlinear progrmim
theory.
For case (1) we can construct a required x _or v
by a
sequence of pivot achanges that inverts A as much as
possible.
For case (2) we can construct a required x _or
v by the Lmke dual of the Dantzig simplex method (phase
II), with pivots selected by the anticycling mle of Bland.
'Yor any other case, such as (3), we can constmct a re—
quired solution of one of the two systms by (partial)
In
inversion pivoting follwed by dual simplex pivoting.
no case can both systms have required solutions.
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Linear Programming Duality and Minty's Lemma
FLG. Bland, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y..
USA.

14

Computational Experiments on an O-U Transshipment
Model
D.L. Adolphson, University of Washington,
Seattle. Wa., U.S.A.

Glover and mlvey Mye show that any O-l integer programming problm can be converted into an equivalent integer

It is well know tMt the Minty coloring property of directed graphs is intimtely related to the mx-flow min—cut
tlieorem, which, in turn, can be regarded to be a special
form of the (strong) duality theorem of linear programing.
Camion, Fulkerson, and Rockafellar independently obaewed
that the Minty property extends, in a natural way, to real
vector spaces, where it again relates closely to linear
programing duality.
In fact, the Minty property captures
precisely (and concisely) the combinatorial structure
We will elaborate
underlying linear programing duality.

on this equi’valence, and show that this combinatori’al
interpretation of linear programing dmlity extends beyond
real vector spaces, as far as oriented matroids, and no
furtMr.
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Duality and Linear Programs with Generalized
Objectives
U. Zimmermann, University of Cologne,
Cologne, West Germany

Let 22 C R _C m be closed under real multiplication and
real additi’on, (H,*,<_) an ordered comutative semigroup
and D-‘R * H an external composition.
If certain compatibility relations hold (for example‘. distributivity of 'D')
then (R ,‘D,'H,*,<_) is called a semimodule (over real numbers)
We consider the minimization of objectives f.‘ Hn * H of the

f°m

f(x) .- = (xlﬂal) * (xzDaz)*

for giver. coefficients a

P:={xER+n

J

E H,
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The Kairo Method and Post-Optimization
M.M. Gouda, Arab Development Institute,
Tripoli, Libya

Solv1'ng a Li'near Programming Problem u51'ng the Kai'ro
Method - where slack vari'ables are con51'dered nei'ther
expli’ci‘tly nor i'mpli'ci‘tly - the opti'mal tableau would be
1'n the followi'ng fom'.

ii (anen)

j=l,2,...,n subject to x E P,
%ere A

ICx2c‘,

A

wi'th a real m .Wtrix C and a real m—vector c.
Such algebraic linear programing (a?) problem are generalizations
of classical LP wi‘th f(x) -— 2 xj a
as well as bottleneck
linear program1‘ng f(x)

fic1'ent. On the other hand, 1't 1‘s Show that there 1‘s a
spec1‘al Class of TPn for whi'ch a fea51'ble solution always
ex1'sts 1‘f the ,conSi'stency condi'ti'ons hold. From thi's suf—
fi'L‘i’ent condi’ti'ons for the TPn can be derived. In th1's
cas=t an expli’cite express1‘on for a feasible soluti'on can
be given.

= max (aj

a

x]. > 0}.

r and

-l
TX

1'n1t1'ates

.
15
S

A_1
rr

A

A
dr

A

P—
1‘

r5

P

ds

d

.
.
the inverse of the "reduced" b351s and A
,
‘ .
.
rs
are the original submatrices.
me paper

a new treatment

to

deal wi‘th the

of post—opti'mi'zati'on when only the 1'nverse

di'fferent
Ar'r1

cases

is given.

Further

objectives of theoretical and practical interest can be
subsumed under this algebraic approach.
lei’ty principles and optimlity criteri’a for ALP are
gi'ven which are bas1'c tools for theoretical understanding
and practical development of various solution methods
for special exmples from linear and combinatorial programming.
In particular feas'ibility
and complementarity
imply optimlity similar to the classical case if proper
generalizations of these conditions are considered.
For
prml and dul solution methods different generalizations
are useful which coincide in the classical case.
In the general case due to the possible discrete structure
of the up (R——ZZ) a strong duality result cannot be gi'ven.
Othewise in the continuom case (R=m) a strong duality
theorem can be proved wing an algebraic priml simplex
method .
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Necessary and Sufficient Conditions for Multi-lndex
Transportation Problems
W. Junginger, University of Stuttgart, Stuttgart.
West Germany

The mult1'—1'ndex transportati’on problem is an extension of
the transportation problem (TP2) of linear programing to
a large—scale problem wi‘th multiple subscripted vari'ables.
Its constraints are sums of these variables or double
sums, tri'ple sums etc. or combinations of them. Several
problems can be formulated as a mult1'—index problem (TPn).
The well know Hitchc‘ock problem will become a three—index
problem i'f there are di‘fferent kinds of transport. It wi'll
become a four—index problem 1'f, addi‘ti‘onally, there are
several types of the product to be transported. For a TP2
a feasible and by this an optimal soluti‘on always ex1'sts
if the consi‘stency c‘ondi’ti’ons hold. These condi’tions can
be extended to any TPn. However, for n > 2 they prove to
be only necessary and no longer sufficient conditions.
In this paper addi‘ti’onal necessary conditi'ons are presented for any TPn. However, they also prove to be not suf—
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Conjugate Gradients: Key to Lanczos Eigenvalue
Procedures For Large, Symmetric Matrices
J. Cullum, R.A. Willoughby, IBM T.J.
Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, N.Y..
U.S.A.

Lanczos tridiagonali'zati'on procedures for computi'ng ei‘gen—
values of large, smetri‘c matrices A of order n replace A
by smetric tridiagonal matrices Tm of order m, and use
ei’genvalues of T as approximti‘ons to eigenvalues of A.
Theoreti‘cally, the T are projections of A onto subspaces
spanned by assoc1‘ated globally-orthogonal Lanczos vectors.
Global orthogonali‘ty however, can be mai'ntai'ned only by
using some type of reorthogonalization of the Lanczos vec—
tors.
Reorthogonalizati'on restricts these procedures to
the computati‘on of a smll number of extreme eigenvalues
of A.
Empi’rically one observes, however, that if the Lanczos
tridiagonalization procedure 1‘s utili'zed Wi'thout any re—
orthogonalization, then for large enough m>n all the eigen—
values of A appear as ei‘genvalues of Tm, even though all
the typical theoretical restricti‘ons are v'iolated.
Thus,
mny or even all of the eigenvalues of A could be obtained.
Using an equivalence between conjugate grad‘ients and Lanc—
zos tridiagonalization, we offer an explanat‘ion for th'1s
interesting phenomena based upon the fact that conjugate
gradient optimization procedures can converge under weak,
local conditions.
Thus, we know that for large enough m, the e'igenvalues of
A are eigenvalues of the highly structured Tm.
Due to the
losses of orthogonality, however, some of the eigenvalues
of Tm are extraneous and not related to A.
Using the
equivalence again, we devx‘se a test for spuri'ousness which
allows us to discard the i’rrelevant eigenvalues.
The Lanc—
zos tridagonalizati'on procedure wi'th thi's test for spur—
iousness can be very effective for computi’ng eigenvalues
of A in user—specr‘fi'ed intervals.
Numerical examples with
n_>1000 are given.
In mny cases m_<3n is large enough.
This paper combines ideas from optimization theory and
numerical algebra.
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Trends in Sparsity Exploiting Quasi—Newton
Optimization Methods
Ph.L. Toint, Facultes Universitaires de Namur.
Namur. Belgium

In the past few years, there has been considerable interest
in the field of Quasi-Newton updates for unconstrained minimization that could exploit any sparsity present in the
The
second derivative matrix of the objective function.
talk will be concerned with the general projection ideas
that led to useful fomulae, as well as their relation with
smetrization of fomulae arising in the solution of sparse
non—linear systws of equations.
The convergence theory of the resulting algoritMs will be
briefly discussed as well as nmerical behaviour.
Finally,
some trends for future research in this particular field
M11 be outlined.
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Computational Experience with Variable Metric
Methods for Sparse Hessians

24

Collinear Scaling Algorithms for Unconstrained
Optimization
D.c. Saran-on, University of Kentucky.
Lexington. Ky.. USA.

A new class of algorithms for unconstrained optmization
has recently been proposed by Davidon (1977).
his new
class of iterative methods called "0ptimization by Collinear Scaling" is a natural extension of quasi-Newton
meae methods may be derived by first construcmethods.
ting a local collinear scaling of the variables such tut
a local quadratic model to the scaled objective function
can interpolate both function values and gradient values
Then the step to
at the current and previous iterates.
the minimum of the quadratic model predicts the step to
‘the minimum ot the scaled objective function.
Thus deviation of the objective function values from quadratic
behavior influences the iteration.
We also shw hm the acalings and the local quasi—Newton
quadratic model can be maintained and updated using essentially the same amount of storage and arithmetic as
existing quasi-Nwton methods.
A particular mmber of
this class is ohm to have a local Q-superlinear rate of
cmvergence. Prmisir.g variants of the algoritm appropriate for large scale problems will be discussed.

D.F. Shanno, The University of Arizona. Tucson.
AL, USA.

25
Web recent study has been concerned with generating
variable metric approxmations to sparse Hessian matrices
hm
Wich maintain the sparsity pattern of the Hessian.
methods require the solution of two sparse linear systems
of equations at web step.
mis paper explores the overhud costs of solving these systms, both when sparse fac—
torizatior.s are and are not available.
Variable metric approximtions to the Hessian have the
further difficulty that the approximte Hessian may not
be positive definite.
me paper further discusses various
means of generating domhill directions, together with
their cmputational efficiency and theoretical global
convergence properties.
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On Sparse Matrix Updates for Unconstrained
Optimization
1'. Stoihaug, Yale University. New Haven, Ct..
U.S.A.

Mtru updating techniques have becme an attractive method
mese
for solving unconstrained optmization problems.
methods keep an approxmation of the Mssian which is
updated at uch iteratim.
me updates are mde in such
a way that the new approxMtion is smetric and satisfies
the "®asi—Nemon cmdition" (also called the "secant
condition").
In this paper we discuss different Quasi-Nwton conditions
based on the interpolation properties of the local qmdratic
apprumation of the underlying functior..
We also give
an altermtive derivation of the general rank two updates.
his derivation is extended to the case s‘here the approx.imte Hessian is required to satisfy a sparsity cmdition.
waer, this new sparsity condition mplies that a s\_'stem
of linur algebraic equations has to be solved for each
upute and the sparsity condition might be inconsistent
with the Mai Nmon conditim.
By introducing a k—stage
update process we cm easily satisfy sparsity.

Applications of Optimality Conditions in Convex
Programming
A. Ban-Israel, University of Delaware. Newark,
09., USA.
A. Ben-Tel, Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa,
Israel
5. Zlobec, McGill University. Montreal. Canada
Characterizations of optimlity in convex programing,
requiring no constraint qualification, were given in using
a fedsible—di‘recti‘on approach.
These optimlity conditions
are discussed here in the context of three important appli—
cations where, by definition, Slater’s constraint qualifi—
cation cannot hold.
in convex
roramin.
Let Fn=
l.k WPareto
otimlit
R + R
(f .'
k - l,...,m] be a set of convex functions.‘
taken as minimization criteria.
The problem is to find a
Pareto minimm of F subject to convex constramts.
otimlit.
A lexicographic minimm of
2.
#Lexicorahi'c
the above (ordered) set F subject to convex constraints
x e C, is foun by solving sequentially
min {fj(x)'.
f (x) _< uk, k —- l, ..., j — l,' x a C},
j —- 2, ..., m
where
a
-— min {f (x)-.
x e C)
o2 -— min {f (x)'.
f (x) _< o1, x t C), etc.
3.
MChebshev
solutions of convex
rorams.
A +Chebshev
solutionﬁof a
possibly inconsistent) convex program
minf(x)'.
f (x) _< _0, k -— l, ..., p} is a s_olution of
min {f°(x)-.
f (x) _< e, k -— 1, ..., p} where e is the
miniml : _> 0 for which {x'.
f (x) _< c, k —- l, ..., p) # o.
In each case the optimlity conditions can be implemented
computationally to generate improving directions at each
feasible solution found to be nonoptiml.
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A Duality Theory for a Class of Problems with
Essentially Unconstrained Duals
A. Ben-Tal, Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa,
Israel
Y. Barzilai, A. Charnes, University of Texas,
Austin, Tx., U.S.A.

Guignard and present a class of opti‘mlity conditions for
(P).
These conditions distinguish between the active and non—
Furthermre, using the
active part of the constrai’nt.
tangent cone of the fea51'b1e set and the cones of direc—
tions of constancy mentioned above, we isolate tMt part
of the constraint whi'ch creates problems 1'n the Kuhn—Tucker
characterizations of optimlity.
This leads to weakest
constraint qualifi’cations and regularization techniques for

(P).

Tm paper introduces a class of linearly constrained convex
programs whose duals are unconstrained in the sense tliat
the'ir solut’ion must be ‘in the ‘1nteri‘or of the feasible
region.
A complete duality theory 1's developed for these
problems.
Several examples are discussed.
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Duality Theorems for Modified Lagrangians in
Convex Programming
E.G. Gol'shtein, N.V. Tret'yakov,
Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Moscow, USSR
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L-Strongly Convex Functionals and Their Applications
A.V. Levitin, Hebrew University, Jerusalem,
Israel
me
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strong
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ti‘onal procedures.
a

of

introduced and

functionals play an important

of

convex programing problem
f(x) + sup,
g(x) >4 0,
XE X
(l)
is con51'dered, where X is a convex subset of En and the
functions f(x) .‘X+Em are concave.
Set v—Asup if(x)|g(x)>_ 0, xE X}.
For the ordinary Lagran—
gi'an L(x,y) '— f(x)+<g(x),y>, assoc1'ated wi‘th problem (1),
denote ll)(y)= sup {L(x,y):x€ X} Y*=Argmin fila(y):y€ 131‘}.
Further, for any functi'on U(P;Y)-.EWE+m+E , wh'ich ‘15
concave in x and convex in y, set F (my) = f(x) +u(g(x),y)
¢ (x)=inf {F (x,y):y€E+m} ‘1’ (Y)=suup {F (x,y):xEX}
Yuu=Argmin NJ: (y):y€
u
u

space only.
thi‘s noti'on.

modi‘fi’ed

functional g '.

1's a constant

y x,

0

E e R1 is

such

that

gm, +(1 - X)v) <_ Xg(u) + (1 — X)g(v) - Ml - DYllu—vl |L2
for even u, v 6 E md every X 6 (0, 1).
It turns out
that L—strong convex1'ty 1'mplies almst the sme properti'es
as the usual strong conveuty.‘
e.g., the problem of fi'nding mn'imum for such funct'ional 1’s correctly posed 1'n a
generali‘zed sense.
M'ing more flemble tool for analysis
of 1'nfini'tely—di'men51'onal extremal problem, the noti‘on of
L-strong convexity contains the usual noti'on of strong c'on—
vexity as a special case (the spaces E and L c01'nc1'de).
We also Show that this generalization my be naturally
used for the substantiation of such comutational procedu—
res as the gradient relaxation.
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Optimality and Regularity Conditions for the Convex
Programming Problem in Banach Spaces
J. Borwein, H. Wolkowicz, Dalhousie
University, Halifax, Canada
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Popular Misconceptions Regarding the Application of
Mathematical Programming to Planning
A.M. Geoffrion, University of California, Los
Angeles, Ca., USA.

Several

In this paper we study optimlity and regularity conditions
for the mthemtical programing problem'.
(P)
minimize
f(x)
sgubect
to
g(x) a —S
_and x c X
,
where f.'
X + R
is convex,
g.‘
X + Y is S—convex, X
and
Y are knach spaces,
S
is a closed convex cone in
Y and
X
is a convex subset of X.
Optimlity conditions without a constraint qualification
have recently been given for (P) by Massam and Craven and
Zlobec.
These conditions use the cones of directions of
constancy introduced by Ben—Israel, Ben—Tal and Zlobec.
We combme this approach with the approach given by
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Optimization - The Curse of Mathematical
Programming
M. Jeffreys, Wootton, Jeffreys & Partners.
Surrey, England

Operational research has been heavi‘ly cr1't1’c1‘sed over the
last few years for its emphasis on opti'misation. 0.R.'s
bedfellow, mthemati‘cal programing, 1's seen as the
qui'ntessence of thi's plague. We clai'm that the power of
mthemt'ical programming li'es 1'n 1'ts ability to model
complex s’ituat'ions, the optimi‘sing process being used to
select more 1‘nterest1‘ng rather than less 1'nteresting fea—
51’ble soluti'ons. The ulti'mte ai'm is not opti‘mal answers
but enhanced in51’ght i‘nto the real—world situation being
modelled. We argue that thi's lias far reaching implications
both 1'n the pracrti'cal use of mathemati'cal programing and
i'n 1'ts teachi‘ng. The reali‘sati‘on that the power of mathe—
mti’cal programing li'es i'n i'ts modelli‘ng capability,
suggests that i't could be used i‘n Si’tuati'ons — such as
behavioural situations — where no objective function may
be determ'ined. We conjecture that research into what
constitutes "'1nterest'1ng" fea51'ble soluti‘ons wi‘ll lead to
a Si‘deways development of mathemti’cal programing 1'nto
areas currently con51'dered beyond its scope. We i‘llustrate
thi‘s last poi'nt wi'th a system contai'ni'ng a number of non—
cooperati’ve behavers each wi'th a li’near obJ’ecti‘ve functi’on. The fea51'ble solutions fom a closed convex poly—
hedral set. The behavers my only improve thei'r objecti’ve
functi'on by varym'g certai'n of the system variables —
thei‘r control vari'ables. Interesti’ng solutions here, are
soluti’ons where no behaver can 1'mprove h1's lot by change
to his control vari‘ables alone. We show that these stable
solut‘ions are d'1fferent to the eff‘icient solutions of
mlti'-cr'1ter'1a opti‘mi'sati'on.
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The Current Scope and Effectiveness of Linear
Programming in a Large Firm
A. Ordon, University of Chicago, Chicago. IL.
U.S.A.

About 10 years ago the application of linear programing
in mnagemnt arrived at a plateau at which it at present
still remins.
The min aim of this paper is to identify
factors which, in retrospect, seem to MVe detemined this
situation.
The investigation centers on a firm in which
there are LP applications of considerable scope and diverThis provides a basis for consideration of model
sity.
sizes and structures,‘ the extent to which hierarchic and
other structural aspects of the firm are represented within
LP mwels vs. loosely coupled by mnagers,‘ the personpower
which is emloyed in mintenance of model structures and in
data preparation,‘ and tm computer resources used in obThe paper aims on the basis of such
taining solutions.
observations, at an assessment of the prospects tut fur—
ther resmrch——generally speaking in large—scale linear
programing-will pave CM way to a new round of growth of
mmgement applications, for emmle via wider use of mu]—
tiperiod models.
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Mathematics Through Mathematical Programming
A. Gowirtz, Brooklyn College CUNY. New York,
N.Y., U.S.A.
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Representation of Multi-stage Stochastic Linear
Programs with Finite Distribution
R.C. Grinold, University of California, Berkeley.
Ca.. U.S.A.

A flexible procedure for fomulati’ng multi—stage stochasti’c linear programs 1'n one of mo b351'c fomts.‘
the con—
A matri‘x alge—
ti'ngency format or time reali‘zati'on format.
bra is presented to ass'ist transforms from bemeen formats
and to construct hybr‘ids.
The fomulation stresses the stochasti‘c nature of the pro—
blem and stochastic interpretation of the dual constraints
and dual vari’ables.
The results sharpen our understanding of stochasti‘c linear
programs, make 1't ea51‘er to identify a problem's special
structure, and are a first step in fi’ndi‘ng ways to approx—
imate the solutions of multi—stage stochastic li‘near programs .
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Solving Multistage Stochastic Quadratic Programs
F. Louveaux, Facultes Universitaires de Namur.
Namur. Belgium

We consider multistage stochastic programs with recourse,
having quadratic objective function md linear constraints.
In the absence of inequality constraints, the well—Mom
certainly equivalent result applies.
We recently showed
that under relatively weak conditions solving a multistage
stochastic quadratic program having discrete distribution
' md linear inequality constraints is equivalent to solving
a nested sequence of piecewise quadratic programs.
We first review these conditions, then trmsform the exis—
tmg algori’thm for piecewise quadratic program to cope
with this multi'stage Si'tuation.
We then consider some aspects of the numerical implemntation of the algorithm, in
particular the possibility of having separable subproblems
and finally report on numrical eweriments 1'llustrating
the importmce of these aspects in stochastic energy in—
vestmnt problems.
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A Unified, Parametric Quadratic Programming
Solution to Some Stochastic Linear Programming
Models
M. Kojima, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Tokyo.
Japan
K. Kaneko. University of Wisconsin. Madison.
Wi., USA.
In this p1tper we conside ‘l st=tveral dct=trministtic models
inve‘stigatxtd in th‘L literature for a .stocliastic linear
prograim witlt .1 constant fitasible region and stocliastic
L‘OSC k‘)((‘fflk‘lents liti-ving a multi-variate norm'al distribu—
tion. Rel1tti'onslil'ps are L>.Vamine‘d among the solution con—
CL‘ptS 1‘n thesn‘ mde1.s‘. The main resxnlt is to s.liow that
solving a4 )iaramctric qua drati‘c progra’m assor‘ia ted witli
Mrkowitz's mean—variance model yields solutions to all
other model.‘s wo’ cons ld‘tr for all relevant values‘ of' i)a-rameters, in a- unified way.
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Optimality Conditions for Programming Problems
Involving Multivalued Mappings
W. Oettli, Universitat Mannheim, Mannheim,
West Germany

We consider programing problems of the form min(f(x)lch,
F(x)ﬁ B i 0), where F is a multivalued mapping from som
linear topological space X 3 A into another linear topological space Y 3 B.
Using a suitable definition for the
derivative of a multivalued mpping it is possible to obtain complete analogs of the usual Kuhn-Tucker—Lagrange
The convex case — with and without topology conditions.
will also be discussed.
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Estimation of the Transition Matrix of a Doubly
Stochastic Markov Chain
M. Raghavachari. Indian Institute of
Management, Ahmedabad, India
G.L. Yang, University of Maryland, College Park,
Md., U.S.A.
Consider a markov chain ﬂth a doubly stochastic transi—
The problw of the maximm likelihood esti—
tion matrix.
mation of the transition matrix from sample count data
is fomulated as a non linear programing problm.
The
fom of the estimate has been derived frm the theory of
M iterative procedure which
mathwatical progrming.
is seen to converge to a doubly stochastic matrix of the
given fom has been developed to obtain the estmate.
Monte Carlo simulations have also been done to study
the efficiency of the maxmm likelihood estimate and
investigate the closeness of the estmted matrix to the
population transition matru.
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Duality and Information in Stochastic Linear
Programming Exemplified by a Dynamic Inventory
Control Model
W.K.K. Haneveld, University of Groningen,
Groningen, The Netherlands

We consider the single comodity N—stage nonstationary
producti‘on-inventory model with stochastic demnds, and
assume for simplicity that the production cost, the hol—
ding cost and the shortage cost are linear. Of basic impor—
tance for the model is the assumption about the infomati'on structure, i.e. which part of the demand process has
been obsewed by the decision maker at the time he has to
decide about the production in period n. We consider the
whole range from no obsewation (open loop control) to
complete anticipative infomation (determi'nistic model).
The opti’mal control is determined by certain optiml inven—
tow levels which can be calculated by dwamic programing.
In this paper the problem is dualized. The dual problem
too can be solved by dwamic programing. Actually, this
method is equivalent wi‘th solving the original problem by
dwamic programing 1‘n differentiable fom. The dual solu—
tion can be seen as a pri’ce system related to the informtion structure of the pri‘ml decisions. Since all costs
are linear, we get explicit expressions for the dual soluti‘on in terms of probabilities of certain events.

Infinite Dimensional Mathematical Programming
Problems Arising in Communication and Control
S.K. Mitter, MIT. Cambridge, Ma., USA.

In this talk we discuss a number of infinite dmensional
mathemtical programing problems arising in the areas of
data comunication networks, quantw comunication theory
and stochastic control.
Some of these problems are linear
programim problems where the standard regularity assmp—
tiona for the non—existence of duality gaps are not satis—
fied.
Nevertheless a satisfactory duality theory for
these problems can be given.
We also present examples of
mathematical programing problems in these areas which are
distinctly nonconvex.
It will be suggested that the methods
of differential mnifolds may be the "correct" way of
developing a theory of optimization for nonconvex problems.
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Post—optimality Analysis for Continuous Programming
3.". Buie, J. Abrham, University of Toronto,
Toronto, Canada

The problem under consideration is assumed to MVe an opti—
mum solution and to satisfy the so-called local regularity
condition.
Furthermore, it is assumed that the null space
of the Frechet differential of the operator in the constr—
aint has a topological complement.
The effect of a pertur—
bation in the constraint on the optimum value of the objec—
tive functional is expressed in terms of the dual variables
and the perturbation.
The optimm solution 1’s show to be
a function of the perturbation,‘ the theory of generalized
inverse operators is used.
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Separably Infinite Programming
A. Charnes, University of Texas, Austin, Tx.,
U.S.A.
P.R. Gribik, K.O. Kortanek, Carnegie-Mellon
University. Pittsburgh, Pa.. U.S.A.

Separably—'infi'nite programs are a class of li'near infinite
progrms that are related to semi—infin‘ite programs and
which MVe applicatl‘ons 1‘n economics and statistics.
These
programs have an infinite nmber of variables and an infi—
nite number of constrai’nts.
However, only a finite number
of vari‘ables appear in an infinite number of constraints,
and only a fini‘te number of constraints have an infinite
number of vari'ables.
Duality in this class of programs is
studied and used to develop a system of nonlinear equations
sati'sfi'ed by optiml soluti'ons of the priml and dual pro—
grms.
This nonli‘near system has uses in numerical tech—
niques for solv1'ng separably—‘rnf'inite programs.
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A General Theory of Second Order Conditions
A.D. loffe, MADI. Moscow, USSR

The theory of second order condi'ti'ons to be presented
covers a sufficiently general class of problems in Bmach
spaces 1'ncluding "standard" smooth problems with finitely
mny i‘nequli’ty and inf1'ni‘tely many equality constraints.
The case when the problem possesses a certai'n amount of
nonsmotMess wi‘ll be also considered. Mong the results
to be discussed, there are new necessary and sufficient
second order condi'tions, exact smoth penalization and
aupented ugrangi'm theorems. The novelty of the theory
l'ies in that'.
l) 1't incorporates no addi’ti’onal regularity assuwtions beyond those used in the fi'rst order theo—
ry-,
2) it deals wi'th the whole set of Kuhn - Tucker vec3)
tors and doesn't require this set to be a singleton,'
in cmparison wi'th the "standard" second order condi’tr’ons,
necessary conditions given by the theory are stronger and
sufficient conditions are weaker,' interrelati'ons among
them are much li‘ke in the claSSi'cal theory,‘
A)
the
theory works if the estimtes for second derivatives hold
only for a weaker norm tun the one with respect to which
the derivatives are defined. (This situation is typical
for infinite dimensional problems, say, variational pro—
blms.)
hat of the results are new even in the finite
dimensional situation. We hope also to discuss possible
applications of the theory for computati'onal purposes.
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Pay—off Mollifiers and the Harsenyi-Selten Valuation
Function
A. Charnos, J. Rousseau, The University of
Texas, Austin, Tx., U.S.A.
L. Soiford, York University, Toronto, Canada

L. SMpley raised the question of the relation of the
CMrnea, husaeau, Seiford "mollifier" concepts to the
hrsanyi-Selten modification of the vou-Nemnn—hrgenstern
chracteristic function construction for gms in noml
form to tan better account of "disruption" or "threat"
We ahw for a large class of gems cm: th'e
possibilities.
H-S constructim yields a constant mollifier.
In relevant

cases it is nan—superadditive when the v.N—M function is
superadditive.
We extend "mollification" to games in normal form.
In the
extended theory, the H—S construct is a constant mollifier
with the preceding non—superadditive impediment.
It also
fails to take account of coal'itional sizes.
Our extended
"homomollifier" concept does and always yields a superadd—
itive constant sum characteristic function when the v.N-M
construction does.
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Games with Supermodular Characteristic Functions
D.M. Topkis, Bell Laboratories, Holmdel, N.J..
U.S.A.

Shapley showed that an n—person cooperative gme with a
supemodular cMracteristic function has a nonmpty core,
and he gave a ample algoritm for finding elements of the
core.
Von Nemnn and Morgenstern constructed the value
of the characteristic function for each coalition frm a
correspondim two-person noncooperative game, but no
reasonable conditions under which this construction generates a supemodular characteristic function appear to
exist.
mis paper presents a model in which the value of
the characteristic function for each coalition cmes from
a certain optimization problem.
For this model, the cha—
racteristic function is supemodular under suitable condi—
tions.
We emmple involves a cooperative game version
of the selection problm, where players MVe different
sets of items available and each coalition chooses from
among the items available to its mmbers so as to mumize
the value of the activities that can be perfomed with the
chosen itms minus the cost of the chosen itms.
Shapley's
algoritm finds and elment of the core of this gme by
solving n nested minimum cut problems.
In another exmple,
the players are producers and a coalition pays for purchases
of materials for its memers according to concave cost
functions.
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An Information Theory of Game Systems
8. Kano, V. Kal, Kyushu University, Kyushu,
Japan

In game theory, pay—off functions have played an important
role. However, an essential point of game behaviour is
that one player estimates the other players' strategies
before the other players estimate the player's strategy,
where strategy implies a policy and 1's not presented explicitly in the game. From the viewoint, we fomulate a
game system where each player has a random parameter whose
values denote his strategies. A state of the game system
is presented by a set of all players' actions which are
determined stochastically by their strategies and all past
states. Each player intends to obtain the infomation on
values of the other players' parameters by the sequential
observations. We give the conditions under which one
player obtains the total amount of informtion on the
other player's strategy in two person game. This consideration is developed to h-person game in which player 2,
who competes with player 1, cooperates with player 3 or
player 4, and we study a problem to decide which is better
for player 1, to cooperate with player 3 or 4. It is remrkable that the above study of cooperative game gives
some mdels of parallel information processing in brain
systems and computer systems.
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A Characterization of Vector Measure Games in pNA
Y. Tauman, CORE. Louvain La Neuve, Belgium

ﬁe space pNA plays a central role in the theory of nonatmic games.
Amann and Shapley, in their book "Va1ues
of Non—Atmic Games",have proved the existence of a unique
value on pNA and presented a fomula which enables us to
cmpute the value for gmes in pNA of the fom f o u where
u is a finite vector of NA measures, and f is a real function defined on the range of u with f(0) -— 0.
It is natural
to ask which gmes of the fom f o u are in pNA 7.
DEFINITIONS.
Define a nom ll IIm on the linear space NAN by
m
A‘ ‘- (u1,...,u ) ” llull = 2 llu ll
“‘
i=1
1 EV
Denote by R(u) the range of u (R(u) ' {u(S) I S 6 Cl).
Define B(u) and B(u,c) (c > 0) by

B(u)
- {v e m‘“
B(u.cm) = (v E 3(u)
Fm u in (NAI)

I am = R(u)}
| [In - ﬁlm Q).
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that
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sufficient
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PROPERTY II.

In practice optimal or near—optimal soluti'ons to combi‘na—
tori'al optiml'zati'on problems are often found by heurl’stl‘c
algori'thms.
These algorx'thms perform well despi’te the
fact that they are capable of fai'ling badly on mali’c1‘ously
L‘lIOSO.n problem in‘stance_s.
There 1's a growi‘ng body of work
which investl’gates the probable performnce of such algo—
ritlims‘ on input.s draw from well—defi'ned probabi'li'ty di's—
trx’bution.
We review some favorable results regardi‘ng
licuristic algorithms for various network—flow problemsI
routing problems a'nd locati'on problems, as well as negative
retsults about the computation of max'imum cli‘ques and
optimal knapsack solutions.
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u

at u.

In tr.e course of the proof of the theorw No other propertie
are established.
PROPERTY I.
If f o u is in pNA then there aists a sequence
polynomials (pn)an , all of thm on Rm,
n—-1
llpn o u - f o ull B—vnw> 0.

The Probabilistic Analysis of Combinatorial
Optimization Algorithms
R.M. Karp, University of California, Berkeley. Ca.
USA.

Direct Solutions to Some Constrained Transportation
Problems
P. Scobey, D.G. Kabe, St. Mary's University,
Halifax, Canada

E > 0

that

A necessary and
pm is

at
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such that

If f o u pNA for each v E B(u).

Consider the
Y -— BX + E,
F8 ——

W1,

multivariate
in which 8

BH —— wz,

and

is

nomal linear
subjected

JBL '— W3.

to

Some

regression model
the restrictions

statistical methodw

logy available for estimating the regression coefficient
matrix 8 under these conditions is used to derive a direct
solution to a three dimensional constrained transportation
problm. Also, a cla351‘cal quadratic progrming teemique
is used to derive a direct solution to a two—dimensional
constrained transportation problem.
Examples illustrating
the methods are given.
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Generalized Shapley Values by Simplicial Sampling
B. Von Hohenbalken, University of Alberta,
EdmontOn, Canada
T. Levesque, Wilfrid Laurier University, Waterloo,
Canada

This paper describes the development of a generalization
of the Shapley value, a solution concept of game t heory
that allws for clique formtions among players.
The
calculation of approximte generalized Shapley values is
done by a sampling techniqw, that is briefly sumrized
in Section 4 of the paper.
An ML- code and an example
are also given.
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A Direct Method for the Quadratic Capacitated
Transportation Problem with Separable Costs
J-S. Pang, Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburg,
Pa., USA

One of the most important reasons why the Simplex Method
can be applied so successfully to a linear transportati'on
problem is because the problem possesses a triangular basis
matrix, or in other words, the subgraph associated with the
basis forms a tree.
In this paper, we Show that in the
equivalent linear complementarity fomulation of the quad—
ratic capacitated transportation problem with separable
costs, there is also a certain "basis mtrix" which has a
similar "triangular" or "tree—like" structure.
By exploiting this structure, we shall describe how the parametric
principal pivoti'ng algorithm can be applied effectively to
solve th‘is qwdratic transportation problem.
Finally, we
shall report computational experience.
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Minimum-Concave-Cost Network Flows
R.E. Erickson, Bell Laboratories. Holmdel. N.J..
U.S.A.
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and tire
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me problm under the comideration is how to solve
neWOrk problms Mth concave obJ'ective function.
Most frequently, when such a problm appears/and it does
in a mde variaty of optmization situations/ the usual
approach to solve it is to use one of the general non-li—
near
optimization algoritMs or to develop a heuristic
one.
Such tools are very uneffective frm mny points
of viw.
Here are reported few papers exploiting special stmcture
of the problm waded in it's set of constraints.
The
min role in these papers /authored by e.g. htta Wrty,
plays a procedures for ranking ad—
Patrick G.Mc.Keom/
jacent atrme points of the constraints polyhedron.
Obtaining high perfomnce of the procedures, enumerating
neighboring atrwe points is also vew mportant for many
other mthmtical progrming disciplines.
It sews to be the way to achieve the goal by mploying
data atmctures frm the cmuter science to a graph
theoretic curacterization of the adjacency relationship.
There uist a nmber of theorms stating correspondence
between the sets of atrme points /interpreted as extreme
flows in networks/ and certain network elments such as
for ample smple cycles. The drawbacks of methods based
on these theorms are the high costs of handling data,
Wat can be reduced /as with a great success in the
large scale transshiment problms/ by adequte data structures.
The attemps is to show the ways how to apply such
an approach.
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Distributions of Vertex and Path Attributes for a Few
Parametrized Polytope Classes
P.C. Kettlor, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL,
USA.

The study investigates parametrized classes of polytopes
from a probabilistic point of view. Coefficients of the
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Solving Network Concave Optimization Problems
IVI. Trojanowski, Academy of Sciences.
Warsaw, Poland
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The mi'nimum—concave-cost Si'ngle—source network flow problem is reduced to that of finding a stat1’onaryv optiml
halti'ng poli’cy i'n a fi'ni'te—state branchi‘ng Mrkov decis‘ion
chain.
Th15 'is accomplished by' not'ing that an extreme
flow into a node equals the sum of the rc‘quirements at so—
m subset of the nodes.
A st'ate 1's 3 nMe together with
the set of requi'rements nodes suppli'ed by m extreme flow
into that node.
A dec1'51'on 1'nd1'cates how tliat extrem
flow 1‘s di’v1'ded among the 1'medi'atel') accessx‘ble nodes md
detemi‘nes the one—peri'od c.osts from the flow costs.
m
opti’mal circui‘tless dec1'31'on then determines a m’nimum
cost flow.
A resulting algori‘thmi‘s show to have a poly—
nom‘al runni'ng tim i'f the netmrk is planar
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Quasi-Newton Methods for Minimax
S-P. Han, University of Illnois. Urbana, IL, USA.
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Updating Quasi-Newton Matrices with Limited
Storage
J. Nocedal, Universidad Nacional Autonoma de
Mexico. Mexico City, Mexico

We study how to use the BFGS quasi-Newton matrices to
precondition the conjugate gradient method in problems
We give an update fomula
where the storage is critical.
which generates matrices using infomation from the last
m iterations, where m is any number supplied by the
user.
me qmsi—Newton mtrix is updated at every iteration
by dropping the oldest infomtion and replacing it by
the newest infomation.
It is show that the mtrices
generated have awe desirable properties.
Several
conjugate direction algorithms are tested nmerically
and their relative merits are discussed.
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curvatures except at a stati'onary

An Acceptable-Point Algorithm for Function
Minimization
G.E. Johnson, M.A. Townsend, Vanderbilt
University, Nashville. Tn., U.S.A.
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In seeki’ng

to

solve

an unconstrained m1'n1'm1'zat1‘on problem,

one often comutes steps based on a quadratl’c approxi‘mat'ion to the objective function.
One reasonable way to
such

steps

is by mi'nim1'21'ng the

mtion constrained
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approx1'-

certain

Modern financial planning languages pemit interactive
construction and solution of dwamic models.
These are
usually used to anwer "%at if."" questions by solving
the model sequenti'ally in time for specified values of
sme variables or parmeters.
We discuss here interfacing
the language IFPS with the non—linear optimization program
GRGZ to pemit a selection of optimal values for the model
variables.
IFPS is a language with special constmcts Wich pemit
dmamic financial models with hundreds of equations to be
posed in language natural to the user.
GRGZ is an imple—
mentation of the generalized reduced gradient algoritm,
using an explicit basis inverse, for solving non—linear
progrms of general fom.
From GRGZ's viewoint, IFPS
is an evaluator of constraint and objective function values
for given values of the decision variables.
GRGZ also
requires first partial derivatives of these functions.
Means for their automtic and rapid computation frm an
IDS model will be described, and some preliminary compu—
tational experience with the systm will be presented.
Some aamples will be given of problms which prospective
future users plan to pose.

computat1‘5

X ndefi-

a special case whic‘h

step 'computing modules
in

Introducing a Non-linear Optimizer into a Financial
Planning Language
A. Roy, EXECUCOM Systems Corporation, Austin,
Tx., U.S.A.
L. Lasdon, University of Texas. Austin, U.S.A.
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(1'n

relati‘ve

Computing Optimal Locally Constrained Steps
D.M. Gay, M.|.T.. Cambridge, Ma., USA.
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Computational Analysis of Equivalent Formulations
for Linear Product-Mix Models and Mixed-Integer
Production—Investment Models
G.F. Knolmayer, Universitat Wien. Wien.
Austria
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The Differential Geometry of the Twice Continuously
Differentiable Unconstrained Optimization Surface
and its Application to the Newton/Greenstadt
Method
R. Frank, IBM Cambridge Scientific Center,
Cambridge, Ma., U.S.A.
me twice contl’nuously differentiable unconstrained optimization surface is analyzed using elementary classical
Differential Geometry.
me resulting formulae are related
to the standard quadrati'c approximti'on to the surface
which is the truncated Taylor series.
A modifi'ed eigenproblem for the Hessian 1's shown to give exact curvature
iniomtion anwhere on the surface.
me usual eigenproblem for the Hessian yields only sign informat‘ion about the

This paper presensresults obtained by transfering methods
for comparing algori’thms to the comparison of equi’valent
LP and NIP—formulations. Such results should support the
decisions of modellers in matrix generation. An important
reason for the existence of equivalent formulatl‘ons is the
possibility to elimina’te balance equati’ons (i.e. cons—
traints i wltli bi=0). In a model with p balance equations
the 2p equivalent formulations are often characterized by
a substitutional relation between the number of rows and
the number of colums (nonzeros). To test the effects of
different model structures a problem generator has been
written which generates "reasonable" multistage production
models with many balance equat‘ions. A condensation program
eliminates these constra'ints if the el'1mination will not
generate more than a user specified number of nonzeros.
The original and some condensed fomulations were either

optimized by LP or revised with investment data. In the
latter case economies of scale were) modelled by $052 and
the revised models were opti’mi’zed by NIP. The characte—
ri'stics of the opt'im’izat'ion by APEX—III were automtical—
ly recorded and ~several regression models were tr'ied to
fi'nd "good" explanations for them. The results show that
the eli‘mi‘nati’on of bt11ance equati'ons 1's far less attrac—
ti've than expected from the m3—hypothe51's of most textbooks. A Si'gni'fi’cantly better explanati‘on o‘f computati'onal
effort 1's obtai‘ned by u51'ng both the numbers of rows and
nonzeros as predi‘cti‘ng variables in regression analys1'.s.
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A Goal Programming Sensitivity Analysis Approach
to the Product Mix Problem
M.H. Elwany, Alfateh University, Tripoli, Libya

In producti'on systems ere a number of goals tliat don't
Mye mutual comat'ibil'ityv and a nummr of subst‘itut‘ional
goals are formulated, one often wants to know how the pro—
fi't and/or cost functions change as tm goals cluange, or
the substituti'onal goals com i’nto effect.
The applica—
ti’on of goal program‘ng 1'ncludes the i'ssue of presenting
sui‘table plans 1'n comrehen51'ble [om to production system.
A case study on a producti‘on system has been car—
ri'ed out.
In thi's case study four goals, two substituti‘onal goals and som forty constraints are formulated.
Changes 1'n several goals at once are 1'nvest1'gated u51'ng
parametri‘c li'near program'ng.
Tm chmges 1'n productivity coeffi'ci'ents are of practi‘cal 1'mportance 1'n the case
study because the mrket pr'ices of the 1'nputs change fre—
quently i'n short run.
hrg'inal substi'tution rates are
used to analyse the senstivity of the solution.
The effect of som non—li‘neari’ti’es due to practi’cal consi—
derations are 1'nvest1'gated duri'ng the fomulation stage.
Introduci‘ng the substi‘tutional goals provi‘de a qui'te effec—
tive approach that may help in solvi'ng a wi‘de range of pro—
duct—mi'x problems.
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Solving Certain New Problems of Resource
Allocation by Mathematical Programming
R. Slowinski, J. Weglarz, Technical
University of Poznan, Poznan, Poland

Most of the results obtained until nw in resource alloca—
tion theow mung activities of a network project have con—
cemed sitmtions in which only renewable or only non-renwable, only discrete or only continuous resources have
By renewable /or non—storable/ we underabeen considered.
tand resources for which only total usage at every moment
is constrained,' by non—renwable /or storable/, hwever,
those for which constraints only concern total conswptiona
up to given moments.
m the other hand, by discrete
resources we understand such resources as machines, facilities, production stages, etc., as opposed to continuous
resources which are continuously divisible, for exmple
energy, money, power, fuel flow, etc.
In practice hwever,
we often meet situations in which different t,‘vpe.= of resour—
For example,
cea must be considered in a comon model.
the ewe activities simultaneously need for their perforunce mchines and /or money, or pwer, etc.
Morewer,
in real world situations, resources often cannot be
treated as either renewable or non—renwable, as in the
case of power or mnpower.
In this paper we consider a
large class of resource allocation models describing such
situations.
We shw hw the problms my be reduced to

the appropriate linear or nonlinear programing problems
in the most effective way taking into account the mthem—
tical models of activities, the network structure and the
optmality criterion.
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A Generalized Application of Method "Optimization
with Minimal |nformation"/”OMI”/to Some Type of
Allocation Problems
Z.M. Farkas, Hungarian Statistical Institute,
Budapest, Hungary

The purpose of this planned paper 1's to present one of the
author's mthematical result connected with the method
"0MI".
Re problem solved is the generalized resource
allocation problem of followi’ng type'.
n
n
M=i£1 M(_ix,y1)+m1n, if 1—2—1 yi—‘y,
where

112 525'

.. Sx
-n

and

ﬂimzie En, X_1~S yi,

lPl
i=l,2,... 1n,'

Here the objecti've functi'on M(x_,y) 1's not exactly know,
only well-defi'ned properti'es are fulfilled by the funct'ion
M(_x,y).
These properties define a whole class of obJ'ective
functions /with "minimal information" of heuristic origin/
the so called homogen separable convex functi’ons. Upon
giving a general model, a soluti‘on class is determined by
the author, whi'ch class 1's 1'nvar1'ant for the whole objecti‘ve functi’on class.
The author's new results are generali’zation of solving the
above IPI new type convex programing problem from scalar
to n—dimensional variable, and interpret it for modelling
certain modified type of transportation problem /objective
with a homogen separable convex penalty functi‘on /. It '15
to be noted that general solut'ion algor'ithmgi'ves a chance
to solve some multi'di'men51‘onal allocati‘on problems con—
nected w1'th reliabi‘lity theorem.
Paper intends to present
also both of above menti'oned applications together wi‘th
theoreti’cal approach of this new type of opti’mization
methods.
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Strong Vector Minimization and Duality
B.D. Craven, University of Melbourne.
Melbourne, Australia

A constrained minimm of a vector valued function is de'—
The definition chosen
fined, in terms of an ordering cone.
leads to a vector analog of the Kuhn—Tucker theorem, and to
a duality theorem where the dual problem has a vector
valued objective function, and weak duality is defined by
an appropriate cone ordering. Also proved are a vector
valued converse duality theorem, and a vector quasiduality
theorem which does not require convexity.
The results are
related to perturbations of the objective function in a
minimization problem.
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Saddle-Point for Vector Valued Functions
B. Lemaire, Universite Montpellier II, Montpellier.
France

The noti'on of saddle—point 1’s c13551'cal for real valued
functions defi‘ned over a product of tw sets.
Here w 31've exten51'ons to fmcti‘ons taking values in m ordered \Vec—
tor space, the 1'nfi'mum or supremum being sought 1'n tlie
wnse of Pareto.
In some cases one of these extended noti‘ons cm be reduced to the c18551'ca1 one by a conveni‘ent
paramtr'izati‘on.
Th‘is pemits to obtain en”1s.ten‘ce theorems.
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Holistic Preference Evaluation in Multiple Criteria
Optimization
J.K. Ho, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton.
NY. USA.

Th'is paper presents an 'interact‘ive,
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A Technique for Forcing Convergence in Variable
Metric Methods For Constrained Optimization
R.M. Chamberlain, H.c. Pedersen,
M.J.D. Powell. University of Cambridge.
Cambridge, England

Ad-

marg1'—
i'n-

decision mker
from

An l'deal way of solvx‘ng nonli'near equati'ons or nonli'near
program1‘ng problems 1's to solve a subproblem 1'n Hhi'ch a
certain quadrat'lc/l'inear L1 funct'ion '15 m1‘n1'm'ized subj'ect
to a restricti'on on the resulti‘ng length of step.
Tlii's
L1 functi'on 1's obtai'ned bv‘ approx1’mat1‘ng the L1 penalty
functi'on for the ori'gi'nal problem 1'n an appropriate way.
Global and second order convergence results for this al—
gorithm can be establi‘shed. however the soluti‘on of the
subproblem requi‘res quadrati’c programi'ng type software,
which can be expens'ive '1n computer tim and storage.
A
related algori'thm 1's described Hhi'ch avox‘ds quadratic pro—
gram1‘ng by means of an acti‘ve set strategy and anti'—
21'gzagg1‘ng tests. An important feature 1's that only
n2 * 0(n) storage locati‘ons are requi'red.
meoreti'cal
and e.err1'mental results are presented whi'ch show that
the algori'thm i's efficx'ent and reli'able.
Currently sec—
ond der'lvati'ves are requi'red but there is scope for the
use of qua51‘—tVewton updates.
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An Exact L1 Penalty Function Method for Nonlinear
Equations and Nonlinear Programming
R. Fletcher, University of Dundee, Dundee.
Scotland, UK.

forest

g'iven.
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Multiple Objective Mathematical Programming with
Respect to Multiple Decision-Making
R.E. Wendell, University of Pittsburgh.
Pittsburgh, Pa., USA.

We consider the important problem of obtaining a "mjority
consensus" among a number of individuals on the solution to
a multiple objective optmization problem.
%en the nmber
of objectives is greater than two, we observe that such a
consensus exists only under strong smetry conditions.
However, in the bi-objective case, we show that a "consensus
exists in the convex case and we shw how to find it via
direct and interactive approaches. In the nonconvex bi-ob—
jective case, we observe that a "local consensus" always
exists under rather weak regualrity conditions.

Variable metric methods for constrained optm'izatl'on are
iterative.
Search directions are generated in the space of
the vari‘ables, and steps are taken along search directions.
Successful convergence depends on an ini'ti'al estimte of
the solution, the choice of search directi'ons, and the
choice of step—lengths.
The aim is to force convergence
even when a good 1‘n1'tial esti‘mate of the soluti‘on 1's not
available. One difficulty is that a trial step in the
space of the variables may improve the objective function,
but the constraint violations my becom worse, so a suit—
able balance has to be found. A technique tMt usually
gives excellent results is to use a line search function
that 1's the objective function plus a wei‘ghted sum of the
moduli of the constraint violati‘ons, but it 1's di‘fficult
to choose suitable weights.
Han has proved a global con—
vergence theorem for a method of this type tMt depends on
the weights bei‘ng sufficiently large and constant, but an
sample is given to show that the use of large weights can
be highly inefficient.
Therefore a "watchdog technique"
is proposed.
The watchdog is Han's method, for i't is used
to force convergence, but it is not necessary to apply it
on every iteration.
Therefore on several iterations one
uses instead a line search objective function whose weights
are of a size that is well suited to tm search direction
of the iteration.
Numerical results show tMt this exten—
sion of Han's method can reduce greatly the nmber of func—
t1’on and gradient evaluations that are requi‘red in a con—
strained minimization calculation.
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On the Convergence Properties of Variable Metric
Recursive Quadratic Programming Methods
L.C.W. Dixon, The Hatfield Polytechnic, Herts.
England

In recent years a number of authors have proposed Si‘mi'lar
algori'thms based on a combi’nation of the vari'able metric
mthods of
princ1'ple and recurs_1've quadratic programmi'ng.
thi's ty'pe 1'nclude those proposed by, mrrey (1969), Biggs
(1972, 1975, 1978), Han (1975, 1977) Powell (1976, 1977,
1977) Tapi‘a (1977) and Di'xon (1979).
These mthods all
generate the di'recti'on of search by fomi‘ng a quadratic
approxr‘mati’on to the Mgrangi'an and li'near approx1’mtions
to the constrai‘nts, but di'ffer i'n regard to time function
used 1’n the li'near search.
In thi‘s paper a numMr of new
results on the global convergence of thi‘s type of algor'1thm w'ill be presentEd.

proposed by Mn, Powell and mwe and Wratos, in which
the search direction is detemined by a suitable approximation to the original problem and step length detemined
by (approximately) minimizing an exact penalty function,
holds considerable promise.
However several difficulties,
listed by Mn, need to be overcme.
The first is the
choice of the penalty function parameter,‘ many of the pro—
cedures proposed for choosing these parameters are heuris—
tic and my lead to cycling or jaming.
Secondly an Amijo—type procedure 4.: needed for detemining a suitable
step length.
Thirdly, if superlinear convergence is
required, the algorithm must ensure that the step length
is asmptotically unity - existing algoritMs do not have
this property. The final problem concerns the suitability
of the search direction yielded by the quadratic approxima—
tion to the original problem.
m algorithhich successfully overcomes these difficulties. is presented and show
to be globally convergent and to possess a SUperlinear
convergence rate.
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Nonsmooth Optimization
F.H. Clarke, University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, Canada

The Computation of Lagrange-Multiplier Estimates
for Constrained Minimization
P.E. Gill, W. Murray, Stanford University,
Stanford. Ca., USA.
We discuss some aspects of the theory and applications of
nondifferentiable, nonconvex optimization problem in
mathematical programing and optimal control.
In thi's paper we shall di’scuss the computation of est1‘mates of Lagrange multl’pliers for both li‘nearly— and non—
li'nearly—constrai'ned opti'mi'zati'on.
In nonlinearly—con—
strained optimizat'ion ‘in parti'cular we believe that
Lagrange—mult'ipl'ier est'imates can be prone to gross error.
%en generati’ng an esti'mte x of the solutl'on of an optimi'zati'on problem, 1't 1's always p0551'ble to establish
Si'mple cri'teri'a to ascertai‘n whether or not x 1'5 better
than any prev1‘ous esti‘mte. Analogous criteri'a for uni—
formly 1'mprov1‘ng Lagrange-multi‘pli’er estl'mates are not
know.
In thi’s paper however, we do give computational
cri’teri‘a for accepti‘ng or reJ‘ecti‘ng Lagrange—multipli‘er
esti’mtes and we attempt to establi’sh the degree of confi'dence that can be placed 1'n an estimate.
Most techniques for esti’mating Lagrange multipliers are
embedded with‘in a part'icular opt‘im'izat'ion method and the
est'imates g’iven depend upon properties of the sequence of
approx1’mations to the soluti’on whi’ch do not hold 1'n other
algori’thms.
In this paper we have attempted to deri've
fomulae whi'ch are 1'ndependent of any special properti‘tAs
of tlie p01‘nt of estimation.
However, the 1'mpli'cat1'on of
applyi'ng these general fomulae to parti'cular algorithms
is discussed.
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A Superlinearly Convergent Algorithm for
Constrained Optimization Problems
0.0. Mayne, Imperial College of Science and
Technology, London, England
E. Polak, University of California, Berkeley. Ca.,
USA
mere exist many algoritMS, such as those due to Levitan
and Polyak, to Wilson and to Robinson, for solving constrained optmization problems which have a superlinear
A
rate of convergence but are only locally convergent.
mjor difficulty in globally stabilizing these algoritMs
is the fact that they generate a sequence of points which
are not necessarily feasible, mking cwparison of successive points difficult.
Hwever, a class of algorithms,
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An Approach to Newton Method in Nondifferentiable
Optimization
E.A. Nurminski, IIASA, Laxenburg, Austria

The computational efficiency of subgradient schmes in non—
differentiable (convu) optimization strongly depends on
the shape of level sets and is rather slow for ill—behaved
The alternative approach is a Newton-like method
problems.
using an analogy of second derivatives.
The possible definition of second derivatives of a convex function is given
and cmputational methods are discussed.
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Convergence of a Modification of Lemarechal's
Algorithm for Nonsmooth Optimization
R. Mifflln, Institute of Decision Science.
Claremont, Ca., USA.

m algoritm is given for finding stationary points of
minmization problems having locally Lipschitz problem
functions that are not necessarily convex or differentiable.
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On the Surprising Effectiveness of Subgradiant
Optimization
J.L. Goffin, McGill University, Montreal, Canada
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Stochastic Programming in Portfolio Selection
R.J. Peters, B.V.I-l. Van do Kieft, State
University, Groningen, The Netherlands
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Multipliers and Duality in Noncomex
Nondifferentiable Programming
J.P. Ponot, Faculte des Sciences, Pau. France

We consider a new definitim of generalized subdifferential
for a non convex nondifferentiable mappi'ng.
We compare it
with mom concepts as Clarke's, Pshenichnyi's, Mckafellar's defin'itions.
We show by simple examples it gives
more preci‘se infomation tMn Clarke's generalized grad—
ients especially when duling with necessary conditions.
Finally, we use it in sensitivity analysis, refining results due to J. Gauvin, J. Gauvin - J.w. Tolle, A. Aus—
lender, V.H. N Guyen - J.J. Strodiot — R. Mifflin.

The use of mthemtical modeling techniques for finding an
optiml solution of the portfolio selection problem has
recei‘ved a great deal of attenti'on in the last two decades.
The input data of the problem, e.g. the return from the
stocks, are stochastic by nature and this would elimi‘nate
the use of deterministic approaches.
A modeling techn'ique
is propOSed that differs from the comon stochastic sch—
emes, proposed in literature, (e.g. Mrkowitz full—covariance approach), which are formulated in terms of utility
functions, reflecting the attitude of the decision mker
towards risk.
In our approach the optimization criterion
consists of minimizmg the expected loss, raised to a
square, at the evaluation moment afterwards, due to not
having chosen the best strategy at the beginning of the
tme horizon.
Also the cost, associated with revising
the portfolio at hand (transaction cost), are taken into
account.
The model has been developed in close collabor—
ation with one of the mjor banks in the Netherlands.
To
the support of the research department of this bank the
progrm Ms been exercised on a real—life case.
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Duality in Stochastic Programming Applied to the
Operation of a Reservoir
H.F. Karreman, University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wi., USA.
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Stochastic Linear Programming Models of Short—Term
Financial Planning Under Uncertainty
W.T. Ziemba, University of British Columbia.
Vancouver, Canada

me essence of short tam financial plannim is to manage
a fim's or bank's assets and liabilities to mximize short
run profits.
Seasonal. political and economic effects
create uncertainty in forecasted cash requirements. interest am mrtgage rates, liquidation and temination costs,
etc.
We problem is well fomulated as a multiperiod
stochastic linear progrme where the objective is to maxiMZe emected profits associated with the manipulation of
the various assets employed net of constraint violation
penalty costs.
In each period there are typically constraints associated with sources and uses of funds, liquidity. leverage, policy and temination conditions, etc.
In
the banking case one must also deal with deposit flows,
mrtgages and various govement legal regulations.
me
difficulty over even such a short planning horizon as four
quarters is that the problem is quite large both in tem
of variables and constraints and there are a significant
If the random variables are
umber of random parmeters.
discrete the problem reduces to a deteminiatic albeit
his talk is concemed
extremly large linear program.

The problems encountered in the d231'gn and operation of
reservoirs are inherently stochastic. The inflow of water
1's dependent on various environmental factors and its probabi'lity distri'bution can be best approximated by a multivariate gama distribution. The water contents of the reservoir can be used for a variety of purposes, each with
its om probability distribution. Still it is possible to
approximate the probability di‘stribut'ion of the demand for
water also by a multivariate game distribution. Conse—
qu=cntly, the stochastic programing model does not only
have a probabilistic objective function but also some of
the constraints are probability functions. Discrete and
continuous methods have been developed to solve the problem in this formulation. Wat is more, the problem, as
formulated, is a convex programing problem which makes it
possible to explore the duality aspects of it. This in
turn may lead to more efficient ways of obtaining the optmal solution.
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Estimates of the urban residenti‘al mobili‘ty process (W)
are of great i'nterest to urban planners. Since the CL’nSuS
data are avai’lable only after every f1‘ve, or ten years,
tltey are not of much uti'li't'y for maki'ng meani’ngful pre~
dicti’ons of populati‘on di'stribution 1'n cities‘ by zones.
This is all the more true of rapidly growi'ng c1'ti'es, and
the boom toms.
Ci'vic censuses are condtxcted fai'rly re—
gularly by most of the c1'ti'es/toms. F.ven though the civic
censuses do not gather very compre.liensivce data, one can at
least get the total count of populati‘on for every zone 1'n
the urban area b_v broad ~categor1’es for a few characteri‘s—
ti'cs (eg. sex, age, reli'gi'on). Thi's aggregate data set can
be utili’zed to genacrate estimates of propen51't1es of re—
SL’denti‘al mobi'lity under certai'n Si'mple assumptions. We
approx1’mate the URW by a stati‘onary fi'nt'te Mrkov chai'n.
The elements of tlte tran51‘ti'on probabi'lity matri.\', which
yield the mobi’li't)’ propenst’ties, can be estimtatctd from the
ti‘me seri'es of aggregate data byv zones by time Mini‘mum Absolute Devi'ati'ons method, where the expected di'stri'butions
would be supplied b') the bbrkov process. Equivalently the
estl'mates are provi'ded by, the soluti'on sc>t of a linear
programt’ng problem. An i‘llustrati'on 1's l“rovided by est1'mati'ng the parameters of the are i'n the city of Edmonton,
Canada. The estm’ates so obtained are compared with those
generated by the Edmonton Area study carri‘ed out by the
Populati’on Research Laboratory of the Uni'versity of
Alberta in 1977.

At L*ach nondegenerate 1 teration of the steepest edge sir
plex metltod one moves from a vertex of the polytope P of
feasible points. to an adjacent vertex along an edge that
is steepest wi‘th rc=spect to the li’near obJ‘ecti‘ve function
Z.
In tltis talk we briefly describe practicable implementations of th1's a‘lgoritltm for large sparse LP problems
and mi‘nimum cost network flow problems.
We also show
tltat a sequence of LP'S (Pn, Zn) 1'n n vari'ables can be
constructed which require the method to take 2n—l 1'tera—
Thus, 1'n general,
tions to obtain an opti'mal solution.
the steepest edge method is as bad in the worst case
scanse, as is the standard Simplex method.

Parametric Estimation of Urban Residential Mobility
Process by Linear Programming Procedure
P. Krishnan, 6. Rows, University of Alberta.
Edmonton. Canada
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Nested Optimization in DOA Estimation for Nonlinear
Dynamical Systems: Spacecraft Large Angle
Manoeuvres
M.A.H. Dumpster, University of Oxford.

Oxford, England

ﬁl‘s paper di'scusses the fomulation and numeri‘cal develop—
ment of an algorithm for the esti‘mti'on of the domai'n of
attraction of a general nonlinear autonomous dynamical
system.
he method 1's based on stabi‘li‘ty analysis usi'ng
Lyapunov's d1'rect method w1'th quadrati’c Lyapunov functions.
It requi'res the nesti'ng of an unconstrai'ned and a con—
strai’ned optimization problem--both highly nonli'near.
We
Powell '64 conJ'ugate direction algorithm and the BFGS
quasi—Newton algorithm are used as alternatives at the
outer loop, while the recent Powell—Han Lagrangean algo—
rithm is used for the inner loop nonlinear programe.
Appl'icat'ions of the method to stable control of large
angle mnoeuvres for astronomical satellites are described.
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Computational Complexity of Parametric Linear
Programming
K.G. Murty, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
Mi., U.S.A.

we establish that in the worst case, the cmputational
effort required for solving a parametric "linear program is
not bounded above by a polynomial in the size of the pro—
blm.
The mplications of this on the cmputational complexity of other related problms, will be suweyed.

The Steepest Edge Simplex Method: Actual Versus
Worst Case Behaviour
D. Goldfarb, CUNY, New York, N.Y.. U.S.A.
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A Comparison of Real World Linear Programs and
Their Randomly Generated Analogs
R.H.F. Jackson, National Bureau of Standards,
Washington. D.C., U.S.A.

R.P. O'Neill, Department of Energy, Washington,
D.C., U.S.A.
Thi‘s paper
1's a report of a study to detemine the rela—
tionsh'ip of real—world (1'.e., arl‘sing from an application)
problems to thei’r randomly-generated analogs with respect
to the difficulty of comput'ing optiml solutions.
The
1'ntent of the study 1's to determ'ine the ability of random—
ly—generated problems to Si'mulate real—world problems for
the purposes of testing, benchmrkl'ng, and comparl'ng software 1'mplementat1'ons of solution algori‘thms, and further,
to determine 1'f the degree of randomess 1's related to the
di'ffl'culty i'n obtaining a soluti'on. Randomly—generated
analogs are defined to be problems created with character1'st1'cs of a real—world problem, but containi’ng data with
random elements.
These analogs fall into classes that can
be characterized by "nearness" to the real—world problem.
The f1’rst class 1's obtained by randomly perturbing the
problem data. The second class is obtai'ned by randomizing
the ones in the Boolean i'mage of the problem data. The
th1'rd class con51'sts of problems obtained from software
that accepts the problem characteri’stics as 1'nput.
The
random elements are generated from unifom and norml
distri'butions. The measures of difficulty 1'nc1ude central
processor time and iterations for both phase one and two.
The measures of accuracy include deviations from complementary slackness and/or the deviation from a Mom opt1'—
m1 value. Several optimizers will be used in the study.
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Implementation Experience-Active Set Selection
Using 8 Variable Metric Generalization of the Simplex
Algorithm
L.D. Pyle. University of Houston, Houston, Tx..

U.S.A.

One of the objectives of tm research reported in this paper is to develop and test algoritMs for selecting sets
of active constraints so that repeated applications of
suboptimization, when restricted to the facets selected,
will lead to an over—all reduction in computational effort.
This paper reports on experiences in implementing an active

set selection procedure using a varii1ble-metrit* geriernl—
ization of the simple.x a lgoritm, the modular sti‘ur‘ture rwf
HliVOS, and the ‘tomputation.ml facilities.‘ of the 9.ti\nf1L rd
Center for Int‘ormti‘itn Prou‘eS‘sing (9.CIP) viz! tlie ‘L)<m11nl—
‘t.ati‘ons network, Tb‘LEV.b‘T.
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Fleet Scheduling
0. Holst, IMSOR. Technical University of
Denmark. Lyngby. Denmark
P. Allan-Andersen, Peter Matthiesen A/S.
Herlev. Denmark
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Experiments and Experience in Designing Optimal
Inversion Routines
D. Ohso. Technische Hochschule Darmstadt.
Darmstadt. West Germany

Effi“eient 1'n\'er51'on routi’nes for mq.them.1tical progr'.1ming
s'\_stems are almost as important as the ‘aimple.< pro‘tedure
i'tself.
In sol\'ing real u'orld LP-problem‘s inversions will
usuall\_' be e.xet‘uted e'xer\_' 50 — 100 iterations.
The inver—
sion time will 1'n tl1is case certainlv, be a significant pa.rt
of total CPb‘-ti'me.
Present routines i‘n the mthemtical programing software
use more or less heuri'sti'c decx‘sion rules for choosing tlie
next pi'\'ot.
A well—know selection rule i's the iﬁarkowitz
cri‘terium whi'ch locallv_ minimi‘zes the number of fill—ins.
Another techni’que is that of preassipning the pivot se—
quence u'i‘thout perfomi‘ng any transformtions.
The Heller—
mn/hri‘ck approach 1's 8 good example of that strategv_.
A third class of procedures is based on partitioning first
the b351's 1‘nto block trimgular form.
Tarjan's algorithm
whi'ch uses the depth—fi‘rst search in the graph representati‘on 1's \Ver\t' effi‘Ci'ent when this strategy is used.
Results are represented from several experiments using different techni‘ques and combinati‘ons of them.
Proposals
shall be deri'x'ed for designing a near optimal inversion
routi‘ne.
Optimli'ty will be measured with respect to
(1')
the number of fill—1'n, which should be minimized in
order to get a sparse inverse
(11')
the number of ar.ithmetic operations for speeding up
the inx'er51’on.
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Spider Graph Models for Network Design and Fleet
Planning in the Air Cargo Industry
R.E. Marsten, University of Arizona. Tucson, Ar..
U.S.Ar
M.R. Muller, The Flying Tiger Line, USA.
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Interactive Models for Aircraft Load Planning
0. Holst, O. Kessol. O. Larsen. G.
Mlkkolson, IMSOR. The Technical University of
Denmark. Lyngby. Denmark
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A cargo airline sewim N cities must deliver N(N-1) types
of cargo every night (one for each origin, destination pair).
me two main planning problem are choosing the design of
the distribution network and deciding what type of air—
craft to use on each part of that network.
This paper
describes an approach tut involves buildim a network
Given
design out of several overlapping spider graphs.
the nemork design. the selection of the fleet mix and the
routing of the cargo is then a large mixed-integer progrm—
mmg problem.
Experience with the use of this approach
is presented.
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aircraft.
We problem wa's i'ni'tially presented to us by
the Scandi’navr’an Ai’rli'nes System.
The two heuristics have been developed with reference to
thi's problem.
Therefore the case study is presented and
some experi‘ences from usi'ng the mo heuristi’cs are given
1'n the paper, includi‘ng computational effort.
The two heuri‘stic‘s have been 1'mplemented 1‘nto an 1'ntetac—
tive programe package.
Tlie experi‘ences from combining
opti'mi'zation procedures and human experience and outlook
1'nto an i'nteracti‘ve modell‘ing system 1's d‘iscussed.
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nating the anchoring effect of the original fomulation.
The third one is a generalization of an algoritm due to
Bryson and Ho.
The individual and cmbined methods are tested by solving
the optimization of vertical turning maneuvers as an
example.
Results show that an appropriate combination
of algorithms reduces the computing tme requirements
by more than 507..
For other optimization problems
(three—dimensional turns, interception, etc.)
similar
saving can be achieved.
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The Optimal Sequencing of Aircraft Landings at a
Two-Runway Airport
H.N. Psaraftis, M.l.T., Cambridge. Ma.. USA.

On the Integer Transition Property
A.J. Hoffman, IBM T.J. Watson Research
Center. Yorktown Heights, N.Y., USA.

In this paper we extend a Dwamic Programing algorithm
developed for the problm of optimally sequenc1’ng aircraft
landings at a single—runway airport, for solving the two—
runway confi‘guration.
As in the single—runway case, the
problem 1's nontriv1’a1 because the permissible time between
two succeSSi've landi'ngs depends on the characteristics of
the leading and followi'ng ai'rcraft and thus is not con—
stant.
FurtMrmore, 1‘n the two—runway case, one also ha‘s
to determine what aircraft goes to each runway.
The algor—
itm we present in this paper 1's a post—processing of the
1‘nformti‘on created by a run of the single—runway algoritm.
It exploits the fact that the airplanes, although
substanti‘ally numerous, can be classified into a relatively
smll nmber of disti'nct "categories" (heavy jets, mediumSi'ze jets, etc.).
Thi's cla551'fi'cation results i'n drastic
cowutational savmgs.
No alternative objectives are
exmined.‘
The fi'rst is to minimi’ze the time at which the
last landi‘ng takes place, and the second to mi'nimize the
sum of "waitm‘g—to—land" tm'es for all the passengers in
the system.
The problem '15 assumd "stat'ic" i.e. no interThe computer runs imple—
medute arri'vals are con51‘dered.
menti’ng the algori'tm exhibit interesti‘ng partitioning and
sequenc1’ng patterns.

A linear programming problem w’ith a parameter in the objective functi’on 1‘s said to possess the 1'nteger transition
property if, whenever t and tol are succe551've integer
values of the parameter for whi‘ch opti'mum soluti‘ons exi‘st,
there is an integer solution optimm for both t and tvl.
The first cases of this phenomenon were discovered by
Greene and Kleitman, and generalized by Hoffman and
Schwartz. New cases are presented ari'si'ng form lattice
polyhedra, and applied to mtr01'd intersections.
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Characterisations and Properties of Totally
Unimodular and Balanced Matrices
D. de Worra, Ecole Polytechnique Federale de
Lausanne. Lausanne, Switzerland

A simple characteri‘sati‘on
trices
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Efficient Combinations of Optimization Algorithms for
Flight Mechanics Problems
J. Shiner, D. Blank, Israel Institute of
Technology, Haifa. Israel
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Simi‘l'ar characterisations

The aeronautical cmunity has an increuing requirment for
cmputatiomlly efficient algoritMs to solve optmization
problms in Flight Mechanics.
These problms are characterized by multidimensional nonlinear differential eqwtions,
constrained control and state variables, teminal cons—
traints and unspecified final time.
Due to this inherent
cmplexity there is no single nmerical technique with the
required low convergence sensitivity and high convergence
rate.
Although it is agreed that combining different
nmerical methods should be advantageous, no systmtic
study of mixed algoritMs has been reported.
This paper presents efficient combinations of nmerical
optmization techniques smrizing their relative merits.
Four basic methods handling constraints without penalty
functions are considered.1. Sequential Gradient-Restoration
2. Quailinearization
3. Neighboring Extremls
4. Direct Shooting
Re first two are modifications of algoritMs introduced
by Miele, avoiding nmerical differentiation and elmi-
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Totally Unimodular Programs with Multiparametric
Flight-Hand Sides
O.L. Monma, J.E. Somers, Bell Laboratories,
Holmdel, N.J., U.S.A.
I. Adler, University of California, Berkeley. Ca..
USA.
It is often desirable to detemine the relationship betuveen
changes in the right-hand side of a linear program (LP) and
Thits motiva—
the optiml value of the objective function.
tes the study of a family of LP's with right-hand sides
parameterized by a vector d.’ mximize cx, subject to
Mﬁﬁ.
The goal is to detemine for p'hich parameter vec—
tors this LP is fea51'b1e, and for each of those vectors,
to detemine the optimal value of the objective function.
His problm is diffi’cult in general,- however, it has
been solved by Smers and Adler for the maximum-flow problem with parametric arc capacities.
Using Fulkerson's concept of generalized flows, those results {ae )extended in this talk to LP's for which the
matrix _c ) is totally unimodular.
By duality theory our
A
result also apply when the matrix Al'b
is totally unimodular and the coefficient vector of the objective function
is parametric, as in the shortest-path problem with parametric arc lengths and the assignment problem with para—
metric assignment costs.

relationship to its continuous counterpart.
If T is the
set of solutions that satisfy the variable bounds (and
integrali'ty), then its convex hull H is the set of solutions of the corresponding LP.
One of several observations
made is that the polyhedron H encompasses the totality of
dual optiml solutions for all pOSSi‘ble right—hand—sides.
This is the fourth paper in a seri'es concerned wi'th the
properties and applications of the deteministic frequency
function.
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Theorems of the Alternative in Mathematical
Programming
O.L. Mangasarian, University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wi., USA.

The
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talk is
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Frequency Functions in Duality
L. Papayanopoulos, Rutgers University. New
Brunswick, N.J., USA.

The deterministic distribution of Y '— AX gives the frequency of X for each Y.
This should be of interest in integer
and linear programing where we usually visualize solutions
in the space of X.
The constraints are explicitly stated
in a form such as Y <_ b which defines a simle geometric
figure in the space of Y.
Since the frequency function is
also defined in this space we gain 50m useful insights by
stMying it.
We consider the 1? problem with bounded variables and its
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Let A be a nonnegative integral mtrix with no zero colums.
The 1M'nteer
round-u
property mlds for A if for
each nonnegative integral vector w, the soluti'on value to
the integer programi'ng problem min{l-y.‘
yA _> w, y _> 0,
y integer) is obtained by rounding up to the nearest inte—
ger the solut'ion value to the corresponding li'near program—
ming problem min(l'y'.
yA _> w, y _> 0}.
The %inteer
rounddom property is similarly defined for a nonnegative integral mtrix B with no zero rows by con51'dering mx{1-y.'
yB <_ w, y >_0, y integer) and its li'near programing cor—
respondent.
It is Show that the integer round—up and
round~dom properties can be checked through a finite process.
The metmd of proof motivates a new and elementary
proof of Fulkerson's Pluperfect Graph Theorem.

to bri'efly outline

of these

2)

Finite Checkability for Integer Rounding Properties in
Combinatorial Programming Problems
S. Baum, Bell Laboratories, Holmdel, N.J., U.S.A.
L.E. Trotter Jr., Universitat Bonn, Bonn. West
Germany

the

nnd new developments

include
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Can a General Purpose NLP Code Find Happiness in
a GP World?
J.E. Fattlar, G.V. Roklaitis, K.M.
Ragsdell. Purdue University. West Lafayette, In,
USA.

Results from a comprehensive comparat'ive study of various
algorithms for geometric program1‘ng problems 1's present—
ed.
Ten codes were tested including four general purpose
MP codes and six speci‘alized GP codes. A total of fourty—
two problems wi'th up to twenty randomly generated starti’ng
points per problem was employed 1'n the study.
The convex
primal formulation proved to be 1'nstri'n51‘cally easier to
solve, and a general purpose GRG code, _OPT proved to be
the most efficient code tested.
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A Methodology for Testing Mathematical
Programming Software
P.D. Domich, K.L. Hoffman, R.H.F.
Jackson, P.B. Saunders. D.R. Shier, Us.
National Bureau of Standards. Washington, DC”
USA.
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Processing Time: An Accurate Measure of Code
Performance?
K.L. Hoffman, R.H.F. Jackson, National
Bureau of Standards, Washington, DC, USA
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Testing Mathematical Programming Algorithms on
Randomly Generated Polyhedra
J. Telgen, Erasmus University. Rotterdam. The
Netherlands
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On the Solution of 3-Dimensional Assignment
Problems
R.E. Burkard, Universitat zu Koln, Koln. West

Germany

"kndm" polyhedra are wed to test and compare algoritMs
for a wide variety of mthmatical progrming problems.
Frequently these polyhedra 'are constructed by generating
linear inequlities with coefficients dram from a unifom
distribution.
It is noted tb.at this class of "random"
polthra has a special property.‘
the angles between the
faces of the polthron tend to be the sme if the dmension
of the space incrases. me weird structure of these
"randm" polyhedra may bias the testresults.
A procedure for generating polyhedra that do not have this
property, has been developed.
Fimlly, some rmrm on the cmparison of linear progrm—
ming algoriths, for which results are know on different
sets of testproblms will be made.
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Ranking Mathematical Programming Techniques
Using Priority Theory
F.A. Lootsma. University of Technology, Delft.
The Netherlands

The pwer is concemed with Saaty's priority theow 1'n order to solve the multi-criteria decision problem of selecting a non-linear prograMng code to be used in a particular environmnt.
First, so—called priorities are as-
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A Recursive Method for Solving Assignment
Problems
G. Thompson, Carnegie-Mellon University,
Pittsburgh, Pa., USA.

A new non—simplu algoritm for solving assigment problems
in which dual prices vary monotonically is described.
The
method (which was devised by the author while working on
market gmes) maintains a pareto optimal price structure
(which maxmizes buyer surpluse 5) while considering the
rows of the cost matrix (the sellers)one by one.
The
algorithm is show to be polwomially bounded.
It is
also Show that the method achieves a theoretical cmputa~
tional lower bound for certain classes of problms.
Cmpu—
tational cmparisons with various primal and dual methods
will be given.
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A Dual Algorithm for the Assignment Problem
A. Weintraub, F. Barahona, Universidad de
Chile. Santiago, Chile

A dml algorithm to solve the assiment problem is presen~
ted.
It is based on an approach fi'rst proposed by Edmonds
and brp for the general transhipment problem.
In the programing of the algorithm, pointers were used to
take advantage of the usul low density of the network,
and in addi’tion, auiliary lists were incorporated which
reduced considerably CPU time.
The algorithm was tested on an IBM 360-145 mchine and com—
pared to the alternating Basis Priml Algorithm (M—AB)
presented by Barr, Glover and Klinmn, seemingly the most
efficient mung the priml and priml dual codes.
The comparison was mde by generating problems similar to
those, on which the M-AB code was tested on a CDC 6600
mchine, and by considering the approximte relative
speeds of the two computers.
0n the test problms, the
presented dml algorithm was about three to four times
faster than the 3—H code.
CPU times for the dual algorithm were quite stable with
respect to the form of generating the problems.
The number
of iterations was well below the square root of the number
of nodes and CPU times increased moderately with the size
of the network, in particular for low densities.

k, 2 _<k l<n whi'ch mxim'ize and m'1n'1m'1ze the values of
f(B(k)max, Imax) and f(B(k)min, lm'in) respecti'vely.
These results are then appll'ed to a special case of the
asts‘ignment problem to determine the most and least 1'mprov1‘ng adJ'ac=Lnt extreme p01'nts of the worst extreme p01'nt (1'n
t>trm.s of obJ'ecti've func‘ti‘on value).
Thl's 1's then used to
identify the "grr‘c’Ldy path" on whi'ch every succe531've p01'nt
1.5‘ the most lmprov1'ng one.
It 1's show that the greedy
patli, for these spec1’al assignment problems, 1's of length
n/2, where n 1's the number of rows (and columns) of the
assigment cost mtri‘x.
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Some Results on Fixed Point Algorithmic Theory
H. Tuy, Institute of Mathematics, Hanoi, Vietnam

A new restart method for computing fixed points is pre—
sented, together with cmputational experiences and comparisons with other existing methods.
We algoritm
is applied to the soluti‘on of inclusion eqmtions of
form 0 G F(x), x E 9, under very general hypotheses about
the set 9 and the multivalued mapping F. Apart frm a
new algoritMic proof for knom fixed point theorms
in finite—dimensional and infinite—dimensional spaces,
sme new fixed point propositions are presented.
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On Solving Large Structured Fixed Point Problems
R. Saigal, Northwestern University, Evanston, IL,
USA.

Fixed point problems in several applications are found to
have special structure, and also tend to be very large.
This talk will report the recent progress made in solving
many such problms.
There are essentially three special
structures, ntﬁmely differentiability, separability and
sparcity, that are uploitable by these algoritMs.
Each
of these structures and its importance on the solvability
of the problm will be discussed, as will cmputatioml
experience of solving problws up to 150 variables will be
reported.
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Extremal Problems of Permutation Cycles
M. Hung, A. Waren, W. Rom, Cleveland
State University, Cleveland. Oh., U.S.A.
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A Fixed Point Algorithm for Arbitrary Complexes
W. Forster, The University, Southampton,
England

Gi'ven a set of n real numbers A—— {ail i—— l,...,n} and a
pemutation I of the integers from 1 to n, define the funcn
tion
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A fi’xed poi‘nt algori’thm will be presented wi'th the follow—
i‘ng properties.
Gi’ven a continuous map f from an arbi'trary
Theorem.‘
complex K 1'nto itself at least one of the following is
true
(1’)
there ex1'sts at least one compact path i‘n K,
(1'1") there exists at least one fi‘xed po'1nt '1n K.
We proof is based on a novel lem by Sperner (1978) and
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Global Optimization Techniques: The State of the Art
G.P. 81090. Milano. Italy

gl‘.l‘|\l\ts.

etc.
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The aim of this lxapor in to present I u.iii'vnv of the rantillu
nbtnin‘td in the area of (unconstrained) nliibnl ii\|tlml|ntion.
A cmparisoli of tho datominiurit‘ and tlie ntocltuntii‘ motliotlu
will be dovelopod.n series of nmortcnl ronultn \(n I not of
test problems will he presented.

An Enumeration Algorithm for a General LCP
K. Kanoko. W.P. Hellman, University of
Wisconsin, Madison, Wi., U.S.A.
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Computing the Global Maximum of a Convex
Function with Linear Constraints
J.B. Boson, University of Minnesota. Minneapolis.
Mn.. USA.
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Computational Efficiency of Fixed Point Algorithms
ELM. Anderson, Princeton University. Princeton.
N.J.. USA.

we study the comutation tin of the algoritMs introduced
by Scarf to compute fixed points of continuous functions.
Such algoritw proceed by subdividmg the k—dimensional
simplex into n
subsimplices, where cm sides of the sub—
smplices are of order l/n.
The algoritm labels the
vertices of this subdivision, then moves from one sub—
simplex to another by a pivot process.
It terminates with
a completely labelled subsimplex, which will be an approx—
imte fixed point.
k
Theoretically, cm algoritm could take up to n
pivots.
Computatioml ewerience shown, however, tmt the number
of pivots is 0(n) as n“.
We provide a theoretical basis
for this observed speed by showing tMt there is a label—
ling rule and an open dense family of C2 functions on the
simplex such that the number of pivots is 0(n).
We also
show that there is a one—paramter family of labelling
rules such that for each C2 function f, the set of label—
ling rules for which the algoritm fails to terminate in
0(n) pivots corresponds to a set of Lebesgue measure 0 in
the paramter space.

M algoritm will be described for finding a global maximum
of a convex function atubject to linear construintn.
Some
computational experience with this algoritm will be presentedI as well as possible modification to take advantage
of parallel processim.
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Techniques for Global Optimization
L. De Blane. University of Milan. Milan. Italy
A.H.G. Rlnnooy Kan. Erasmus University.
Rotterdam. The Netherlands

In global optimization the objectivrr is. to t‘ind Cllt" globell
optimm of a fML‘tion rather tltm J‘ let‘al one.
lbr tliis
purpose mnv. deteministit,‘ m‘thods lith‘ heeli de‘volotim‘d
(e.g., grid s‘tur‘clt arid trajx‘t‘torvv m‘tChOdQ.), hut Wt‘ sliiill
concentrate on stochastic methods involving a vombinntion
of repeated s‘ampling, graiiiiing of S‘Jlup18(i points litto
‘clust’ur‘s aitd IO‘Lul ~sear‘tlicts.
We shall dis.‘ciisa Vl|r10\|3 R‘fin‘tments of thi‘s ixppron‘tli with s.)le‘tliil lltt‘tntloll for a
proper termiiintion *triterioxt, and sugg.est sevr‘ra.l t‘xtrllsione‘, e.g. to nonlinear O-l programing.
b‘om Suk‘k.‘t‘sﬂful
applicntions will ailso M. re1)orted.
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A Statistical Approach to Solving Concave
Minimization Problems With Linear Constraints
N.R. Patel, Indian Institute of Management,
Vastrapur, India
I‘LL. Smith, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh.
Pa.. USA.
We prove cm: the distribution of the minimm of a sequence
of objective function values randomly generated from any
concave minimization problem is asmptotit~ally Neibull with
shape parameter equal to the dimension of’ the ['aaaible
region.
Confidence intervals are constructed for the unMOm optimum to assist in the use of heuristic anarchic.
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efficiency measures; amount of amputation, memory space
requirement and the speed of improving the best solution
know so far.
he conditions of finiteness and correctEffects on the
ness of tree programing are deduced.
algoritm—efficiency of changing a constituent to a better
one are discussed extensively.
The results shw how we
can mprove an algorithm in tems of each measure.
m
the base of this analysis, the author proposes an
'algoritmbase' approach to overcme the initially men—
tioned difficulty.
An algorithm base is an algoritm
retrieval systm.
It tells how one can construct an
effective algoritm for a certain problem in question.

Convergent Algorithm for Minimizing a Concave
Function
H. Tuy. N. Van Thoai, Institute of
Mathematics. Hanoi. Vietnam

For the problem of minimizing a concave function over a
polytope a class of convergent and efficient algoritMs
is proposed, which is based upon a combination of the
branch and bound technique with the cutting method developed in an earlier paper of H. Tuy.
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Probabilistic Integer Programming
c. Ritz, Wharton Applied Research Center,
Newton. Ma., USA.
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Obtaining k Best Solutions for Combinatorial
Optimization Problems
T. Ibaraki, H. Mine, Kyoto University. Kyoto.
Japan
N. Katoh, Osaka Center for Adult Diseases,
Osaka, Japan

k' best solutions of an optimizati’on problem may be gone—
rallv, obtai’ned by repeati'ng the following procedure for
Given k best solutions x1,x ,...,x
and
k‘-0,l,...,K—l.'
partition (sl,sz,.. .,Sn) of the set of the rest of fea—
SI'ble soluti'ons,

fl'nd the

the best one

mong

titi‘on S

{xk +1}

—

the

(k+l)st

best

into

best

solutions

soluti'on xk+1 as
of S.'s.

fi'ner subsets,

Then

par—

where x k+lES

.

j0
jo
In order to have efficx‘ent algori'thms by thi's approach,
however, the data structure of sets S 's and their man1‘—

:l

pulation (in addi'ti'on to, of course, finding a clever way
of partl'tion) must be carefully designed. Thi's poi’nt is
d1'scussed b') actually developi’ng three new algoritMs', an
0(m2) algori‘tm
graph (n denotes
mloglog n) + m’]
in an undirected
m

the

nmber

of

for K shortest paths 1'n an undirected
the number of nodes), an 0[min(n2,
algori’tm for K mi’nimum spanni'ng trees
graph (n denotes the number of nodes and

edges),

for K best soluti‘ons
(T denotes

the time

solution and n

an 0(T+KVn log n)

and

of the
required

denotes

the

algorithm

resource allocation problem
to

obtain

the

first

This paper presents and resolves awe of the difficulties
involved in the interpretation and solution of probabilistic integer optimization problems.
From among the several
ways of resolving the feasibility dilmna, the notion of
recourse, correction of infeasibility at a penalty, is
selected and defended as the most reasonable in a decision
context.
The methodology of equivalent deteministic progrms is
expanded and applied, and several original theoretical
results lead to a key fomulation, a convex objective
function to be minimized over a binary set, subject to
a reduced set of linear constraints.
The program is solved through tangential approximation of
the objective function and the solution of a set of binary
linear programs.
Successive solutions are show to pro—
vide a monotonic increasing lower bound for the nonlinear
After evaluati‘ng an extraordinarly small
minimization.
optimm solution
proportion of the feasible solutions, an
to the surrogate problem, and thus the probabilistic
integer program, is detemined.
Successful mplementation through a FORM cmputer routi—
ne demonstrates the computational efficiency of the tan—
gential approximation teemique.
Testing of the algoritm
over a broad range of problm sizes indicates that there
should be only modest cmputational effort involved, even
in problms of moderate to large size.

best

number of i'nteger variables).

These algoritMs are faster tMn the previously know ones.
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Synthetical Analysis of Enumerative Algorithm
Y. Sekiguchi, Hokkaido University, Sapporo.
Japan

Mny algoritMs proposed in rapidly increasing papers
m various cmbinatorial optmization problms sew to
fom a jungle, mainly because of a lack of systemtic
views of those problems and their relations to adequate
algoritMs.
Hm to wercme this jungle is the main con—
cern here.
A framework of enmerative algoritMs, including most integer programing, branch-and-bound, dynmic
progrming, backtrack programing, heuristic progrming
It is named tree
and mny other algoritMs, is proposed.
progrmim and consists of five constituents‘, selection
rule, branching rule, upper bounding function, elimination
rule and temimting condition.
“an, worth of each cons—
tituent is defined in relation to one of three algoritm-

Admissible Transformations for Solving Combinatorial
Optimization Problems with Generalized Objectives
U. Darius, Universitat zu Koln, Koln, West
Germany

For special combinatorial optiMzation problems different
kind of objective functions as for instance the classical
sum objective or the bottleneck objective are of practical
interest.
Mstly these objective functions are treated se—
perately and 1‘ndependently.
The m'troduction of an "alge—
braic objective function" the cost coefficients of whi'ch
a-re now elements of an ordered commutati‘ve semigroup al—
lows a unified treatment.
For stmdard problems like
shortest path, matchl’ng and matror‘d 1’nterser‘tion problem
this approach has led to efficient algori‘thms for a broad
class of obJ‘ective functi'ons.
me specific type of algorithm which came out is based on
transfomations of the cost coefficients and a purely com—
b1'natoria1 motivated optimality criterion.
We will intro—
duce this principle of "adﬂs51‘ble transfomtions" for

the general combinatorial optimzation problem with alge—
braic obJ‘ective.
Then w demonstrate how tili’s general
pri'nciple combined with some problem specific combi‘natori'al observations leads to efficient and transparent algo—
ri'thms for Specia’l combi‘natorial opti'mi’zation problems.
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On Application of Analytical Methods to
Combinatorial Problems
A. Berstein, P. Buzytsky, G. Freiman,
Academy of Sciences of the USSR. Moscow, USSR

The problems of combinatorial optimization are tightly
connected with the question of solvability of boolean equa—
tions and i'nequalities.
Unti’l now analysis of the question
was conducted by means of some elementary cons‘iderations.
The presented work suggests the usage of analyt'ical methods
of number theory and probabili’ty theory, which enables to
get asmptotical fomulae for the number of solutions of
equati'on systems wi’th boolean vari'ables.
The solvability analysis of an equation system with boolean
variables 1’s being reduced to a check—up of some natural
conditions, the check-up bei‘ng realized 0 ‘fectively for
broad classes of combinatori‘al problems.
The authors believe that the application field of the
analyti'cal methods will be large.
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Determining Whether a System of Nonlinear
Inequality Constraints Has a Feasible Point
R. Schnabel, University of Colorado, Boulder.
Co.. U.S.A.

A nw technique is presented for detemining cmputationally wether a general set of linear and nonlinear inequality
constraints contains a feasible point ("Problem 1").
he
technique is based on an algoritm for detemining whether
a set of linear constraints and one nonlinear inequality
constraint is feasible ("Problem 11").
“is is done essentially using a linearly constrained optmization routine,
but adding features which mke the routine try to find a
mese seem quite effective in practice.
global minmm.
It is then possible to solve the min probl-aii I by solving
a parameterized set of problem of fom II, in which a non—
negative parmeter p is incrused at each stage.
Me
obtams theoretical results analogous to those for unange
multiplier methods (for constrained optmization) stating
tMt there exists sme finite q such that for any p greater
a feasible
tMn q, the solution to Problm II either is
point to Problm I, or establishes that Problm I is infusible.
hue the method is attractive computationally,
and cmpuratimal experience will be reported.
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A Newton-like Method for General Nonlinear
Programming Via Slack Variables
E. Spedicato, Universita di Bergamo. Bergamo,
italy

%ile use of slack variables to transfom inequalities into
equalities is well knm, little attention has been paid to
its effective use in the general nonlinear programing
sitmtion. We consider a Newton-like approach to solving
the Kuhn—Tucker conditions for inequality constraints via
slack variables. We shw that a full use of the structure
of the problem avoids any increase in the dmensionality,'
moreover the resulting linear equations are positive
definite under mild assumptions. Nmerical experments
are rreecented with comparison to th.e usual strategies of
active set selection.
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The Exponential Potentials Method
F.c. Incertis. A.M. Vazquez-Muniz, IBM
Scientific Center, Madrid. Spain

This paper presents a new ’1nter1’or point method for nonli'near constrained optimization. Given, f_or i-l,2,...,n, a
convex set of functional i'nequall'ties gi(x) <_ 0, the expo—
nenti_al potential function is defined as
k gi(x) for all real and positive values
the MX-m'n theory a fundamental theorem
lower bound of the parameter k for which

Y(K x_) -‘ Z en
of k. By means of
1's proved and a
the M_in Y(k, x.)

is an interior point is obtained. Being J(x_)
the
jacobian m_trix of_the _bounds, 0(k, x_) '- Diag.Mtrix
{ew kg
(x)} and ¢(k, x) -— Vect. {ew kg.(x—)} the algo—
rithms for the unconstrained minimizatiog of Y(k, x_) uses
Ax -‘
the iteration fomula [JT(X_) @(k,x') J(x_)
- l/UT(x_) (k,x—), which does not require hessian matrix
computati‘ons.
At any point the active set of bounds is
easily deteml’ned from the values of the exponential
potentials {exp kg (x_)} and a further simplification in
the computations is possible. Wen implementing the method
the objective function creates its om ewonential poten—
tial like any other bound. At every stage the iteration
fomula is used to find a feasible solution and then the
objecti‘ve function is moved to this point. The algoritm
to esti‘mate adequate values of k is also described and
computational results on test problems are presented.
The applicability of the method to solve some non-convex
problems is discussed at the end of the work.
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Elimination of Bounds in Optimization Problems by
Transforming Variables
F.S. Siseer, Queens College. Flushing. N.Y..
U.S.A.

ﬁe problw of minimizing a nonlinear objective function
of n variables, with continuous first and second partial
derivatives, subject to nonnegativity constraints or upper
and lower bounds on the variables is studied. The advisability of solving such a constrained optimization problem
by making a suitable trsnsfomtion of its variables in

order to change the problem into one of unconstrained
minimization is considered.
A set of conditions which
guarantees that every local minimum of the new unconsr.rai—
ned problem also satisfies the first—order necessary
(Kuhn-Tucker) conditions for a local minimum of the original constrained problem is developed.
It is show that
there are certain conditions under which the transfomed
objective function will maintain the convexity of the original objective function, at least in a neighborhood of the
solution.
A modification of the method of transformations
which moves away frm extraneous stationary points is
introduced and conditions under which the method generates
a sequence of points which converges to the solution at
a superlinear rate are given.
Computati'onal results on the effectiveness of the method
are presented.
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A Nonlinear Factorable Programming Language
G.P. McCormick, George Washington
University. Washington, DC, U.S.A.

A lamuge has been under development t'or providing the
.interface between computer coded nonlinear programing
algoritMs and real world optimization models.
This
lamuge provides the capability of automatic differentia—
tion of the problw functions with respect to their variables and their parameters.
The current and future status
of the lamuage and associated theoretical developments
(nonconvu programing, large scale optimization, sensitivity analysis) will be discussed.

of the constraint matrix.
During reinversion the basis
matrix is reordered to obtain a sparse elimination fom of
inverse (EFI).
During a simplex iteration the LU factors
of the F‘FI are updated in a way that inhibits the growth
of the nonzeros.
ﬁree different data structures are
related to these computational schmes.
These cmprise
sparse or super sparse storage of the constraint mtrix,
the data structure used in the (graph theoretic) algoritmg
for reordering the basis matrix in the maximal block trian—
gular fum and the representation of the transfomation
matrices.
The established algorithms concerning these
problems will be reviewed and their implication when taken
together with methods which exploit Generalized Upper
Bound (CUB) or other strucutre will be considered.
Methods
which dynamically partition the basis matrix and allow
addition of constraints will be discussed.
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Siructure Analysis and Partial Reinversion of Large
Bases in Linear and Nonlinear Programming
J. Bisschop, A. Meeraus, World Bank,
Washington, 0.0.. USA

The paper shows how one can tan advantage of the nested
spike structure in each irreducible block of a basis during
the process of building an inverse representation.
The
structural effects of subsequent rank—l modifications of
the basis are examined and several parti’al reinversion
schemes are proposed.
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A Reduced LU Algorithm for the Simplex Method
S. Powell, London School of Economics. London,
England

The Use of Sparsity by the Non-Uniqueness in LargeScale LP Problems
I. Foltyn, Reseach Institute of Agricultural
Economics and Foods. Prague, CSSR

%en we SOIVe a largt1-scale LP-Problem

A number of mthods have been proposed to represent and
update at each simplex iteration the inverse basis of a
linear programing problem as the product of two factors.‘
such methods are often referred to as LU factorisation
algorithms.
The proposed method is also an LU factori'sa—
tion but it exploits the position of the slack variables
so as to reduce the number of elements needed to represent
the 1'nverse basis.
A description of the theoretical basis
of the method and some computational experience on some
Bull and medium sized problems will be given.

max (ch:Ax’—b, A=(A,I), x20, b20}
(l)
where c, x6 Rm n, be Rm, K is a (mxn)-sparse matr‘ix, I is
the (mm)—identity matrix and m >_l, n). l are great integers,
bylthe primal si'mplex method with the i'nverse b351's mtrix
A—
i‘n fom ’ll‘l or E-l‘I, we frequently meet the case that
the L‘hOlCe of incomi'ng variable is non—unique. It is caused
by the fact that the set
T
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Exploiting Structure and Sparsity in LP
Computational Procedures: An Overview of Recent
Advances and Established Methods
6. Mitre, Brunel University, Oxbridge, England
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Investigation of Algorithms Used in the Restructuring
of Linear Programming Basis Matrices Prior to
Inversion
K. Darby-Dowman. Polytechnic of Central
London, London, England
6. Mitra, Brunel University. Oxbridge, England

Mstmcttiri’ng of the basl's matrl‘.x to create a4 .sp.1rs‘e representati’on of the invers‘e 1's nou' establl's_hed as an 1w
portant algori’tiimi‘c step i'n the solution of 1.1rge scale I.P
problems.
Tlie most successful methods pcmutc CllP. basi.s
matr'1x into block tr'iangular fom md Helleman and brick
Since
were the fi’rst to propose practical algor1’thm.s.
then the theoryr of block tr1'angulari'sation l\.1.s been .stu—
di'ed extensivelyr.
The restructuri‘ng can be achl'eved by
first pemuting the colum (or rovvs) of the basis matrix
to produce a zero—free d1'agona1 and then fi'nding the
strong components of the graph assoc1'ated with the adjacency matri x of the pemuted basi's matrix.
Mgori’thms for
the fi‘rst step (findi'ng a mx1’mum matching) have been pro—
posed by Hall and by Hopcroft and h’arp an‘.. for find‘ing
strong cowonents b.v TarJ‘an.
In practice a basis matrix
cm W pemuted to produce the lowr tri'angular part and
the block tri‘angulari‘sati‘on algori’thms need only be ap—
plied to the remi‘ni’ng 'bump'.
In thi's paper, the 1'mple—
mentati'on of a complete restructuri‘ng algori‘thm and the
data structures uwd are descri‘bed.
A set of real—li'fe LP
problems are used to conduct experi‘mntation on the algo—
ri‘thms to investigate their behaviour with reﬂect to problem d'imns'ion.
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A Master Problem for Mixed Integer Programming
E.L. Johnson, IBM T.J. Watson Research Center.
Yorktown Heights. N.Y.. U.S.A.

A mster problem is developed in ordér to show that
every defining ineamlity, other than non—negativity, of
my mixed integer progrm is derived from a subadditive
function having directional derivatives at the origin.

of the BPM has traditionally been limited by the necessity
of solving a sequence of mixed integer hater problems
It is show how the
(with a single continuous variable).
flexibility of the BPM can be exploited in a number of ways
In
to transform this mster into a pure 1'nteger problem.
this mnner pure integer heuristi’cs can be used provided
some additional adjustments are made,‘ Lagrangean relaxation
concepts can be called on to improve their performnce.
Description of these poi'nts is accompanied by an illustration of such a pro_redure applied to a large—scale power
Suggestions are mde to imbed
system planning problem.
these heuristics into exact solution techniques so as to
strengthen the bounds on the solution.
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Multi-Stage Benders' Decomposition Applied to
Multi-Period, Multi-Commodity, Production.
Distribution and Inventory System
K. Tone, Saitama University, Urawa, Japan

It becmes more and more mportant for sme industries to
have an efficient program of their activities in the 10m
range.
Such a progrm usually means the production, distribution and inventory plan of multi-cmodity over multi—
period rage.
The network flw model is a standard way
to represent the problem. Recent advances in the cmpu—
rational aspect of the generalized network gives us an
But the real
indication of broader areas of application.
world imposes upon us complicated cmstraints which can
not be represented in the network models and even in generalized network models.
In a previous paper, the author
tried a decmposition of network type constramts and nonnework type cmstraints (called pattem constraints) by
We cmputatioml
using Benders' partitioning procedure.
experiences show that the decmposition technique work
well.
In this paper, the author developes a method to
handle the multi-period problm, where the problms in
ash period and coupled with the succewing one by the
m: systm is
existence of the inventory activities.
doubly decomposable, both by the existence of the pattern
constraints and by inventory activities.
The algoritm
consists of mo parts, one for solving the network flw
ptoblm in wch period and the other for solving the pattern and coupling constraints which my be called a meter
problem.
Finite comergence is guaranteed.
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Analysis of Composite Strategies for Relaxed MILP
Problems A Case Study: Discriminant Functions
Optimization
A.M. Vazquez-Muniz, IBM Scientific Center,
Madrid, Spain
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Large-Scale Mixed Integer Programming: BendersType Heuristics
G. Cote, Hydro-Quebec. Montreal, Canada
M.A. Laughton. University of London, London.
England

In the pure integer programing field, the limited success
of emct methods has promted the development of heuristic
procedures which MVe performed surprisingly well in their
search for near-optiml solutions.
The generalisation of
these procedures to the mixed integer case would seem a
Mtural extension.
The Benders Partitioning method (BPM)
offers an elegant approach to this problem.
The efficiency

We cmputation of discriminant functions using mthemti—
cal programing when the main objective is the minimization
of the nmber of badly classified elments, produces a mued
integer linear problm (mm) with a nmber of binary
(integer O—l variables), equal to the nmber of points
contained in the training samples.
Also this problm
belongs to a very frequent class of models in which the
binary variables are linked to continuous variables by
mplicative relations of general type‘. a x m 6
in which
M1 is an estimated upper bound of x].
j J
j j
Due to the natural difficulty in the estimation of H and
the weak links between the integer variables and the rest
This part
of the model , these models are very relaxed.
produces a wide feasible region cmprised between the
continuous and integer optma, in which the branch and
bomd methods perfom very badly due to the high nmber

of nodes to be cmputed to guarantee the absolute integer
optimm.
Tb.e earlier work of Gomory, Johnson, Bales, Young, Iba.rak.’
and otn'ers‘ in cutting plane theory is revised in an attempt
to reduce the feasible regions to be explored in the mixed
integer phase, analyzing the behaviour and capacity of
each one in this context.
A composite strategy of different cutting planes and branch and bound methods is propo—
sed to solve this class of relaxed MILP problems in a
reasonable cmputing tme.
Cmputational experience is reported in relaxed MILP pro—
blms of different type in cmparison with strict branch
and bound methods, and also sme test with nomal MILP
problms in order to assess the value of the method, and
the extension of its use before branching to B a B methods.

The scale of the problem prevents its solution by any emct
method, even using auxili'ary colum generation procedures.
However, the structure of the problem allows extensive
decomposition, which, coupled with effl’cient heuri'stics to
solve the sub~problems, promises to give acceptably good
results.
The development of a practical system to carry out optimi—
sation of these problems should be of great assx‘stance in
the fields of operational and strategic planning within the
UUO.
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Spanning Tree Problem
P.M. Camorini, L. Fratta, F. Maffioli,
Politecnico di Milano, Milan, Italy

A Composite Integer Linear Programming Algorithm
E. Toczylowski, Technical University of
Warsaw, Warsaw, Poland

Mny cmercial codes for general IL? and MILP are based
on a branch—-and—bound algoritm.
Their perfomance can
be mprovw by the use of cutting plane algoritm incorpo—
rated into the branch and bound schme.
Appropriate new
techniques of ILP and MILP, to be applied in a computer co—
de, are presented in the paper.
A new variant of the dual simplu method, efficient in
the case of dual degeneracy, is presented.
The method
uses the obsewation that at every node of the enmeration
tree (or after addin
a new cut) the amplex tableau has
only one infeasible
asic variable.
Since the branch and bound procedure is plagued by the
taxation of the cmputer m-ai-ow, to improve the perfor—
mnce of the cmposite algoritm the cuts of integer fame
for In and ML? with bounded variables were developed.
In
order to imprwe the efficiency of the cutting plane methods
several mpirical measures of the strength of the cuts,
includim the greatest reduction the value of the objective
function, are cmpared.
he use of the ordinary Gmory fractional cuts has the
basic disadvantage that it gives rise to severe machine
round-off errors.
To avoid this difficulty the simplex
tablwu is stored in the fom of the all—integer nmerator
tableau and the deteminant of the basic matrix separately.
Since the resulting integer numbers my easily exceed the
cmputer capacity, the nmbers are stored in the floating
point representation and calculations are perfomed in
the floating point aritMetic.
This tecMique is ampu—
tationally effective for numerically ill-conditioned
problma.
Finally, the numerical experiences with the algorithm
and cmparison with the other algoritMs are presented.
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In th1's paper an algori‘thm is presented for finding an
approximte soluti'on to the Optimm Comunicati‘on Spanning
Tree (OCST) problem. which appears to be a realistic enough
model for a general problem often to be found 'in practice,
1'.e. that of des'igni'ng a minimm cost network connecting a
set of given centers, given a speci’fied mtrm‘ A of traffic
requl'rements to be sati’sfied.
In general the cost of a
network is gi'ven by the sum of a fixed cost and a variable
(i.e. traffic dependent) cost.
Speci'al cases of thi's gen—
eral problem which are know to be solvable in polynomi‘al
time are the minimum spanni'ng tree, the optimum require—
ment spanning tree, the shortest paths tree and the flow
network synthe31‘s problms.
The OCST problem my be stated as follows.
Given an un—
di'rected graph G of n nodes let two costs ci , t. , be
associated to each link (1',j) of G, represenfinglgespec—
tively the fixed cost and the cost per unit of traffi’c of
li’nk (i,j).
Let the traffic requi'rement between any pair
of nodes i,j be of the form a1. '—bib .
We want to build a spanning trge condecting all the nodes
of G such that ‘1ts cost C -— 2(ci +f _ t..) is minm'um,
where the sum is taken over all l'inﬁg (l,Jj) of the span—
ning tree and f
represents the total traffi‘c on link
(i,j), that 1's fhe sum of all the requi'red traffics a
hks
u51'ng link (i,j).
in
thi's
paper
comprehends
essenti'ally
The method proposed
two phases.
The fi'rst phase prov1‘des a fea51‘ble solution,
which 1’s then 1'mproved by an iterative technique in the
second phase.
In order to find a feasible solution, two
different approaches have been tested.‘
a random approach
and a greedy approach.
The second phase of the method iteratively exchanges a li’nk
of the tree with a li‘nk not in the tree, whenever this re—
duces the total cost.
Terminati‘on occurs when all possible
exchanges have been tested wl'th negati’ve result, thus guar—
anteeing the local opti‘mlity of the solution.
In both the above menti’oned phases, an efficient updati'ng
and computation of the cost function are crucial for speeding up the method.‘
a careful implementation gllows the
overall complexity of the algoritm to be 0(n ).
An exten—
sive testi'ng has been performed on a UNIVAC 1103.
Examples
have been both generated at random (in euclidean and non—
euclidean metric) and taken from real world problems.

Optimal Planning of Telecommunications Networks
A. Pigott, London. England
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This paper considers the problem of optmising the planned
growth of a telecomunicationa tranmission network.
The
problem my be aumrised as minimising the total cost of
equipment, subject to various constraints such as demnd
satisfaction, technical feasibility and network security.
A mthemtical programing formulation results in an integer linear (mlticomodity flow) problem of great size.

Mathematical Programming Models for Planning a
Trans-Atlantic Communications Network
G.A. Kochman, C.J. McCallum, Bell
Laboratories, Holmdel, N.J., U.S.A.

Given

a proJ‘ection of future circuit requirements between

the United States and various European countries, the
issue here 1's. planning for the economi’c growtli of a comu—
nicatl’ons network to sati’sfy these requirements. Both sa—
tellite and submri‘ne cable cl'rcuits may be used,' each
cable installed has a fixed, fi’nite c1‘rcu1’t capaci’ty,
whilL’ s‘atelllte circuits may be leased as needed. The
object; ve 1's to find an optl'mal placement of cable (types,
routes, and ti'mi‘ng) and tlie routi'ng of 1'ndiv1'dual circuits
between demand poi’nts (over both satelli‘tes and cables)
such that the total d'1scounted cost over a T-per'iod hor'i—
zon 1's minim'ized. Tlii's problem can be modeled as a zero—
one m'ixed integer program. Spec'if'ically, the model takes
the fom of a multi’peri‘od, capa'ci‘tated faci’li'ty locati’on
problem. The development, solution, and use of such a
model 1's the ‘subJ'ect of thi‘s paper. The evolution of the
model with its various constraints is traced through its
several stages of development. Solution approac.hes are
outli'ned and compared by means of computational experien‘r.e.
Use of the model both 1'n )glanni‘ng the growtli of tlic net—
work and i’n the economi'c evaluation of di'fferent
cable
technologi=cs 1‘s di‘scussed. Fi'nally, e.¥ten51'ons of L'he
model are menti‘oned.

thei’r use beliave exactly as planned.
me best soluti‘on
for buyi'ng and u51'ng cable reels would then be.‘
mtch
cables exactly to the lengths demanded, and buy them ac—
cordingly,‘ use them as needed.
In the real world, events may arise which turn desirable
to buy cables in standard lengths.
me admini’stration of
such a case 1's no longer Si'mple'.
’1t '1nvolves the aSSI'gn—
ment of reels from whi‘ch to cut the necessary lengths. in
such a way as to mini'mi'ze losses.
here are some model formulati‘ons to represent the problem
of supplyi‘ng lengths needed of some materi’al from standard
lengths.
Unfortunately, most part of these models are
posed from the material producer's point of v1‘ew.
mat
as the factori'es do not keep signi’fi'cant fi‘ni'shed
means'.
materi‘als inventory, preferri'ng to produce when needed for
supplyi‘ng, those models do not con51‘der carryi’ng cost.
In thi‘s paper, 1't is presented a model of the problem that
con51‘ders both carrying and surplus costs.
Some heuris—
tir‘s are proposed to gi've approx1’mate soluti‘ons, and the1'r
performance are evaluated.
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Development of a Computerized Frequency
Assignment System to Avoid Intermodulation
lnterferences
S. Morito, H.M. Salkin, D.E. Williams,
Casse Western Reserve University, Cleveland, on.
U. .A.
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This lecture is devoted to nmerical soluti'on of convex
multicomodity flow problems often ari’sing in optml rout—
ing of data '1n comun‘icat‘ion networks and equilibri‘um stud—
ies of transportation networks.
We wi‘ll descri‘be a class
of recently developed algorr‘tMs based on 1‘deas of Galla—
gher's method for distributed optimizati’on of d elay in
data comunicati’on networks and gradi'ent projection ideas
from nonlinear programing.
An important comen feature
of the algorithms whi’ch distinguishes them from other
existing methods is that they utili‘ze second derivatives
and are geared towards approx1'mtion of a constrained ver—
sion of Newton's method.
Analysis and computati‘onal re—
sults confim that the algori’tMs are convergent, and tend
to employ good search direct'ions.
%en used without a line
Search they tend to automatically generate a satisfactory
stepsize regardless of the level and pattern of traffic
input to the network.
This latter advantage is of crucial
importance for distributed routing of flow in data comuni—
cation networks where the use of li'ne search is nearly
imp0551'ble.
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Network Flow Problems
D.P. Bertsekas, M.|.T., Cambridge, Ma., USA.

Future

efforts

described.
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The Administration of Standard Length Telephone
Cable Reels
T. Gontiio Rocha, R. De Araujo
Almeida, A. Do Oliveira Moreno,
Telecomunicacoes do Rio de Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil
N.F. Maculan, Universidade Federal do Rio de
Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
%en planning urban telephone Mi'ntenance and expansion,
one has to assign reels of cable to supply for all lengths
of cable needed by the network.
In the ideal world, lengths needed, and the timing of
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Large-Scale Nonlinear Network Optimization
3.5. Dombo. Yale University. New Haven, Ct.
U.S.A.

Mny importmt engineering and econoﬂc problems involving
the computation of equilibrium flows on a netwrk my be
formulated as nonlinear programﬂng mdels with linear
(netwrk flow) constraints. Twically these mdels are
very large, i‘nvolving anwhere from 1000 constraints and
1500 variables (in water distribution models) to 200,000
constraints ad 500,000 vari'ables (1'n traffic assignment
models).
To date, a nmber of NLP algorithms based—on 11—
near subproblems have been i'mplemented and tested on such
mdels.
They all rely heavily on the special structure
inherent in linear network flow problems and display very
poor theoreti‘cal md emp'irical rates of convergence.
In
this presentation w discuss how Newton—type algorithms
may be specialized to this problem in a way that ewloits

the

underly'ing netwrk
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Coupled Multi-Commodity Flows in Generalized
Networks
A. Girard, lNRS - Telecommunications, Verdun.
Canada

tion purposes, and the use of subgradient algorithms to
optimize the dual problw, lead to a practical and effimough convergence is not
cient‘ solution procedure.
finite, lower bounds (obtained frm dual solutions) and
upper bounds (via computation of primal solutions) can be
determined at each step, thus providing a stop criterion.
Computational results obtained show that solutions within
5 to 107. of the optimm are easily obtained at 1w cmputational cost.
This is especially interesting in view of
the fact that even .mlod..erate .sized problems (e-g . 20 nodes
40 arcs, and P —- 40) lead to very large scale linear pro—
grms (32 000 variables and 16 000 constraints in node—
arc fomulation) for which even the most sophisticated
linear programing techniques could not provide enct
solutions.
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A Bender's Decomposition Algorithm for the
Combined Distribution and Assignment Problem
K. Jornsten, Linkoping Institute of Technology,
Linkoping, Sweden

the

employed

spec1’al
to show

The system optimi'zed combi'ned di'stribution and assignment
problem 1‘s solved by the adaption of generalized Bender's
partitioning. The subproblems thus created are ordinary
tra-ffic assignment problems, that is multicomodity flow
problems and the master problems are modified distribution
problems. By modi'fi'ed distribution problems we mean distri‘buti'on problems wi’th a min1'—mx objective. The mster
problems are then solved by dualization resulting in a
nonli’near programming problem with linear constrai‘nts.
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Solving Dynamic Linear Programs
6.3. Danuig, University of Stanford. Stanford.

Ca., USA.
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Lagrangean Relaxation and Decomposition for
Optimum Multicommodity Network Synthesis with
Security Constraints
M. Minoux, J.Y. Serrault, Centre National
d'Etudes des Telecommunications, lssy les
Moulineaux, France
mis paper is concerned with the solution of the following
large scale optimization problm.‘
given a N—node, M-arc connected graph @(X,U) detemine a
M vector Y-(yu)‘EU of capacities associated with the arcs,
meeting any one of P given (independent) multicomodity
requirements, and minimizing a linear cost function
“E yu.Yu.
This problem, which has important applications
in Telecmunication network optimization and planning,
may be viwed as a generalization of a single-comodity
probl‘--- treated by mnonv and HU (1962).
As an alternative to linear programing techniques, it is
shm how the use of Lagrangean reluation for decmposi—

Solving dynami‘c linear programs efficiently has remained
an outstanding problem for over 30 years.
Ideally one
would ll‘ke to solve a T—period problem in the time it would
take to solve T one—period problems.
ﬁe dwami'c Leontief
Model with substitution and certain Markov chain problems
can be so solved.
For the general dynamic case, a number
of approaches have appeared in the literature with result
than an interesting mathematical theory is now beginning
to )cmerge.
Approa‘ches vary from compact 1'nverse schemes
for rJLpresenting the inverse of the basis (using the
simplex method), to imbedded decomposition and continuous
time formulations in place of discrete time approximations.
Suffice it to say that important applications are waiting
Some of the
for the development of efficient software.
proposed algorithms are currently undergoing systematic
trials and show promi'se that they wi‘ll be used in place of
existing software (developed for solving general linear
programs).
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On Some Experiments which Delimit the Utility of
Nonlinear Programming Methods for Engineering
Design
E. Sandgron, IBM Office Products Division,
Lexington, Ky., U.S.A.
K.M. Ragsdell, School of Mechanical
Engineering Purdue University. West Lafayette. In.,
USA.
A comprehensive comparative study of nonlinear programming
algoritMs as applied to engineering design is presented.
Linear approxmation methods‘, ixiterior penalty function
methods and exterior penalty function methods were tested
on a set of thirty problems and were rated on their ability to solve problws within a reasonable amount of computa—
tional tme.
ﬁe effect of the problem parameters on the
solution tme for the various classifications of algoritMs
was studied.
We variable parameters included the number
of desin variables, the nmber of inequality constraints,
the nmber of equality constraints and the degree of non—
Also
linearity of tn'e objective function and constraints.
a combined penalty function and linear approximtion algo—
rithm was investigated.

generator, 160 different test problems are cmputed.
There are dense and sparse problms, problems with equality
constraints only, with inequality constraints only, further—
more degenerate, ill—conditioned, and indefinite test
problems.
Since each problem has to be solved frm dif—
ferent starting points, an optmization code under consi—
deration has to pass 320 test runs.
he construction of artificial test problems with predetemined solutions allws to evaluate accuracy, efficiency,
global convergence, and reliability.
Especially it is
possible to relate the efficiency of a program (uecution
tme, nmber of function and gradient evolutions) to the
reached accuracy.
Numerical tests obtained by (at least) 15 optmization
programs will be presented.
They shw how the test problem generator is exploited to compare optmization soft—
ware.
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Piecewise Dynamic Programs with Applications
K. Sawaki, Nanzan University, Nagoya, Japan
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Performance Indicators for Evaluating Math
Programming Software
P.B. Saunders, National Bureau of Standards.
Washington, DC, USA.
H.T. Crowder, IBM T.J‘ Watson Research
Center. Y0rktown Heights. N.Y.. USA.
An mortant aspect in testi'ng mth programing software is
the identi'ficati'on of properti’es on which the software is
to be evaluated and the detemi‘nation of appropriate mea—
This paper
sures w1‘th whi’ch to quantify these properti‘es.
presents the results of a survey of the mth programing
comni'ty to i'dentify performnce i'ndicators used in eval—
mti’ng math progrm1’ng algorithms and software.
Exmples
illustrate that d'ifferent performnce indicators can lead
to conflicting conclusions.
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We mtend to test and cmpare optmization software for
solving constrained nonlinear progrming problems of
the kind

min f(x)
81(x)- o , ;|-1,...,me

85(X) 2 0 y jme+l,...,m
X

l

SxSx
u

m
, x c R

with continuously differentiable functions f and g1,...,
Up
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Teaching Planning Decisions in Mine Production by
Dynamic Programming
J. Elbrond, Ecole Polytechnique, Montreal.
Canada

A Numerical Comparison of Optimization Programs
Using Randomly Generated Test Problems
K. Schittkowski, Universitat Wurzburg,
Wurzburg, West Germany

8m.

His paper considers a special class of general dmamic
progrms which satisfies the monotonicity and contraction
assumption, and in which piecewise properties hold among
value functions and policies.
Wis class of dmmic
programs includes affine and quadratic dynamic programing,
partially observable krkov decision processes, many
sequential decision processes under uncertainty and etc.
ﬁe
A generalized policy improvement will be presented.
algoritm has the property tMt it only involves distin—
guished subset of policies and value functions which are
easily able to be represented in a cmputer.

to date (Jan. 1979),

28 qualified and widely dis-

tributed m progtms are submitted for the cmparative
study.
In contrast to all earlier studies, the test problms
are randmly generated allowmg to predetemine an
isolated local minmizer and the corresponding objective
function value, furthemore the dmension, nmber of active cmstrainta, Lagrange multipliers, Hessian of the
ugrangmn at the g iven minmizer, and so on.
Using this

The opti'mal sequence of decisions on rates of production
and cutoff grades is obtained by a dmamic programng mdel.
The main parameters are.'
l) the size of the deposit,
average grades and grade distributions, 2) the operating
costs of uning and concentration,
3) the 1'nvestments in
mine md mil,
4) the smelter charge,
5) the price(s) of
the metal,
6) the recoveq and the grade of the concentrate,
7) the rate of interest,
8) the taxation fomulae.
In this application of dwamc programMng the selection
process starts with the first period but is lthed to a
spec‘ified (small) number of periods for which price md
cost informtion 1's given.
For each of these periods the
decisions on rate md cutoff, which are optimal so far,
are printed.
A decision to Mne at a certain rate md con—
sequently at a certain cutoff is then mde for the first
period.
Price and cost infomation is given for an addi—
tional period and the process is repeated from the state
resulting from the decision on the first period, etc.
when all ore is m‘ned a comarison is mde MtWen the re—
sult obtained by the step—wise decision making with limited knowledge about future costs and prices and the result
obtained by dynamic prograMng using the knowledge amut
costs and prices during all periods.
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Forecast-Accelerated Algorithms for Markov Decision
Processes
L. Contreras, Southern Methodist University.
Dallas. Tx., U.S.A.
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Bounds on the Reliability Polynomial for Shellable
Independence Systems
M. Bell, University of Maryland, College Park, Md..
U.S.A.
S. Provan, State University of New York at Stony
Brook. N.Y., U.S.A.

\’alue 'convorgence ‘ionsumes the major portion of computation
time in all mixed it erative procedures for the solution of
Mrkov De‘tislon PrO‘tesnes.
Based on forecasts using two
and tliree successive v1.1ues of V(i), the expected discoun—
ted valtie oi staring tlte process in state 1, two new "ac—
t‘elerat‘ion" .nlgoritltms are presented herein.
Tlte proposed
metltods 1.re i‘ompnred with pre.viously reported techniques
and tire s‘llom to be both tlieoretically and computationally
superior.
Experimental results and implementation strate—
git-s are reported.
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Lower Bounds to the Set Covering Problem from
Graph Covering Relaxations
N. Christofidos, A. Hey, Imperial College.
London. England

The reliability polynomial associ ted with an independence
system is R(p) ‘- 2km_ fkp (l—p)m_
where fk is the number
of independent sets of cardinality k and m is the cardin—
ality of the ground set.
An independence system (r,r), is
shellable if all mximl independent sets MVe the swe
cardinality and if there exists an ordered partition of
the set of independent sets, into intervals, (<F1-, Gi>}1-n-_1
(an interval <F, G)
(F': F__CF'_CG)) where for all n',
n'<n, G , is a mximal independent set and (T, Un_
< P ,
G >‘) isna'n independence system.
For the class o%_slhellable
independence systems, we give ti'ght upper and lower bounds
on the £1, when the number of mximl independent sets and
the number of m1'nimum cardinality dependent sets are fi‘xed.
In addition, we apply these bounds to two network relia—
bility analysis problems, namely, bounding the probability
that a stochastic undirected network contains a spanning
tree and the probability that a stochastic directed net—
work contains a spanning arborescence.
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The set t‘overing problem (SCP) is the integer linear program, min (CXIAX _> 1, Xc(0,l})where A is a 0-1 mtrix.
In
general it cannot be solved in polynomial time, but in the
case of no more than tm 1's in each colum of A it is a
graph coverim problem which can be solved by a polynomi—
ally bounded algorithm.
No different Lagrangean relamtions of the SCP which give
graph covering problems are compared.
The initial lon'er
bounds to the SCP are improved using subgradient optimi—
zation.
The bounds are then improved further by "rotating'
the relaution.
The advantages of these methods are tMt they are particu—
larly suitable for large sparse problem, and the bounds
produced are not dominated by the bound obtained from the
linear programing relaxation of the SCP.
The bounds are then u5ed in a tree search procedure where
the search is guided by informtion available from the
relautions.
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Bounds for List Schedules on Uniform Processors
Y. Cho, 8. Sahnl, University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Mn.. U.S.A.

On Certain Properties of the System of Linear
Extremal Equations
P. Butkovic, K.G.A. PF UPJS, Kosice.
Czechoslovakia

The author deals with some theoretical aspects of optimi—
zation in extreml vector spaces (this term was introduced
by K. ZMermnn, related concepts see N.N. Vorobyev).
In his previous works the author has introduced some con—
cepts (extreml convex SetI its extreme points, assumtion
of anti—degeneracy precaution) using the analogy with~
linear programing.
Mtreme points of an extremal convex
set are described similarly as in an obvious lmear case.
This characterization is used in order to introduce the
independence of vectors and the dimension of the extreml
vector space with respect to tm system of linear extreml
equations.
This paper concerns some properties of a certain system of
linear extreml equations useful for getting a better
notion about extreme points of an extreml convex set.
A
sufficient condition is givm for a solution of the system
to be unique.
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Optimal Algorithms of Definitions of Pareto Optimal
Set
Y.A. Kriukov, International Rescue Committee.
New York, N.Y., U.S.A.

Assume A is an ordered set of vectors A
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rm
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Runds are derived for rm worst case perfomnce of list
schedules relative to minimum finish tme schedules for
unifom processor systems.
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for all

.,[A|. By the words "set A is vocabulary-graphic

ordered by jth components" we understand that for all
Ar, AS
8.

rj a

6 A and Ar # As,
a

53'

and ari

if r < s, then

are arJ. > A

-' aSi (1'—‘l,2,... ,t-l) and art

(t——1,2,...,]A|),' and we shall write ar >JA ,'
s

SJ

> a

or

St

3 A denotes

set A which is vocabulary—grapltic ordered by jth component.
Theorem 1.-

Assume liAli‘ —' 2,3.

Then one can define

1A_ in CIAIlgIAI operations.
Theorem 2.-

Assume 'i,Ai|‘ - 2.
A in CIAIlgIA

Political Elections in Europe and Shareholders'
Strategies in Order to Control a Company, Studied
Using the Shapley Value of a Game
G. Gambaralli, Istituto Universitario di Bergamo.
Bergamo. Italy

Then one can define
operati'ons wi‘thout opera-

ti'onal field.

lie shall describe an analyti‘cal study on the Shapley value
of a game, which will allow the constructi'on of a s1‘mplex
of the n—di’mentional Euclidean space, the barycentre of
We shall then present an
which corresponds to thi’s value.
algorithm for the automtic computi'ng of thi‘s fomula
based on the aforementioned study and on a "stop-calculation" theorem.
We shall evaluate the results of some re—
cent poli‘ti'cal elections 1'n Europe by using th1's algo~
ri'thm.
After that we shall show that the pattern of be—
haviour after politl’cal electi'ons 1's analogous to that of
sliareholders' who wish to control a Company, and that the
model with mathemtical program1‘ng can be used to deter—
mine the di'fferent strategies.
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Computation of Hyperbolic Arctangents and
Hyperbolic Tangents
R.S. Mullins, LondOn. England

his paper develops by the method of real analysis, as dis—
tinct frm the techique of coordimte rotation, digit—
bydigit algoritMs for the direct binary cmputation of
arctanh b/a and tanh q .
The algoritMs are then modified
by an optmised damped oscillation method which reduces the
umber of cmputations required. These processes will be
useful for hardware and software rulisation in microprocessors and other digital computer systems.
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A S rvey of Models for Equitable Distributions
W.F. Lucas, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.,
U SA.
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An Asymmetrical Min-max Theorem for Games
Against Nature
H. Blum, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, N.J..
USA.

We describe an asmetrical min—mx theorem useful for the
game against nature viewoint of optimization under uncer—
tainty.
Sufficient conditi‘ons are prov1‘ded for extens1‘on
of well—posed minimization problems to the min—mx criterion.
The introduction of mixed strategies only for nature
creates a differentiable minmization problem equivalent
to the min—mx problem posed.
Applications i‘nclude extensions of determnistic optiml control results to feedback
control of uncertain systems.
Algorithi‘c imlementation
will also be discussed.
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Redundancy in Systems of Linear Constraints
J. Telgen, Erasmus University, Rotterdam, The
Netherlands
Here are a great numMr of situati’ons in operations research and in other societal affairs in which an eqUitable
allocation or fair division is deemed desirable.
Such problems may mvolve a mltiplicity of obJ'ectives, attributes,
potential coalitions, or decisionmkers with different uti—
lity functions.
Several distinct mthematicd mdels for
addressing such situations do eﬂst.
A review of several
of these mthods along with sou recent developments will
be presented.
This will include the recent axiomtic ap—
proaches to the apportionmnt problem, fair division sche—
ms for mth divisible and indivisible objects, solution
concepts relating to faimess from the multiperson game
tMOw, and approaches to the problem of multiple objectives.
mesa mdels frequently mke use of concepts from
linear, nonlinear md mteger prograMng, as well as uti—
Several of these approaches
lity theory and 3am theory.
to equity have been proposed for md imlemnted m real—
wrld applications.
Mny other problem areas are ripe for
ewloying such analytical techniques.

A system of linear (equality and/or inequality) constraints
detemines a convex polyhedral set of feasible solutions S.
In practice it is often desirable to represent S with a
systm containing as few as possible constraints'.
such a
systm is defined to be a minml representation of the
set S.
We prove rm: a minmal representation aists for any
convu polyhedral set S and that the nmber of eqmlities
and inequalities in the minmal representation is uniquely
detemined.
Furthemore we prwe a theorem stating that a minml
representation is obtained if the system cmtains no
mplicit equlities (inequalities of which the slack is
zero in every feasible solution) and redundant constraints.
NW slgoritMs to identify mplicit equalities and redundant constraints are given.
By rwoving these constraints
a minimal representation will be obtained according to
the theorem above.
Sme empirical results of these algo—
ritMs are presented.
Existing theory on redundancy and Mom methods to reduce

the size of the system are shm to be special cases of
the theory and methods introduced here.
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Improvements to a Vertex Generating Algorithm
M.E. Dyer, L.G. Pro“, The University of Leeds.
Leeds, England

In a previous paper, we described a basis oriented pivoting
algoritm for determin'ing all the vert'ices of a convex
polytope.
Here we present a new version of the algorithm
'1ncorporat1'ng '1mprovements both of a computational and a
theoreti'cal nature.
The algor'ithm constructs a spanning tree of the feasible
b351's graph uSi'ng the p’ivot'ing mechanisms of the product
fom rev1'sed sm‘plex mthod and an adjacency test for directly compari‘ng bases wh'ich is necessary to prevent redun—
dancy and ensure terminati‘on.
Our experience with this and
other pi'voti'ng methods suggests that the min computational
burden li'es 1'n the adjacency test rather than in pi'voti'ng.
We show how th1's burden my be reduced by i'ntroducing a new
labelli‘ng of the search tree and a mechanism for pruning
i't of redundant branches.
It 1's show that the work 1'nvolvedzi'n thi’s adg‘acency test 1's, at worst, 0(no. of verti—
ces ).
Degeneracy presents a problem for all pi'voti‘ng methods and
therefore we also i'denti‘fy a sui'table perturbation scheme
for use Wi‘th tm above algori'tm.
Fi'nally we demonstrate how the performnce of the algor—
itm, both 1'n respect of executi‘on ti'me and storage, can be
further improved by a dev1‘ce simi'lar to tMt suggested by
Mtthei'ss.

The only adaptation of the Simplex routine is a device,
that grevents those colmns of A appearing in a particular
combination from entering any basis (one clearly starts
with artificial variables) even if eligible according to
their relative cost coefficients. A given combination is
abandoned as soon as the set of allowed pivot colms becomes empty.
A feasible (and here also optimal) solution
will thus be reached only for that subset of combinations
which correspond to vertices of P.
If more than n—d-l coordinate hyperplanes meet at any vertex
of P, several combinations will yield this same vertex
(which will have more than n-d-l zero coordinates).
A
simple recursive screening device weeds out duplicating
combinati'ons before any Simplex calculations are started.
The paper proves that the above modifications will yield
the exact set of frame vectors for the cone C,‘ it also
gives an HL— code for the method and an interesting application in theoritical chemistry [Clarke 1976, 1979].
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What we Know About O-Matrices
R.W. Cottle, Stanford University, Stanford, Ca.,
USA.

A real square matrix M w1‘th the property that 4ever linear
cgomlementarit %rob
em (q,M).‘
q + Mz >_ 0, z >_ O, 2 (q + m) -— 0
h_as a_solution is called a Q—mtrix.
Identifyi‘ng this
class of mtri’ces has bu51'ed a number of investi'gators over
the last decade or more. This talk will survey what is
know on the subject and present some new contributions to
it.
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Calculating the Frame of Homogeneous Equation
Systems
B. Von Hohenbalken, University of Alberta.
Edmonton, Canada

Consider the set of all nonnegative solutions to the set
of simultaneous homgeneou equations Ax - 0, i.e., the

I

C is a convex set, being the
cone C = (x => 0 I u - 0}.
intersection of the null space of A with the nOnnegative
orthant.
C appears above in what Rockafeller [1972] terms
exterml representation. Although this representation
allows an easy test whether a given point lies in C, it
is not possible to give explicit expressions of points
in C. To obtain the latter it is necessary to convert
to the internal representation of C, which is dual to the
external one and expresses C as the convex hull of its
extreme rays, whose collection is the frame of C.
Let the mtrix A be m by n, of rank d.
It is clear that
the desired frame members will be one—dimensional intersections of at least n—1 (n—1) -diunsional hyperplanea',
there are, however, nﬁ hyperplanes available.'
d from Ax
M = 0 and n more orthant boundaries x _—0, i—— l,2,...,n.
Furthemore the frme members must lie in the nonnegative
orthant.
Here, phase I of the Simplex method is emloyed
repeatedly to solve the above problem,‘ first a bounding
constraint ex - l is introduced (e = (1, 1,
., 1)) that
convert; the cone C into the polytope
P - {x - 0
M = 0, ex - I).
Then the calculation of mx
ex, subject to M = 0, ex - 1, x e 0 is initiated n_dn_l
times, where the combinations represent all possible ways
of selecting n-d-l coordinate hyperplanes x1 I 0 out of n.

The Linear Complementarity Problem
R.D. Doverspike, C.E. Lemke, Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N.Y., USA.

The li‘near complementarity problem (LCP),
w = m + q, w,z _> 0, wtz —' 0, 1'5 exaMned with respect to
the classes of mtrices Qo (also Called K) md subclass Q.
M is in Q0 1‘f every q

for which there 1's a feasible solu—

tion has a complementary solution,‘ M is 1‘n Q if there is a
complemntary solution for all q.
Classes of mtrices are
introduced which establi'sh necessary conditions for Q0.
These conditions are labelli’n requi‘remnts on the faces
of the pOSi'tive cone PosEI,-M and are completely determined by the signs of the minors of M.
It 1’s show for the
case where the convex polyhedron {2.' mm _> 0, z _> 0} 1'5
bounded and with certain nondegeneracy assumptions on M
that these conditions are also suffici’ent.
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A Version of Lemke's Algorithm Using Only
Elementary Principal Pivots
S.J. Byrne, R.W.I-l. Sargent, Imperial
College, London, England

One of the authors recently presented two implementations
of Lemke's algori‘thm for the linear complementarity prob—
lem, based on the use of orthogonal factorizations.
The
first algorithm was based on elementary princ1'pa1 pivots,
but was appli‘cable to only a very restricted class of
problems.
It was mentioned in passing that this could be
generali’zed to cover Eaves' class of L—mtri’ces, but the
possibili‘ty was dismissed i'n favour of a "hybrid" algor—
itm.
In the present paper we present a new implementation of the
elementary princi‘pal pi'voting algoritm, covering the
same class of matri‘ces as the original Lemke algorithm.
Aga'in th'is algor‘itm deals with the generalized
form of the l'inear complementarity problem with upper and
lower bounds on the primry variables, and it will be show
that it has features mking 1't specially convenient for
solving a sequence of problems with varying "q—vectors",
as requi‘red 1’n the recursive quadratic programing approach
to nonlinear programing.
Both th1‘s algori‘thm and the earlier hybrid algoritm have
been programed, and numerical results ".1 son test enm—
ples are given comparing these algorithms with the imple—
mentati’on of the ori'ginal Lemke algorithm.
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Dual Approaches in Integer Programming
J. Krarup, University of Copenhagen.
Copenhagen, Denmark
8. Walukiewicz, Systems Research Institute of
the Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw, Poland

Recent dual approaches 1'n integer programi'ng are briefly
reviewed wi'th emph351’s on thei‘r applicabi’lity. We proceed
with a general integer programing problem and 1‘ts dual,
where the latter is viewed as the maximizati‘on of a
Lagrangean subJ'ect to an aggregati‘on of the origi'nal pri—
ml constraints.A branch-and—bound algorithm 1's dev1'sed
for solving both problems and it appears tMt the duality
gp vani'shes after a fini'te number of iterati’ons. An es—
timati’on of the dml vari’ables (aggregation coefficients)
is given and the influence of the choi‘ce of a starting
dual solution is di’scussed. We consider furthermore two
approaches to refomulating a g iven problem such that the
resulting fomulati'on is more suitable for dual methods.
The first approach prov'ides a tighter equ'ivalent fomulation of the given problem by rotating of a given integer
constraint w‘ithout adding or eliminating any of its feasi—
ble solutions. In the second approach, the number of
constraints 1’s slightly increased by addi'ng "strong" cuts
which in certain cases bridge the duality gap. The examples of demonstration include models for capital budgeting
and facility location.
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Subgradient Approach and Integer Programming
J-P. Dussault, J.A. Forland, Universite de
Montreal, Montreal, Canada

The subgradient approach is used to solve some 1'nteger
programing problem.
The efficiency of the approach 1'ncreases when the problems structure can be used to specify
an improving direction and a step si'ze.
One of these problems has a structure wi‘thout this property, ad the apWen other
proach does not seem to be appropri'ate for i't.
techniques of soluti'on are avai’lable for these problems,
comparative results are reported.
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Combining Subgradients for Lagrangean Relaxation
A.M. Hey, Imperial College, London, England

Lagrangean
relaution has been widely used to prov1‘de
lower bounds to a w1'de variety of combinatori‘al programing problems.
Subgradi'ent opti‘mi’zation can then be used
to 1’mprove the bound.
Although the comon approach of
using a single subgradient increases the bound subst—
antially for the first few i'terations, there 1's a diffi'c—
ulty in that wi'th subsequent iterationsthebound increases
much less rapi‘dly.
S'imilar effects have been obsewed
in non—linear program1'ng when using a pi'ecewi'se di’fferenti'able penalty function.
In thi's case 1'mprovements
were made u51'ng projection methods.
This paper shows how subgradients can be combined to
This 1’nvolves
enable a hi'gher bound more quickly.
considering alternative soluti‘ons of the Lagrangean
function. In addi‘ti'on an estmate of the step length
can be gi'ven.
Thi‘s combi’nes both theory of nonli’near
Examples are gi’ven
program1‘ng and i'nteger programing.
to 1‘11ustrate the method.
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Solving Equations Using Orthogonal Polynomials
P.c. Cooley, Research Triangle Institute.
Research Triangle Park, N.C., USA.

The subject of this paper is the solution of the set.of
linear equtions defined by M —' b, using polwomialyiter—
ative methods of the form r - P1.(A)b.
Here P (t) is ,E“
orthogonal polynomial in t of degree 1 and r1 ls the i
residual vector defined by r r— b - Axi.
The basis of tm method is a property of orthogonal polynomials.
This property allows successive residual vectors
to be generated conveniently using a three term recurrence
relation.
It is show how to estimte the parameters in
this recurrence formula for a given polynomial and a number
of specific polynomials are investigated, includi'ng the
Conjugate Gradient Polynomial.
It is show that successive
iterates of all of the selected polynomials optimize a
given criterion, but tht the criterion optimized by the
Conjugate Gradient Method appears to be the most useful
from a practical viewoint.
A general algorithm is developed that requires two polwo—

mial specific parameters to be defined.
These sets of
parameters are derived for a Chebychev, Laguere as well as
the Conjugate Gradi‘ent Polynomial.
Li‘mited numerical ex—
perimentation is discussed and extensions to the nonli'near
case are illustrated.
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A Nonlinear-Equation-Solver for Unconstrained
Optimization
H. Ohiwa, Toyohashi University of Technology.
Toyohashi, Japan

In many engineering desr’gn problems, not a single but several objecti've functions must be optimized.
These problems
can be formulated as a nonli‘near simultaneous equations
_f*
_f(_x), where _f* is the design target vector and _f(_x)
is the objecti’ve functions.
The de51'gner can choose appro—
priate f_* intuitively during the optimizati‘on process.
In
this formulati’on, the number of unknoms (design parameters) is often larger than that of equations, because ob—
jectl've functi'ons are better controlled by the larger number of design parameters.
Frm the engineering opti’mizati‘on p01‘nt of v1'ew, we shall
di'scuss a new nonlinear—equation—solver whi'ch adopts a kind
of conti‘nuati‘on method and finds 1'teratively the m1'nimum
nom correcti’on to the design parameters.
The noti'on of
nonli'neari'ty wer’ghts 1‘s introduced in connection w1'th the
nonlinearity of each equati'on and with decr’di‘ng whether or
not an obtained correcti'on is promi'sing.
The i'mbedded
parameters wh'1ch are introduced '1n connection wi'th the
conti‘nuation method are also controlled by the nonl'inearity.
This method 1's very effecti've for such cases as
Rosenbrock's parabolic valley i’n whi'ch linear and nonlinear
equations are 1'ncluded in the system.
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Caracterisation Geometrique d'une Meilleure
Approximation a I'Aide d’un Couple de Fonctions
C. Carasso, Universite de Saint—Etienne, SaintEtienne. France

Soit f une application borne’e de’finie sur un compact K.
On
conside‘re deux espaces de dimension V
et V2 engendre‘s par
des foncti’ons bor_ne'e_s sur_K.
O_n se propose de caracte‘r—
i_ser un couple (p ,pz) 5 V1 X_V
tel que.‘
n_ - Sup(Min{]pl(s} — f(s)], 1 Zts) - {(5)1}:
s c x)
avec
a
inf(Sup(}un(Ipl(s) - f(s)T, ]p2(a) - f(s)l).'
s c K).P 5 Vi)
E#
m1es.’
1.
Si_V 1 at V i sont forme’s des fonctions
_
V! constantes : alors
pl et p2 sont
es deux constantes qui s ecartent le moins
de la fonction f sur K.
Ce type d'approximtion est nota—
ment tr‘es utile en reconnaissance des formes.
2.
Si V
et V2 sont form’es des polynMes du ler degre’ sur
_K -_[_1,+}] et si f(s) —_ [s] 11 est facile de verifier que
o
0 et que p (s) -— -s at p (s) —- s.
L'approximtion
directe de f par un seul e’le’ment de V1 nous donnerait un
e’cart entre E at V1 de 1/2.
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An Algorithm for Linear Programs with an Additional
Reverse Convex Constraint
R.J. Hillestad, RAND Corporation, Santa
Monica, Ca., USA.
S.E. Jacobson, University of California, Los
Angeles, Ca., USA.
A constral'nt g(x) 20 1'5 said to be a reverse convex con—
straint 1'f the function g is continuous‘ and strictly quasx‘—
convex.
The feasible regi‘ons for li'near programs m‘th an
addi'ti'onal reverse convex constrai‘nt are generally nonconvex and disconnected.
It 1's show that the convex hull
of the feasible regi'on is a convex polytope and, as a
result, there its an optimal solution on an edge of the
polympe defined by only the li‘near constrai’nts.
We
only possible edges whi'ch can contain such an optimal
solution are characterized in relation to the best feasi—
ble vertex of the polytope defined by only the li'near constraints.
This characterization then provides a fini‘te
algorithm for f1’nding a globally optimal soluti'on.
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A Probabilistic Approach to the Solution of Global
Optimization Problems
8. Betro, Universita di Milano. Milan, Italy

An increasing number of algoritMs, both deterministi‘c and
stochastic, have been developed in recent years for solving
optimization problems with a multiextreml objective func—
tion, the so called global optimization problems.
Deterministic algorithms are very expen51've in tems of
functi’on evaluations and require a priori knowledge about
the function (typi‘cally the Lipschitz constant).
StocMstic algorithms, usually based on random sampling and
statisti'cal inference, perform far better‘, they are, how—
ever, sti‘ll lacking of a satisfactory theoreti'cal framework.
In this paper a probabilistic approach is considered, 1'n
which a stocMsti'c model for the objective fmction is
assumed and algoritMs are designed in order to mximize
the probability that the approxr'mati'on to the global opti—
mum is kept within a prefixed bound.
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A Hybrid Algorithm to Find the Global Minimum
N. Babs, IRlA, Rocquencourt, France

There have been contrived various computational algorithms
in order to find the minimum of a perfomance function
However, most of the algoritMs contrived so far
f(x).
can not necessarily ensure convergence to the global min—
imum when f(x) is a multimodal performnce function.
By the way, if we use the random optimization method pro—
posed by Mtyas, we can ensure convergence to the global
minimum of f(x) w'1thout regard to the location of the
initial point.
But, the speed of convergence of this ran—
dom optimization method is not so good.
Therefore, the problem of constructing algor'ithms that
ensure convergence to the global minimum without regard to
the location of the initial point and give fast rate of
convergence remins to be settled.
In this paper, we propose a new combined algoritm of the

random optimization method and the Variable Metric Algor—
itm. It is theoretically proved tMt this hybrid algorithm
ensures convergence to the global minimum of f(x) without
regard to the location of the initial point.
Further, it
is show by various numerical examples that our hybrid
algorithm converges quickly to the global minimum of multi—
modal performnce function.
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Pivotal Exchange Methods: Theory, Computation and
Applications
H.W. Kuhn, Princeton University, Princeton. N.J.,
U.S.A.

Pi'votal exchange algori'thms have been c.entral to tlte
development of mathematical programing. As a fami'ly they
range from the Si'mplex Method for li'near progr ammi'ng to
extenSi'ons that apply' to complementar1‘tv_ problems, tltcr
approx1’mat1‘on of fi'x'ed p01'nts, and the solution of sys—
tems of nonli‘near equati‘ons. The purpose of these lectures
1's to 1'ntroduce these extens1‘ons to a wi'der audience. They
w1'll suwey the underlyi’ng combi‘natori'al *lleory, computatl'onal 1'mplementati'on and e.xper1'ence, and the more impor—
tant areas of appli'cati'on.
Each of these topi‘cs will be
illustrated by representative examples. A gui'de to the
current li'terature wi‘ll be provi‘ded,' the references below
w1’ll g1've potential audi’tors an i'ndication of the subject
matter to be covered.
P%1'vot1’n
and Exten51'ons, lbth. Prog. Study 1, ed. M.L.
Bali'nskl', (North-Holland, Msterdam, 1974).
Mi'chael J. Todd T%he
Comutation of Fi'xed Points and
Abli‘cati‘ons, (Spri’nger, Berli’n, 1976).
Cgomlementari't
and Fl’xed P01'nt Problems, Mth. Prog.
Study 7, eds. M.L. Bali'nskl’ and R.W. Cottle, (North—
Holland, Msterdam, 1978).
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Lectures on Multiple Criteria Decision Making
S. Zionts, State University of New York, Buffalo.
N.Y., U.S.A.

me purpose of these lectures is to present an introduc—
tion to the methodology and problem solving capabilities
of multiple criteria decision mking.
I begin with a
simplified frmework of mnagement decision mkim upon
which most (but not all) of the methods are based. men
I present a typology of the methodologies and indicate
the sssmptions mde for each.
I then present a number
of methodologies in some detail.
ﬁere are so mny different methods that I will only present a selected subset.
he ones I plan to present are prototypical of the different approaches.
I also plan to discuss applications of
sme of the mthods.
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Theoretical Approaches to the Evaluation of
Heuristic Combinatorial Algorithms
D.s. Johnson. Bell Laboratories, Holmdel. N.J.,
U.S.A.
R.M. Karp, University of California, Berkeley, Ca.,
U.S.A.
Every know algoritmfor the exact solution of the trave—
ling—salesmn problem or the graph coloring problem experi’ences an exponent1'al growth 1’n running t1'me as the problem Si'ze increases. Th1's course exami'nes the theoretical
ev1’d‘tnce that these and other cla551'ca1 combl'natorial optimizati‘on problems are 1'nherently complex, and then de—
velops 'a theoretical framework for showi'ng that fast
heuristic algoritltms can often be re11'ed on to gi've good
approximte solutions to these problems. The f1'rst lecture concerns reduc1'b1'lity techniques for show1'ng that
mny problems are NP—hard, and hence not likely to be solved in polynomial time. In the second lecture we analyze
certai’n fast heuristic algorithms, and show that they are
guaranteed to give nearly optiml soluti'ons. In the third
lecture we show tllat certai'n heuristic algori'thms almost
surely give near—opti’ml solutions when their 1'nput data
is draw from a suitable probabi‘li’ty di'stri'bution. Par—
ticular problems considered include the traveling—sales—
man problem, the minimum colori'ng and mximum clique
problems 1'n graphs, and vari’ous knapsack and bin packi‘ng
problems.
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A Survey of NLP Software and Applications
L. Lasdon, University of Texas, Austin, Tx.. U.S.A.

This talk wi‘ll sumarize two survey papers which will
appear soon 1'n Operati'ons Research.
After l’1st'1hg some
de51'rable features of MP software, we descri'be some ava'il—
able, all—Fortran MP codes for several classes of algo—
rl‘thms in terms of these features.
Several program librar—
ies contai‘nl’ng NLP software are di‘scussed, and results of
comparative computational exepri‘ments w1'll be sumari’zed.
Appli’cation areas discussed are'.
(1) Oil and Chemi‘cal
(2) Nonli’near Networks and
(3) Economi‘c Models.
Industry,
Area (2) i'ncludes appli‘cati’ons 1'n the electri‘c power
industry and urban traffic as‘siyment models.
Area (3)
1'ncludes optimal control of econometric models, as well as
Bri‘ef descri’pti’ons of probother planning appli'catl’ons.
lem situations‘, MP models, soluti'on techniques, and
results wi'll be gi‘ven.
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MPSIII Quality Assurance
J. Creegan, KETRON lnc., Arlington, Va.. U.S.A.

The testing of a system of programs as complex as a mthemtical programing system is ultimtely a cooperative
effort between the vendor and the users.
hch new release of WSIII is subjected to a battery of
tests developed by Ketron and by several clients. An ad—
vanced release is then tested at three client sites where

it encounters different operating environments.
Any prob—
lems encountered are corrected before the system is distributed.

1 87
Validation of OMNI and P08
C.A. Haverly, Haverly Systems, Inc, Denville.
N..J., U.S.A.
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Goals and Testing for Burroughs MP Software
D.M. Carotens. Burroughs Corporation, Radnor.
Pa.. U.S.A.

Results of a study to determine the best goals for Bur—
roughs W Software are discussed together witlx methods used
for testing against those goals.

l‘~tt,-linir|uos and CXpL‘flL‘n.CES in validating thr-nc,qoftw.a'rt- HthK’mH will bra discusst‘d.

I’l'rgt.’
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Testing Procedures in Sperry Univac for its 1 100
Series Mathematical Programming Product, FMPS
E.H. McCall, Sperry Univac. St. Paul. Mn., U.S.A.

186

Testing and Validation of IBM's Mathematical
Programming Software
M. Benichou, J.M. Gauthier, G. Ribiere,
IBM France, Paris. France

Sperry Univac's‘
Product,
HIP,

FMPS,

SF,P,

CUB,

a large

scale

is. used

to

and

from

1100 .Series
is a large
and

s‘ome

rczport

at

The following conSi‘derations address 'comerical' W soft—
ware, that is to say, W codes used worldwide by a large
nmber of users.
Considerations can be divided into two
classes.1.
Those whi'ch are applicable to the development of any
Program Product'.
— Very careful defi'ni‘tion of external functi‘onal specifi—
cations, imlying consulting with various types of users.
- Separation of the development into distinct phases with
phase reviews and inspections.
— Use of structured programing techniques.
— Defini’tion of a 'test plan' for extensive testing of
functions in various environments.
— Highlighting documentation problems.‘
comprehensive, easy
to understand, up—to—date publi‘cations.
2.
TMse which address problems more specific to W soft—
ware.
a.
Testing'.
— Extensive tests on a large set of real-life models,
covering different classes of problems (size, type, density, application areas).
— Extensive tests with various W environments (region
size, tolerances, alternate optimization strategies).
b.
Validation.‘
— In order to be a valid 'product tool,‘ an M code should
speed, ease
MVe at least the three following qualities'.
of use, reliability.
For instance, in WSX/370, reliabil—
ity was a decisive factor in tm design‘.
automtic sca—
ling, dymmic tolerances, and, more generally, tm ability
of the system to automtically adapt to difficult numeric
events, according to current model characteristics.
- Validation of the code is also accomplished through the
experience gained from a large number of usars who continully report errors and troubles.
Product mintenance
should consist in both fast error correction and improve—
ments of the product, according to users' needs and re—
quirements.
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On Some Optimization Problems Arising in
Experimental Design
F. Archetti, Universita di Milano, Milan. Italy

The use of mthemtical programng tecMiques in problm
of statistical estMt'ion has been gaining increasing
importance in the last years.
In this paper the author
considers some optimization problems arising in the area
of the optiml design of experiments for the estimtion of
parameters of non linear systems.
The optimlity criteria
used in the practice of statistical estimtion cw be show
to result in multiextreml problem for which global mini—
mum seeking methods MVe to be employed.
The analysis of the sensitivity of the solution to perturbations in the data and parameters of the problem Ms been
found of great importance for evaluating the "robustness"
of the estimtes.
Also the particular case when few eweriments can be performed, of utmost importance in environmntal problem, Ms
been considered by the author'.
a suitable "quality index"
of the design Ms been derived for whose optimization a
random search method is proposed.
Finally some numeri‘cal results are discussed about the
application of this method to the optmal allocation of a
network for seismic observation.’
tm advantages of this
approach can be stressed in terms of greater accuracy and
reliability of the estmate of the earthquake location.
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Development and Testing of a Completely UserOriented Fitting Procedure Based on a Non-Linear
Least Squares Method
A. Colooimo, Universita di Rome. Rome. Italy
A. Polzonotti, Universita di Camerino, Camerino.
Italy
The
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user-oriented conversa—
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tm efficiency of the
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Pwer Spectral Densities [PSD's] as measured by a satellite
sensor depend upon several satellite—earth-sun variables.
The utility of extrapolating PSD'S as a function of these
variables is in saving satellite operation time and pry
This gives
curing more data in the same operation time.
rise to the problm of fitting equations to scattered multifactor data.
Considerations included in the paper are.‘
(1) the equations to be fitted,' (2) the fitting methodology,‘
(3) partitioning of the data for the fit,‘ (4) the effect
of the allocation of data in the factor space,' (5) effects
of errors in the dependent and independent variables on
the fit,‘ (6) handling outliers,‘ (7) non—parametric testing
of the validity of the fitted eqmtion.
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Fitting Multifact0r Data: A Case Study
T.M. Simundich, University of California. Los
Angeles, Ca., USA.
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Recursive Estimation of Time Varying Parameters in
Regressnon Models
lndjehagopian, Ecole Superieure des
Scuences Economiques et Commerciales, Cergy
Pontoise, France
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DeveIOpment of SALS System - Statistical Analysis
with Least Squares Fitting
T. Nakagawa, University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan
Y. Oyanagi, University of Tsukuba, Tsukuba,
Japan
H. Ohiwa, Toyohashi University of Technology.
Toyohashi. Japan
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SALS is a progrm syatm for statistical data analysis in
the fields of expermental sciences in general.
It has
been developed by a group of people consisting of chemists,
physicists. nmerical amlyaists and statisticians.
The
grmp was organized in 1975 and the first version of the
systm owed in standard Fortran was made open to public
in 1978 at the Cmputer Centre, University of Tokyo.
me
objective of the develoment is to include best techniques
currently available and the systm has the followim propertiea.‘
1) general-purpose and user—oriented,2) high precision for linur analysis, and stable and
fast comergence for nonlinur fitting,3) robust estmtion techniques including Tukey's biweight
methM,’
L) various statistical cmputations including Ahike's
infomtion criterion,5) usy-to-uae cmands for controlling various facilities.
A user of the systm is requested to supply a subroutine
for cmputim his model function whose parameters are to
be fitted to the obsewed data.
We working area is dynamically allocated according to the nmbers of parameters
and obsewables.
The program is mitten on more than
fourteen thousands cards including cments and is fully
docmentm in flwchart fom.

time
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Problems in Regional and Global Modelling: Would
Math Programmers be Interested?
A.N. Elohafol. The Institute of National Planning,
Cairo, Egypt

This paper aims at bringing some problems in the field of
Mgional and Global mdelling to the attention of htMMtical Programrs.
This field, being rather new, is still
plagued nth difficulties and problems which deserve som
attention from them.
With a brief introduction to the field.its history, phi—
losophy, and a quick suwey of the literature, we then mve to some detailed ewlanation of the system of mdels
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real-life economic policy problms are studied, knowing
the "true" optimum is of less value than finding nearoptml solutions and the sensitivity of these to changes
in the models used, to the weigh.ts and targets of the
obJ'ective functions and even to the choice of the part‘i—
cular economy studied.
As illustrations, optimal control
policy calculations are presented for the Canadian and US
economies (we use a condensed version of the Canadian mxz
We also
model and the smal l 1973 L'S model by Pindyck).
consider simple lin__n.ar policy rules, with various lag
structures, to find how near-optimal they are.
Stochastic
as well as deteministic simulation techniques are employed.
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OMEFl: A Technoeconomic Energy Model for Israel
M. Avriel, Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa,
Israel
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Multiobjective Multilevel Programming Models for
Regional Planning
P. Nijkamp, P. Rietveld, Vrije Universiteit.
Amsterdam. The Netherlands

m i’ntegrated planning framework for a system of regions
has to take into account inter alia the following elmentS'.
(l) interrelationships (spatial spillovers, e.g.) between
regions.
(2) intraregional conflicts mong the set of relevant regi'onal objectives.
(3) interregional confli'cts due to diverging interests
of the regions wthin the systm at hand.
(4) the availability of relevant and appropriate data.
Thus far, +multiob’ective decision methods concentrated
mainly on the elment (2) and to a lesser atent on (3).
Multilevel planmng models mainly dealt with elements (3)
and (4).
This paper tries to integrate these two approaches by
providing an analytical framework for integrated regional
planning for a spatial systw.
M interesting aspect
of this cmbination of methods is that it may include
the possibility of double interactive procedures.
In
multilevel planning the interaction pertains to the exchange of infomation between a central planning unit and
regional planning authorities.
In +multiob'ect1’ve decision
methods the interaction takes place between the decision—
mking cmittee and the analyst(s) providing scientific
assistance in identifying efficient points and in suggesting cmprmise solutions.
The results mll be illustrated by means of a nwerical
application to a multiregional model with economic and
environmental object ives .
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Applications of Mathematical Programming to
Economic Policy Making: Some Empirical Results
C-L. Sandblom, Concordia University, Montreal.
Canada
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In recent years there is a growing interest i'n analyzing
the economy 1'n terms of energy. Mthemtical modelling of
the economy with speCi'al empMsis on the energy sector can
provide valuable analysis for poli'cy mkers at national
and international levels.
In this paper an 1’ntegrated
approach to energy modelll'ng, pi'oneered by G.B. Dantzig in
the PILOT model for the U.S., is descri'bed.
In this
approach a wide spectrm of economi'c acti'v1‘ti‘es of Israel
from energy conver51'on to 1'ndustr1'al production, consumer
demand and foreign trade, is modelled.
The data for the
OMER model are extracted from mny different sources such
as 1’nput—output tables, consumer suweys, export—import
figures, and engineeri'ng and producti’on data.
These are
used as coeffi‘cients in a multistage ll'near progrm wi'th
a suitably selected objective.
The methodology developed
is general enough to make the model easx'ly adaptable to
other countries.
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Rim Analysis - Statistical Techniques Applied to the
Evaluation of the National Energy System by Multiple
Criteria
Y. Draper, s.J. Finch, CUNY at Stony Brook,
Stony Brook, N.Y., U.S.A.
A.S. Kydes, Brookhaven National Laboratory.
Upton, N.Y.
Evolv'ing national energy supply/demnd d'istr'ibut'ion sys—
tems rely, at least '1n part, on quanti’fi'able factors such
as local md national environmental restri’cti'ons, resource
aval‘lability (type, price md qumti'ty) and the assoc1'ated
transportati’on infrastructure, the amount and prl'ce of capital avail able to consumers and suppli’ers of energy, total annualized system cost, includi’ng the annuali'zed cost
of end-use devices and the demands for energy and the1‘r
pri‘ce/suppiy responsiveness.
The evoluti'on also depends
on non—quanti’fl’able factors such as personal, regi'onally
aggregated, or even national "uti11'ty functions" and ins—
titutional or socl'al barriers.
This paper descri’bes a systemtic statistical mthodology
for capturi'ng both visually and qumti’tatively, the trade—
offs between competing quantifi'able, d1‘fferent1’able objec—
tive functions.
Several previously documented approaches
to mult1‘—ob3'ec‘t1've analySi’s, as they relate to energy sys—
tems analysis, are examined.
The aim is to prov1'de dec1’sion mﬂers with a more eaSL'ly understood tool and a more
easily defensible methodology on which trade—offs between
certain sens’itive and competm’g energy 1'ssues can be based.
The Brookhaven Energy System Opti'mization mdel was used
to provide data for the analys’is through the appll‘cation
of pseudodata generation techn'iques.
The stat‘istical me—
thodology 1'ncorporated two major steps‘.
(1) exploratory
data analysis md (2) regre551'on analysis.
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Extensions of the Gauvin-Tolle Optimal Value
Differential Stability Bounds to General ParameterDependent Mathematical Programs
A.V. Fiacco, W.P. Hutzler. The George
Washington University, Washington, DC.

CauVi'n and Tolle have obtai'ned bounds on tlie directional
derivative li‘mi't quoti’cnt of the opti‘mal value function
for mathemti‘cal program‘s contai’ni‘ng a ri‘ght—ltand side
perturbati‘on.
In thi's paper, we extend the results of
Gauv1‘n and Tolle to the gen‘tral mathemati'cal program in
whi‘ch a parameter appears arbi’trarilv‘ i'n the constrai’nts
and 1'n the objecti‘ve func‘ti‘on.
An i'mpli'ci't function theo—
rem 1's appli‘ed to transform tltc general mathematical pro—
gram to a locally equi'valent i'neqtiali'tv, constrai’ned pro—
gram, and, under condi‘ti‘ons used bv_ Gauvin alld Tolle,
thei'r upper and lower bounds on the opti'mal value function
di’recti'onal deri'vati‘ve li'mi't quoti’ent are show to pertain
to thi's reduced program.
Thc‘se bounds are then sl1own to
apply 1'n programs having both i'nequali't}' and equali’ty
constrai‘nts where a parameter my appear an)where in the
program.
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Differential Properties of the Marginal Function in
Mathematical Programming
J. Gauvin, Ecole Polytechnique. Montreal, Canada
F. Dubeau. Universite de Montreal, Montreal.
Canada
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Perturbation Theory for Functions Over Convex Sets
J. Maguregui, Universidad Simon Bolivar,
Caracas. Venezuela

Convex multivalued functions exhibit a certain type of
regular behaviour when their ranges have internal points.
Their properties are applied to study the behaviour of the
solution set of a differentiable nonlinear system over
convex sets in Banach spaces when the system is subjected
to arbitrary but small perturbations.
A very simple regularity condition is sufficient and,
under a reasonable additional assmption, also necessary
for ‘the perturbed system to be solvable.
Me regularity
condition is related to the linearization of the system
about a point‘, it reduces to several of the constraint
qualifications of the mathematical progrming literature
in the finite—dimensional case.
Mso, we are able to obtain a bound for the distance frm
a point solving the origiml systm to the solution set
of the perturbed system in tems of the magnitude of the
perturbation.
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results parallel those obtained earlier by Robinson, but
under significantly weaker conditions.
In the third part the results are applied to prove global
convergence and local superlinear convergence of a broad
class of nonlinear progrming algorithms.
The class
includes reduced-gradient and projection-type feasible
point algoritms, as well as those based on aumented
ugrangians and exact penalty functions.

i‘s also '1ndicated.
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Quantitative Analysis of the Stability Sets in Convex
Programming with Parameters in the Objective
FunctiOn
M.S.A. Osman, Military Technical College.

Egypt
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On the Parametric Variation of Nonlinear

Programmes and the Convergence of Nonlinear
Programming Algorithms
H.W.H. Sargent. Imperial College, London,
England

We paper is concerned with nonlinear programes in which
the objective and constraint fmctions depend on a set
of parameters, and falls naturally into three parts‘.
In the first part we stMy conditions for the upper and
lwer semicontinuity of the feasible set and the solution
set, regarded as mppings from the psrmeter space, and
it is ohm that the mngasarian-Frmovitz constraint
qulification plays a key role.
In the second part various sufficient conditions for a
point to be an isolated local minmizer are considered.
For certain conditions bounds are derived for time distance
of a given point frm an isolated local minimizer in tems
of the violations of the Kuhn-Tucker conditions at the
point in qwstion.
Smilsr bounds are obtained for the
distance of a given point frm the feasible set, and for
the disunce betwen local minmizers for two differmt
perturbatims of a given nonlinear progrme.
These

A great deal of work has been done in the field of para—
metric li‘near programing from tm theoritical as well as
from the comutational point of view.
In Nosicka & al. the
notions of the set of feasible paramters, the solvability
set md the local stability set have Men defined md ana—
lyzed quali‘tatively.
The same notions have been defined
md malyzed for convex quadratic program in Guddat.
In Dawn and in subsequent work, the author intrwuced a
qualitative analysis for the problem
(P) min]f(x) + X p
hi(x)] , subject to
M = {x e R“ / g (x} _< 0, r
l,2,...,k} , where f(x),'
hi(x), i-—l,2,...r,m,' gr(x), r = 1,2,...,k are assumed to be
convex functionsnpossessing continuous first order partial
derivatives on R , pi, i-—l,2,...,m are any nonnegative real
numbers.
The stability set of the first kind for problem (P) is de—
fined as the set of all parameters for which an optiml
point for one parameter rests optimal for all parameters.
The stability set of the second kind for problem (P) is
defined as the set of all parameters for which an optml
solution rests always on one side of the set M.
In this paper, the author presents a quantitative analysis
for the stability sets of rm first and second kinds for
problem (P), which is based on obtaining all feasible
points of a given polytope.
An illustrative enmle is
given in which a modification of the algoritm introduced
in Balinsky is used.
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An Algorithm to Find All the Shortest Path Trees of a
Network
G. Gallo, C,N.R., Pisa, ltaly
S. Pallottino, C.N.Fi., Roma, Italy

The deterrminati'on of Shorttrst Paths Tr>ces (SPT) 1's requ1’red 1'n a largce number of quantl'ta‘ti've transportati’on
models.
In these models a‘ network' 1's_ defi‘ned. k‘l'tli a' .set of origi’ns, a set of 1'ntermed1‘att‘ nodes r1nd a ‘set of dc‘St'ln'd'
t'lons, and time SPT 'from L>acl1 ()f tll‘c o't‘igins to .111 the
des‘L‘inati'ons ne‘cds to be determr’ned.
Although Si‘mple and fast metliods to ‘tomputc sitortt>‘s_t path‘.s
are avai‘lable, due to the sr'ze of real li'fo tr-.1n.sp)r'1tat1‘on
networks and to the fact that the L‘omputa'tl'on of siiortest
paths 1's performed rep‘eatc~dl}', often SllCl] a ta-stk i‘on.sLitutes the most e.xpen51'vr‘ part of 1. tranS)lorta'Lion .s‘tudy.
Usually the computati'on is performc‘d 1 ndi‘pi.‘ndl‘l1tly for
each ori'gi‘n.
In the pape r an algoritiim 1's prc.scnt't>d 'kiil'Ch
makes use of the SPT relatl've to or'lg'ln k+l.
Actually a
proper use of 1'nformat1'on from past computations mi'ght
result 1'n an appreci‘able decre'ase 1'n the effort requ1’r‘cd
by ea Cll Si'ngle SPT computati‘on.
me computati'onal effort requl‘red by the propos>cd proc‘edure depends strong1\.v on the order 1'n UhiL‘ll the single
SPTs are determi’ned.
An heuri'sti'c procedure to fi'nd a
m'in'1mm length Ham'lltonian Path 'is Ub’Ld to find a good
orderi'ng for th>t ori’gi'ns.
The results from a set of computati‘onal experi‘ments on
some real li'fe transportation networks are presented.
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Adaptation of the Algorithm of d'Esopo-Pape for the
Determination of All Shortest Paths in a Network:
Improvements and Simplifications
S. Pallottino, C.N.R., Roma. Italy

The d'Esopo—Pape adaptation of the Ford, Bellman and Moore
algori‘thm is actually consi‘dered the most effi'cient for
obtaining the shortest paths in a transportation network.
The network consists of origin and destination nodes,
called centr01’ds, which are connected to the real network
by access and egress links.
Using the node labelling cor—
recting method, cm algorithm determines the shortest path
tree connecti'ng an origin with all destinations.
By repeating the algorithm for each origin, all shortest paths
are obtained.
In this paper simplifications mde possible by repetition
of the algorithm for each origin node are investigated.
In
particular a new technique for inserting corrected nodes in
the list of "labelled nodes" is presented togetMr with a
new method for memorizing the nwes already reached.
Another improvemmt is obtained by treating the destination
nodes separately from the intermediate nodes.
Tests on two
large scale transportation networks showed an improvement
of the order of 107. over the d'Esopo—Pape method.
Program listi’ngs and test results are included at the end
of the paper.
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A Dual-Simplex Based Algorithm fOr Finding All the
Shortest Path Trees on a Network
M. Florian, s. Nguyen, Universite de
Montreal, Montreal, Canada
8. Pallottino, C.N.R., Roma, Italy

We present tht> d‘da)[tat1'un of thL' dual-simplex .1lgorithm
to compute all siiortcst pd‘tl] trees‘ by using a reoptimizatlon approac‘h.
G'lven tli>t s‘liort‘c‘s't pt1th tr-(lc rooted at
nod‘t r, tile cilango of the root nodL‘ to node 5, makes the
initial trc'c‘ a dual feasiblt> and primal unfeasiblc’ solution.
Tire tad.1ptat1‘on of tile dual-sim)}lex algorithm results l’n an algorithm Chr1t FL’sc‘L’mbl’LS a 1.1bcl setting algorithm but doe.s not ne‘te‘ssarily require the exploration
of all file nodo.s of th>1 n¢*twork.
“*t computati’onal comiilex1'ty of the .1lgorithm its similar to that of label
SL‘Ltl'ng mL-tliods~.
We YL‘)[OY[ s‘omc computational results
wlii'ch demons.tr.1tc~ the efficitency of the method.
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A Computational Study of Floyd's Algorithm
D.R. Shier, National Bureau of Standards,
Washington, D.C., U.S.A.

Floyd's algorithm provides a simple and elegant technique
for finding all shortest paths in a network.
We study
the mpirical cmputational cmplexity of five different
computer codes for realizing this algorithm, using a class
The focus of the
of randomly generated test problems.
present work is to investigate objective and reproducible
measures of cmputational effort, as well as to indicate
how rather substantial reductions in this cmputational
effort (as much as 302, asmptotically) can be achieved.
Both CPU time (obtained using totally dedicated computer
runs) and predicted computation tme (based on cycle tmes
for elemental cmputer instructions) are discussed and
compared.
These results indicate a strong interaction
between code, computer, compiler, and awe mpirical measures of computational effort.
Moreover, it is found that
matrix—subscripting operations (often ignored in perfoming
"operation counts" for assessim computational compluity)
are profoundly mportant in explaining obsewed cmputational
behavior.
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Oracle Algorithms for Combinatorial Optimization
Problems and Related Topics
B. Korte, University of Bonn, Bonn. West
Germany

m oracle algoritltm is a conceptual framework for deriving
lower bomds on the complexity of approx1’mative or exact
solution procedures for some general classes of combina—
tAorial
otimizati’on
roblems and related ones. In general,
a "combinatorial problem over an 1'ndependence system (or
mtroid)" can be defined as a mapping from the set of all
classes of isomorphic 1‘ndependence systems (or matroi’ds)
1'nto a suitable i‘mge set. In case of the decisr‘on problem
whether an independence system has a certain property or
not thi‘s imge set is {Yes, No} while an opti‘m’izati‘on problem has the real numbers as image. Using d1'fferent kinds

of general theorems for tlie complexity of oracle algorithms we can demonstrate for mny combi‘nat orial problems‘
over i‘ndependence systems (or matroids) that tliere 1‘s no
"good" algori’thm within a certain framework, i.e. any
oracle a lgorithm whi'ch solves this‘ problem llab‘ c=xponential
complexi'ty. 3e51'de this we investigrate Jiolynomx'al reduci—
bi‘lity among d'ifferent kinds of orac‘les which allows us
di‘sti'nct different levels of diff'i‘culties 'among oracles
and problems.
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Scheduling Two-Machine Flow Shops and Open
Shops
E.L. Lawler. University of California, Berkeley.
Ca., USA.
J.K. Lenstra. Mathematisch Centrum.
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
A.H.G. Rinnooy Kan, Erasmus University.
Rotterdam, The Netherlands
We 1’nvest1 gate the ‘Lomutati'onal compleﬁ'ty of tw—machi‘ne
scheduli‘ng problem.
Each of n jobs 1135 to be processed
on each of two machi'nes for a g1'ven amount of time.
In a
flow shop, each job has to be cowleted on the first m—
cm'ne wfore i't can start on the second one,‘ in an open
shop, the processing order of a job is '1mmter'ial.
It is well how that, when the mximum smletion tim is
to M Mni'mzed, optimal nonpreemtive schedules for flow
shops and open shops can be found in O(n log n) and 0(n)
ti'm, respecti‘vely.
In both cases, there 1’s no advantage
to preemtion.
%en the mammum lateness wi'th respect to gi'ven due dates
of the J'obs 1‘s to M unl'Mzed, fi'ndi'ng optiml nonpreem—
tive schedules '1s wary NP—hard Mth for flow shops md
open shops.
In the preewtl've case, the flow 5 h)0,problem
1's sti'll mary NP—hard, but the open shop problem can M
solved in 0(n) ti'm.
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On Computational Complexity of Unitary Transforms
E.A. Trachtonberg, University of South Africa,
Pretoria, South Africa

A new unitary transfom utilizing an (Mn)-matrix I such
that 3 - £‘1¢* is developed for an arbitrary integer n,
using the characters of Abelian groups. I is generated
by the shifts of its first colmn, it is extremely easy
to implment and store in the computer because of the
small number of non—zero values and its amputation re—
quires only 3n real additions and n real multiplications
which is substansially fewer than all know unitary trans—
foms (Fina and Algazi, 1977).
Moreover it is ssmptoti—
cally optimal in the sense that if I££(“) is the nmber
of non—zero entries of I then
1m n' [£I(n)— 0.
Then a straightfomard generalization is done on the
continuous case and a new complete orthonomal syst«---

(£1)1:0 in l.’2 is obtained.

Its superiority over the

know bases like trigonmetric functions, Walsh's functions
(Walsh, 1923,' Paley 1932), Haar's functions (Hear, 1910)
is based on the fact that the functions £1, i-0,l,2,...
depend of arbitraw numbers 1 , w0,l,...,n—l,' n=l,2...,‘
which can be chosen in such awway that {I } has the desired properties.
Th 3 basis is then cmpared with other
orthogonal bases in L in sme problems of digital signal
processing and approximation theory.
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Complexity of Approximation Algorithms for
Combinatorial Optimization Problems
E.V. Levner, G.V. Gent, Academy of
Sciences of the USSR. Moscow, USSR
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Approximation Algorithms for Clustering Problems
P. Bruckor, Universitat Oldenburg, Oldenburg.
West Germany

A partitioning of the set of vertices of an undirected net—
work, i.e. an undirected graph in which there is a distance
assocmted with each edge, into k nonempty disjoint sets is
called a k-clustering.
The sets in the partitioning are
A k—clustering problem my be formulated
called clusters.
as follows.‘
Given k find a k-clustering which minimizes
ewe objective function defined on the set of all k—clus—
terings.
me objective functions considered are the sum or
the mximm of values associated with each cluster.
These
values are given by tm sum, the mximum or the mean of all
distances within the clusters.
Combining mximm - or swoperation with mximum -, sumor mean—operation we get rm six objective functions taken
under consideration.
with two exceptions for k _>2 all
k—clustering problems are show to be NP-complete.
The
exceptions are.‘
the mx—mx 2—clustering problem which is
polwomial solvable and the summx 2-clustering problem
where the comlexity is unknom.
For the W-complete
problems approximtion algoritMs are given and their
worst—case beMviour is analysed.

For the allocation problem it ‘is sham that to find a approximation solutions is the NP — hard problem for any
a s, 0.
For the covering and traveling salesmm problem
(even if the di'stances in the latter obey the "tri‘mgle
inequality"), it is show that to find a fast (1.8. polynOMal 1‘n the problem size n and 1/5) 5— approx1‘mtion al—
gorithm is NP - hard.
For the knapsack to fi'nd the "k —th
in succession" suMptimal solution is NP — hard for my k.
Fast 5 — approx1‘mation algorithms are presented for mdi—
fications of the uspsack problem, the ti'm comlexity T
and space complexity S of the algorithms being bomded as
followS'.
— for the sum of subset problem T ~ S <_ 0(n/e) or
T ~ S <, 0(n + 1/62),— for the max1'mization multiple — choice hapsack problem
T _<- 0

(nm/e),

S .\’ 0 (n + m7,s),

m being the number of equi-

valence classes, n being the number of items,‘ the sam
bounds are valid for the "obligatory multiple—ch01‘ce knap—
sack", where exactly one item is to be chomn from each of
the equi'valence Classes‘.
— for the minimization multiple—choice knapsack problems
T \," 0

(mnlogm + nlop

— for the

+ mn/t). S ,<

"arborescent" knapsack

traints that L‘i

6

JR

0

(n

(i.e.

+m2/e),'
one with the cons—

81x1 ,< bk, where V J

k’Jk‘

if

Jkan, a o, then JkCJk, or Jk,CJk), we have T _< 0(n362),

s 5 code).

The

same bounds are

obtained for the fixed-

charge md non-linear knapsack problems.
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Linkage of Optimization Models
M. Kallio, W. Orchard-Hays. A. Propoi.
llASA, Laxenburg, Austria

A Decomposition Procedure for a Production
Planning Model
0.8. Benli, Syracuse University, Syracuse, N.Y.,
U.S.A.

Separate opti'mi'zati'on mod cls for separate area.s of act1'v1 ties are now widely used in operations researcll 'and
systems analy51's.
h‘xamples are energy, water and other
resource Suppl)‘ systems, i'ndustri’al and agri‘cultural pro—
ducti’on models, manpower and educati‘onal planni'ng modelrs,
etc. These models are mostly analysed i'ndept=ndently without li'nking them into a' system.
Hence. tlte i‘nves‘ti‘gati'on
of 1'nteracti'ons between separatc> mOdL’l.§ 1's bcc‘oming more
and more urgent. Examples are energy supply —econom1’c development, manpower planning — product‘ion, w.ater supply ~
agri‘culture producti’on, and forestry — wood proces..s‘1ng
interacti‘on '..iodels. To 1’nvest1’gate such i‘nteraction the
separate, and already ex1'sti’ng models, should be li'nked
1’nto some 1‘ntegrated model. In many cases the.se integrated
models can be fomali’zed as structured ll’near programing
problems wi'th blocks descri'bl'ng separate models. Hence
decomp051‘t1’on methods can be appll’ed 1'n pri'nci'ple for the
soluti’on of such i'ntegrated problems. However, there is a
di'fference between decomposition and li'nkage approaches.
In decompos1't1'on ave bc=gin w1't11 an 1'ntegrated model and a
specific decompos'iti‘on algoritm '1mp1‘1es the correspond‘ing
parti’tl’oni’ng scheme of the whole model. In ll‘nhge we begi'n wi'th separate sub—models and a li'nkage algori‘thm detemi‘nes the li‘nki'ng of sub—models i‘nto an integrated model. Therefore, li‘nkage algori’thm should be heav1'ly based
on the 1'nfomat1 on whi'ch can be obtai'ned from the solution
of tlie sub-models. In thi's paper three approaches are analysed for li'nking models. First, a spec1'a1 partiti'on scheme for the 1 nverse of the i'ntegrated problem has been developed leadi’ng to an algori’tMi‘n whi‘ch subsequent solu—
tions of sub-problems are used for opti'mal li‘nki’ng. In
th'is approach '1nfomation wh'ich can be obtai'ned from the
soluti’on of the sub-problems by the rev1'sed simplex method
1's used. The second approach 1's based on the generalized
gradi‘ent techni'que whi‘ch leads to another 1‘terat1‘ve algo—
rithm. In thi's algori’tm only 1'nformtion on dual vari’ables
(assoc1’ated wi'th li'nki'ng constrai'nts) 1's used at each iterati‘on. The thl'rd approach 1’s based on fea51‘ble di'recti'on
methods and my be placed between the first two approaches.
These approaches are analysed from a theoreti'cal, numeri‘cal
and practical point of view. m 'illustrati‘ve example for
li'nhge of a forest management —wood proce551‘ng 1‘ndustry
system is given.

Given the timing and siz’ing of final product demand re—
quirements (somet'imes referred to as a meter schedule),
the problem is to detemine tm timi'ng and Si'zing of mnufactured and/or purchased component quantities.
%en the
set—up costs are 1'gnored the resulting problem 1‘s a large
linear programing problem with a special structure.
Exploitation of this special structure, uSL'ng a number of
problem manipulations and solution strategi'es, results in
subproblems of transportation type, for whi’ch very effic—
ient algorithms ex1'st.
In addition to the computational
feasibility, the decomp051'tion approach Si'mplifies the
Sensitivity analys'is of the parameters of the problem.
The
model presented can be v1'suali‘zed as a normat’ive ver51'on
of the descripti've methodology of Mteri'als Requirements
Planning.
A natural extenSL'on of the model tMt incorpor—
ates the set—up costs is the general disaggregation model
in producti’on planni'ng.
Since a binary varl‘able is associ'ated with each product in each period, the computational
feasibi’li’ty is li‘mited by the resulting integer program
(wi'th one conti'nuous variable).
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Advanced Implementation of the Dantzig-Wolfe
Decomposition Algorithm
B. Culot, E. Loute, Universite Catholique de
Louvain, Belgium
J.K. Ho, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton.
N.Y., U.S.A.
Since the original work of Dantzig and Wolfe in 1959, the
idea of decomposition Ms persisted as an attractive appro—
ach to large-scale linear programing.
However, empirical
experience reported in the literature over the years Ms
not been encouraging enough to stimulate practical applica—
tion.
Recent experiments indicate that much mprovement
18 possible through advanced implementations and careful
selection of comutational strategies.
This paper describes such an effort based on state—of—the-art, modular
linear programing software (IBM's WSX/370).
Extensive
comutational results, especially with multinatioml energy
mdels for the European Economic Comunity, are reported.
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Two-Level Linear Optimization Via Aggregation
D.G. Liesegang, Universitat zu Koln, Koln, West
Germany

Large—scale li'near optim’zation models are sufferl'ng from
the diff'iculties ari‘sing 1'n the context of centralized
planning systems.
Therefore attewts have been made to
achieve partially decentrali‘zed plaming and opti’m’zation
procedures.
Here, the concept of aggregation — wellhom 1'n econometrics - is used to face these problem.
The parti'al models for the div1'sions are aggregated to one
activity each.
The aggregated infomation is the input
for a rough central mdel whi'ch is able to perfom a pre—
liminary opti’mzation.
The informtion gal’ned in the 1‘nteraction of the aggregated acti'vi’ties i’n the macromdel
are now used in the rearrangemnt of th partl'al ml‘crom—
dels.
Thus an iterative opti'mization procedure was formulated,
which 1's able to solve large structured as well as mstructured li‘near program'ng problems.
The propertl'es of con—
vergence are investigated.
Computing eweriences on me—
dim—51'ze problems m‘ll be reported.
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Solving Large-Scale Structured Linear Programs by
Aggregation and Disaggregation
S-J. Leo, California State University, Northridge.
Ca., USA.

Cowlemntary to the concepts and tecMi’ques of decomosi—
tion in solvi'ng large—scale mthematl‘cal programng pro—
blem is that of the aggregation-di'saggregation approach.
The’ approach aggregates a large—scale mathematical program
into a "macro—problem" md solve 1't.
Then it deterMnes
tm potenti‘ally advantageous ways of di'saggregating the

macro—problem into partially mre detai'led problem and
solve them sequentially.
when certain conSi'stency assump—
ti'ons are sati'sfi’ed, both tile sequence of partially dis—
aggregated problem md their soluti‘ons cm be obtai‘ned
effi’c‘i‘entlv‘.
The dm_am1'c md hieraclil‘cal procedure may be
tem’nated at anxt' level of the dl‘saggrcgati‘on process when
soluti'on Munds are sat'isf'ied.
For large—scale highly
structured problems, thi's appro'dch appears. very proMsing
both i'n tems of problem ynerati‘on efforts and solution
Mmds.
Thi's approach wi’ll be explored using a class of
multi-item, multi'-plant, multi—peri'od production inventory
problem.

from the solution and thus global convergence is nomlly
obtained.
The method employs stable factorizations and updating techniques.
The algori‘tm has been implemented and we present
some numerical results.
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Constrained Quasi-Newton Method with
Differentiable Objective Function
H. Yamashita, Ono Systems Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
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A Projected Lagrangian Method for Nonlinear
Programming Using the Algorithmic Tools of Linear
Programming Codes
L.F. Escudero, IBM Scientific Center, Palo Alto.
Ca., USA.

Fast algoritMs for non—li'near constrai'ned opti‘mi‘zation
calculati‘ons can M obtained bv_ apply‘i‘ng Nemon's method
to the non—li'near equati’ons that come from the first order
hgrmgi'an condi‘tions for a soluti'on.
Ht .ever, this tech—
nique requi'res the calculati’on of some second derivatl'ves
md i‘t requires a good '1n’1t1'al estimate of the solution,
and the f'mal solut'ion holds not only at constrained m’1n1‘—
ma, but £50 at constrai‘ned max1’ma and constrained saddle
p01'nts of the obJ‘ectl've functi‘on.
m algori’tm for solvi'ng large—scale non—li'near program
wi'th non—lm'ear/li'near constrai’nts 1's presented.
The ob—
J'ective fmcti‘on 1‘s di'rectly the ugrangian function.
The
mthod optimi‘zes 1'teratively a quadratic approx1‘mati‘on of
this functi'on, combi'ni’ng effic1'ent sparse—matrix techni—
ques i‘n the revi’ﬁd Si‘mplex method wx‘th stable Quasih‘ewon mthods to rev'ise automat'ically a suitable pos'it‘ive
defm’i’te approximti'on of the hessx‘m mtr’ix of the Lagrmgi‘an functi'on.
First order multi‘pli‘er esti'mates are
obtai'ned byv mi‘ni'm121'ng the error on the Lagrangim gra—
dient opti'mali‘ty condi'ti’on usx‘ng the mdified Gram—Schm’dt
algori‘thm.
Mso the method uses alternati‘vely a procedure
for updati’ng the he551'an so as to retai’n any sparsx‘ty pre—
sent i‘n the ori'ginal matri'x,' although this mthod does not
guarmtee that the approximte he551‘an 1's positive defini—
te, the next step di'rection is descendant.
We show the differences betwen our algorithm and those
based on the reduced gradient of the obJ'ective funct‘ion
md the algorithms based on sequenti'al opti'mizations of the
augmnted lagrmgian fmction.
m emerimntal code using
the WSX/370 algori'thmic tools, is descrimd.
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A Global and Superlinear Method to Solve the
Nonlinear Programming Problem
T.F. Coleman, A.R. Conn, University of
Waterloo, Waterloo, Canada

We present a new globally and superlinearly convergent
algoritm to solve tm nonlinear programing problem.
The
method solves the MP by minimizing an exact penalty function.
%ereas Conn and Pietrzyknowski have suggested a
first order mthod based on an orthogonal projection, here
a second order mthod is based on a non-orthogonal projec—
tion.
In a neighbourhom of the solution this algorithm behaves
in a fashion similar to the recently popular recursive
quadratic programing methods (and thus a local superlinear
convergence rate is achieved). This algoritm he the
additioml feature that it has a natural interpretation far

The recently developed quasi—Newton method for constrained
optimization has local and Superlinear convergence properties
To ensure global convergence of the method a nondifferentiabl
objective function with exact line search has been proposed.
In this paper, we present a method in which a differentiable
objective function is used.
By adopting a differentiable
objective function use of finite line search such as Amijotype procedure becomes possible.
He proposed objective
function has the fom similar to the somented Lagrangean
function.
The algoritm for updating mo parameters in the
objective function is given and the global convergence
property of the method is proved.
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An Efficient Method of Feasible Directions
G.G.L. Meyer, The Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore, Md., USA.

The past ten years have seen the development of nw methods
for solving the general nonlinear programing problem,
namely aumented Lagrangian methods, and more recently
extended Newton's methods.
Although these metth are
efficient they nevertheless have some drawbacks.'
(l)
the iterates generated by the new methods are usually not
feasible,‘ (2) the constraints must satisfy striment con—
tinuity requirements for the new methods to be applicable,‘
and (3) the new methods usually require the evaluation
of the gradients of all the constraints at each iteration.
Classical methods of feasible directions which have been
overshadowed by these new methods may therefore be still
useful and competitive provided that.‘ (4) the iterates
are required to be feasible,‘ (5) the constraints do not
satisfy strong continuity hypotheses,‘ (6) the nature of
the constraints is such that the computation of their
gradients is very time consming,- and (7) the efficiency
of the methods is improved.
In this paper, we present
a new feasible directions algoritm which satisfies (4),
(5), (6) and (7).
The main difference between the new
method and the more classical ones lies in the use of an
efficient antizig—zagging procedure. We select the
"ahost active" constraints according to a procedure which
possesses several attractive properties.' (8) at each
iteration, only the gradient of the cost function and the
gradients of the constraints active at the current iterate
need to be evaluated,’ (9) the redundant constraints are
automatically ignored,‘ (10) the sequence of iterates generated depends on the shape of the constraints set and
not its description,‘ and (11) the method can handle
non—differentiable constraints.
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Linearly Constrained Pseudo-Newton Method
May, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa..
. .A.

On the Feedback Between Mathematical
Programming and the Engineering Design Process
H.J. Baier, Dornier System, Friedrichshafen, West
Germany

This paper presents a new method of dealing with second
derivative infomation when solving the linearly constrained
nonlinear programing problem.
PreVlOLIS Newton—like method.s
have, generally’, either been of the modified Newton variety.
updating an entire Hessian approximation at each iteration,
or of the quasi—Newton varietv', approximating all of it
from infomation.
Our p.9eudo—Newton motltodology 1.llowrs
the user to select the number of colmns. of the pro_1ected
mus.
Redesian to be explicitly, uiidated at eacli iteration.
given the difficult,‘\ of the problem to be solved. the user
can trade off the benefits of accurate derivative approxiThe Hessian a.pproximations versus low work per ito.ration.
mation is recurred using the .sm_etric indefinite factoriza—
tion of Bunch and Parlett, so that negative curvature infor—
mation can be kept and exploited in the dotemination of
descent directions. Our method does not require analytic
derivatives, and is show to have desirable convergence
and rate of convergence properties.
Computational results
support the hwothesis that a pseudo—Newton method may be
superior to either a modified Nwton or quasi—Newton approach.

The benefit of the applicati’on of mathemtical programing
(mp) within an engineering design process (edp) can be only
fully ut ilized by a thorough use of their different feedbr1cks which (1re encountered on at least two levels-.
in tlie first level fundamental ideas, definitions and
terms of mp are projected onto the edp while on the second
level of constructing algorithms and software for the edp
the feedback is more in the direction from edp to the
software.
T,'xamples of the first level range from ques—
tions of proper model-building to tm definition of local
and global optima, Pareto—optim or the application of the
Kuhn-Tucker-conditions to obtain some basx‘c informati’ons
about properties of opti'ml designs, thus helping to
formlize the "art" of optimal design.
Examples of the
second level are the modification of the existing algor—
itMs to the needs of this class of problems, the use of
heuri‘stics and the construct‘ion of special algorithms such
as special but highly efficient Kuhn—Tucker-algoritMs,
the use of analysis acceleration techni'ques for the
repeated system analy51's or some questions on the confidence in the computed results.
Thus these feedbacks are
used to reduce the computati'oml costs.
Some of these
topics will be discussed i'n more detail and their impact
on real world applications wi'll be show.
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On the Nature of Optimization Problems in
Engineering Design
E. Polak, University of California, Berkeley. Ca.,
USA

The purpose of this paper '15 to survey the distinctive
features of optimization problems arising in engineering
design and some of the special techniques which we devel—
oped for coping with them.
The optimization problems in
engineering design to be discussed can be grouped, roughly,
into three categories, characterized by the type of con—
straints present.
a)
In this first category of problems we find constraints
on thejaverage or poin§wisensystfm dynmic behavior of the
form f (x) _< 0, with f '
R + R continuously differentiable, but requiring integration of a differential equation
for function and gradient evaluations.
In such problems,
computation is totally domimted by function and derivative
evalutions.
Furthermore, the optimization algoritm must
contain a feature which sets the precision of these evaluThis requiremnt is also present
ations at each iteration.
in the next two categories of problems.
ind constraints
b)
In the second category of problems we
of the fom mx{¢j(x,u)'.
wen) _< 0, with a
Rn x Rm continuously differentiable and ﬂ compact.
Such constraints
arise frm specifications on time or frequency responses
or from tm need to take production or identification tol—
erances into account.
The form of these constraints makes
thm amenable to solution by outer approximation techniques
as well as by straightforward extensions of methods of
feasible directions.
c) The third, and most difficult category of problems contain constraints of the form nmx(mminlmrfcj( ,w,1)'.
ij}'.
rch'.
wen) _< 0, where t '.
R x R x R + R are continuously differentiable, .Q and T are compact and J is discrete.
Constramts of this kmd comnly arise in elec—
tronic circuit design in which both production tolerances
and post mnufacture tuning must be taken into considerThese constraints are nonconvexI nondifferentiable,
ation.
nonsemismooth and there are no formulas for the computation
As a result, algorithms
of their generalized gradients.
were proposed which depend on weaker optimlity conditions
than those proposed by F. Clarke and R. Mifflin.
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A Non-Linear Programming Algorithm for Structural
Optimization Problems
J. Herskovits, COPPE/Universidade Federal do
Rio de Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro, Brasil
N. Zouain, Pontificia Universidade Catolica, Rio
de Janeiro, Brasil

In structural optimizati‘on i't 1‘s necessary to solve a large
scale non—linear constrained programing problem.
This
work describes an algorithm developed on the basis of our
experienc‘e with a method used in structural opti'mization
and oriented to that kind of problems.
The problem we are deal'ing wl'th is to minimi'ze f(x~) subject
to gi(~\() <0, i=l,.,p and h (~x)=0, j=l,.,m.
The Kuhn-Tu'cker pai‘nts (~x*,~*,E*) are found by u51'ng the
following iterative procedure'.
Let ~xv be a fe651‘ble point for inequality constraints.
We
set x~v+1—~x~WsV~6V where 0< s< l and 6 is the vector
5N‘-Y(Vf+ZA1Vgi+Zuthj)

(1)

Here Y is a fixed positive constant and (AN(X~),E(X~)) is the
solution of the linear system obtained by substituting (1)
in'.
5.Vh '—-h
(2)

l

J

~‘S’V81 'Y )‘1 S1

(3)

Stepsizc factor 5 is evaluated in each i'teration in such
a way to maintain feasibility for inequalities.
We show
that this algorithm has x~* as a fixed point.
Equati’ons
(2) force the equality constraints to be S'atisfied (5
becomes 1 as iterations proceed).
Equations (3) perfom
an automatic selection of the set of active constraints at
the Optimum,‘ tliese constraints correspond to p051'tive Xf's.
Tliis is so because Eqs (3) force 6 to p01‘nt towards con—
straints with positive A_t's, and we expect llr to have the
same s‘ign as A; in a region around the optimum as a conse—
quence of l~(xN* =)\~* .
His algorithm behaves as the steepest descent method for
an interior optimum and as the projected gradient method
when all the inequality constraints are active.
It was
applied to several structural problems and to test functions, showing good results as compared to other methods

We will also discuss further
found 1’n the literature.
generali’zati‘ons a'nd 1’mprovements on the method.
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The Significance of Numerical Analysis and
Computer Science in Mathematical Programming
W. Murray, Stanford University, Stanford, Ca..
U.S.A.
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An Algorithm for Optimum Structural Design Using
Duality
K. Svanberg, Royal Institute of Technology.
Stockholm, Sweden
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Design of Optimal Decoupled Low Sensitivity
Controllers for Industrial Multivariable Systems
N.N. Sorial, University of Alexandria. Alexandria.
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Optmm Structural Design is concerned with the problm
of finding the "best" structure for sme given purposes.
To attack this fomidable problem with mathmatical methods
one must restrict the search to some subset of the possible
structures.
In this paper we restrict ourselVes to consider the following problem.‘
Minimize the Wight of a structure subject
to given limitations on stresses and displacements under
different load conditions.
The design variables are
generalized thicknesses of the structural members.
The problem is a nonlinearly constrained optimization
problm.
However, most of the fmctions involved are not
explicitly given.
Instead, each function evaluation
includes an “pensive finite elment method (FEM) calculation.
Since, in addition, the size of the problem in most
cases is very large, it is hardly realistic to use some
general method for nonlinear optmization.
Instead one
must develop methods that make use of the specific structure of the problm under consideration.
In this paper such a method is suggested.
Each step of
the iterative process consists of one Fm—calculation
and the solution of a subproblm. The subproblems are
in thmselves nonlinear optmization problws, but due
to their special structure their corresponding dul pro—
blms are easily solved, and the overall algoritm is
computatiomlly efficient.

of

program1’ng that

in which
the

algorithm.
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Inscribing and Circumscribing Convex Polyhedra
B.c. Eaves, R.M. Freund, Stanford
University, Stanford. Ca.. U.S.A.

Two problems related to inscribi'ng and circmcribing con—
vex polyhedra are discussed.
The f'irst '1nvolves linear
programﬂng and the second involves cowlemntaw pivot
theory.
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Decomposition of Complexes and Diameters of
Polyhedra
L.J. Billora, Cornell University, Ithaca. N.Y.,
U.S.A.
J.S. Provan, State University of New York, Stony
Brook. N.Y., U.S.A.

In this paper the method of Implicit Optml Model—Follwing
is applied to multivariable control systems in order to
achieve decoupled closed-loop systems with prespecified
dwamic responses.
Moreover, the proposed controllers
presewe the desired closed-loop responses even in the
presence of smll systm parameters variations.
In the method of Implicit Optmal Model-Follwing a model
of the desirable syatw dynmics is constructed.
A cost
Emotional of the squared error of the closed—loop system
dwmics frm the desired model dwamics is, then, minmi—
sed to get best mtching between the model and the obtained closed-loop system.
In order to reduce the effect
of smll changes in system parameters on the designed
controller, the state eqmtions are augmented by introducing trajectory sensitivity vector in the system dmamica
and cost functioml.
Mter a brief exposure of the mathmtical solution, the
technique is ado_pted to desim controllers for the longi—
tudiml motion as well as the lateraldirectional motion
of the F—8 aircraft.
Figures illustrating the specifications of the resultim closed-loop systems are also
included.

We discuss the property of k—decomposability for simplicial
complexes which, if satisfied by tm dual simplicial com—
plex of a simple convex polyhedron, implies that the diam—
eter of the polyhedron is bounded by a polynoMal of degree
k+l in the number of facets.
These properties form a hier—
archy, each one implying the next.
The strongest, vertex
decomposability, implies the Hirsch conjecture,‘ the weakest
is equivalent to shellability.
We show tMt several cases
in which the Hirsch conjecture Ms been verified can be
handled by these methods.
We conclude with a strengthened
form of the property of shellability which would imply the
Hirsch conjecture for polytopes.
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Faces of Polar Polyhedra and Extension of Facets
J. Araoz, Universidad de Simon Bolivar, Venezuela
J. Edmonds, University of Waterloo, Waterloo,
Canada
V.J. Grifﬁn, Universidad de Carabobo. Valencia.
Venezuela
A generali’zati‘on of classical theorems relating the faces
of polar polytopes and polar cones is given and applied to
the problem of detemi'ning facet inequalities of convex
hulls of f‘inite sets of ('1nteger) points.
The results
general’ize recent results by Several authors on extensions
and lifts of facets of polytopes with (0—l)—vertices.
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Faces of Polar Polyhedra
V.J. Griffin, Universidad de Carabobo, Valencia.
Venezuela

Let X and \' be two ll’near spaces and r any b1‘nary relati‘on
between X and Y which is linear with respect to both x in
me r-polar of a subset P of X (Y respecX and v, 1‘n Y.
tively) is the set of elements of Y (X respectively) which
are related by r to every element of P.
Wen P '15 a poly—
hedron, the r—polar of P 1's also a polyhedron and we des—
cri‘be the mnner i'n whl‘ch the faces of P are related to
the faces of the r—polar of P.
The results generalize
cla551'cal theorems by Minkouski’ and others relatl'ng the
Appli‘cations of
faces of polar polytopes and polar cones.
the theory to combi‘natorial opti‘mizati’on are sugge sted.

course recursively down the dimensions, the bases of
"pyramids" in 2—facea are edges, thus sutomtically sim—
plices, and one stops.
Now, the set of all spices in the
relevant d—, (d-l)-,... pyramids, together with the vertices
of the terminal simplex (which, at the worst, will be an
edge) mks up the vertex set of one d- simplex.
Since the
only computational labor involved is the identification of
vertices in the given scheme of P, all simplices can be foun
simultaneously and negligible CPU time is used.
It is obvious that the vertex selected as the apex of the
initial set of d-pyramids will lie in all aimplices of the
partitioning.
It is show in the paper that a given vertex
x* will lie in a miniml nmber of simplices, if the apices
of the d—, (d—1)—, ... pyramids are chosen from among the
neighbors of x*.
APL—codes that mke operational the above ideas are included
as well as ancillary methods to calculate the volme and the
centroid of P.
Applications are discussed and examples
given.
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A Constrained Optimization Algorithm for Solving
Certain Convex Systems of Equations
D. Solow, Case Western Reserve University,
Cleveland, on, USA.

A constrained optmization algoritm is proposed for sol—
ving convex systems of equations. Convergence is esta—
blished by assming differentiability and nonsingularity
of the derivative matrix.
A global algoritm for findiu
the zero of a real valued convex function of one variable
(or detemining no such point wists) will also be presented.
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Simplicial Partitionings of Internally Represented
Polytopes
B. Von Hohenbalken, University of Alberta.
Edmonton, Canada

Consider a polytope P given in internal representation
[Rocufellar 1972], i.e.. as the convex hull of a finite
point set.
Such polytopes play important roles in many
areas of applied mthemtics [Clarke 1978] and other fields,
e.g., chemical physics [Clarke 1979].
Algorithms to find
the complete facial structure of internally represented
polytopes have recently been devised by the author
To obtain nonnegative barycentric
[Von Hohenbalken 1978 ].
coordinates of given points in P w.r.t. fixed sets of affinely independent verticea of P, partitionings of the d—
polytope P into d—simplices is necessary.
This paper describes a simple algorithm that yields such
partitionings, which also can be induced to have certain
desirable characteristics (e.g., a given vertex of P will
lie in as few simplices as possible),' the calculation of
the volm and the centroid of P are also discussed.
The partitioning algorithm requires as input the complete
schm of the polytope P (a mtrix containing the vertex
sets of the faces of all dimensions, as found by the MLcodes in Von Hohenbalken 1978).
It selects an arbitrary
vertex x°eP and treats it as the comon apex of a set of dpyrmids, whose bases are the facets of P n_ot incident on
x°.
If these facets are all simplices, the partitioning
is achieved.
If not, each such facet that is not a simplex
is treated in the one way as P, 1.9., an apex is selected,
partitioning in pyramids follows, etc.
Following this

Sphero-Convex Sets
J-P. Vial, CORE. Universite Catholique de
Louvain, Louvain, Belgium

A new notion is presented which strengthens the notion of
strict convexity.
We give two alternative definitions of
sphere-convexity.
Then, we study the problem of mximizing
a linear from < x,? over a strictly convex and compact
set C and prove that the solution point x(p) is a Lipschitz
continuous function of p, where p is a normed vector in the
Euclidean space R“, if and only it C is sphere-convex.
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Methods for the Decomposition of Variational
Inequalities Via the Proximal Point Algorithm
D. Gabay. Laboria-lria. Le Chesnay, France

A Convex Program, consistl‘ng of minimizing a convex func—
ti‘onal ¢ over a c105ed convex subset K of a Hilbert space
V, are a special case of the var iational inequality.
(1)

Find uEK such

involving a

(possible

that (A(u),v—u) 20
multivalues)

for all vE K,

maximal

moxiotone

A

from

V to V* —~V, with A—‘ 3c, the subgradient of o, for convex
programing problems,' thi's problem 1's viewed as a particular case of a general multivalues equati'on

(2)

Find uEV such that OET(u),

where T is a mxi‘ml monotone operator on V.
Si'milarly to the cong‘ugate duali‘ty for convex programs, it
1's p0551’ble to assocx‘ate a dual var‘iati'onal ‘inequality to
(l) and a dual multi'valued equat'ion to (2), involving Tthe inverse of T i’n the sense of mlti'values operators.
We then rev1'ew the properti'es of the Wroximal
oint alo—
ri'thm of Mrti'net-Rockafellar

(3)

X

JT5 (2k)

k=1

k=l,2,...,

where the resolvant of T JT£—— (1+e'l‘)_1 is a contraction
def’ined on the entire space V,‘ i’n parti‘cular the sequence
generated by (3) converges weakly to a part‘icular solution
of (l).
'he i'llustrate the proximl point algorithm by
applyi‘ng 1': to the dual of a convex program with linear
equali‘ty constrai’nts and showing that i't generates the
same sequence that Hestenes-POh‘ell multi'plier method for
the Aumented Lagrangi‘an.
He also gi‘ve an i‘ntemretation
of (3) as an ~‘lmll'cl't
d'iscret‘izati'on schem for the mult'l—

valued evoluti'on parti'al di'fferent'Ial equation

06 a:
a“ + T(u).
We tum to the case where the operator T can be split 1'nto
the sum
T—- A+B, h~here A and B are "s1'mp1er" mx1‘mal monotome operators on V’.
mi‘s Si'tuati'on i‘ncludes the convex
programs ‘a-la-Feuchel and the'ir duals.
we propose for th'is
problem algori‘thm h'hi'ch approx‘imtes the prox'iml p01‘nt
.
.
.
.
E and
algorithm (3) and involVing the simpler resolvants JA
J36, thus allowi‘ng to decouple the original problem into
problems relati’ve to A and to 8.
%en A 1's uni'voque, a wssible schem i‘s

(a)

+

k.
v k 1 —— JB€(l-eA)v

which, appli‘ed to (l), )'1'eld5 the well—know algori'thm of
grad‘ient
w'ith ro'ect'ion onto K. Applied to its dual, we
obtai‘n a new algori’thm.
In the general case, another schem 1's
(S)

v

k+1

.—

J
l

2J
A(

E_
B

+
I)

_J
I

E]

u

Mao, the study of aublinear operators is essmtial for the
dulity theory and therefore for all problems rented to
convex mathmtical progrming.
Indeed we need nw techniques to extend vell-knm scalar results, because separation theorm cannot be applied in tut framework.
The present paper consist of three sections.
In the first
one we give nw results about aublinurs operators.
In
particular, by using a methm founded both on the theory
of ordered topological vector spaces and on infml comolution techniques, we are able to state a topological sandwich
theorm that involves those previously knm. (see B. MWR
and J. mem or J. ZOE for instance).
In a second part, we give an application to subdifferential
calculus closely related to KU'l‘ATELADZE's work for instance.
ﬁe two main operations considered are the addition of conva
mappings, the cmposition of a convex upping with a linear
mapping whose dmain is dense and whose graph is closed.
men, we give sme applications to polarity theow and under
suitable assmptions we establish a connection between the
polar of the am of mo convex operators and the infml
convolution of their polars.
We also tn to answer the question wether the infml convolution ng of two convex mppings belongs to F(E , F)
(i.e. ‘. ng is the upper—emelope of affine continuous
operators), when f and g are both in rE,F).
In the final section, this work is related to the perturba—
tion theory ﬂth all the applications we can look to
convu mathwatical programing.
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Variable Aggregation in Convex Programming
6. Huberman, Yale University. New Haven, Ct.,
U.S.A.

n

B

whi‘ch reduces to a mthod of altemated di'recti'ons when (2)
1'5 m equati’on.
Appli’ed to a separable convex program,
algori'thm (5) corresponds to an i'mplementati‘on of the method
of mlt'ipliers for the Aumented Lagrangian, where the
#decomos'it’ion property of ordi‘nary dual methods 1's presewed
whi‘le the speed of convergence 1's 1'mproved.
New 1'nsi'ghts
are obtained by applyi‘ng (5) to the dual problem.
Again
the sequence {vk} converges weakly to ’\ such that u—— JBV
is a parti'cular soluti'on of (2),' strong convergence can be
establi‘shed under additional assmptions on A or B.
We
rate of c4onverence 1's linear and rate esti‘mtes are
discussed.
Finally the algori’thm (5) 1'5 appli‘ed to several problems,
including vari‘ational fomlations of parti'al differential
equati’ons arising in Mechanics, systems of mildly nonli‘near equations and variati’onal inequalities over the
1'ntersection of convex sets, md numrical ewerimnts
reported.
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Appli’ed mthemtical programi’ng problem are often appro—
x1'mt1‘ons of larger, more detailed problems.
One crl'te—
r1'on to evaluate an approximted program 1's the mgni‘tude
of the di’fference bemeen the obJ‘ective values of the
orig‘inal and the approx'imted program.
we approximati’on we consider is var'iable aggregation in
a convex program.
Bomds are derived on the di’fference
between the two obJ'ective values.
Prev1'ous results of Ceoffri‘on and Zipki‘n are obtai’ned by
specializing our results to linear program1‘ng.
Also we
apply our bomds to a convex transportation problem.
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Optimal Design and Operation of Central Energy
Systems by Bender's Decomposition
P. Manda, D.E. Cullen, W. Price, Mathtech
Inc., Princeton, N.J.. USA.

Applications of Sublinear Operators to Subdifferential
Calculus and t0 Convex Mathematical Programming
M. There, Universite de Limoges, Limoges, France

For the last few years, mny articles MVe been published
m which the theory of scalar optmization has been carried
wet to the vector case.
(see for instance M. VMIER,
J. 2%, mnmzt and the others).
Wen we are interested in vector optmization problms,
we rulize that sublinear operators acting in an ordered
twological vector space F' - F u {H}, with 8 largest
elwent # adjoigned, phy a my role in the polarity
theory.

with DOE funding, a model has been developed for detemining
optiml designs and operating rules for comunity total
energy systms. Using a system approach, we considered the
production, tranmission, storage, distribution, and end
use utilization of multiple energy foms.
The resulting
model is a large—scale mued integer programing model for
the minmization of total system cost or maximization of
efficiency.
Bender's decomposition of the model leads to
large, continuous, linear problems in which many constraints
are superfluous, yet binding, at each iteration.
Methods
of suppressing these constraints and mplicitly generating
the corresponding dul variables have been incorporated
into the solution procedure along with a special branch
and bound algoritm for solution of equipment selection
probl-u-us arising in the integer problm.

The model has been applied to the energy system at
Starrett City, Brooklyn, New York, a residential apartment
comunity with a housing capacity for 22,000 people.
The
existing energy system provides heating, cooling, domestic
hot water, and electricity for the entire comunity using
a central plant with themal distribution of heating,
Optimal operating rules for
cooling, and hot water.
existing equipment as well as optimal equipment configura—
tions allowing different types of energy production were
detemined. Desims obtained with the model result in an
annual cost savings of 252, and a savings in fuel oil of
2.5 million gallons.
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The Optimization of the Energy Consumptions in the
Heating of Buildings by Nonlinear Programming
F. Archetti, c. Vercellis, Universita di
Milano, Milan, Italy

The steep i‘ncrease in the cost of energy has led in the
last years to a closer analysis of the process of heating
(cooling) of a bui'ldi'ng.
Some complex models and the related computer programs have
been developed, by whi’ch one can evaluate the "energy
perfomnce" of different designs.
These programs could
also be explo'lted in a search for optimum perfomnce
deSi'gn‘.
the search could be ranged by a Si'mulation pro—
cess, selectm‘g a set of control vari’ables and trying
di'fferent allowable configurati'ons.
The feasibili'ty of a simulation approach is severely
restricted by tm excessive computer time required to scan
the search domain accurately enough.
In order to overcome these lim'itati'ons the authors have
been considering the use of mthemtical programing techni'ques i‘n order to 1‘dent1‘fy optimum perfomnce designs.
A method based on recursive quadrati’c programing has been
used i'n the computati'ons,' the results of the optimization
algorithm has been subsequently controlled, analyzing the
sen51‘tivityof the solution to perturbations i'n the con—
straints and in the parameters of the problem.
It's mportant to remrk tht the optimization approach
enables to consider a wider set of control variables than
simulation'.
thi's results 1'n a better sen51't1’V1'ty Of the
model to weather data.
The computational evidence, obtained by the authors in
50m real problems, supports the nmerical feasibility of
mthemtical programing technl‘ques in thi‘s problem.
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Optimum Sizing of Heat Exchangers in a Network
J.H. Bryant, M.M. Gutterman, Standard Oil
Company, Chicago, IL. U.S.A.

In any oil refinery and in mny chemical plants, there are
fluid stream at mny different temperatures. A stream
which leaves a process unit at a particular temperature
usually must be cooled or heated before entering another
process unit.
Such temperature changes are accomplished
through the use of furnaces, coolers, and heat exchangers.
Use of heat exchangers is very desirable, when it is pos—
sible, for enery efficiency reasons.
The relationships
between the temperatures, heat contents, and flows of the
various streams in a complex of such heating and cooling
devices are given by non—linear functions and the cost of
the configuration is also given by a non—linear function.
This paper describes a design system which we MVe developed which uses a non—linear optmization procedure to
determine the patamters for heat exchangers, furnaces, and

coolers to be built for a given process and temperature
configuration and, opti‘onally, given existing units.
The
system actually changes the objective function during the
We describe both the optmi—
course of the optimization.
zati‘on technt‘ques used and tm appearance of the system to
the user, who is usmlly an engineer wi‘th no particular
background in non—linear opti’mi‘zation.
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The Application of Nonlinear Programming to the
Control of Automobile Engines
A.l. Cohen, H.S. Rao, Systems Control Inc.,
Palo Alto, Ca., U.S.A.
J.A. Tennant, K.L. Vanvoorhies, General
Motors. Warren, Mi.. U.S.A.
A procedure has been developed to determine the control
settings for a fuel-injected internal combustion engine
under warmed—up operating conditions.
The controls found
maximize fuel economy while ensuring that the exhaust
emissions remin below the federal standards.
The proce—
dure uses engine models that MVe been developed and vali‘—
dated using an engine dynomometer.
The method of multipliers is used to solve the resultant nonlinear programing
problem.
The controls have been implemented and tested in
a microprocessor based control system in an automobile.
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Optimization of a Complex Chemical Process Using
an Equation Oriented Model
P.V.L.N. Sarma, Selas Corporation of America,
Dresher, Pa., U.S.A.
G.V. Reklaitis. Purdue University. West
Lafayette, ln., U.S.A.
Meaningful evaluation of the utility and perfomance of
available nonlinear programing techniques for engineering
desim optmization requires the availability of realistic
desim models.
Such models have been notably lacking in
the process design area.
In this paper a detailed equation
oriented model of a process for the production of ethylene
oxide and ethylene glycol is developed to fill this void.
The model involves a large number of variables and equality
constraints which are by equation sequencing reduced to
23 independent variables, twelve prmary constraints, as
ﬁe salient features of such models,
well as bounds.
their usefulness and Imitations are presented.
We appli—
cability of available MP algoritMs and inherent diffi—
culties in their application are discussed.
Test results
are reported with representative codes.
QC codes are found
to provide the only practical approach to large scale
design optimization.
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An Alternative Branch and Bound Strategy for
Ordered Sets
J.J.H. Forrest, Advanced Mathematical
Software Ltd., Milton Keynes. England

The Branch and Bound algorithm for solvi ng problems with
0—1 variables involves choosing a variable taking a non~
integral value at a node and crceating two subproblems
whi‘ch correspond to the variable taking the value 0.0 and

the value l.0.
TillS bi'nary ch01‘ce naturally extends to
general integer variables and was also used by Beale and
Tomli'n when they extended tile SL‘Ope of Branclt and Bound
to i‘nclude Speci’al Ordered Sets.
However, espec1‘all,v
when us'1ng some more recent heuri'st'ics, a more natural
strategy may involve the creati'on of threer or more subproblems at c'xach node.
Thi's papcr c.¥am1’nes tlie conse—
quences of sut‘h a strategy espeCi'ally when applied to
sets of vari‘ables whose natural order varies throughout
the search — 'Dynami'cally Ordered Sets'. Computati'onal
ex’periencc’ witlt a new Mathemati'cal Programing code for
large m1'ni'-computt'-rs.
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A Bounding Technique for Integer Linear
Programming with Binary Variables
F.S. Hillier, N.E. Jacqmin, Stanford
University, Stanford. Ca. U.S.A.

We present a bounding
graming problw wi'th
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opti'ml solution '1s

s'ible solut'ion
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to

(1)

(3)

the ..a‘soc1'ated

integrali'ty
and

problem 1's
whi‘ch

(3)

a

(2)

good fea—
An

is also

presented.
We show that "J'01'nt" bounds can be obtal'ned on the values
of a subset of the vari'ables.
In addition we gi've an ef—
Fifi’c1’ent method to 1'mplement thi's bomdi'ng technique.
nally, a class of problem parti'cularly well—suited to
th'is bound’ing procedure '15 spec1'f1'ed.
Computat'ional results w1'11 be presented.
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On Computational Techniques for Parametric and
Postoptimality Analysis in Integer Linear
Programming
H.H. l-loc, Ecole Polytechnique, Montreal. Canada

We are interested in solving a general
integer linear programs

{(101, (W,
(10“ '. minimize

m“.

finite family of

.. (1’)“)

ckx subject to Akxz bk, x
:l
integer, jGJ
x20
k
and the problem data Ak. b , and c vary with the index k
in a systemtic way, e.g., continuously with respect to a
single scalar parameter.
me purpose of this paper is to take stock of computational
techniques for parametric and postoptimlity analysis in
integer linear programming and to evaluate their perform—
ances, experimentally.
We consider the techniques
currently available that are build on (A) a natural
generalization of the branch-and-bound/cutting—plane
approach from a single problem to an entire family of problems, and (b) the noti'on of Checking and reestablishing by
further computations, if necessary, a set of suffi’cient
conditions for optimality (these sufficiency conditions can
be expressed 1'n terms of a relaxation or an equivalent
problem representation or a partition of the solution
space satisfying certain properties).
To perfom proper
computational tests on large and difficult problems,
particular attention is given to the data structures used
to support computational implementation.
where

my linear integer progrm with bounded admissible region
can be equivalently modelled as a positive linear integer
program with only plus signs and positive coefficients.
Concentrating on positive integer linear programs of n
variables, we derive a sequence P(i) of n problems of the
same type which are successive relaxations of the original,
obtained by disregarding less promising variables. We
characterizethe relation between the admissible regions
of two problems of the sequence, obtaining admissibility
and optimality criteria with respect to the original pro—
blm.
We present an implicit enumeration algoritm, starting with
the lexicographically greatest admissible solution to the
original problm, based on a particular ordering of the
variables. Working upward through the sequence of the
P(i) problems testing for dwinance and optimlity, it
successively generates lexicographically mailer solutions.
we report cmputatioml uperiences with the algoritm in
positive integer linear programs of several sizes, whose
data is randmly generated.

li'near

avai‘lable.

1's weaker

Implicit Enumeration Approach to Integer Linear
Programs
R. de Fco, J. Larranota, Escuela Superior de
Ingenieros lndustriales, Sevilla, Spain
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unique opti'mal solutl'on,
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Parametric Integer Linear Programming Using a
Standard Package
L. Jenkins, University of Windsor. Windsor,
Canada

A procedure 1's descri'bed for perfoming parametri‘c analy—
sis on a mixed integer li‘near program (MILP) u51'ng a
comerCi‘ally available computer code (e.g. APE-III,
WSX—MIP).
A large fi'xed-charge fac1'lity location pro—
blem 1‘s used as an ample. The procedure requi'res sol—
ving mLP problems at point values of the parmeter of
vari'ation 9. The solutions in the intewals between these
po‘int values are obtained by "pegg1‘ng" the 1'nteger varia—
bles and performing routine LP parametric analyses. The
MJ‘or computing burden li'es in the branch—and-bound sear—
ches which must be perfomed at different values of 9.
The judic1’ous selection of these values 1’s an mportant
part of minimizing cost of computati‘on. Methods are discussed for proving tht the global optimum has been found
for every value of 8 1'n the range considered. A heuristic
rule is presented which may greatly decrease the total
cost of computation. The rule is particularly applicable
to any MILP problem in which a robust dec1’sion is depen—
dent primarily on the values of the 1'nteger variables.
The procedure is illustrated by application to a problem
of recovering resources from soli‘d waste in Wtario.
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Heuristic Methods for Balancing Assembly Lines:
Some Preliminary Results
W.V. Gehrlein, University of Delaware, Newark.
Dec, U.S.A.
J.H. Patterson, University of Missouri.
Columbia. Mo., U.S.A.
F.B. Talbot, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Mi. USA.
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Construction of Optimal Synthetic Weather Data by
Convex CombinatiOn
G. Silvorman, 0. Low, IBM Scientific Center.
Los Angeles. Ca.. USA.

important integ~cr

and des.cribe how resulting prob—

di'ffers from earli'er
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paper
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assembly' line

ﬂue model mv, als‘o be of interest for teaching or research
purposes.
Few published models contai‘n Semi‘-continuous
v1.riablcs.
Thi‘s is the first model that the author can
ret‘all which 1's oxplicity stated to contai'n dual-integer
vt1rirlbles‘.
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Container Stacking - An Application of Mathematical
Programming
D.B. Taylor, Ford Motor Company. Dearborn.
Mi.. USA.

Re mtal Stmpim Division of Ford Mtor Company stacks
containers of autmotive hwy panels and loads these stacks
into railcars tut are shipped throughout North Merica.
he containers cme in various widths and heights and the
requirement for each container type is um. me objec—
tive is to stack all required containers such that the
unused space abwe and around the containers is minmized.
A solution tecmique, with is smilar to the class of
eStock
Cuttin
problms, is presented that solves this
cmbinatioml problm.
his paper includes overall formlation as well as a description of the vector generating
#msack problw.

25 1
HSTRlM — A Program for Scheduling Cutting Stock
Operations
M. Fioldhouse, F.W. Tromnns, Haverly
Systems Europe Ltd., St. Albans. England

We theoretical problem underlying the scheduling of
cutting stock operations with trim loss in the paper industry contai'n any of the complexities of advant~ed mathemtical programing.
mese include fractional objective
functions, integer variables, semi-continuous variables
and dml-integer variables.
The use of general—purpose
LP pacmges to handle these complexities is uneconomic.
me paper describes how the mjor di‘fficulty of combining
fractional programing techniques with integer programing
techniques in the 5am model was overcome by using a re—
cursive technique. A relatively simple special—purpose
progru was written for solving the problem.
The details
of computed exawles show that this progrm can solve such
problem ecommically.

Energy analysis cmputer progrms use hourly wather data
obsewations to cmpute buildim energy conswption. A
problem is to reduce these hourly data frm one year to a
few weeks of hourly smthetic data.
he problm is femulated by cmbining each week of hourly buildim energy
dmands for both heatim and coolim by convex cmbination.
In this fomulation the objective is to cme as close as
possible to weightim each week of weather equally.
The
problem of duplicating the total energy demnds of the
original weather can be enforced on the swthetic wather.
A large non—convex quadratic progrm results ﬁrm this
It is solved by converting lit into a sequence
fomulation.
Nmerical
of mller strictly convex quadratic programs,
results on an actual buildim with Los Mgeles weather are
presented.
It is Show that one year of actul weather
data can be accurately represented by a few weeks of swthetic weather.
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A Plant Location Problem for the Optimal Use of
Byproducts in Slaughtering Industry
U. Bertolo, F. Brioschi. P. Della Favors,
S. Poggi, Politecnico di Milano. Milan. Italy

The extremely relevant balance of pament deficit in the
agricultural and food sector in Italy has, recently, stmu—
lated the Ital'ian Natioml Research Council to perform a
detailed emmination of all unemployed resources in the
area.
Mong such resources a minor but not irrelevant one is the
blow associated to the slaughtering process which, in
Italy, is not totally used (the most comon use is the
preparation of feeding stuff for animls) with negative
effects of both economical and ecological twe.
A portion of the work done, which this paper sumarizes,
consists in verifying whetMr cm partial or total use of
the presently unused blood is economically feasible from
the point of view of a private enterprise i.e. whether the
revenues associated with the final product obtained (blood
flour) exceeds the transportation and mnufacturing costs.
For doing that a mthemtical model has been constructed
which is based on the knowledge of the unused raw mterial
availabilities in 37 different origins, of the (non linear)
processing costs in 9 a priori possible plants, of the
transportation costs and of the revenues associated to the
final product obtained.
The task of the model is selecting
the value of the blood avai'lable in origin 1 (i-«l,...,37)
and processed in plant 1 (j——l,...,9) which mximizea total
profit.
The result is that, also from cm point of View of private
interest, there is a (slight) convenience of processsing
the presently non processed blow.
For solving the non linear problem which has 37 x 9 var—
iables, a two level procedure Ms been adopted which allows
considering at the first level a 9 - variable problem
(which is solved combining the Roche and Jeeves pattern

search algorithm with a penalty function) and at the
level a standard transportation problem.

second
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Design of Newton-like Methods for Solving Systems
of Nonlinear Equations
J.c.P. Bus, Mathematical Centre, Amsterdam.
The Netherlands
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Planar Variable Metric Methods (PVMM) for
Unconstrained Saddlepoint Problems: The Quadratic
Case
8.5. Oren, Xerox Palo Alto Research Center, Palo
Alto, Ca., USA.

A new class of Variable Metric Methods is introduced that
can locate a unique stati'onary poi‘nt of an n—dimensional
quadratic function 1'n at most n steps.
%en applied to
positive or negar‘ive def’in’ite quadratic functions, the new
class is identical to Huang's smmetric family of Variable
Metri‘c methods.
Unlike tm latter howver, the new fwily
can also Mndle i'ndefinite quadratic forms and is therefore
capable of solving saddlepoint problems that arise, for
instance, in constrained optimization.
The novel feature of the new class is a planar iteration
whi'ch is activated whenever the algorithm encounters a
singular di‘rection of search, along which the objective
function Ms zero curvature.
In such iterations, the next
pai'nt is selected as tm stationary point of the objective
function, over a plane cm: 1'5 conjugate to all previous
surch directions and contains tm last singular direction.
The i’nverse He551'an approx1'mtion is than updated with
respect to tMt plane via a new four parameter family of
rank-three updates.
The nw class possesses properties that are similar to or
that generalize tm properties of Huang's family.
In
particular, it is Show tMt the new class generates Planar
Conjugate directions of search, i.e., every two search
directions are cong’ugate unless they result from the same
planar iterati‘on.
It 1's also show that if the initial
inverse Hessian approximtion is the identify mtrix, then
the new class is equivalent to a generalization, introduced
by Luenberger, of cm Conjugate Gradi'ent method.

A class of Newton—like methods for solving systems of non—
linear equations will be described which includes most
well—know methods (Newton with step size control, quasi—
Newton etc.).
Global convergence'results for such methws with step size
control lead to special techniques for a priori estimting
of the step length and other modifications to well-ham
methods in this field, as there is conditional use of
quasi—Newton approximtion to the jacobian mtrix or a
priori estimating of the optiml difference step if the
jacobian is approximated by divided differences.
Conclusions about the usefulness of the various methods in
this field will be given, based both on theoretical argu—
ments as well as on a thorough analysis of the practical
behaviour of the methods.

Why is the BFGS Method 80 Good?
L. Nazareth, Universidad Nacional Autonoma de
Mexico, Mexico. Mexico

There is a grwing body of evidence, both theoretical md
cmputatioml, which favours the BFGS update, in its
standard version (Broyden) or its projected version
(Davidon), over other mmbers of the one parmeter fmily
we briefly smarize awe
of updates to which it belongs.
of this evidence, and prove new theoretical results ﬂich
give added support to the BFGS method.
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When to Stop Making Quasi-Newton Updates
P. Barrera, J.E. Dennis, Cornell University.
Ithaca. N.Y., USA.

A metmd, based on the least change secant principle, is
proposed for deciding when to stop updating the approximte
This
Jacobian, or Hessian, in a quasi—Newton method.
method is applied to judge the noise in a finite difference
Jacobian.
A rule is proposed for mking a choice of the
step eiZe when computing the finite difference Jacobian.
The nmerical results are encouraging.
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Numerical Comparison of Self Scaling Variable
Metric Algorithms
G. Van der Hook, Erasmus University.
Rotterdam, The Netherlands

ﬁe results of a nmerical cmparison of Self Scaling
Variable Metric algoritMs will be presented.
The following
algoritMs were implmented.‘
Oren and Luenberger (1974)
(25 parmeter cmbinations)
Oren and Spedicato (1976) (4 switches of optimally condi—
tioned self—scaling updates)
Shanno and Phua (1978) (2 initial scalings for Broyden's
update) and the classical Davidon—Fletcher—Powell and
Broyden—Fletcher—Goldfarb—Shanno algoritMs.
An efficient implmentation of the Oren-Spedicato switches
was obtained by applying a cmputationally cheap witch
criterim.
Attention will be paid to the folloﬂng points.‘
1. perfomance criteria / temination criteria.
2. required accuracy of the line surch.
3. special requirements for test functions for these algorithms such as:
a. the influence of initial 111 conditioning (a sequence
of increasing ill conditioned probl-a~-s was used).
b. the influence of the nmber of variables.
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Cutting Planes in Integer Programming: Are They
Useful?
E. Bales, Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh.
Pa.. U.S.A.

The traditional cutting plane methods for integer programming, that use the simplex method on a constraint set
successively amended with inequalities iwlied by the
integrality conditions, MVe pro'ved inefficient except for
a few special cases.
Thi‘s has led some workers in the
field to conclude that cutting planes are useless.
We
claim, to the contrary*, that while cutting planes by them—
selves can rarely solve the problem, if properly selected
and used in the proper context, the'v can provide, in combination with othr tecmiques, some highl,'\ efficient
procedures.
We di’scuss several computationally successful
algorithms for solving certain classes of integer progrms
(set covering, traveling salesmn problem, etc.), which
use cutt'ing planes in new u‘ays.
The new features include'.
the cuts themselveS', their use in conjunction wi'th various
heuristi‘cs and subgradi'ent optimization, to generate sharp
bounds,' new Lagrangean relamtion schemes,‘ and, finally,
the use of branchi‘ng as a last resort.

of lowering tlie global upper bound) at any node of [hL‘
implit‘it ltnum)(r.ation trait.
It s‘et.s tlic Stﬂg‘t for .1
(likt‘ly) smibst‘nntial priining of tllat tree.
In loc‘ationdistributixtn problt>m, an arc c.nn carry flow on1v_ if the
corrES\|ontllng loc‘ntion is 0)[t\n.
Viewing s.ucli problems as
partiti‘oned pure 1P5 rntlit'r than n.s mixed IPs, WL’ tailor
tlic [\r‘twork to cnfort‘o tho.‘s(' cons‘traints who.scr variabl-(‘s
'arc‘ nonbus‘ic.
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Integer Programming Duality: Price Functions and
Sensitivity Analysis
LA. Wolsey, CORE, Louvain, Belgium

Recently a duality theow for integer programing has
been developed.
Here we examine some of the economic
implications of this theory, in particular the necessity
of using price functions in place of prices, and the possibility of carrying out sensitivity analysis of optiml
solutions.
In addition we comider the tom of price functions that are generated by know algorithms for integer
programing.
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Disjunctive Programs and Sequences of CuttingPlanes
c.e. Blair III, University of Illinois, UrbanaChampaign, III, U.S.A.
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On the Number of Feasible Solutions of an Integer
Programming Problem
M.A. Frumkln, Central Economics Mathematical
Institute. Moscow, USSR

A disjunctive progrm mximizes a linear functional on a
polytope subject to constraints restricting the feasible
set to unions of certain faces of the polytope.
Special
cases include bivalmt integer progrms and linear comple—
mentarity problems.
We continue the study of cutting plane
uthods for disjunctive programs, begun by Balas and
Jeroslaw. A finitely—convergent cutting plane method is
presented which allows considerable freedom in generating
the cut at each step.
Some cements on finiteness of
cutting-plane methods on discrete problems in general will
also be given.
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Expanded Group Knapsack Networks and Integer
Programming
B.L. Fox, Universite de Montreal, Montreal,
Canada
E.V. Donardo, Yale University, New Haven, CL.
U.S.A.
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The number v(b) of feasible solutions of integer program—
ming problem
n
m
min cx. szb,
c,xEZ,
bEZ,
A€M(mxn,2)
my be considered as a measure of complexity of the probN
lem.
is
Theorem 1.
Tliere is a partition Zm—- U C . where C
i
i
i=1
a cone with its vertex in the origin of coordinates and
with integer generatoris, dim CinCj Sm-l, i—‘j and v(b) is
a quasipolynomial for any b6 C
Meorem 2.
If all minors of the mtrix A are equal to
0.1,-l then v(b) is a polynomial for any be C .
Theorem 3.
is a simplex then
If mrn+l and
(XE ZnIsz b}
N——n+l and v(b) is sum of a polynomial and a periodic
function for any b5 C .
Siml'lar results are téue for the optimal value of objective
function.
Relation between the computational complexity of integer
programing problem and thee complexity of function v(b)
is discussed.
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Optimization Under Complex lndeterminacies
B. Beret-nu, Bucharest, Romania
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The purpose of this paper is to present some recent appro—
aches to optimization in linear models under comlex inde—
terminacies.
Such "complex indetem‘inacies" ‘1nclude the follow'ing (or
their combinations)-.
"objective indeteminacies" due to
the inherent "state of nature" and represented by the
presence of some stochastic processes (controllable or not)
among the coefficients of the deci’si‘on variables,‘ "conven—
tional indeterminacies" resulting from the feedback of discarded connections in the simpli'fied model used,‘ lack of
howledge or part‘ial howledge of the underly'ing probabil—
ity distribution functi‘on of the "objective indeterminacies".
Some applications, i'ncluding large group decision making
with multiple objecti‘ves are discussed.
Numerical mthods
for sme structured models are given.
A class of stochas—
tic processes with special properties of their trajectories
appuring in the context of thi‘s paper is also briefly
discussed.
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Controllability of Parabolic Systems
E. Sachs, Technische Universitat Berlin, Berlin.
West Germany

He consider a linear parabolic equation with controls in
the boundaw or in the differential equation as distributw controls. We give a general theorm on controllability
which allows to show that states with Fourier coefficients
decayim at a certain rate are controllable.
Since the
decay is not as fast as in knom theorems this is an
atension of the results of Russell and Fattorini.
In
addition, we are able to conclMe frm our theorem also
Gal'chuk‘s result that statiomry states are controllable.
Furthemore, we give explicitly a set of functions which
are emctly controlhble and in awe cases it can be show
that they fom a dame set in the range space.
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Time-Optimal Control Problem with Limitations for
the Derivatives of Control
1'. Gicov, V. Vel'ov, Institute of Mathematics.
Sofia, Bulgaria

Consider the control system x'=A(t)x+B(t)u; XERn, uERr.
he admiss'ible set of controls cons‘ists of all r-dimensional vector-functions u(t) defined and absolutely
continuous in some interval [t0,t1] and satisfying the
followi‘ng condi‘tions.‘
l) u(t)EU
for every tel t0,t]
2)
u(t) EV
for almost every t%[t°,t1];
3)
u(to) = U(t1) = 0
where U and V are convex compact polyhedrons, containing
the origi‘n.
Let H(U,V) be the time—optiml control prob—
lem with as target point the origin in R“ and let H(U) be
the time—optimal control problem with admissible controls
— all mesurahle r—dimensional vector functions u(t), for
which u(t)€U for almost every t.
Let (Vleml
be a
sequence of convex compact polyhedrons, such that VN
contains a ball with a center - the origin in Rr and
radius N.
If the problems H(U,VN) satisfy some assump—
tions and if initial state x0 can be driven into the ori—
gin for the problem H(U), then for every I»: > 0 there exist
1'nteger numbers No and a such that for every N2 N0 the
following statements are true:
1) x0 can be dri'ven into the origi'n for the problem H(U,VN),‘
2) If uﬁ and u6 are optimal controls for the problems
H(U,VN) and H(U), respectively and TN and T0 are the
corresponding optimal times, then 0 S TN-TO <_ E and there
(X
on
I
exist d intervals AN,“ .,AN such that Ines (U Ami) S E
u ﬁi—‘l
and uN*(t) = u0*(t) for every tel t ,T ]\U A .
0
0 i__1
The dependence of the optimal solution on the initial
state and parameter is also studied for the problem
H(U,V).
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Optimal Control Strategies for the Discrete Time
Stochastic Systems with Nonlinear Measurements
K. Uchlda, E. Shimomura, Waseda
University, Tokyo, Japan

me objective of this paper is to derive optiml control
strategies in the frmework of the control problems with
nonlinear masuremnt systems and stochastic uncertainties.
As the types of nonlinear measurement systems we define an
additive type' a multiplicative type and a data processor.
me uncertainties of the systems are modeled as randm
variables, however any specific assumptions of stochastic
properties (2.3., Gaussianness, whiteness, independence,
etc.) are not imposed on such random variables.
%en the
nonlinear uasuremnt systems and uncertainties of the
systems are thus fomlated, the optiml strategies are
detemined for the linear process mdels with a quadratic
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Stability, Duality and Necessary Conditions for
Optimality in Infinite-Dimensional Non-Linear
Programming and Optimal Control
F. Lempio, Universitat Bayreuth, Bayreuth, West
Germany

Stability results of ROBINSON for linear, differentiable
and convex systems of inequalities cm be generalized to
systems of the form
(Pw)
Find x 6 C with g(x,w) 6 K .' ,
where C resp. K are closed convex subsets of real BMAW
spaces X resp. Y, 9 is a real topological linear vector
space, m 6 Q is a perturbation parameter, and g .'X x Q a Y
is a mapping with suitable properties.
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Implementing Large Models in Nonlinear
Optimization Codes Using Automatic Formula
Manipulation
A. Drud, The Technical University of Denmark.
Lyngby, Denmark
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Design and Implementation of a New Large Scale
Optimization Algorithm and System
G.H. Bradley, 6.6. Brown, Naval
Postgraduate School. Monterey, Ca. USA.
G.W. Graves. University of California. Los
Angeles, Ca. USA.
A new Large St*nle ltptimizatitin avgntem ot‘ advanced design
lins been in use ove‘l the past several _veurs to solve a wide
\'ariet)' of challenging ‘tontemporary taroblems.
Design and
iwlementation of tlii~s 3v stem lies included not only con—
s‘ideration of the optimization module ('.\'S'). but nlso
preprocessing ('PRi.‘P') and pos‘t prone-s_sing ('P0§.T') nnslys'is mdules and other ser\vit~e ftinctiOIIS nt*t'essnry to con—
venientl,'\ deal s‘ith problems lmving mnv. t\lousands of rows
and colums.
Effe‘ttiv\e integratiori of tliese functions in a
Large Scale Optimizatioxi s)'stem is profoundly affected by
design effort far removed from ClI‘L 'tentral solution rou—
tines.
The act1\'itv, leading to this new prot otype for
optimization systems will be reviewed and performance
statistics revealed for extremly difficult (HIP) bencmrk
problems.
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Large Scale Nonlinear Programming
J. Donal, Universite de Lille 1. Villeneuve d'ASCQ.
France

TM aim of tlm- paper is to dest'ribe num’riL~a1 PNYETIML‘lIEb‘
in largt‘ scale iron-lin=tsr programing. Tlli’ problems that
are cmsidcred are- up to 3,000 upriztr und lowr lmutrdltd variabl'ts, 2,000 non linear constraints, 2,500 lin‘Lar 'ionstraints.
The linrrnriz-Ld mthod of (‘entL-rs (introdur't-d by Hua*rd)
is used witli its pa-rt'icrular aduptutioxis.
me L‘omutationsl problt-ms anOlVL‘d by large» b‘Fult’ problem aw destVrihd, miilly tllt‘ wlving iii cinch itiiration
of the mthod, of 'a linolar program wllo‘h’t scelt' is just the
one of the problem L‘Unslderl'd, and botli [llt‘ seurrli vtf tlie.
supmmm and the zeri) of the l‘-distnn~te on n llll’L, (tll’L
F-distance use'd in the iniimum of m fmrlionb‘, witli m up to
4,500).
The solving of tm lint-er prtigrums by tlie SlmPJt‘X and dual—
siwlex mthods‘ usos‘ dirt-«~t i‘alt‘ulatlons at L‘nr'li tall-p instead of calc‘iilatlng th‘t anl‘rh'L' 01' tile bllﬂli‘ miltrlx.
Tlie
mthod used to HOIV‘L linear By.ﬁ‘L‘lmS it as bt-cn intrudu‘L‘Ld by
P. Huard in 1976, md is particullrly well-supted for lirge worse linear system.
rm particular attrnt'tive leutur~¢s of ChL’ lln*tari1.od metmd of i~enters' are romle.tely numurized in larder to present a mtilod wl] adsiiti\d to lilrgt‘ scale non-linear pro—
blnu.
A lortran i‘ode has Men written to s‘rilve the elt>t‘tricnl
economir dispatching mdel ln ‘LollAMration wi tli Y. Hauu
Ind nmricel results. obtained on a C11 lRIS 80 romptiter
ﬂth a 92 K 32-bitl-wrds mmry, are given.
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Optimization of Dynamic Econometric Models Using
the GRG-Algorithm
A. Drud, The Technical University of Denmark,
Lyngby, Denmark

l’liL‘ pnpclr will dc‘sc’rlbe a .CRGc‘ode, CONOPT, designed to
Olitlmlz‘t large economtri‘t models.
First, a description
of the mntliemutical properties of econometri't mdels are
giveIn followed by 'a list of the computational procedures
u5i‘d by -a GR.C—alpvorithm.
b“Lcond, the paper discusses the
data striictures that are L‘hosen to store the infomation
b‘ui‘h as‘ Lllt’ mdL’l equations, their dL’rivatives in all ti—
m‘ l)?fll(db‘, tilt‘ varil.ble letric matrices, inverse mtrices,
eti‘.., 'dlld we diﬁL‘\ISb‘ th’t iritL)raction of these data ‘struc—
turea‘ witli tll’t ~tomputatlon'al proce.dures.
Finally some
L‘omlititatlonal re.stilts with some dm1"sh mdels are gi‘ven.
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A Survey of Computational Advances in Dynamic

Programming
T-L. Morln, Purdue University. Lafayette, In..
USA.

Tliis paper critlL‘ally surVL-ys‘ and provides a unifying
frame.work of researcli on reducing the "curse of dimension—
ality" in dynamic programing.
Comptrtational experience
The
is L‘it-Ld and existing computer L‘Odt‘S are reviewed.
pap’Lr ‘LOn‘LludL’S with él prognosis for future work.
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.Rbs‘tract not avai‘labler

In this paper, we are concerned with the problem of minimizing s nondifferentisble functiw subject to nor.diffr
rentisble constraints.
Recently, optimlity conditions
for these problems have been derived by several autliors
but these theories do not give a complete characterization
of the optimal solution unless a certain "constraint qualification" is mposed on the problem (see, for emmple,
J.-B. Hiriart-Urruty, "m Optmlity Conditions in Nondif—
ferentiable Programing", Mthmatical Progrming,
Vol. 14, pp. 73-86, 1978).
In the first part of the paper, necessary conditions for
optmlity of Kuhn-Tucker type are given for locally
Lispchitz problems which do not satisfy a constraint
qualification at the optml solution.
First we characterize subsets of constraints which satisfy a comtrsint
qualification and, for regular problms, the lcrrgest
subset of constraints which satisfies this property
(in the convex case, this subset is independent of the
optml solution).
hen we prove that the sets of multipliers corresponding to these subsets are cmpact.
In the second part of the paper, we prove that, in the
convu case, our necessary conditions are also sufficient
and are equivalent to the inconsistency of a systm of
cmvex inequalities and cone relations.
So we recover,
by an entirely different tecMique, a result due to Ben—
IsraEl, Ben—Tal, Zlobec ("0ptimlity Conditions m Convex
Programing", Proc. IXth Internatimal Swposim Mthematical Progrming, 1976, Budapest).

Separable Programming. Nonlinear Networks and
Duality
R.T. Rockefeller. University of Washington,
Seattle, Wa., U.S.A.
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Extension of Lipschitz Functions. Applications to the
Minimization of Nonsmooth Functions
J.B. Hiriart-Urruty, Universite de Clermont ll.
Aubiere. France

A function satl‘sf,ving a L'ipschitz property on an arbitrary set S 1's extended to the whole space E preservi‘ng
the Li'pschi‘tz condi'ti'on.
Thi's extenSi'on la’ obtai‘ned by
perfomi’ng the infiml convoluti’on of two functi‘ons
associ‘ated with the data of the problem.
Compari’son
results between the generali’zed gradi‘ent of the extended
functi on and that of the gl'ven functi‘on are provided.
In
v1'ew of appl'icat’ions, problems deal’ing w’ith optimization
and approximtion of the extended fmcti’on are studied,’
in particular, 1‘t wi‘ll be proved that the search of
global or local mi'ni‘m of f on S is equivalent to the
same problem on E wi‘th the exten51'on as objective funct—
ion.

A New Approach for Complete Characterization of
Optimality in Nonsmooth Programming
J.J. Strodiot, V. Hien Nguyen, Facultes
Universitaires de Namur, Namur, Belgium
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Compactly Lipschitzian Mappings and Mathematical
Programming
L. Thibault, Universite de Pau, Pau, France

We consider math-«--atical progrming problm
(1’)

H00

I

30!) S 0 . jNat) - 0)

where the objective and inequality functions f and
3
take their values in ordered topological vector spaces
and are cmpactly lipschitzian and the function
2 takes
its values in a Banach space and is strictly differentiable
Wen a constraint qualification of
(in Bourbaki‘s sense).
Slater's type is verified we have necessary conditions
Mth Kuhn-Tucker multipliers am without constraint qwlification we have necessary conditims with Fritz John
multipliers.
These necessary conditions are given in terms
of suMifferentials of a cmpactly lipschitzian mapping,
a notion which utends to the vector case the subdifferen—
tisl of Clarke of a locally Lipschitz real-valued function.

Submonotone Mappings in Nondifferentiable
Optimization
J. Spingarn, Georgia Institute of Technology.
Atlanta, Ga., USA.

A property of multifunctions, which we call "submonotoni—
Submonotonicity is a property
city", will be discussed.
which is smilar to, but weaker than, monotonicity in the
sense of Minty.
The class of locally Lipschitz fmctions
whose generalized subdifferentials (Clarke) are submonotone
will be characterized, awe of its properties explored,
and relationships with other chases, e.g. quasi-differentiable (Pshenichnyi), regular (Clar_ke), semi-smooth
(Mifflin), and lwer swi—differentiable functions
(Rochfellar), will be discussed.
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An Optimization Problem with a Max-min Constraint
A.A. do Oliveira, Coppe. Universidade Federal
do Rio de Janeiro. Rio de Janeiro, Brasil

Thc) purpose of this paper is to present some results which
lead to a necessary optimlity criterion for the probIEm.‘
k
(1) mi'n
1'=l
.subJ'ect to.‘

mi)

max{m1‘n(g(x,

X ’—

{x

y

1

).'1"—1,...,k}.'

r Em/A.x _~/ b],

xéx},’\0,

X compact,

where y i

c Rm a

A is a m matri'x,

b .r R“, g 1's convex and differenti‘able and f 1‘.s differen—
ti'able.
For the obtention of that crl'teri'on 1's employed
an expre551'on for the di'rectional deri‘vatives of the fmction $(y) = max{min g(x, yl.).'i‘—1,...,k}.' XGX}, which is
also gi'ven 1'n the arti'cle.
m add'itional result assures that the computations deman—
ded by the proposed optimal‘ity test need to be made only
at a f’in‘ite number of po'ints x f X.
Th'is allows the use
of the cr‘1terion in algor'ithms.
mns'ider f nonnegat'ive.
Then a condition is '1nd‘icated
wh’ich guarantees the ex'istence of f'in'ite opt‘iml solut'ions
for problem
(1) assum'ing that the numMr of fac'lli‘ti'es R
1’s 3 vari‘able whi'ch should be consx’dered i‘n the opti’miza—
tion process.
Thi's condi'tion 1‘s veri'fi'ed 1'f the zero set
of f satisfi‘es a specx‘al property.
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Low Piece-Linear Approximation and Minimum
Conditions in Non-Smooth Mathematical
Programming

M.S. Dubson, Academy of Science of the USSR,
Moscow, USSR

The necessary condi'tion of mi‘nimum for the mthemati‘cal
prograMng problem wi’th Li'pschitzian functions was studi'ed
by F. Clarke in terms of the upper generali’zed gradi'ents.
Naturally thi‘s condi‘ti’on 1's very weak.
The sufficient condi'tion of Mni'mum in the sam problem
suggested here 1's baud on the low general'ized gradients
md their pi'ece-li‘near approx'imti‘ng m'inorants.
Some spe—
cial properties of non-smoth problem enable to get in cer—
tain cases a sufficient condition of minimum which '15 in a
This suffic'ient condi—
sense close to the necessary one.
tion is easy to check-up effectively.

define further a demand function d(a), acN that is said to
be feasible if there ex1'sts a flow f such that f(N,b) X(f(a,b)‘.
acN) _> d(b) for every ch.
If d(a) < 0 then
-d(a) is interpreted as a supply.
We assume that in the network the demnd function is of t he
followi’ng form‘.
d(a) -— E
— x , aeN, where the 5 are
random variables whereas fhe x are determini’sticavariables
to be determined by the network planning model.
The x my
be electric power generating capac1'ties or water reservaoir
capacities etc. i‘n ‘nractice.
Due to the randomess, the
d(a) demands my take on negati've, positi’ve and zero values
and by the time it occurs we solve a "dispatching problem"
and transmit flows on the arcs to meet all the demands, 1'f
Thi‘s type of problem is the second stage probpossible.
The fi'rst stage problem is
lem that we solve mny ti‘mes.
the network planning problem where we seek optl'ml x(a),
aeN and y(a,b), (a,b)chN values such that l./
the demnd
should be feasible by a large probabi'lity and 2./
the
cost of these capacities plus the long term average dis—
patching cost should be minm‘um.
Among the various applications we will describe the reservoir system d251‘gn and the electric power system design
problems.
The algoritMic solution will be di'scussed and
numerical example wi'll be presented.
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Network Flow Models for Scheduling Problems
M. Sagal, Bell Laboratories, Holmdel, N.J., USA.

In many situations, the requirements for mployees such as
telephone operators or service representatives vary with
In this talk we
the time of day and day of the week.
will illustrate by examples how network flow models can
be used to obtain schedules that meet these requirements
and additional scheduling constraints.
These nemork models uhibit comon elments of structure.
Time epochs are represented by nodes and tme intewals
by arcs.
me comodity flowing in these networks is
measured in units such as employee-day or employee-hour
and they represent either on-duty or off—duty tme.
Arc capacities and costs as well as the network's under—
lying graph are used to represent a specific scheduling
problem.
In some cases additional linear constraints on
These constraints may induce
subsets of flws are needed.
a fractioml solution which has to be changed to an 1'nte
gral one in a proper way.
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Classification of Network Flow Models and Their
Solutions in Engineering Applications
D. Panagiotakopoulos, A.A. Pathak,
Canadian National Railways. Montreal, Canada
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Network Planning Using Two-Stage Programming
Under Uncertainty
A. Prokopa, Computer and Automation Institute
of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. Budapest,
Hungary

The network is defined as the collection of some nodes and
arcs where tm letters have nonnegative capacities not necessarily the same in both directions.
Let N designate the
set of nodes and y(a,b), (a,b)chN the capacity function.
A flow is a function f(a,b) on NxN such that f(a,b) +
f(b,a) - 0 and f(a,b) _< y(a,b) for every (a,b)chN.
We

This paper analyzes the various aspects of network flow
problems arising in practice, presents a scheme for clas—
sifying these problems, examines the state—of—the-art capabilities to solve the corresponding models, and suweys
and classifies the available solution techniques.
The
areas of application of these techniques are illustrated
with typical practical eumples while the problem classes
which lack efficient solution techniques are identified,
thus establishi’ng possible future research directions.
Network flow problems may be chracterized and classified
according to aspects which relate to the nature of the net—
work, the transported comodi‘ties, the flow characteris—
tics, the cost structure, the optimization criterion, etc.

For each class of problems the most efficient a1gorithm(s)
are identified.
A boundary of problem classes is identifi‘able such that effici‘ent soluti‘on techn‘1ques are avail—
able withi'n it, th'is boundary is traversed by increasing
the level of complexity of some aspect of the problem.
Problems are thus generated Whlcll, although practically
important, either lack any soluti'on methodology or rely
upon heuristi'c approaches.
Practical ideas for possible
research directi'ons are suppli'ed both for engineers and
network analysts.
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A Network Flow Approach for Capacity Expansion
Problems with Two Facility Types
H. Luss, Bell Laboratories, Holmdel, New Jersey.
U.S.A.
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On a Continuous Time Simplex Method
A.F. Perold, IBM Thomas J. Watson Research
Centre, Yorktown Heights, N.Y., USA.

This paper considers generalizations of the techn‘iques of
linear programing to solve linear optiml control problems
with mixed state and control var'iable inequality constra—
ints.
It is Show (1) how the notion of a "basic feasible
solution" can be made rigorous in continuous time, and (2)
how one can use dual prices to mke a basis chnge yielding
an improved solution.
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A determi'ni'sti'c capac1’ty e.xpansion mdel for two facili’ty
twes with a f1‘nite numMr of di'screte time peri‘ods is des—
cri’bed.
The mdel generalizes previ‘ous mrk by' allowing
for capacity d’isposals '1n add'ition to capac'ity expansions,
and convers'lons from one fac'il’it)' type to the other.
Fur—
themre, shortages of capac1‘tyt are allovt“i, and upper
Munds on 1'dle capac1't1'es and shortages can be i’mposed.
me demmd 1'ncrements for addi'ti'onal capac1’ty of any twe
in any time period can be negative.
All cost functions are
assumd to be nondecreaSL'ng and concave.
The mdel 1's formulated as a shonest path problem for an acycll’c network,
and mst of the computati’onal effort is spent on determi—
ning the costs assoc1’ated wi'th the li‘nks of thi’s network.
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Periodic Networks and Cyclic Capacity Scheduling
J.B. Orlin, Stanford University, Stanford. Ca.,
USA.

Polynomial algoritMs are presented for an infinite horizon
variant of the transshipment problem.
By associating each
of the vertices v1, v , v3, ... with a period, we my view
a feasible flow as sagisfying demnds '1n each period over
an infinite horizon.
The objective is to minimize the average cost per period of
satisfying these demnds which are assumd to repeat every
n periods.
The network itself is periodic in tMC if
(vi, v ) is an arc, then (vi‘m, vj+m) is also an arc and
with the same associated cost and capacity,‘ however, we
allow for some variation in the demnds and area associated
with the first m periods for purposes of initialization.
Under suitable initializing conditims there exists a per—
iodic fractional optiml flow which repeats every m periods.
This flow my be determined in polynomial time as the sol—
ution of a transshipment problem with a side constraint on
the arc flows.
Furthermore, this fractional flow my be
appropriately rounded off in polynomial time so as to cre—
ate an integral optiml flow which repeats every qm periods
for Sam q less than m.
A special case of this infinite horizon transahipment pro—
blem is the cyclic capacity scheduling problem.
The objec—
tive here is to minimize the average cost per period of
satisfying cyclic demnds with integral amounts of capacity
available in blocks of consecutive periods.
The polynomial
algorithm can also be used to determine optiml assignments
of wrkers to shifts in a round—the clock schedule.

Linear Programming Solution of the Discrete
Stationary Linear Predictor Problem
E.A. Galperin, Universite du Quebec, Montreal,
Canada

The problem of model bui'lding 1‘n the form of a system of
linear stat‘ionary differential or di'fference equati’ons is
ubiqui‘tous '1n many areas of science.
We assume that the
observati‘ons (measurements) are d'iscreet.
If one model
ex1‘sts, there always ex‘ist '1nf'1n'1ty of models equ1'va1ent
with respect to observatl'ons.
ﬂese models fom the
equi‘valence class that contai‘ns continuous and di'screet
systems of vari’ous orders and d1'fferent dynamics whi‘ch all
are infomati‘onally equi’valent.
Gi‘ven the observations,
we look for a m1'n1‘mum order 11'near stationary difference
equation (predi‘ctor) which reproduces data in E—neighbor—
hood of the observations.
Li‘near programing solution of
this problem is presented.
The problem 1's formulated as
the Chebyshev approximati‘on problem wich can be reduced to
a particular li'near program conveni‘ent for soluti'on by the
dual simplex method.
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Optimization of Piecewise Linear Dynamical Systems
M. Kaltenbach, Bishop's University, Lennoxvulle,
Canada

The numerical optimizati’on of large dmamical systems
often requires some f'orm of decomp051'tion', i.e. the pro—
blem is decomposed i‘nto optimization subproblems to be
solved in sequence. m illustration 1'nvolving the sequential solution of linear programing problems has recently
been described by Wierzbicki for the solution of'.

N—l
T
X c
k+1 xk+1 +
k‘—o
Subject to dynami‘c constraint‘.
Maximize:

J -

T

(1)

dk “k

(2)

xk+1 'Ak "k + Bk “k l ak
x0 given
r
and static constraints‘.

Dk+1 xk+1 + Ek
ﬂ+l >_ 0, uk >~
where

x!“1

E R

n

.

uk

Uk

<

0

for k-o,.

9k
..,N-1

6 in“.

In the presentation we extend this approach to the case

where time rlgllt-hd‘nd-SldL‘ in (2) 1'5 a' pi’c>cewi'se linear
functi‘nn in x(),x1,...,xk,' uo, ul, [17~,...,uk,’ (1'0,a1,a2,...
ak that was found to or‘cur 1'n (11L) mode-lll'ng of ti’nie vary'ing flow‘s '1n nr’twork‘s. Tlie mai'n id‘c (I to be dt‘VL’lol)‘Ld '15
that of recursx’vt’lyv gen ‘trating bOIIndS on tltL‘ vi1ri'.1l)les. 1'nvolv~td at an)’ stagt‘ of th‘c 7L[)t1'm1‘2'at1'on so tlt'at tli'L a‘ttive
constrai'nt‘s of tile prewll>tm C.‘ln he .1scertained for ‘som-L
rang>ts of tile V3rl‘«l’)ll‘LS.
P‘rom tli>t soluti’on obt-tii‘nr‘td, an
1'mprovt)d actiV'e conistrai'nts‘ sc>t i.s generated or a new s‘tagc cons‘idered. Tlte propo_sed prr‘c‘t*dure a,chiEVL‘s‘ ra- globa l
optimum soluti’on 1'n (a fi'ni‘te nLimber of ittirati‘on.s. A d1‘s‘—
tinc‘t advantage 1's‘ that the solutiirn 1's. obta'inod witli
great numer'ical accuracy. Tlt‘is approricli may be combi'n‘Ld
wi’th (a gradi'ent Lpr‘ alataroach ‘1n order to make th=t -algo—
ri’thm computati'onally effi'cient.
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Project Management by Means of Optimal Control
Theory
8. Hanson, The Technical University of Denmark.
Lyngby, Denmark
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Louvain, Belgium
A dual algorithm is developed for solving a general class
of nonlinear programs rm: properly contai‘ns all convex
quadratic programs with quadrat‘ic constrai’nts and 1 —con—
strained l —approximtion problems.
The general dugl program to bepsolved has essentially li‘near constraints but
the objective functi‘on is nondi'fferentiable when certai’n
vari‘ables equal zero.
Modi’fications to the reduced gradi'ent method for linearly constrai'ned problems are presented
that overcome the numerical diffi‘culties associated with
the nondifferentiable object’ive funct'ion.
These modifi—
cati’ons permi’t "blocks" of variables to move to and away
from zero on certain iterations even though the objective
function 1‘s nondifferentiable at p01‘nts having a block of
variables equal to zero.
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A Reduced Gradient Method for Quadratic Programs
with Quadratic Constraints and Lp-Constrained Lp—
Approximation Problems
F. Cole, Katholieke Universiteit, Leuven, Belgium
J.G. Ecker, Rennsselaer Polytechnic Institute.
Troy, N.Y., USA.
W. Gochet, Catholic University of Louvain,
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Taylor expansions are used to transform the original problem 1'nto a sr‘mpler problem solvable with the preceding
techni'que.
Finally, we MVe solved on the computer some problems found
‘in the l'iterature.
The numerical results suggest that the
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above algoritMs are hi‘ghly stable.
erty follows from the fact that, in our primal approach,
the behav1’or of the ori’ginal control problem is modelled
almost perfectly.
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Computing Errors Detection and Control in LP and
NLP Codes
P. Tolla, Universite P. at M. Curie. Paris, France

for $01-

problem.
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Numerical Solution of State Constrained Optimal
Control Problems by Semi-Infinite Mathematical
Programming
L. Paquet‘to, College Militaire Royal, Saint-Jean,
Canada
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The usual approach to state constrained optimal control
problems is to use an iterative process to detemine the
time interval where the state constraints are binding and,
at each step, to solve a two-point boundary Value problem.
Here, we present a more direct approach based on recent
It is proposed to
results in semi-infinite programing.
approximte rm state function and the control function by
piecewise polynomials and to solve the resulting problem
which is a finite dimensional optimization problem witlt an
infinite number of constraints (a semi-infinite problem).
First, tm special case of a quadratic objective, linear
After substituconstrained control problem is considered.
tion of the polynomial approximtions and using the grad—
imt inequlity, we obtain a semi-infinite linear problem.
Then, this problem is solved by a simplex-like algorithm
which was proposed recently by Hoffmnn-mostermir and,
independently, by Caraseo.
Next, to solve nonlinear control problems, we propose m
iterative qmsi-linearization algoritm.
In this case,

NLP codes using Dantzig

Gradient

several different
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control
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Reduction Methods in Nonlinear Programming
G. Van der Hook, Erasmus University,
Rotterdam, The Netherlands

L1 and Chebychev Estimators
G.M. Apps, Middlessex Polytechnic, Enfield.
England

Reduction methods solve constrained nonlinear programming
problems by reducing chm to one or more simpler problms,
where 'simpler' refers to a decrease in the degree of
nonlineari’ty‘ of the problm or a decrease in the nmber
of constrai'nts.
We shall discuss the following reduction methods‘.
1. the mini'miziing trajector4v of the exterior penalty functions is approximated b}' minimizing the quadratic approximation of the objective function subject to the linearization of the first order Kuhn—Tucker—conditions of the
penalty functi’ons.
Self Scaling V'ariable Metric update
fomulae are applied to the approximated inverse Hessian.
2. An auxiliary objective function is defi’nw by adding a
penalty tem to the obgiectiy'e function.
Howeve,r, only
the li'nearized active constraints occur i'n the reduced
problem.
The linearl,v constrained problems are solved using
decomposed representations of the problem matrices.
Newly developed update formulae will be presented.

This paper looks at some new applications and generali’za—
t1'on.s‘ of the properties of least absolute sum (L1) and
lrva.s‘t absolute matximum dev1'ation (Chebychev) estl'mtes and
.i'pproximatl'on.s derived from linear and parametri'c program—
ming models.
In parti’cular, three new developments are
de.s‘(ribed.
l) Tlic computational problem of sorting N numbers to find
tlie tth large st, 1".s a special case of parametri'c
progr’amming appllecd to the L1 problem.
2) The dual c.on.qtraint.s of the LP fomulati'on of L1 and
Chebychev problems have comon links ui'th the necessary
conditi'on.s for best approximati'ons for any norm, giVl'ng
new statistical 1'nformation.
3) Special algori'thms for L1 and Chebychev esti‘mtes and
approximations derived by econometri’c1’ans and numerical
analysts, are spec1’al cases of the simplex method.
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A Hybrid Variable Penalty Method for Constrained
Optimization
B. Prasad, Association of American Railroads,
Chicago, IL, U.S.A.

The paper describes a hybri‘d variable penalty method for
solving the general nonli'near progrming problems.
The
method combines two classes of vari’able penalty functions
to obtai'n a hybrid formulation in such a way that tile error
in the approximtion of the Hessian mtrix resulting from
using only the first derivatives, are minimized both in
the feasible and i‘nfeasible domins.
Variable penalty functions are the sequence of piecewise
continuous penalty functions defined over the entire space
where cm function f(x) to be minimized and the constraints
are defined.
The extension of the variable penalty function into the infeasible space is accomplished by defining
a transition or cut off point at which sow characteristics
of the extended part are mtched with the part of the pen—
alty fmcti'on defined strictly in the feasible space.
The
hybrid algorithm poses a sequence of unconstrained optimi—
zation problems with mechanism to control the quality of
the approximtion for the Hessian mtrix.
Several possi—
bilities, for choosing penalty parameters. which in a posed
constraint situation best control the error in the approx—
The unconimation of the Hessian mtrix, are examined.
strained problems are solved using a modified Newton's
algoritm.
The hybrid method is found to exhibit the followmg chracteristics.
(i) Admit smll va ues of the penalty parameter r to start
SUM (i.e. r—-l.xlO_
or smller) with no apparent illconditioning.
(ii)
Stimulate faster rate of convergence for a single r.
(iii)
Permit several initial feasible and infeasible
starting points.
The numrical effectiveness of the algorithm is demonstra—
ted on a relatively large set of test problems.
The cap—
ability shows up in obtaining a converged minimum in a
smll number of iterations even when the initial starting
point is extremely different from the final one.

An Application of Stochastic Duality to Estimation
Problems
R.J-B. Wets, University of Kentucky, Lexington.
Ky., USA.

We comider a system evolving with tim'eI which is disturbed
by stochastic perturbations. The rate of the system can be
partially observed at discrete time intervals. mese ob—
servations my be themelves perturbed by noise.
We seek
the best estimate of the state of the systm at time t on
the basis of the informtion collected so far, e.g. in
tems of least sqmres. This estimtion problem can be
It can
fomulated as a stochastic optimization problem.
be show that an appropriate choice of duality relations
leads to a dual problem which is non-stochastic which can
be solved by deteministic techniques. This leads to a
new derivation of some classical results in filtering
theory as well as a new approach to nonlinear estimation
problems.
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On the Numerical Solution of the Stochastic
Programming Problem with Complete Fixed Recourse
P. Kall, University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland

There are various proposals how to solve the two stage
problem of stochastic programing with complete fixed
recourse.
After a short presentation of the different
approaches,their advantages, disadvantages and limits will
be discussed on the basis of theoretical investigations
as well as computational experiences.
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Feasrble Direction Methods for Stochastic
Programming Problems
A. Ruszczynski, Technical University of
Warsaw, Warsaw, Poland

In the paper the following nonlinear stochasrtic programing
problem will be con51‘dered.‘ minimize the mathematical expectation of a function f(x,w), dependent on random w, subject
to nonlinear deteminisrtic inequality constraints.
Since
it i_s usuallyr di'fficult to cmpute the mathematical expectation of f(x,w) at a given point x, the problem cannot be
reduced to the ordinarv, nonlinear programing uiroblem.
Thirst, for the nume,rical solution of the problem a direct
stochastic method, consisting in simultaneous optimization
and simulation, must he used.
In the paper a cla.ss of
direct methods will be described, which resemble the clas—
sical feasible direction methods.
At a given feasible
point x a random V‘L.C[Or 3, corresponding to the gradient
of the objective functi'on, is computed.
Next, a direction
- finding problem is solved. wlr‘ich produces a random fea»
sit.1e direction d.
Finall)', a step in the direction d is
made and the iteration continues.
In the paper convergence of these methods will be studied.
Conditions on the
stochastic point—to—set maps which describe the algorithm
will be given.
It vuill be proved that under these conditions the algori‘thm produces a sequence of points which
converges with n.robabilit)' one to the solution of the
problm.
Finall_\r, on the base of the general theow,
stochastic amlogues of the methods of h hypercubes and the
quadratic approximtion methods will be defined and studi‘ed.
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Stochastic Subgradient Methods
Y. Ermoliev, Institut Kibernetici Teremki. Kiev.
USSR
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On the Statistical Models of the Multimodal
Functions and Their Application for the Construction
of the Minimization Algorithms
A. Zilinskas, Academy of Sciences of the
Lithuanian SSR, Vilnius, USSR

The minimization algorithm usully are constructed on the
base of a certain model of an objective function.
One of
the matly useful local models is a quadratic one howexer
the global mdel of a multimodal function f(x), ﬁACR .
my be addequate to more uncertain behavior of f(.).
In
mm practical problem the objective informtion on f(.)

is only f(x1) , x1 where xiEA , 1-l,k.

Besides we have

subjective informtion (for example. the experience of the
solution of similar problem in the past) about the cowlexi—
ty and multi-mdality of f(.).
Constructing a model of

f(.)
it is reasonable to make use of objective infomation
as well as of subjective infomation on f(.).
The miniml
considerably subjective information on f(.) must contain,
it seem, the possibility to compare (taking into account
f(xi) , xi) any two intervals of the values f(x), ﬁA ,
x i x , according to their probabilities.
Supposing that
the available infomation on f(.) generates a binary relation of comparative probability (C?) at the intervals of
the possible values of f(x) which satisfies some natural
axioms. it my be proved that a family of random variables
ﬁx with density functions px(.) represent CP and therefore
F

may be interpreted as a stat‘istical model of f(.).

we

problem of further characterization of p (.) is considered
axiomatically as a problem of extrapolatlon under uncertaity.
An optimization algorithm my be constructed as an optimal
procedure in respect to the statistical model.
The algoritm
for one-dimensional multimodal minimization constructed using
a statistical model of an objective function is more efficient
in comparison to the other algorithms of analogous destination.
The one—dimensional multimodal unimization algorithm in the
presence of noise may be constructed on the base of similar
considerations.
The statistical models for the multidimen—
sional multmodal minimization are discmsed in the paper
too.
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Generalized Arcwise Connected Functions and
Characterizations of Local-Global Minimum Properties
M. Avriel, lsrael Institute of Technology, Haifa.
Israel
I. Zang, Tel-Aviv University, Tel-Aviv, Israel

In thi's paper new classes of generali'zed convex functi'ons
are introduc‘ed, extending the concepts of quasi—convex1‘ty,
pseudo-conveXI’ty and their assoc1'ate subclasses.
Functi'ons
belong'lng to these class-es sati'sfy certain local—global
mini'mum properties.
Conversely, it is show that under
some mild regularity condi’ti'on‘s, functions for which the
local-globa'l minimum properti’es hold must belong to one
of c‘lass‘es of functi‘ons introduced.
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Generalized Convex Quadratic Functions - A Unified
Approach
8. Schaible, University of Alberta, Edmonton,
Canada

In this paper we demonstrate that all criteria for qmsiconvex and pseudoconvex quadratic functions proved by
various authors can be derived from a characterization
mis criterion essentially
earlier obtained by the author.
shows convexifiabii‘ity of qmsiconvex quadratic functions.
First we derive various characterizations of the mximl
dmain of quasiconvexity and pseudoconvexity from which we
also see the equivalence to Ferland's results.
We then
obtain the finite criteria by Mrtos, Cottle and Ferland
proved for quadratic functions in nonnegative variables.
In contrast to these authors we do not mke use of the
concept of positive subdefinite mtrices.
Finally in our
paper we also obtain new criteria for generalized convex
functions.
In particular finite characterizations of strictly pseudw
convex quadratic functions will be presented.
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Necessary and Sufficient Conditions for QuasiConvexity and Pseudo-Convexity
J.A. Forland, Universite de Montreal, Montreal,
Canada

Necessary and suffi’ci’ent conditions for a real-valued
twi'ce cont1'nuously di'fferenti'able function to be quasiconvex and pseudo—c‘onvex on a-n op>en coth>x set are establi'shed.
Some characteri‘sti'cs of qua‘si-convex functions
and functi'ons w1'th HeSSi'en liaviiig cexactly one negativr.»
ei‘genvalue are also gi’ven.
ﬁle paper conclude_s with new
necessary and suff'ic'icnt condit'ions for tlie qiiasti—convex1'ty and tlte pseudo—convexi‘ty of quadr at'ic funct’lons.
These are equi’valent to conditi'ons earlier established by
the author.
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Nine Kinds of Concavity and Quasiconcavity
Revisited
W.E. Diewert, University of British Columbia.
Vancouver. Canada
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Linked Ordered Sets: A New Formulation for Product

Terms
E.M.L. Beale. n.c. Daniel, Scicon Computer
Services Limited, Milton Keynes. England

Linked Ordered Sets consist of Chains of Special Ordered
Sets that are constrained to branch at the same point.
They are useful in various otherwise linear, or integer,
programing problems.
For example they were used by Beale
and Forrest to fi'nd global optima to problems containmg
product terms.
The original formulation usad two Linked Ordered Sets to
represent the convex hull of all possible combinations of
values of x ,y and 2 such tMt z
x f (y).
But experiedce has Show that thejbrandh ng strategy can be
improved if one uses some arbitrary (smll) number L (_> 2)
of Linked Ordered Sets to represent the convex hull df all
possible combinations of values of x , y and 2. such tut
z
- g (x )f (y).
Ordinary Special érdered Seas are used
td repies ntjthe functions g (x ).
As in the original
formulation, 3 single chain danjbe used to control the
value of the nonlinear variable y in several product tems
of this type occurring in di'ffarent constraints.
Experiences with Linked Ordered Sets as implemented in the
general Mthemtical Programing System SCICOAVIC wi'll be
reviewed.
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Comparative Study of Some Branch and Bound
Algorithms in Integer Nonlinear Optimization
J. Akoka, Essec, Cergy Pontoise. France
H. Dayan, Ministere de l'lndustrie, Paris, France
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About Differentiability of Ouasiconvex Functions
J.P. Crouzeix, Universite de Clermont ll.
Clermont. France
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It is a well know fact tut a convex function on Rn which
is Ga”teaux-differentiable at a point x is also Frechet-dif—
ferentiable at this same point.
We prove tut this property is also true for quasiconvex functions on R“.
Denote
by f'(x,h) the one sided directional derivative of f at x
along h, it is also well know tut for a convex function,
the function f'(x,.) can be expressed as a support function, for quasiconvex function and under certain conditions
of existence and continuity on f'(x,.) we can also express
f'(x,.) as the minimum of two support functions. We also
prove tht if for a quasiconvex function the directional
derivative is two sided at x, f is differentiable at x.
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In this paper, we will rank these criteria and the algor—
itMs.
We will show tht the combined use of pseudo-costs
criteria and the Bounded Branch and Bound method lead to
efficient solutions for integer nonlinear programing
problems.
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Algorithms for a Variant of the Resource Allocation
Problem
N. Katoh, Osaka Center for Adult Diseases.
Osaka, Japan
T. Ibaraki, l-l. Mine, Kyoto University. Kyoto.
Japan
We consider the following simple integer
programing
problem.‘ Mximize 2 xi subject to l‘ fi(xi) _< R and xi.'
nonnegative integers, where f 's are nondecreasing convex
functions defined over [0, In)iand satisfy Z‘ fi(0) ,< R and
R is a real number. This 1's 8 vari'ant
11m
f (x ) - w.
X1“
1
1

:5 :k u..." mt rave: W“ rﬁu'u: Lu‘ﬁe
I
“ii: 1: I I, - I mi 1.: write utegens.

'~~ 132’

inte-
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Postwar-a ‘y. Ana—yss "1 No" n-ea' integer
P'og'arw" 'Q :ne R.g"I-Ha'?O-S.de Case
M.W. Cooper. Solzhenm Methooist University.
Dal-35‘. TX., USA
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On the Solution of Some Large. Specially Structured
Linear Camplementarity Problems with Applications
J—S. Pang. CarnegieMellon University. Pittsburg.
Pat. USA.

In this talk, we shall discuss the application of a simpli—
fied version of the parametric principal pivoting algorithm
for solving some large specially structured linear complementarity problems arising from portfolio selection and
quadratic networks.
we shall also report computational
results which include cowarisons with Lemke's algorithm.
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Quadratic Complementarity Problems and Optimal
Design of Submarine Pipelines
L. Jurina. Technical University of Milan. Milan.
Italy

c. Lupotti. University of Pisa. Pisa. Italy
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Best Linear Relaxations for Quadratic 0-1
Optimization
P.L. Hammu, University of Waterloo. Waterloo.
Canada
P. llama. Faculte Universitaire Catholique de
Mons, Mons, Belgium
3. Simeono, lstituto per le Applicazioni del
Calcolo, Roma. Italy
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Software f0r a Class of Complementarity and
Quadratic Problems. Implementation. Evaluation and
Applications in the Field of Structural Engineering
c. Lupotti, University of Pisa. Pisa, Italy
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The paper considers a kind of problems which arise in the
field of structural engineering and shows how they can be
formulated as quadratic (or linear) complementarity problen. i.e. as minimum of a convex quadratic form under
linear inequalities and complementarity eqs. A decomposition method, based on dual properties. is described and
it is shown that it enables one to define flexible solving
algorithm as required in the engineering context.
The
main problem is concerned with the optimal design of a
submarine pipeline freely resting on the seabed.
Some
application to real problems and some computational aspects
are discussed.

gap.

for

This paper aims to describe a set of computer programs for
solving linear and quadratic complementarity problem: (CP).
i.e. for finding the minimum of a convex quadratic (or 1iuear) form, subject to linear inequalities and complemen—
tarity equalities.
The underlaying solving methods are based on a decomposi—
tion method which reduces the given C? to a sequence of
This method has
convex quadratic (or linear) programs.
been conceived to handle design problems in the field of
structural engineering; these problems are of large-scale
and exhibit a nonconvex structure in an essential way.
These difficulty have been overcome by defining an interactive software which combine the hman skillness md the
mathemtical pmperties of the mdel.
Computational experience both on real problems and on ran—
dom data complete the paper.
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Khacian’s Algorithm for Linear Programming
P. Gaco, L. Lovaoz, Stanford University.
StanfOrd, Ca.. USA.

MOrphological Analysis of Linear Programming
Algorithms
H. Muller-Morbach, Technische Hochschule,
Darmstadti West Germany

L.G. Khachian'.s algoritlim to cilcck tlie aolvahility of n
system of linear inequalities with intL-gral cor-ffir,'irnts
is described.
Tile running time of tlic- algorithm is polynomial in the number of digits. of the co~tffici-Lnts.
it
can be applied to solve linear programs in polynomial time.

We denim of nlgorithn (not onli/ in linear progrmim)
requires quite a in decisionl m highly cmplex "I/'stm".
me decisions becme more transparent if (i) the cmln
systm is broken dm into elmmts and (ii) all the deciA technique tht nersion altcrmtives are mde explicit.
vea both purposes is "morphological analysis" (developw
by Zuicky).
It is an eflicient (ml for the denim of
high qmlity algoriths.
me author's experience with morphological amlylil in the
design of cmbinatorul Optmiz-tim algoriths was mcouraging.
Md he sees prmiaing applicatims of mrphr
logical amlysia in the field of linear progrming algw
ritMs.
Mrphological amlysis can cmtribute to (i) an
extended insight into the order of existing algorithl in
linear programing and (ii) the develoment of m veroima
of the (revised) simplex olgoritm which are not as yet
investigated.
In this paper, the author will a ipMnize
these two aspects.
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Solving Large Scale Linear Programs Without
Structure
P. Huard, Electricite de France, Clamart. France

he standard Simlex mthod, using the explicit inverse
of the basis, has a memry requirement proportional to the
Apart from the linear progsquare of the nmber of rows.
ram with particular structures (as block angular structure) for which the decomposition of the calculations is
possible. the current computers are unable to solve probl—
For
em of more than no or three hundred constraints.
sparse but without n'ice structure linear programs, we
propose here a vari'ant of the Simlex m-tthod, not using
the inverse of the basis. and needing only a number of
mmries proportioml to the nmber of rows (instead of
the square).
At each step, the vectors required for chan—
ging the basis (that is the right hand member and the
candidate calm of the Simplex tableau. and the reduced
costs) are obtained by solving directly three linear
system, whose mtrices are the basic mtrix or its tran—
sposed.
men the sparsity is kept.
By simple ptxmutations of the rows and colms, the basl‘c matrix is transfomd into a triangular—band matrix of little thickness,
and the solving of the system 1's very fast with themthod of parameters.
For problems of about two hundred
comtraiuts nmerical experiments gave a mean iteration
time for the proposed variant tu 1ce faster than for the
standard simplex mthod.
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On the Solution of a Linear Fractional Programming
Problem
8. Mond, La Trobe University, Melbourne.
Australia

Consider the llnur fractioml programing problem.’
mmize (ctx + u)/(d% + 6) subject to M s b, x z 0.
mree different tuhniques for solving this problm have
been given by Chames am Cooper, Isbell and mrlou, and
hrtos.
Wagner and Yuan have chm that the first and
Here it
third metth a.'e algoritmically equivalent.
is shm that this equivalence my break dom for a problm with an unbounded constraint set. Also, a nwber of
exmples are given to dwonatrate tm: the Isbell-Mrlw
method is not algoritMicslly equivalent to the other
two methods Wen for a problm with a bounded constraint
set.
Sme extensions to pseudmonotonic 'functions are
also discussed.
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The First Algorithm for Linear Programming: An
Analysis of Kantorovich's Method
0. Van do Pnnno, The University of Calgary,
Calgary. Canada

m analysis is given of hntorwich's method of resolving
multipliers.
It is ohm that the methM is quivalent
to a parmetric method but [Mt it is also equivalmt
with the simplu methm with a special mle for the choice
of the nw basic variable.
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Solving Staircase-Structured Linear Programs by
Adaptation of the Simplex Method
B. Fouror, Stanford University, Stanford. Ca..
U.S.A.

Certain planning and control mdels give rise to multiperiod linear progrm that have a mtural "staircase"
structure.
Such structure my be exploited to design mre
efficient versions of the siwlex method.
hese new versions retain the fundamental concepts of bases, pricing
and pivoting,‘ they yintheiradvantage by adapting any of
the specialized algorithms that are required for large—
scale computing.
For example, standard algoritm to perform sparse
Gaussian elimination (LU factorization) of the basis are
ineffective for mny staircase-strut tured bases.‘ much
faster alternatives can be devised.
ﬂese altermtives
lead in turn to >.conom1es in the algorithms that solve
linear systems of equations at each iteration.
Algorithm
for partial pricing can take advantage of the staircase
struc‘ture as Hell.
Detailed computatioml experiments are described for several practical test problems.
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iho Solution of lOO-City Travelling Salesman
Problmn'.
A. Land, london School of Economics, London,
England

A ﬂlmllllY.-llllul~(l i‘rirlrixn ltlll'l, urirklng -tntlr-i1y ln lnLv4.gcr
nrllhm-tlr . luau lwvn drvvlnps-d tor thr Dznrt unlutlon of
trnv-slllny,-nrili-umiin [irriblr-mu.
llii- 4(ld'l IlddH LrJJir-barring
-zrinutriiliitra its [ll‘ly llrr liltind to tin Vlnllll‘lll.
lt dL-als
will: lrnr'tlriniil u<)liitltmn hy ridding twn-mzilz'lting r anntr’nlntu nnd an -.i lnut r-Anorl by 'vamry' (titling plnnn
'l()ﬂhlrlllnlﬂ it! [is- m'lllotl of int-(gi-r fomu.
Hint of tlIE
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On the Complexuty of the Monotone Asymmetric
Travelling Salesman Polytope
M. Grouchol. Unwersutat Bonn, Bonn. West

Germany
Y. Wok-buy 3M. Universidade de Sao Paolo.
Sao Paolo. Brazil
mt- monotont- asm'lrir travelling salt-.sman polytope PmT is
defined to h-i thlt rtxnv~ix hull of the incidenct- Vcrtors of
all hamlllonian Clrl.‘llllﬂ and all ﬂlbe'llﬁ l)f ll‘S'E'L in a
(’Omplf‘t'l digrnpli oi ord-(r n.
We provt- that ‘(L‘ftﬂln hypo—
haniltonian r‘(u[u, llyplitrilc‘iahlt‘ dingraphs G' ‘*(V,r.'). i.e.
diagraplis which art- not liamiltonian rL-sp. tra(.'clablt' but
0- v is. tinmiltonian r-(sri. tra'LL-ab1~( for all vr-ll. Induce
facets x(l'.) ’n—l resp. x(l-.‘) ’n—Z or 17".”
mest- results show that llll' asmL-trir' travc’]ling salesman
polytopAt has vr-rv, '(omplic'at-td fﬂ‘t‘Ltb‘ and tliat it i.s rather
unlikely tliat an (-xplicic ComplL't‘l (~harat'terization of PmT
can ever bl' given.
Tit-(st- r-L'.sulta also indi ratL- that for
(practically SUCC'Lsslul) I.P—approa‘(hcs. to solve thL- ATSP,
at least when tht‘y are baSL‘d mert‘ly on fac‘etial cutting
plancls', a convc'rgence proof can luardly be obtained.
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A Procedure for Obtaining Optimal Itineraries for
Search and Rescue Vehicles
J.A. Smith, US Coast Guard, Groton, Ct.. USA.

The U.S. Coast Guard is often faced with the problem of
detemining the best route for a vehicle to transit to
a distress location and return to its hme base in the most
This problem is cmplicated by the fact
expedient manner.
that the vehicle may need to refuel at one or more locations.
The nmber of these locations can be quite large and distributed i.n space in a variety of patterns.
Unlike a
flight pin for com-chial air traffic which is designed
to avoid bad weather, the search and rescue aircraft must
respond as rapidly as possible irrespective of weather
Priorities of the distressed unit,
and other constraints.
uncertain times on the scene, type of acwice required and
the possibility of preempting the vehicle, necessitate
balancing the effects of an immediate decision against
This places
the effects of continuation of the plan.
unique constraints on the optmsl routing of a vehicle.
min is a type of the General Shortest-Path problem with
cyclic networks.
The solution technique uses Dwmic

Progrming as the core mecMnim for calculating tM optiml path. where the stopover points and additimal nMeI
that account for tim hpsen, such as refueling and sewir.ing, are the stages.
We length of the arcs are weighted
times which are constrained by fuel and cry endurance li—
mits with occasiml diversion forcing the readjusment
of nwes.
his procedure was used in a large—scale simulation mMel
to assign the best routes for refueling type vehicles.
“a algorithms developed can be applied to smilar traffic
flw situations wn'ere the vehicles exhibit deteministic
behavior.
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Determining Extremal Paths Through Probability
Fields
[1.6. Brunch, General Dynamics, San Diego, Ca..
USA.

Mny problems of practical interest involve determining
extreml paths through probability fields.
For emmle
determining tm safest route between two points in continuously variable dangers is often required.
We path with
a given length which mximizes the probabil'lty of detecting
some event is also frequently sought.
his paper presents
a comutationally efficient algorithm for deteMning the
solution to such problems for two dimensional probability
fields.
Standard methws are available for solving this problem.
This paper presents a new approach whi'ch we have found
computationally more efficimt than previously published
approaches.
The effici’mcy 1's realized primrily through
a reduction in the number of acceSSes required to slow bulk
storage.
The algorithm permits the effic‘ient sementing of
large networks into subproblems with small intermediate
storage requirements.
The algorithm is based on the prin—
ciple of optimlity from dynamic programing.
The algorithm determines globally optiml routes though the probability network.
A methm for determinmg an optimal route from the starting
node to the end node which is constrained to pass through a
given intermediate node is also presented.
These solutions
can be used in turn to detemine an optiml route corridor
A route exists from the startabout an optiml extreml.
ing point to the ending point through each point in th
corridor having a total probability withi'n a predetemined
factor (say 1.01) of the optiml probability.
These optiml route corridors are frequently of greater
value than the optiml routes themselves.
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General Quadratic Programming: An Overview and
Evaluation
G. Van do Panne. The University of Calgary.
Calgary, Canada

m ovewiew is given of methods for general quadratic prm
grming.
Methods proposed by Ritter. Balas, Candler and
Tomsley. Konno, Suart and van de Panne are cmpared and
their computation of efficiency is evaluated for a
number of test problems.
Kewordsx
quadratic progrming. general quadratic progrm—
ming, cutting planes.
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Gradient Proiection Approach fer Quadratic
Programming With One Constraint
J.A. Forland, Universne de Montreal. Montreal,
Canada
B. Lomairo, Universne des Scrences et
Techniques du Languedoc. Montpellier. France
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tlre entries in tllis block, need not be stored or computed.
A Q? algorithm due to Best and Ritter is also discussed.
The L~omputntionnl work required by this algorithm can be
redrired by (An—l)r floating point operations at each iteration.
Computational results from ten test problems are
presented.
Tlie results of this paper are also applicable to mre general algoritMa.
No such algoritMs will be discussed.
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_
Bilinear Programming
I. Czochraloka. The Central School of Planning
and Statistics. Warsaw, Poland

nrn\
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A Numerical Algorithm for Solving Non—PositiveDefinite Quadratic Programming Problems
J.R. Bunch, University of California, San Diego,
Ca. USA
L. Kaufman, Bell Laboratories. Murray Hill. N.J.,
USA
A numrical algorithm is presented for solving the quadratic progrpmiw problem of dEtermining a local minimum of
f(X) - §X Qch X' such tMt A X>_b where Q is a smetric
mtrix which my not be positive definite. Our method com—
bines the active constraint strategy with an algorithm for
the stable decomosition of a smetric mtrix.
Under the
active constraint strategy one solves a sequence of equality constrained problemsI the equality constraints being
chosen from the inequality constraints defining the origi—
ml problem.
TM sequence is chosen so that f(X) continues
to decrease and X reuins feasible.
hch equality constrained aubproblem required the solution of a linear sys—
tm with the projected hessian mtrix, which is smetric
but not necessarily positive definite.‘ the stable decomposition for smetric Mtrices facilitates tm stable
detemination of tM solution to the linear system. The
heart of this paper is a set of algoritMs for updating
the decomposition as the utmd progresses through the
sequence of equlity constrained problems.
The algoritm
has been mpleunted in a FORTW program and numerical
euwles are givm.

The bilinear programing problem (BL?) belongs to a class
of mathemtical programing problems Mving mny l cal
Wximw .
It my be stated as mximizo F(x,y) = a x +
b y o y Qx subject to ch =(xcRnle I c, x _> 0) and
ch - (ch lily = d, y >_ 0).
The methods for solving the problem proposed in the literature work under the assmption tht the set XXY of feasible solutions is bounded which ought to be verified before
applying them.
The boundneaa of XXY implies the existence
of an optiml solution. but such a solution my exist
though XXY is unbounded.
This paper addresses itself to tm general problm BL? as
defined above without any additional assumptions.
Some general properties of the problem, theoretical foundations of an algorithm ad the algoritm for finding an
optiml solution is presented.
A class of nonconvex quadratic programing problem with a
nonnegative definite matrices of the objective function can
be solved by som modification of the algoritm solving
problem BLP.
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Some Recent Results on Preference-Ordered Markov
Decision Processes
N. Furukawa, Kyushu University, Fukuoka. Japan

Discrete tim mrkov decision

processes with

state space and vector-valued utilities
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Construction of the Optimal Dual Solution of
Quadratic Programmes with Equality Constraints
R. Caron, University of Waterloo, Waterloo.
Canada
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of finite-stage optimal return

is given.
(ii)

Hie paper preaentl a new mthm for constructing the optiml dml solution of qudratic programea (QP's) with equ—
lity constraints.
The OP is aslmed to MVe n variables,
r equality constraints and in inequality constraints.
This
new uthod can cause significant savings in both storage
and execution time.
The method is demonstrated via the QP algorithm of Gill and
Murray (1977).
Inherent in their algoritm is a QR factorization of a mtrix A.
This mtrix contains the gradients
It is show that a certain
of tM active constraints.
block of the mtrix R, previously used in the computation
of the optimal dual variables for the equality constraints.
is no longer necessary for these cowutations.
In fact,
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m a lgori thm is desc‘ribed for findl‘ng the faces of all d1'—
mnsions of the set Z(eff) of nondomlnated values of [hL‘
objecti ve functi‘on_s in a multiple objective linear programng (mLP) problem.
With the poss.ihle exception of
certain degenerat~t problems, all nondominated face.s are
1'dentifi'ed from a si'ngle tableaix witliout recoursre to auxillary problems to test for nondom inance md/or dimnsion.
The enumrati'on of faces is basr>zd on the usual "vertex
follow)’ng" procedure, with all faL‘OtS of 2(eff) viiicli contain a nondom'inated vert)tx m‘ing ident1‘fled a.s tlie vertex
is "processed."
Tltis 1's accomplished byr solving tiltemating sequences of l'inear programng problems.
Tlte "upper
level" LP problem, which constrains t)\e values of all but
one obJ'ecti'xre {mction t‘n (lie MlLP problem,
is used to
find facets of Z(eff).
We "lower level" 1.? problem relaxes the constraints on tm mLP obJ‘ectl'xe function values, and is umd to 1'dent1'fv, verti'ces in Z(eff),
If the mLP problem has k objecti've fmct'ions, the "cost"
of perfoming all cowutations in a single tableau 1's approximtel.\‘ Z'k px'\rot operations for each vertex in Z(eff).
Here comparison is mde to an algori‘thm utili’zing identi'—
cal logic but maintax’ning separate tableaux for upper and
lower level subproblems.

mltiple criteria linear progrming Inm/ problem is
considered.
me has assmed a possibility of cooperation
with the decision maker in order to get a final solution
of MCLP problem.
In such a case the best approach is to
We propouse one of the interactive programing methods.
se new interactive procedure leading to efficient /i.e.
Pareto - optmal/ solution of HCLP. Lousily speaking, it
belongs to a general class of methods initiated by STEM
method of Benayoun et al./Mth.Progr.l/l97l, pp.366-375/.
As a reference point we take "the worst cmpromise", i.e.
the solution which decision maker perceives as the worst
possible outcome.
Taking into account some aspects of
psychological theory of Atkinson, we propose an interactive procedure providing "the best mprovement" in reference
to the worst comprmise. MCLP problem stated in this manner we solve using the fa lowing metric‘.

A Two Level Algorithm for Multiobjective Linear
Programming
E.c. Duesing, University of Scranton, Scranton.
Pa, U.S.A.
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An Overview of Subjective Programming in MultiCriterion Decision Making
H. Nakayama, Konan University. Kobe. Japan

in multi-criterion decision mking, the best alternative
is usmlly selected (rm anmber of alternatives as the
one that gives the best effect with respect to the preference of the decision maker.
Subjective value judment of
the decision mker, therefore, plays an mportant role in
In 1964 Amnn published the first
these situations.
results available on programing based on the subjective
judgment of the decision maker. which he named subjective
progrmiu.
Follwing his work, first in this paper, one duality
theorms for subjective progrming with additive (linear)
and incmplete preference are derived by defining vector—
valued ugrangean.
h‘ext, subjective progrming with convex preferences is
cmsidered.’
sme theoret.‘cal results regarding necessary
am/or sufficient conditions are proved on the basis of
the infomtion only about the marginal rate of substitution in order to exclude the necessity of any nmerical
A
walmtion of the preference of the decision uker.
kind of interactive optimization method, mely, the
interactive relmtion method (abbreviated as 1m) is
suggested frm the point of via of subjective programing.
Several applications are introduced for proving the effi—
ciency of the method.
Finally, sme conditions for optimlity in group decision
mking are presented.
We obtained results for subjective
programing with a single decision maker are mbedded in
those of group decision mking problms.

Interactive Programming Procedure to Solve Multiple
Criteria Linear Programming Problem
w. Michalowski, Research lnstitute for the
Management Organization and Development,
Warsaw, Poland

Hfi/x/
- 1

max ntin
x96 Lsisi

hi

where u

represents a vector

of the worst cmpromise.
“15 MIN problm which foms
one step of our procedure can be solved by one of standard
LP cmputer systems.
Sme possible areas of application
are discussed as well.
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The Use of Reference Objective or Displaced Ideals
in Group Assessment of Solutions of Multiobjective
Optimization or Cooperative Game Problems
A.P. Wierzbicki, IIASA. Laxenburg. Austria

No basic approaches to the choice of a solution of a multiobjective optmization or a cooperative gme problm by a
group of experts (called here decision mkers) can be distinguished.
The first, the more classical one, 1's based on
the use of weighting coefficients in relation to utility
and value fmctions, identifying individual or group preferences, etc.
It is difficult, however, to mke this approach
operational, since the identification of decision mkers'
preferences and of the corresponding weighting coefficients
requires quite an extensive mount o'f infomtion.
me
second approach is based on the assmption that the decisionmkers express their goals only in tems of desirable points
in objective space.
For example, in a dynamic economic model
a decision-maker is very likely to ewress his goals in
term of an ideal gross national product and an ideal energy
consmption as functions of time, but is not likely to
state explicitly his preferences between a limitation of
To mke the second
enerm use and the overall growth.
approach operational, some mthemtical background related
to the we of objective reference points (or displaced ideals
in multiobjective optimization via penalty functions and
The paper
scalarizing function techniques was developed.
presents a further development of the necessary mthematical
background and computational techniques needed when several
decision mkers specify their goals by objective reference
points (or displaced ideals) and a cooperative solution
should be found.
It is assmed that the objective space
Mght as well be infinite-dimensional as finite—dimensional,
that m, objective reference points in the form of time—
trajectories are amiasible.
The bargainning between deci—
sion-mkers has as a goal a point in the objective space
which is both extended Pareto—optimal (polyoptiml) and accep
able to all decision-makers.
Procedures for finding such
a point are described and analysed.
Their convergence is
investigated in relation to basic properties of the underlying cooperative game.
The existence and uniqueness of the

rauulting comprmiae is analysed in relation to the theory
of utility and value functions.
Examples of applications
are given.
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Mathematical Programming and Planning in the
Electric Utility Industry
J.S. Graves, Resource Planning Associates. Inc.,
Washington, DC, U.$.A.
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On a Model and a Resolution Approach for the
Deterministic Short Term Generation Planning
Problem of a Large Hydro-Thermal System
L. Lafond, I.R.E.Q., Varennes. Canada

We generation plmning problem over a one. week horizon
(divided in K periods) of a large system cowrising a few
themul plant», and many hydraulic reservoirs and plants
spread along in number of valleys, will he considered.
Civen forecasts for the natural inflows to the reservoirs,
the prohlcm In to determine the required generation In or—
der to meet the predicted load dcmnnd, at a minimum cost
while respecting some fundamental operation constraints.
These constraints includi- the hydraulic constraints for
the varioua val lL-ys, im. lower and upper bounds on the
storages and outflows of Lite. res-enriirs, and also now eleIrL-ntsry energy transmission limitations.
The generation cost structure and the generation characteristics of the hydro plants will be described.
The problem
will then be formulated as a large nonlinear program and
it will be seen how, under certain hypotheses, this program can be decomposed by allocation of the demand (1.9.
of the right-hand-side) to the valleys:
a master problem
(HP) which computes successive improved allocations to the
valleys and one subproblem SP1(y1) for each valley i, depending on the
The

allocated demmd yi, are

th-cn obtained.

rewlution approach retained for S‘li(y1),

involving

partial duality and gradient reduction and projection methods, will be briefly sketched.
it will also be seen how
(W) can, in its turn, M- de(.'omposcd once its domin and
objective have been linearized with the well—known proce—
dures of inner linesrization and tangential approximation.

This pllp'Ll' surveys several of the models and methods used
by L'lOCLfil‘ iittlitios in the U..€. to conduct thL~Ir planning.
The dinrzusnlon Includ-La commercial software. some
recent theoretical work, and some questions for future research.
Attention Is paid throughout to the practical applirability of the models.
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Optimal Operation of a Multireservoir Hydroelectric
Power System
J.M. Garcia, Laboratoire d'automatique et
d'analyse des systemes, Toulouse, France
A. Turgoon, |.R.E.0.. Varennes, Canada
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Modelling and Resolution of an Energy Generation
Planning Problem for a Hydro Electric System
M. H-nscom, l.R.E.O.. Varennes. Canada
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This paper is concerned with the modelling and resolution
of the energy gent-ration planning problem of a large hy—
droelectric syutum (or a horizon up to two years.
Hydro plant generation, and objective function modelling
have been emphasized.
The problem has been formulated as
a deterministic discrete-tinn- optimal control problem. All
the transition equations are linear, the objective is con—
vex and there are bounds on both the state and the control
variabl-ta.
The Iolution algorithm is of the reduced gradient type,
with the control variables nonbasic.
This provides good
acal ing.
Becauac oi the linear relationship between the
state and runtrol variables, the act of ieaaiblc direc—
tions at a point is a polyhedral convex cone and the
bounds both on the state and control variables can be accounted for by means of an algorithm for the orthogonal
projection of [III' gradient on the rune.
Successive proji-rtud gradients lying In the same linear
IUb.PﬂL“L arr- th-tn i Onjllgﬂtﬂd nr'r.'ording to various conjuptt- gradient algoritm.
ﬂic~Ir perfomnc L' on this
large-scale non-linear program is compared.
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Nonlinear Programming Applied to the Optimal
Operation of a Hydroelectric Power System
B. Dlvi, H. Patrung, A. Valloo, Alcan
Smelters & Chemicals Ltd, Arvida, Canada
M. Vldyasagar, Concordia University. Montreal.
Canada
SILK. Dutta, Bell-Northern Research, Ottawa.
Canada
D.K. Son. Canadian National Railways. Montreal,
Canada
Tlll' optimal operation of the Alcan hydroelectric system,
located in the Sngucnoy region of Northern Quebec, is explored, using some nonlinear programming techniques.
This
involves the development. of some new methodologies as well
as the application of well—known techniques.
The Alcan system consists of four reservoirs and six power
stations.
The objectives of its operation can be divided
into long-Lem and short-tam objectives.
In the longterm, the objective is to maximize the operational profits,
while in ChL‘ short-rem, the objective is to meet the

"f 'rm load" requirement while minimizing the loss of "generating potenti'a1," u51'ng a novel definition of "genera—
ting potential," both the short—tem and long—term operating problems are in‘comorated 'into a single nonlinear pro—
gramMng fomulation.
In this. paiuer, w dl'scuss‘ some of the di'stinctive features
of the Mean problem, and the comput-ati'onal techniques
used to solve tliem.
Thes.e results‘ represent a "real 11'fe"
a ppli‘t‘atl'on of large‘—.scale nonli'near program'ng.
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Improving Hooke and Jeeves's Pattern Search

A Suggested Extension of Special Ordered Sets to
Non-Separable Non-Convex Programming Problems
J.A. Tomlin, institute for Advanced
Computation, Sunnyvale, Ca.. USA.

Method
G. Barabino, M. Marchesi. C.N.R., Genova,
Italy

This paper suggests a branch and bound method for solving
non—separable non—convex programim problms where the
nonlinearities are piecewise linearly approximated using
the standard smplicial subdivision of the hypercube.
The
method is based on the algorithm for Special Ordered Sets,
used with semrable problms, but involves usim two dif—
ferent types of branches to achieve valid approximations.
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A B-Conjugate Method for Nonlinear Optimization
Without Derivatives
M.L. Lenard, Boston University. Boston. Ma.,
USA.
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On the Control of Numerical Accuracy in Two-Level
Optimization Methods
J.M. Szymanowski, Technical University of
Warsaw, Warsaw, Poland

deri'va—

he need for accurate
the

Among optimizati’on methods to minmi'ze a real unconstrained
function of n variables, one of the simplest and most
suited to be implemented also on smll computers is Hooke
and Jeeve's pattern method.
A study was made to improve thi's algorithm i‘n order to use
1‘t on mini—computers (word prec1'sion of 32 bi'ts).
The algoritm was tested varyi‘ng the factor R of reduction
of the steps after a failure along all the n research
directi'ons, and introducing a new percentage factor Q, by
which any single research step is increased or decreased
after respectively a success or a failure of the explora—
tion move in that direction.
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converge gradually on the minimm point of the objective
function.
me method is show to be effective and cmpact as well
Though the
as the smplex method by Nelder and Head.
nmber of func*.ion evaluation of this method is a little
larger than that of the smplex method, the basic operations at all the vertices of a simplex can be done independently, which shws the good adaptability of this
method for parallel computation.
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A Dual Simplex Method for Function Minimization
M. Sato, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Tokyo,
Japan

A. new direct search method is proposed for function minimization, which is based on cooperative movements of a pair
of amplexes.
me mo simplexes are first made, so that
the fmction value at any vertex of the first simpla ia
smller than tut of any vertex of the second simplex.
Then the secmd amplex is moved tward the centroid of
The movement is achieved at all the
the first amplu.
vertices of the second simplex by three basic operations.‘
By iterating the
reflection, contraction, and expansion.
above movements, all the vertices of the mo simplexes

halysis of two—level algoritMs was carried out under the
asawption that lower—level problems are solved inaccurately.
A general achme of two—level methods covering a wide class
of uiating methods was used.
This approach has a number
of advantages.
1)
Convergence of these methods was proved under general
assumptions about stop criteria in upper and lower—level
algoritMs.
Optionally chosen minimization methods may
be used in the schme.
2)
An accuracy selection algoritm was described and in—
vestigated theoretically and nmerically.
It is not a
new two—level method but an algoritm organizing cooperation of minimization methws within the frme of a my
level method.
3)
Propose algoritm is nmerically valid i.e. each its
step requires finite number of amputations.
Moreover,
proper equilibration of stop criteria results in substantial savings of cmputations.
Numerical experments confir—
med theoretical considerations.
4)
Applications of the idea suggested during the lecture to
- sme mathwatical progrming methods such as“. the penalty
methods, the gradient projection methods in minimu pro—
blm,
- on-line hierarchical control for steady control for steady—
state systems.
5)
The results of numerical experiments confim the theori—
tical considerations and they show that the accuracy selec—
tion algoritm may be useful in various optimization methods.
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Computational Implications of Degeneracy in Large
Scale Mathematical Programming
G.W. Graves, University of California, Los
Angeles. Ca. U.S.A.
6.6. Brown, Naval Postgraduate School,
Monterey, Ca.. USA
The computatl'onal impli’cat'lons of degeneracy in the solu—
tion of large l'1near programing problems is an almost
completely negle‘cted subJ'ect i'n the l1"Ler'ature.
Although
it has always been recogni zed that theoreti'cally the
bases can cycle 1‘n extreme p01'nt algori’thms, 1‘t has becom fashionable to categori'cally assert that thi's is of
no practi‘cal Si‘gn'if'icance.
Our recent exper‘ience with
large sparse systems 1'ndicates that 50.7 - 907. of all
pi'vots are degenerate. Mst computer codes that do have
ant1'-degeneracy procedures almost 1'mariably rely on
completely arbitrary lexicographi'c ordering. The question
of the effi‘cienty of vari'ous lexicoyapltic orderin,ys is
completely '1gnored.
Effi'cx‘ency cannot b‘c measured in raw
nmber of pivots alone. Desx‘gn considerations, measures
of effectl‘veness, supporti’ng data structure. and computat—
i'onal experi’ence wi'll be presented.
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An L.P. 'Crash’ Procedure Developed Geometrically
A.J. Pryor, London School of Economics,
London, England

In an L.P. problm geometric considerations indicate that
the constraints and non-negativities whose hyperplanes make
the smallest angles with the objective hyperplane are
likely to be the bmding constraints in the eventual solution.
A description will be given of the steps necessary to de—
fine a smiler L.P. problem, whee final basis 1's probably
a good startmg basis to the original L.P. problem.
Some computational evidence is included.
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Accelerating Degenerate Simplex Method Iterations
by Means of a Basis factorization Algorithm
A.F. Perold, IBM Thomas J. Watson Research
Centre, Yorktown Heights. USA.

The simplex metmd usually performs many degenerate itera—
tions when used to solve mdels encountered in practice.
We show Mw the tme spent on such iterations can be sig—
nificantly reduced by mems of a basis factorization algor—
itm.
Thi’s algoritm can be reinterpreted as one that
tabs only nondegenerate steps, with the direction at each
step detem'ined by an auxilliary homgeneous lineu program MVi'ng as many rows as there are basic variables at
zero level in rm current solution.
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In a dual pair of linear problems values of the maimizﬁ
objective function are less or equal to values of the
minmized objective function.
If these problms are un—
contradictory, optimal values of both objective functions
are equal.
On may wite.‘
O
0
F. / Z a
- c /x0 - Z /b
2 a1 x° /Y1— 0
13 ’1
i
31
injjj
/the upper indu "o" means the optmal solution /.
As a implication of this it is well know in econmy that
fully utilized production factors have positive shadw
prices, partialy utilized - equal zero shadw prices /
with a greater-than or less—than condition of prml prr
blm associated dul variable shall be positive when
above mentioned condition is equal zero or shall be equal.
zero when this condition has positive right hand—side /.
It sews that to this time was not as object of deeper
interest the fact that fully utilized production factors
my have zero mual shadow prices. This is characteristi—
caly for the dml pair of degenerated linear probla-ius nth their altermtive optiml solutions and shadow prices.

A Primal Simplex Network Approach Which
Circumvents Degeneracy
D.L. Adolphson, University of Washington,
Seattle, Wa.. USA.

“is paper
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Some Remarks About Degeneracy in Optimal
Solution of Linear Programming Model
J. Morkel, University of Maria Curie-Sklodowska.
Lublin, Poland
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Recently, Dmbo (1978) and Rijckaert et a1. (1978) published results of mo utensive nmerical investigations into
the effectiveness of different algoritMic approaches for
geometric programming problms.
The conclusions of the
above mentionned studies were quite parallel.
In fact
they both stressed the excellent perfomance of primal
codes.
The present talk will comunicate the results of additional
and cmplmentary investigations in this area, without
however strictly limiting itself to the geometric programming approach.
The topics discussed will mainly deal with
-the different alternative methods for estimting parameters
and/or multipliers and their nmerical efficiency.
—the possibilit,v of hybrid codes (combination of different
approaches in one code.)
-the problm of dealing with active constraints in primal
gemetric progrming.
The conclusions of these nmerical investigations will not
only help potential users of geometric programing in selecting a code frm mom various available ones and in
avoiding nmerical difficulties while implementing them.
but might also affect the strategy used for comparing
different algorithms and might therefore be of interest
in the more general non-linar programing context.

We paper deals with nonlinear programing problws where
the objective function is the ratio of two given functions.
mese problems are comonly called fractional programs.
Since the early paper by ﬁarnes and Cooper on linear
fractional programming a good nmber of papers has appeared.
It is attwpted to suwey awe of the results and to relate thm to each other.
We start out with discussing some of the mjor areas of
From this
applications where fractional programs cme up.
we see that linear, qudratic and concave—convex fractional
We then suwey some of
programs are of special interest.
the major theoretical reSUIts including duality relations.
The last part is devoted to algorithms in linear and
In particular parametric
nonlinear fractional programing.
and nonparmetric as well as dul methods are considered.

Computational Experimentation with Primal
Geometric Programming Algorithms
M.J. Rijckaert, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven,
Leuven, Belgium
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Globally Convergent Algorithms for Convex
Programming with Applications to Geometric
Programming
E. Rosenberg, Stanford University, Stanford, Ca.,
USA.

Fractional Programming - State of the Art
8. Schaiblo, University of Alberta, Edmonton,
Canada
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Decomposition Methods for a Class of Non—Linear
Fractional Programs
A. Cambini, L. Martein, L. Pallegrini,
University of Pisa, Pisa, ltaly
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We consider solving a (minmization) convex program by
sequentmlly solving a (minimization) convex approxmating
aubproblem and then executing a line search.
Each sub—
problem is constructed frm the current estimte of a
solution of the given problm, possibly together with
other infomtion. Under mild conditions, solving the
current subproblem generates a descent direction for an
exact penalty function.
Minmizing the exact pemlty
function along the current descent direction provides a
nw estMte
of a solution, and a new subproblm is fomed.
For any arbitrary starting estimte, this schme generates
a sequence of estmates that converges to a solution of the
given problm.
Wreover, it is not necessary to require
tht the functions defining the given problem and each
Bubproblm be differentiable.
M an application, we propose a new globally convergent
algoritm for gemetric programing.
me algoritm is
particularly effective for solving large geometric progrma'.
given a gemetric progrm with degree of diffi—
culty dd, where d0», we take each approximtim aubproblm to be a gemet_ric program with a cmon degree of
difficulty E, where dd<Qd. %en each aubproblem is
solved with a dual gemetric programing code, our schme
is faster than directly solving the given gemetric program with the one code.
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Are Adobe Walls Optimal Phase Shift Filters?
C.V. Coffman, R.J. Duffin, G.P.
~ Knowles, Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburg,
Pa., USA.

The adobe house construction gives an automtic, air con—
ditioning effect because the rooms tend to be cool at mid—
day and wam at night.
Presumbly this is brought about
by the walls acting as a heat filter so that there is
nearly a twelve hour phase lag.
This raises the question
of how to optimize the adobe phenomena by a sui'table de«
sign of the walls.
In this study it is supposed pOSSi'ble
to mke cm walls of layered construction w1 th layers
having different tllerml resistivity.
Such a layered wall
can be modeled electrically as ladder filler of capacitors
and resistors.
The input to the ladder is a 51nusoidal
voltage.
Then the following question arises.
If the
filter capacitors MVe given values how should the resistors be choosen so tMt the output voltage has a given
phase lag but least attenuationV. It is found possible to
answer this question by use of a special variational principle.
Applying this analysis to bui'ldi‘ng construction
shows how to mximize fuctuation of i'nterior temperature
with a pMse lag of twelve hours.
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Application of the GRECO Algorithm to the Optimal
Generation Scheduling for Electric Power Systems
J.L.D. F-co. Pontificia Universidade Catolica do
Rio de Janeiro, Rio de Janelro. Brasil
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Long Term Decision, Optimal Control and Decision:
The Breeder Case
E. Brlnguler. Cournon d‘Auvergne, France

The object of this comunication is the study of the decomposition of an optiml control problem, in an uncertain
future, the unc‘ertninty being taken into account thanks to
srrb,1ective probabilities.
Within the period enmined the
uncertainty will progressively be lessened so the directing
sclteme is an eventuality—tree enabling to constrain the
control vector.
The reasoning will be mde in terms of
mean which will entail a linear structure in relation to
subjective probabilities and so mke possible a decomposition wliich will be effected through the theory of coordimtion.
The concrete theme serving as a basis for the study is the
problem of the choice of investmnts for equipments to
produce electricity, this problem being mre acute since
the possible introduction of breeders.
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Mathematical Programming and Complementarity Via
Generalized Equations
S.M. Robinson, University of Wisconsin,
Madison. Wi., U,S.A.
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Management Strategies for an Ecological System
with Time Delays
S. Rood, W. Kilmor, University of
Massachusetts, Amherst. Ma., U.S.A.

We consider a model for the control of a two—level ecosystm
containim tme delays.
me systm is cmposed of a grazer
population mich is hawested by mn and a plant food base
wich renews itself according to a fixed the schedule
Our model is a pair
follwim depletion by the grazers.
of eqmtiom, a nonlinur differential equation describing
the grazer population dwmics, and a nonlinear integral
mution describiu the proportion of the food base which
The grazer population
is depletm at ach point in tme.
is modelled by an amentw logistic eqution.‘

X(t) . rx(t)[1 _

__<_)_Xt
K
(1 _ D(t)]) _ U(t)X(t)

where r is the "intrinsic gromh rate", K is the few base's
numm "urwing capacity“ and U(t) is Mrveating effort.
me to“ depletion eqmtion is.t

D(c) -

Generalized equations are point—to-set relations, involving
a function and a nomal-cone operator, mich extend the
usml framework of nonlinear equations.
By using this extension, optimalitv, conditions for nonlinear progrming,
as well as linear and nonlinear complmentarity probl-av-s
and more general problems of equilibrim, can be easily
and efficiently enressed.
In this expository lecture we
describe some properties of generalized equations and re—
late these to the applications frm which the generalized
ea_uations are derived (such as nonlinear progrmiw). By
using these techniques one can prove results, for ample
about the existence and stability of solutions, which are
stronger than those previously um.
We sm11 describe
awe of these results, and indicate directions in which
work is currently progressing.

j? lX(r),D(r)l P(t — 1)“
t-l.

where F(r) describes the depletion incurred at time r and
P(o) ia the proportion of depletion incurred o the units
in the past which is still not renwed at the present
time.
He ﬁve derived optml control policies with econmic
objectives for a lmited that of systma.
Solutions to
aweral optimization problems have been obtained by
approxMtion, dwmic progrming and heuristic search
techniques.
Sme adaptive control schmea which operate
men the parmeters of the model are uncertain have also
been dweloped.
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Penalty Methods for Computing Points that Satisfy
Second Order Necessary Conditions
A. Auslonder, Universite de Clermont, Clermont,
France

The goal of this paper is to compute points that satisfy
the classical second order necessary conditions for the
constrained case m nonlinear programing.
The functions
that define the nonlinear program are twice continuously
differentiable.
A general convergence theorem is first presented.
men
penalty techniques are given for solving the problem and
convergence of these methods is proved with the use of the
former theorem.
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Pseudo Duality in Mathematical Programming
U. Poo-y. 8. Yut-v. Israel Institute of
Technology. Haifa. Israel
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In this work non-convex programs are analyzed vie I.egendre
tron-{crutioit.
Tire first' part incltides definitions and
the L‘llllifl‘LlllOH 0! programs tit-t L‘nn be handled by tire
tron-(ormlion.
It is straw thnt differentiable functionthat are represented as a sum of strictly concave and convex functions belong to title ‘Llnss.
Conditions under
which a function may have such representation are given.
Pseudo duality is defined and the pseudo duality theorem
for non linear programs with equality and inequality constraints is proved.
The tecluniqiies described are constructive ones, and they
enable to calcullte explicitly n pseudo dual once the primal program is given.
Several examples are included.
In
lite (~onvex case these techniques enable tire explicit calculation of a dital even in cases where the conjugate function can not explicitly be colt‘ulated.
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Minimizing a Differentiable Function Over a
Differentiable Manifold
D. Gab-y, Laboria-Iria, Le Chesnay. France
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A Report on Future Directions in Routing and
Scheduling of Vehicles and Crews
M. Bell. L. Bodln. S. Ga... B. Golden.
University of Maryland, College Park, Md.. USA.

In June 1979, an International workshop was held at the
University of Maryland to investigate future research
directions in the routing and scheduling of Vehicles and
crews.
The workshop was jointly sponsored by the National
Science Foundation and the University of hryland.
The
five mjor problem areas discussed at this meeting were as
follows.1.
Testing and Evaluation of Heuristics;
2.
Exact Mathemtical Programing Solution of Routing and
Scheduling Problems;
3.
Heuristic Techniques for Routing and Scheduling,‘
A.
Formulation and Structure of More Complex/Realistic
Routing and Scheduling Problems,‘
5.
Compilation and Review of Mﬁomplete Routing and
Scheduling Problems.
The objective of the workshop was to provide an opportunity
to focus on these and other issues relating to the theory
and practice of Routing and Scheduling.
Several papers
presented at the workshop will appear in a special issue
of Networks.
In this paper, we report on progress made at
this recent workshop and identify promising new directions
for research.
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A Decomposition Algorithm for Vehicle Routing
M.L. Fisher, R. Jaikumar, University of
Pennsylvania. Philadelphia. Pa.. U.S.A.
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offices. sorting at come 30 regional centers, transportation from each center to each of some 40 other regional
centers, renewed sorting to further level of detail and
transportation to local post offices for final distribution
Transportation involves
to offices and private homes.
truck, train and air.
A study of the postal distribution system has been carried
out by the Contract Research Group of Applied Mathematics
at the Institute of Technology in Stockholm.
The aim of
the study was i) to find and evaluate different structures
of regional sorting centers and ii) to find solutions to
the suggested and present transportation system between all
pairs of regional centers.
A mathematical model of the distribution system has been
formed, involving several tools of mathematical programing
such as a modified shortest path algorithm, simple plan:
location and route scheduling.
Several additional models
of great detail have been formed to evaluate the different
structural alternatives regarding total cost and service
level.
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Critical Graphs, Matchings and Tours
W.R. Pulloyblank, University of Calgary.
Calgary, Canada
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A School Bus Scheduling System
J.A. Forland, J-M. Rousseau, J.
Decrosiero, Universite de Montreal, Montreal,
Canada
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Bus scheduling for urban and rural school systems often
gives rise to large scale planning for more than
50
schools and 10,000 students.
We describe a computer system for generating and scheduling bus routes for each
school in a region.
The system combines vehicle routing
techniques and a heuristic for a large scale integer programing scheduling problem.
Our approach to these problems is hierarchical in nature.
The first stage generates the routes to be used for each
school by applying vehicle routing procedures as modified
differently for urban and rural settings.
The second
stage schedules buses to the routes determined in the
first stage with an objective of reducing the number of
buses used.
The system will fix the starting time of each
school within a given interval.
Computational results are
presented.

We discuss
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The threshold number t(G) of a graph G = (V,E) is the
smallest number of linear inequalities whose O-l solutions
are precisely the characteristic vectors of the independent sets of vertices of G.
The graph 6*
(V*,E*) is
such that V*
E, and two vertices (pq) and (rs) of V* are
The
adjacent when (pr), (qs) ( E or (ps). (qr) ! E.
chromatic number of 6* is denoted by X(G*).
Chvatal and
Hamer have shown that t(G) = 1 if and only if X(G*) - 1,
that t(G) >_ X(G*) and that computing t(G) is NP-hard.
We
prove that X(G*) = 2 implies t(G) = 2 provided one of the
following conditions is satisfied:
(1) V can be partitioned into a clique and an independent set; or (ii) 6*
has at most two nonsingleton connected components.
It is
conjectured that no conditions such as (i) or (ii) are
required.

Model of Mail Distribution in Sweden
B. Bjorklund, Scandinavian Airlines System,
Bromma, Sweden
G. Lundgren, Royal Institute of Technology.
Stockholm, Sweden

First class mail distribution in Sweden handles some 4.5
million letters and parcels per day.
The principal objective is to achieve overnight delivery between most pairs of
cities and towns, at most about 2000 km apart.
The present
handling involves mail collection from 2000 peripheral post
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Sufficient Conditions for Graphs with Threshold
Number Two
T. lbaraki. Kyoto University. Kyoto, Japan
U. Polod, Columbia University. New York, N.Y..
U.S.A.
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A Class of Methods for Nonlinear Programming
J. Abadle, Electricite de France. Clamart. France

Antiblocker of Spanning and k-Spanning
Arborescences of a Directed Graph
lo, Banco de Mexico, S.A., Mexico.
G. Cal
Mexico

This paper settles a question posed by Fulkerson; namely.
which is the antiblocker of spanning arborescences.
These
results are obtained from the theory of branchings develop—
ed by Edmonds and Calvillo.
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zation;

Adjacency on the Postman Polyhedron
R. Giles, University of Kentucky. Lexington, Ky.,
U.S.A.
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Computational Experience with Mines/Augmented
B. Murtagh, University of New South Wales.
Kensington, Australia
M.A. Saunders, Stanford University. Stanford.
Ca.. USA.
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for solving the
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Blocking Theory in Max—Algebra
L. Superville, The Graduate School of the
CUNY, New York. N.Y., U.S.A.

MINOS/AUGHENTED is a general-purpose Fortran code implementing various Lagrangian and augmented Lagrangian algorithms for the solution of sparse nonlinear programs.
(Each algorithm solves a sequence of sparse linearly—constrained subproblems.)
The system will be described from the user's point of view.
Standard matrix generators may he used to assemble the
bulk of the data for a problem.
Two subroutines are also
required to specify nonlinear terms in the objective func—
tion and the constraints (along with their gradients).
Results will be given for some significant practical problems.
Assuming convergence occurs, computation time is
typically within a moderate factor of the time required
for linear programs of similar size.
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Here, we first introduced an algebra of real numbers extended by —
°° (negative infinity) in which the regular multi—
plication and addition is replaced by addition and maximum
of too nunbers respectively.
We then define a concept of
"blocking" in our new notation that generalizes the concept
of blocking for sets described by Edmonds and Fulkerson.
They showed that blocking is a dual nation.
We generalize
their blocking notion and show that the dual notion also
holds in our generalization.
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Production Sets with lndivisibilities, a New Approach
to Integer Programming
H. Scarf, Yale University, New Haven, Ct.. USA.

Abstract not available

Computation of the Search Direction in Constrained
Optimization Algorithms
W. Murray, M.H. Wright. Stanford
University. Stanford. Ca.. USA.

A number of algorithms for constrained optimization are
based on the general idea of choosing the search direction
However. there
as the solution of a quadratic program.
is considerable variation in the precise nature of the
quadratic program to be solved.
Furthermore. significant
differences exist in the proceduresadvocated to ensure that
the search direction is well—defined, so that some algo—
rithms abandon the quadratic programing approach for particular iterations under certain conditions.
In this talk.
we examine the merits of various proposals for computing
the search direction in bounds—constrained, linearly constrained. and nonlinearly constrained optimization. together
with an appraisal of their likely effectiveness.
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This paper is concerned with robust methods which can
prMuce convergence frm a very poor initial estimate
of the optimal solution of constrained optimization problms
A differential gemetric method is developed specifically
to obtain robust algoritMs WAlEhOUC
resortin to the
Wenalt-te
aroach.
In particular, a generic class of
"feasibility-mprwing gradient acute projection methods"
and their Levmbergﬁrquardt—type modifications is deve—
loped.
kch methM in this class is an malgamstion of a
generalized gradient projection method and a generalized
Nwton-hphson methw which respectively take care of improvim the value of the objective function and satisfying
constraint equations at the same time.
A Aunifl‘cd
theor
is developed for this class of method by using the cmcept
of various %eneralized
inverses and related pro 1ectors,
which facilitates gemetric interpretation of the existing
algoritMs.
Malysis is also given to the continuous
amlogues of the methods to obtain robust algoritMs,
which gives us an insight into the global beMvior of
Various new algoritMs are derithe related algoritMs.
ved frm the general theory. tMt use the QR decomposition,
the SW and other decmpositions of the Jacobian matrm
of the constraint functions.
Quasi-Newton algoritMs
Hessian matrix and in awe cases
which estimate groecred
require only approxmtions of nonnegative definite matru
of n-m#
size
are developm to eMance the local convergence,
where n and m are nmbers of variables and constraint
equtions respectively.

We suggest approximtions for amothing out the kinks
caused by the presence of 'm' or 'min' operators in mny
nonsmooth optimizations problems.
Mes: approxmtions
replace the original problem in some neighborhoods of the
kink points.
mesa neighborhoods could be mde arbitrarily
smll, thus leaving the original objective function unchanged at almost every point of R“.
ﬁe possible applications
for these approximtions include.‘ min m problems, L1
curve fitting problems. piecewise regression problems, and
exact penalty functions for constrained optimiution.
I
some of the above application, it is show that the axial
possible difference between the optiml values of the
approximte problem and the original one, is detemined a
priori by fixing the value of a single parmeter.
me
spproximtions introduced preserve convexity properties
and mke the approximte problem up to four the continuously differentiable provided that the functions composing
the original problem have got the sme properties. his
enables the use of efficient gradient techniques in the
solution process.
Sme nmerical results will be presented.

A Unified Theory for Nonlinear Constrained
Optimization Methods by Geometric Approach
K. Tanabo, The Institute of Statistical
Mathematics. Tokyo. Japan

Smoothing Techniques for Nondifferentiable
Optimization
I. lung, Tel-Aviv University. Tel-Aviv. Israel
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A Second Order Method to Solve the (Constrained)
Minimax Problem
A.R. Conn, University of Waterloo, Waterloo.
Canada
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A Comparison of Some Recent Methods for the
Minimization of Unconstrained Nonlinear Functions
GJI. Lindfield, Y. Bhayat, The University of
Aston, Birmingham, England

Tm min aim of this study is a comarison of unconstrai—
ned mniMSation techniques which attewt eitMr to relinquish entirely with the linear search stage of the minimsation procedure or lth the level of accuracy which has
to M achi‘eved.
m mthods considered are the metmd of Davidon (1975),
The metmd
Fletcher (1970) and h‘orris md @rkin (1977).
of Fletcher although earl'ier thm the others is included
since it appears one of the most successful of the origi—
In
nal attemts to lXMt the use of ll near search stage.
adition the most recently iwlemnted md available technique in the British National Algorithms Group (N.A.G.)
This allows a
library Ms wen used in the comarison.
cMck on Mu tMs widely available N.A.G. routine stmds
up to comarison nth recent developmnts.
Tb four mthods have Men tested on a range of test proWe
blem of vaning difficulty md numwrs of variables.
comarison is mde in tons of fmction and gradient eva—
luations md in term of mn tim to peth as revealing a
comarison as possible.

A new algoritm is presented for wlving the (constrained
i-—l,...,m).' xtR )
nonlinear minimx problem min(mx(f (x).subject to o (x) _>0 i-—l,...,m'. v' ix)
0 i-—l,...,m".
The algoritm is a natural generalization of the earlier,
The
first order, technique of Conn and Charalambous.
method is globally convergent with an asmtotic conver—
gence rate that is superlinear.
The proposed implementation is nmerically stable and involves the computation of non—orthogonal projections using
QR and LTL
factorization; md rank-one updates.
Sam numerical results will be included.
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Minimax Optimization Combining LP Methods and
Quasi-Newton Methods
J. Hold, K. Madson. Technical University of
Denmark, Lyngby, Denmark

We present 2-stage algorithm for nonlinear mini’mx opti—
mization, which require first order partial deri‘vatives.
Let x_* be a solution of our problem.
If the minimx ob—
jective function is non—differentiable in _x* along any
direction througli _x*, thc>n a quadratic final rd te of con—
vergence can be obtained using only first derivatives
without approxim'dting seL‘ond deri'vatives (stage—1 i'tera—
tion).
HowL’VL‘T, if the objective fun ction is smotli along
some directions, tlic‘n some second dicrivatlve infomtion
is rc-quirt~d in order L'o obtain a In st fi'nal convergence.
Under somc> regularity conditions a quasi-Newton algorithm
(stage—2) approximting tlie He‘s‘si'dn—mtrix of the minimax
Lagrangian func tion has hc>en show to yield superlinear

fi nal c‘onvergencc.
Our algori‘thms always start 1’n stage-L
.and '1f 3 slow fi'nal r'ater of convergen‘te '15 detected, then
a swl'tch to stage-2 1's made.
In case stage-2 does not
‘Lonvergit
tht’n stage-l is re—entered.
Several swi tches
are allowt)d.
The algori’thms liave been sliown to possess
Sure
convergence propertic~s‘.
We liave considered di'ffeThe al—
r>tnt strateg'1>cs for upda'tl'ng tlie Ht>ss'1an mtr‘ix.
gori‘tlims are illustrated by som)c numerical examples.
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Quasi-Newton Methods for Minimax Optimization
0. Charalambous, 0. Moharram,
University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Canada
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The minimx optimizatl‘on problem my be stated as m inimize
F(x) = max(fi'(x):
i] C M) where
= [1, 2, ..., m],
x x1, x . ..., xn
and f (x), ..., fm(x) are in general
nonli’near functions with respect to the variables x1, ...,
x .
The obJ'ective function F(x) is in general a non-differenti‘able function.
Thus we cannot use directly the well—know
gradi’ent methods to mi'ni'ml'Ze F(x).
The purpose of the
present paper 1's to 1'ntroduce some i'deas of how to solve
the mini‘mx problem using the wealth of informtion which
1's alread)v available on the Newton or Quasi—Newton methods
for unconstrai'ned optimizati’on.
Numerical results will
also be presented.
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Projected Lagrangian Algorithms for the Nonlinear
Minimax and L1 Problems
W. Murray, M.L. Overton, Stanford
University, Stanford, Ca.. USA.

he minmax and
Z
problms are both unconstrained op—
tmization problms whose objective functions are not dif—
It is well know that both
ferentiable everwhere .
problms can be transfomed into constrained optmization
problms whose objective and constraint functions are dif—
ferentiable.
mese equivalent problems (EP) do, however,
have special properties which are ignored if solved by
applying a general purpose routine.
In this talk we
1
propresent algoritMS which solve the minimax and
blws via 2? but which do so in a manner that fully utili—
zes the special properties of EP.
The algoritMs are based
onprjoectedmgrangianmethodsandincorporateaspecial
linur search for r.ondifferentiab1e functions.
One of the
concerns in designing the algoritMs is that satisfactory
perfomance should not be limited to a mall neighborhood
armnd the minimum.
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Minimization Methods for the Sum of a Convex
Function and a Continuously Differentiable Function
M. Fukushima, Kyoto University. Kyoto, Japan

Two algori'thms‘ are presented to minimize a general function
whl'ch 1'5‘ the sum of a convex function and a continuously

A Secant Approximation Method for Convex
Optimization
R.R. Meyer, The University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wi., USA.

A secant approximation method for convex programing is
described.
his method employs at each iteration a convex
piecewise—lmearapproximation of the objective detemined
by the objective function values at
(n+1)
points for a
function of
n variables.
If the constraints of the ori—
ginal problm are linear, then each approximating problem
is an LP.
ﬁe algoritMmay be considered to be a generalization of an iterative separable programing method to
the non-separable case.
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Uses of a Minimax Model for Nondifferentiable
Optimization
FLS. Womersloy, University of Dundee.
Dundee, Scotland, UK.

A nondifferentiable function 1‘s one with d1'scont1'nui'ties
in its gradient.
For such functions the smooth quadratii.‘
model wh‘ich is used by most of the recogn'ized optimization
methods 1‘: inappropri‘ate.
A sui'table local model for a
nondifftxrentiable function is the mi'nimax function.
The
method to be considered attempts to follow surfaces of
nondifferentiability and use a quasi—Newton approximtion
to tile curvature withi'n this surface.
These methods have
applications to the minimization of exact penalty func—
tions for nonlinear programing problems, the minimax
solution of systems of equations and to the minimization
of more general nondifferentiable functions.
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Two—Segment Separable Programming
R.R. Meyer. The University of Wisconsin.
Madison, Wi, USA.

A new iterative separable progrming method for convex
optimization is described.
We method differs significantly from existing separable programing techniques in that
it emplov.s n piecewise-linear approximation of at most two
segments for each objective function term at each iteration.
We optimal values of the approximating problems can be
shm to converge to the optimal value of the original
problem. Computational experience with this method on a
variety' of problems (including a model of an actual water
supply system that involves about 500 variables and 500
constraints) has show it to be very efficient and rapidly
convergent.
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On the Dynamics of Concave input/Output
Processes
J.J.M. Even, Twente University of Technology.
Enschede. The Netherlands

Fomlly w define an I/O-proces.s as a function
u.‘SCRmen->R satisfying the axioms:
i) SC mmx R“ (mm refers to the nonnegative orthant of Rm
ii) r9: all (x,y_)es-. x6 Rm, yERn: for 311 12611“, in:
(x.y)ES, u<x;)') >—u(x:y)
iii) 11: S+R is closed concave (i.e. its hypograph is a
closed convex set).
In an economic context, an I/O—process can be taken as the
description of a process (or a complex of processes) where
S represents the set of feasible input/output combinations
(x,y)E Rmx R"
and where u(x,'y) represents the correspond—
ing uti lity value.
men, (i) postulates nonnegativity of
the inputs, and (ii') postulates free disposal conceming
inputs.
* *
A*so-called dual l/O-process 1.]: SC Rmxkn-tR assigned by:
u

(u;v)
sup
6 U(x'.y -u-X+V.y.
I"5:: {(u,(vx gyRmsanlu;(u;v) <+ua) .
In the expression'. u(x.y) -u.x+v.y. the vectors u and v
can be conceived as vectors of input price‘s and output
prices resp.. and consequently u(x.y) -u.x. —v.y represents
the valpe of an input/output ‘combination (x.y .
*In case
u: S‘R
is an l/O—prccess it appears that (- u): S+R is
an I/O-process.
Conceming the dwamics we restrict ourselves to mximization problems generated by one single l/O—process
u: SCRmem'tR, where Erajectories
(xr,yc)1m := (ir1,y1,x2 y , ..)€SxSxSx... are considered
st, t=l.q,..., given
satisfying: x =r, oxE lsyt
DE R, o> 0 representing a scali‘ng factor. r6 Rm representing the initial state, and given the vectors Ste E“,
t= 1,2,... . The corresponding sets of these "feasible"
trajectories are denoted F(o.r,s(st)1w), i.e..'
m
m
(1) F(o.r.(st)1):=f(xc.yt)1l<xt,yt)e5. xl=r.
pxt+lsyt-at, t=l,2,...).
Given an exponential time discount factor we ]0.l/d
and
vectors *ste R”, t ~‘l,2,...
a trajectory
'Valuation"
(xht,y~t)m6 F(p,r,(st)m) is called optiml is there he
(xt,tt)lE F(D,r,(s[)1) such that for 30m period T and some

h
t
t t * C C
h
t
56R, s>o: imam) (110: ,'y )+ s .y )Zﬁl‘ztﬂﬁm)
--t “C
(u(x ,'y )+

*

s

I ‘1
.y ),

h‘—T,

t+ 1,

C

learly,

in

this

"not worse on the long run" criterion, convergency of the
L.
*
is not required,
s’eriea (z‘h__1(1rp)(u(xt;yt)+ zit.y':)}hm__1
Because of the symmetry between an I/O-process and its dual,
it is possible to assign a dual problem possessing the name
structur-L 3's the original dynamit’ suatem.
Undetr simple- and

weak "stri‘Ltly" priml and dual deasib'ility assumptions the
(i) boundedness of trajecfollowing reslllts are deduced.’
tories and converfency of the series of objecti‘ve functions,
as a necessary c.0ndit1'on for opti'mali'ty,
(ii) the exi stence
of optiml trajectories, both for the pri'mal and dual prob—
le'm, (iii) normlity, (iv) f'inite liorizon approxi‘mtlon,
(v) upper ‘s’Lml-continulty of the sets pf optiﬁl trajecto—
rie.s witll respect to the vectors r, (s ) , ( s ) . (Vi) sta—
bility of optimalttgajectpré'es, and finally (viii under
conv~crgency of ('is l . i s l , vectors (x,y), (u,vz e i‘gt
b‘uEll Ehgt primal 44nd dual optimal trEjeEtories (x ,yt)1t
(u ,v )
convc-rge in Ell’t s onse of (x ,y )+ (x,y), (u ,v )
+ (u,v) If t+m.
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Equilibria in Non-Cooperative Games and
Competitive Economies
S.D. Flam, Universitetet i Bergen, Bergen, Norway

We demonstrate the existence of an equilibrium in certain
non—cooperative games with an arbitrary set of players.
The results are applied to the two—players, zero-sum case
and give a kind of generalized Farkas lemma.
Finally we
give an application to production economies where individual choice and welfare depends on actions taken by the
other agents.
No explicit demand functions are used and
we do not assume non—satiation.
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Linear-Quadratic Stochastic Games
G.J. Olsdor, Twente University of Technology.
Enschede, The Netherlands

A two—person differential game, not necessarily zero-5m,
is considered in which the state is affected by noise.
Mth players, Pl and P2, know the system characteristics
and have access to noisy measuremnts which are not necesPlayer Pl does not how PZ's measuremnts
sarily the same.
and vice versa.
The differential game we consider has linear dwamics (con—
Optimal Nash strattinuous time) and quadratic pay-offs.
egies are calculated w1'thin the class of linear functionals
of the available measurements.
Sufficiency conditions will
be given for tm existence of this solution, whi'ch turns
out -- for zero-em games —- to be the unique saddlepoint
in a much broader cuss of strategies.
The method of solution essentially contains the following
steps.
First the state space (Rn) is extended to an infinite dimensional Hilbert space.
Subsequently two one—sided
infinite dimensioml optiml control problws are solved.
The existence of solution is proved by application of a
contraction theorem.
In order to be able to work exclusively in a Hilbert space setting, L —white noise is used,
as opposed to the conventional Wiener process approach.
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Dubovitskii-Milyutin Theory for Differential Games
M. Brokate, Freie Universitat Berlin, Berlin. West
Germany

We discuss the derivation of mximum principles in kmil—
tonian fom for deterministic nonlinear closed-loop differential games via the state space approach of Dubovitskii—
Milyutin.
If we treat the feedback law as an addit anal equality
constraint, then (except in the simple C -case) this con—
straint is not differentiable in any reasonable strategy
space topology.
We formulate auxiliary problems where the
singular surfaces enter as side conditions and the optiml
strategies are C , and apply the usual function space
multiplier rules.
Transforming back to the original problem we get the looked-for global mximum principle for the
original discontinuous optiml strategies where as expected
the normls of the singular surfaces enter the adjoint
equation.
The technical di'fficulties associated with
Lyusternik's theorem and uniqueness of Lagrange multipliers
(needed for the minimx principle in the 2-person—zero—sm
case) are mndled by suitably chosen additional control
functions in the auxilisr') problems.
For single and double
transition surfaces (which usually are the first object of
study') we get tm full classical realilts.
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On Repeated Games with Incomplete Information
Played by non- Bayesian Players
N. Megiddo, Northwestern University, Evanston.
IL, USA

A two-person zerohe follwing model is cmsidered.
sm gme G in the mtrix fom is repeatedly played infinitely mny tmes.
A player my be absolutely uninfomed
as to ﬂat gme G is being played. The only infomation
revealed to hm at the end of each stage, is the payoff.
The central question is.‘ Can an uninfomed player gurantee that his long-mn average payoff be the value of the
gme’.
n15 question is anwered in the affimative and
a specific strategy is described, such that with probability one, for every gme G, the lmiﬁ, as n tends to
infinity, of the average payoff for the first n stages
mll be not less than the value of the gme 6.
he probability musure regards only the internal randomization of
the strategy.
No probabilistic sssmptions are mde with
respect to the space of games.
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Strategic Planning by Mathematical Programming
P. Bod, Hugarian Academy of Sciences. Budapest.
Hungary

Experts of rm mthemtical Institute of the Hungsrhn
Acadmy of Sciences am of the Hungarian Alminim Trust
are dealing for a long
time with the elaboration of n
mthemtical programing type model for the preparation of
structural decisions concerning the long run development of
the Hungarian aluminim industry.
The model building he been finished under completely specified fom last year.
The qmntification of the parmetera

should be done in this year and th first emerimntal
computations are provided for 1980.
The basic ideas of the model will be expounded.
Role wd
place of the model in the system of Hungarian long run
national planning models will be outlined.
The long run economic and technological interdependences
prevailing in [he alumini'm industry are highly non linear
and often non convex.
It will be shm Mw we try to des—
cribe these in the framework of a large scale, mltiperi—
ndic, mixed-integer linear programing system.
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Allocation and Control of Radio and TV Production
Via Quantitative Management Methods
F.A. Lootsma, University of Technology, Delft.
The Netherlands

ﬁe presentation is concemcd with a series of projects
carried out in the largest Product Division of the Philips
mcern (a multinational electronics firm dth its headquarters i'n Eindhoven, lVetllerlmds) to support the production allocation md the production-level control in the
Europem factories.
The presentation covers a period of
som twnty years, and shows the particular strengths md
weaknesses, of the mthods that have Men ewloyed.(a)
(a)
cost Mnimizat'ion via mathemtical programMng in or—
der to draw up long—term plans, (b)
industrial dmam'cs,
informtion systems, and dwaMc prograMng for smoth
mdium—term control of the production level, and (c)
an
organi'zati‘onal approach to support the introduction of new
products md a new production technology.
The failures of
these projects are analyzed in depth, and particular attention is given to the European and the mricm attitude
with respect to mthematical mdelli‘ng and qumtitative
mnagemnt mthods 1'n the area of mdium—tem, long—term,
and strategic planning.
A discussion of E.F. SchuMacher's
and J. von Neumn‘s viewoints on the role of mthemtics
will conclude the presentation.
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A Planning Model for a Vertically Integrated Forest
Industry
0. Barron, A. Weintraub, Universidad de
Chile. Santiago, Chile

The tactical planning problem for a vertically integrated
forest industry is amlyzed.
The industry jointly mnages
forest lands, a pulp plant and a sawing mill.
Basic plan—
ning decisions include the mnaging (thinning, Mnesting,
planting, etc.) of tuber lands, selling (eworting) of
logs. aseigment of timber to ad production level of the
plant and mill.
Due to the slow growth of tmber, these
decisions should be mde considering a long planning
horizon.
A Linear Progrming model for this tactical planning problem is presented, in which strategic, financial, silvi—
cultural, access and technological characteristics are
considered.
The model is supported by a sophisticated
computational system that, starting with very basic and
simple timber land, plant characteristics and economic
data, produces the L.P. model mtrix in WSX formt.
m:
system also includes a report witer.
Results and ewerience with the mwel at a large forest
industry in Chile, which is using it on a routine basis,ue
reported.
Besides norml tactical planning, the model Ms
proved to be a useful tool for strategic planning such as
timber land adquisition or plant expansion.
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This paper pre‘sents tan LP mdel int‘cnded for rilanning the
annml acti'vities‘ of a coking coal mnufacturirig comany
in Eg.wt.
The mdel is. 'a mlilti-Lime pi’rlod md-rl which
produces th’L optimum l‘LVEl of [lIL‘ followings.-.
comonents
of the blend in tlie battt‘rit‘s and etu)[>]lvr of tllt’ blended
components‘.
Tim stipply of the blended compoilonra inrt.ludes
the following nrtivities'.
placing orders for importing
coal, arrival of coal to Mexandria and ttlmpornry storage
the.re. transpiurt of coal to cm factory by sever.1l mdee
of know availabl‘c cap deities and costs, and fi|1.1lly storage on the factr.r')' premises mtil its ue.e in the batte—
rie.s.
The mdel was run, ewost. for the tlime past wars to assess its possible contribution to cost reduction as well
as to smothing inwntories and avoidance of Mttlenecks.
Subsequently, it was used for planning the 1979 a‘ttivities.
In the paper w descriw the various stages of data c ollection, {emulation md programing and comutor implemntation.
The Mtri.x @nerator, Report Writer and the
Revised Simlex mde were all done in NRTW IV, R
briefly descrik som of tht>ir characteri stics..
We also
demnstrate the practical lessons gained by the cowany's
mmagemnt through implementing the model.

The

Use of Linear Programming in Integrated Planning - A
Case Study from the Egyptian Industry
A.N. Elchafol. The Institute of National Planning.
Cairo. Egypt

Capacitated Plant Location and Network Problems
with Integer Variables
M. Gulgnard, University of Pennsylvania.
Philadelphia. Pa. U.S.A.
K. Spielberg, IBM, White Plains. N.Y., U.S.A.
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The present model was developed, originally, for the pur—
pose of plannmg greenhouse operations. The solution of
this planning problem calls for a model which, among other
things, takes the following into consideration.‘
1. it
should be able to handle the horizon problem caused by
the fact that a given plan will tie up resources for a
2. it should
long future period (perhaps several years),‘
ewloit the Mom seasonal changes in production patterns
and expected fluctuations in mrket prices,’
3. it should
facilitate the adaptation to the emergence of new products
and new production tecMology. For natural processes a
full seasoml cycle is usually one year and we use an ac—
tivity analysis model where, for a given product, a corresponding production activity is defined for each week of
we specify its expected ecothe year. For each activity
nomic contribution as well as its input requirements, week
per week. The concept of an equilibrium model is introduced. The solution of the equilibrium mdel mximizes ave—
rage retum per yur over an infinite horizon. However,
the min contribution of the equilibrim solution is that
it provides us with the proper terminal conditions for the
solution of the finite horizon problem. The model presen—
ted is now being used by several of the mjor firm in the
Danish greenhouse industry.
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An LP-Model for Natural Processes with Seasonal
Fluctuations in Production and/or Marketing
Possibilities
N.Chr. Knudsen, Odense University. Odense.
Denmark
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A Canonical Representation of Uncapacitated Plant
Location Problems and Its Applications
G.P. Cornuejols, Carnegie-Mellon University.
Pittsburgh, Pa., U.S.A.
G.L. Nomhausor, Cornell University. Ithaca.
N.Y., U.S.A.
L.A. Wolsey, University of Louvain. Louvain.
Belgium
We consider a location problem whose mthemtical fomlaand
tion is mx (v(S) .‘ISI—— K) where v(S) '~ 2 max c1
161 jES
3
C—— (crj)
is any real matrix with row index set
l—— (l,....m) and colum index set N—— {l,...,n) and m_.
A set function of the fom v(S) is called a location func~
tion.
We give a constmctive proof that a set function w
is a location function if and only if it can be represented
in the canonical form v(S) =2(rT:TﬁS*¢)
with
rTZO
for
all TC N. The proof is also a polynomial algorithm for
reducing the mtrix C to the canonical fom rT, T_CN.
Using this canonical representation we perfom a probabilistic analysis of the location problem.
In particular we
show that for sow simple probability distributions several
popular heuristics nearly always solve the location prob—
lem optimlly.
Finally we give a worst-case result.
We
show that any procedure that uses m'dtrix C only to calculate values of the function v cannot with *a number of
values polynomial in n guarantee to find one of the best
n
solutions of the location problem for any 6< 1/2.
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Matroid Matching and Applications
L. Lovau, University of Szeged. Szeged. Hungary

An Exact Algorithm for Minimizing Delivery and
Operating Costs in Depot Location
6. Laporte, Y. Hobart, Ecole des Hautes
Etudes Commerciales. Montreal. Canada

The problem of locating a single depot mng n points is
consi'dered.
The objecti've is to minimize rm sum of depot
operating c‘ost and delivery cost.
The best depot location
is fomd bv. was of an exact algorithm that determines
s‘imultmeously both the hat depot location and tlie associated optiml deliveq routes.
A global integer programmng formulation of cm problem is given.‘ tm mdel is
solved by relax ing mst of its constra'ints and by introducing them only h'hen they are violated.
M versions of
rm algorithm have Men applied successfully to random problems ranging from 20 to 50 points.
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Variations on a Theme of Weber - 1. Theorems
P. Hanson, Faculte Universitaire Catholique de
Mons, Mons. Belgium
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Integer Rounding for Polymatroid and Branching
Optimization Problems
8. Baum, Bell Laboratories. Holmdel, N.J., U.S.A.
LE. Trotter, Universitat Bonn. Bonn, West
Germany
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Given a matroid and a partition of its elements into pairs,
w wuld like to find the maximum numMr of [Mn pairs
whose union is in the matroid.
This problem, proposed by
EdmndsmdLawler,hasmnyinterestingspecialcasesand
applications, like the matroid '1ntersection problem and
the matching problem.
he min results presented in this
(1)
Even algorithm which solves the matmid
talk are.‘
matching problem for every mtroid has exponential rmning
tim in the worse case,‘
(2)
If the matroid is given by
tlie colums of a mtrix, then there is a polWOMal-Mmded (1lgoritMto solve it (although the ewonent is aMut
(3)
Again
10, so the algorithm is too slow in practice).
if tlte matroid is given by the colums of a mtrix, then
there is an algorithm involving random steps, which gives
the correct answer with probability arbitrarily close to
l fast (in 0(n3) simple ariCMetic operations).

and

one

i'ntersection
S

and by the

5‘,

reduced in

the

Euclidean and

rectilinear cases.

were mtrix M _>0 and vector w _> 0 MVe ratioml entries,
define r*(w) —- mx(l-y.‘
yM <_ w, y >_ 0}, z*(w) —- mx(l-y.‘
yM _< w, y _>0, y integral). %Inteer
—dom holds for
M if, for all integral w >_0,
r*(w)
(w).
Smilarly,
when rr*(w)1 -— 2*(w) for all integral w >_ 0, where r*(w) I
minU-y: yM_>w, y _> 0}, 2*(w) = min{1-y:
yM _>w, y _> O,
y integral}, #inteer
round—u holds for M.
The integer
round-dew and round-up properties are sham to hold for
certain mtrices related to integral polmtroids md
branchings in directed graphs.
In particular, a "covering"
amlogue for Hmonds' theorem concerning edge-disjoint
packings of rooted branchings is given, and polmtroid
generalizations of combinatorial min-mx and mx-min
theorem for mtroids (involving integer rounding) are
developed.
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Variations on a Theme of Weber - 2. Algorithms
D. Posters, Universite Catholique de Louvain.
Louvain, Belgium

The smle Weber problem consists in locating one facility
with respect to fixed supply and demand points in order to
minmize the total transportation cost. An efficient
algoritm is proposed to solve this problm when transpor—
tation costs are given by convex functions of the distance
covered and in the case ere the set of possibl
locations
for the facility is limited to son regions of R .
An
algorithm is also presented for the case where the trans—
portation coats are non-decreasing with tm distance but
not necessarily convex.
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On the Number of Complementary Bases in a
Matroid
J. Fonlupt, Universite de Grenoble. Grenoble.
France

Let

be a mtroid having elements labelled by.’

M=(E,F)

E = (a1, a 2.
Suppose that 80 ‘-

{al,

.,
a2,

an, 51. 32.
.. .,

an)

Sn).

is a basis of M

A basis of Al is called a %¢om
lemntarbasis if it contains
one elemnt of each pair
ai,al
1 Si sn.
M will be called irreducible if for any set
. ... ,6

{611.81

2
_ '31
(at

} C (a1,a 2,..

— ) ¢ c 1oaure
,al

I.

1
2
Suppose that M

1k

is

k
irreducible.

.,a)
n
(all, a

i

2

Suppose at least that
M—— (E,F)
exactly a mtroids (oz 1)

is the direct am of

= 2° M.
r—l‘

Ui'th these conditions the following result will be
established.
“2 number of complementary bases of M is at least equal
to nio.
Moreover this bound is the best possible.
“is gl'ves a positive answer to the conjecture of D.J.
KLEImN on [h’L number of %comlementar
trees in a graph.
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Leontief Substitution Systems and Matroid
Complexes
J.8. Provan, SUNY. Stony Brook. N.Y., U.S.A.
L.J. Blllorl. Cornell University. Ithaca. N.Y.,
U.S.A.

A pre-Leontief substitution system is the collection of
nonnegative variables x satisfying Ax = h, where b is a
nonnegative vector and A is a mtrix containing at most one
positive element in each colum.
He investigate the face
structure of a pre-Leontief substitution 'y'stem whose
underlying polyhedron is simle.
A characterization of
such a polyhedron is given for the bounded case (called a
totally pre—Leontief substitution systm by Dantzig and
Veinott), and it is sham that the dml simplicial complex
always comrises tm independent sets of a mtroid.
The
nmber of such (isomorphically different) polyhedra is
given, as a function of the dimnsion and the number of
facets.
Conversely, a characterization is given for the
class of mtroids whose independent sets form the dual
comlex to a polyhedron. and it is show tut this poly—
hedron can always be chosen to be a (not necessarily boun—
ded) pre—Leontief substitution system.
The umber of such
mtroids is also given, as a function of the rmk and the
cardimlity of cm base set.
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Some Remarks Concerning Combinatorial
Optimization Problems
MAN. P-dborg, City University of New York.
New York. N.Y., U.S.A.

Abstract not available
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Path Following in Fixed Points and Solutions
W.I. Z-ngwlll, University of Chicago, Chicago.
Il.. U.S.A.

naditiomlly, mch work m the fixed point and eqmtim
solutiw field has hem done via Iiwlices. triangulations,
and piecewiee liuar approxmtionl.
A new book by C.B.
Garcia .m wlelf. m in draft fem, suggests an approach
by plth follwing. the path bemg a differential cuwe.
min on approach is cmceptully easier, mre elegant and
yields mre pwerful results. me two approaches will be

compared and one recent results Imnrized.
For exmle,
an algoritm which combines ideas from Mth approaches will
be presented.
his algoritm, the flex-eimplicial, cmvergee by a different theoretical process than previously',
that in. it does not utilize a cmplmenterity argment at
all.
mreover, the contrast bemeen ampliciel and differential equation techniques is clarified by the path follwing approach.
Plus greater orientation infomtion is
obtained.
meae and other obaewntions about the path
followiu methodology in the book will be presented.
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A Constructive Proof of Tucker's Combinatorial
Lemma
M.J. Todd, Cornell University. Ithaca. N.Y., U.S.A.

Tucker's cmbinatorial 1m is concemed with certain
labellings of the verticea of a triangulation of the n-ball.
It can be used as a basis for the proof of antipodal fixed—
point theorma in the same n'ay tMt Sperner's 1m yields
Brouwer's theora.
Here we give a constructive proof, which
thereby yields algoritMa for antipodal fmed-point problms
Mr method is based on an algoritm of Reiser.
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Monotone Complementarity Problems
L. Melindon, University of Illinois. Urbana. IL.
U.S.A.

A nmber of results are presented for a broad class of
nonlinear cmplmentarity problma. mely, those problem
me only
involving a mxml monotone multifunction.
asswption is tht the imge of the positive ortMnt mder
me
the multifunction intersects the positive orthant.
solution set is then nonmpty cmpact conva, and a certain parametrized class of approximate complmentarity
problms possesses unique solutions.
Varyiw the permeters enables one to specify uniquely natural trajectories
These trajec—
of solutions to these approximte problms.
tories are both continuous and 'honotone" in the parameters,
and when the original problw is nondegenerate they converge to sme particular solution (even thouh there may
in general be any solutions).
This lmiting solution is
characterized in tens of its additioml special properties.
The mture of the convergence is analyzed in detail.
and the results suggest tht nmerical approaches based
on the theory may not be unreasouble.
Stability and
generic properties are also developed.
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A Unification and Generalization of the Eaves and
Kojima Fixed Point Representations of the
Complementarity Problem
s-c. Fang, E.L. Peterson, Northwestern
University. Evanston. IL. U.S.A.

Although the mppings used in the Eaves and Kojim fixed
point representations appear to be different, this paper

ohms that they are essentially the em —— a unification
that is accomplished via a geometric progrming argmnt
in the mre general setting of the "geomtrlc complemntarity problem“.
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Graphs Related to the Fixed Point Algorithms
L. Filus, Central School of Planning and Statistics.
Warsaw, Poland
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A Stability Concept of 0-1 Programming Problems
and its Implications
M.J. Magazine. University of Waterloo,
Waterloo, Canada
0. Oguz, Middle East Technical University, Ankara.
Turkey

A stability concept for 0-1 multiple knapsack problms is
me concept measures those subsets of varmbles
intrwuced.
which can be fixed at their current values in some optmal
solution, extending the reduction cmcepts of single variables.
The implications of stability on the cmputational
difficulty of enmeration techniques is discussed along
with its use in improving the perfomnce bounds of
approximation algoritMs.

We treat the fixed point algorithms of H. Scarf, H.w.
Kuhn, "the homotopy method" and "the sandwich method" as
the procedures to obtain fi'nite sequonc‘cs of almst cor
plete/w’ith respect to some label funct ion/sets whir h ends
up wi‘th a complete set in some family P of sets.
In thi‘s way we can look at the various procedures used in
those algor'lthms as at a property of the repla‘cement relation defx'ned on the family P.
mx.s relation is s~ymetri'c and i'rreflexive which makes it possible to treat
members of P as vertices of some non—oriented graph and
the replacement relati‘on as the set of arcs of tlie graph.
In this L'a,\' we are able not on1_v to t~'.itain the results
which can be used in proofs of generalization of theorems
on sequences of sets appol'nted by the algori'thms mentioned
above, but also to .1nswer some graphtheoretir questions.
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An Algorithm for Solving Bilinear Knapsack Problems
H. Konno, University of Tsukuba. Tsukuba. Japan

Thi's paper introduces 0-l bilinear hapsack problems (BK)
and proposes a finitely' convergent cutting plane algoritm
for solving them. (BK) is a special type of integer quadrati'c programing problem to be defined below.‘
m
n
m
n
mimize
Z
cixi *
L“
djyj + Z
Z
cijxiyJ
1-1
j'-1
i=1 j-l
subject to

i -_ l,...,m.

n
j_—Zl bjyj

j-l,...,n.

, b0, yj

- 0 or 1,

i

l

l

< a0, x1. —_ 0 or 1,
iszl 81x1 ,

ere 31's and bj's are positive 1'ntegers and ci's, dj's
are integers. His problem Ms applications in bipartl'te
mtching problems, cuttmg stock problems, multi'-attribute
utility amlysis to name only a few. The min purpose of
this paper is to develop a finitely convergent cutting
plane algorithm which parallels the one proposed for bi—
linur-linear programing problems by the present author.
He show tht we have to solve a sequence of knapsack problems and 0-1 integer programs to obtain local mxim,but
that we do not haV‘C to generaL’e expensive cuts to guarantee finite convergence. We will show in addition, tliat an
efficient dWMC programing algoritm can be constructed
if m and c
'0 for ifj. Computational results will also
be reported.
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On the Collapsing O-l Knapsack Problem
D. Fayard, |.U.T. Orsay. Orsay. France
6. Plateau, Universite de Lille I. Villeneuve
d'Ascq, France

“is non-linear 0-1 knapsack problem ~denoted by (P)(the rimt-handside of the constraint is a mnotone nonincreasing function of the sum of the variables) is solved
by using a branch and bound algorithm which starts wi'th an
efficl'ent reductl‘on phase‘, it includes
—the detemination of lower and upper bounds for the SW
of the n variables (the four assoc'iated methods which do
not need any systemtx’c data sorting algorl'thm, have a
time complexity 0(n))
—the construction of a convex hull of points in Z x 2
which allows the i‘ntroduction of two types of linearized
O-l knapsack problems.‘
(i) the lower one leads to greedy algorithm for a lower
bound for v(P) (optiml value of (P))
(ii)the solving of the relaxation —complexity 0(n)- of
the upper one gi'ves an upper bound for v(P) and leads
to the (1 x1'ng of variables by using a reduction scheme
based on lagrangean relaxations and constra’inrs ag—
gregations.
htensive computational results terminate the comunicat—
ion.
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Probabilistic Analysis of the Knapsack Problem
6. d'Atrl, Universite de Pan's VI. Paris. France
c. Puoch. Universite R. Descartes. Paris. France

This paper deals Mth the knapsack problem mder probabilistic assuwtions aMut the values of cufficients.
By the "hapsack Problem" (KP) w mm the selection of a
subset of n couples (weight-.profit) m order to admire
total profit, without exceeding a given capacity.
We analyze) the probabilistic beluaviour of som algoritMs
based on the following basic steps'.
1- obtain the greedy
solution.
2— improve tlte greedy solution by adjoining one
further couple.
3—' reduce the size of tlie pmblem by 18grangL-an tt>cmlque‘s.
4- perform a partial enumrstion of
the reduc‘ed problem solutions.
We mﬂk‘c three different probabilistic assumptions, all con—
sidering uniform distribution on an integer interval
(d,..,C) for the cot-fficients md on (l.....,nC) for the
t'npsrity’.
u- wights. proportional to profits‘ and d‘l.‘

c- wiglits and
b- nights md pmfits mﬁpendent, $1.pmfits mdependent, drl.
Mn, w study tm- distribution of the absolute error of
tm wlutions givotn by the greedy algorithm md by the liFrom this we derinear tim algorithm A (steps 1 and 2).
ve that A almst slirely finds m optiml solution to (KP)
VMn C is cms‘tsnt.
Further, w show that algorithms (based on steps 1,2,3 and
A) exist wlving (KP) almst surely in tin 0(n1‘a'C), for
any a greater than 0.
hat of tm results are not only asmptotic but precisL'
evalmtions of probabilities,' m, our analysis explains
the behaviour of real algorithms on usual test problems
uud for perfomnce evaluations.
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On Multiconstrained Knapsack Problem
Y.P. Anojn, V. Ago-null. K.P.K. N-Ir.
University of New Brunswick. Fredericton, Canada

miticonsrrained knapsack problem is of considerable
interest in mthemtical programing besides the fact that
it Ms several interesting applications.
In a recent work
a mdifled branch and bound technique has been provided for
mlving this problem.
In this paper first it is show
that the problm is equivalent to shortest chain subject
several additioml linear constraints, and incidentally
this proves the W - comleteness of the latter problem.
Then a labelling scheme developed by the authors for
solving the multiconstrained shortest cmin problm is
utilised for tm mlticonatrsined Mspsack problem.
Cmutatioml emeriences are included.
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Optimal Location of Files and Programs in Computer
Networks
P. Corr-rod, G. Gallo, Universita di Pisa. Pisa.
Italy

The problem of Wtiml Location of Files and Programs in
Computer Networks can be stated as follows.
Given 6 Computer Network with a certain number of nodes (Computer
facilities), and a certain number of files and programs,
decide how mny copies of each file and program MVe to be
Files are
stored in the system, and where to locate them.
accessed by the users through programs.
The traffic requirement from each nwe to each pair program/file, is
Me
given.
The comunicntion and storage costs are knom.
objective is to minimi7.e the total cost of the system.
A linear Binary Programing model of the problem is formu—
lstedI in which two different types of traffic are enlicThe
itely considered'.
query traffic and update traffic.
query traffic corresponds to transactions from an user to
one copy of a given file via one copy of a given program.
The update traffic corresponds to transactions from an user
to all the copies of a given file via one or more copies of
a given program.
We problem is decowosed into a Master Problem and a cer—
tain number of Subprahlems, where the Subproblem are very
easy network flow problems.
The hater Problem is relaxed
into a nonlinear (convex) network flow problem, which is
solved through a priml type procedure.
A generalized Benders decomositim approach is used in
order to find a suboptimal solution to the problem.
The
procedure also yields a lowr bound for the optml value
of the objective function.
The results of some comutational emeriments are illustra—
ted.
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Reducing Micro-Data Files by Optimization or by
Stratified Sampling
J.M. Mulvoy, Princeton University. Princeton.
N.J., U.S.A.

his report considers the probl-—-: of constmcting microdata files tut portray an accurate imge of a very large
populatim database, such as the wpulation of taxpayers
in the U.S., without all of the atmic details for each
iwividual record.
me prmn goal is building a cmputerized file urge enough to capture the basic structure
of the popuhtion so tut accurate policy analyses involvim this data can be conducted, but mall enough for prac—
tical considerations.
his problem is called micro-data
file reduction.
me typical mthods for generating micro-data files are
varnnts of stratified smpling.
Herein, an altermtive
approach is described using a deteministic optmization
mMel.
M an objective. the optimization model minmizes
the ins of infomtion between the population and the
micro-data file,‘ a mthmtical objective function is defined to achieve this goal.
Although the resulting model
is very large indeed, an efficient discrete algoritm
um as subgradient optmization is presented for solving
problme of this sort.
In an investigation of the 1975
Statistics of lncme File, it is show that the optmiza—
tion approach depicts the origiml data more closely and
with few records than the smpling approach.
he results
of these expermenta are prwided.

Multiprocessor Scheduling Using a Directed Acyclic
Graph and a Shortest Path Algorithm
0.0. Price, Stephen F. Austin State University.
Nacogdoches, Tx., U.S.A.

The problem of assigning computer progrm modules to functionally smilar processors in a distributed cowuter net—
The modules of a program mst be
work is investigated.
assignm amng processors in such a way as to minimize
interprocessor comunication while taking advantage of
affinities of certain mwules to particular processors.
“is problem is formulated as a zero-one quadratic programing problem, but is mre conveniently mweled using a
directed acyclic search graph.
The model is developed and
a backward shortest path algoritm is described which pro—
duces an assignmmt.
The problem has been show to be W—complete, and therefore
approxmte solutions are considered acceptable.
Wn the
search graph exhibits certain identifiable structural properties, tm labeling algorithm is gwranteed to produce
an optiml assignment.
No alternative approaclies to the solution of this scheduling problm are suggested.
A non-backtracking branchand~bound heuristic procedure, usmg a local neighborhood
search at each stage, is described which searches only
selected portions of the graph and generally yields a
suboptiml assigment.
An Iterative procedure is defined
md a fixed point theorem is proved which guarantees convergence for this method.
.
Fimlly, an analysis of the computational complexity of
these slgoritMs is givenI and results of performnce ex~
periments are reported.
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input s_|xct‘ifit‘ations.
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Tlllb‘ llﬂpi‘r ditsrcuasos tltc possibility of extending som of
tltv L‘k‘tlllllqu‘t:‘ ltf Matlicma tic al Programing to the case
th’n \tno dt'.I'ls witll ra'ndom functions.
Tllt‘ tile.k [ll hi‘ p‘trformttd by [ilL‘ proposed algorithms is
tlitlt )(l dt-t-tmining lo<‘.11 optima of the expected value of
[llL‘ ra'itdom functitrn in qutitstion.
no iterations are pro—
dur“nd '~.til-tl') (in tllc grounds of random observations of the
{llni‘Lliill ilitd/or its random gradient.
The proposed proce(lllrl‘“» ‘tRCllllllRtll .1 (‘Ompfomls‘t betwet-n the ideas of StocMS—
lli‘ A)|\|r«xxlm.-Ition and [l|0§.‘t of tho classi'cal Mthemtical
l’rng-r.i‘mlng.
A.s‘ oppos.‘tid to dt‘tcrministic techniques, the
ixrt~u.'tnt mittlioditlogy produces random s-cquences of mini—
mizitrs. in illirilm'tt~cr .spncc.
ﬁe present work is based
uptin tllo ldL‘ﬂ of Algoritlim mdcl of Polak and its stachastit» ‘iilllnt‘lrpilrt urn Kusllnt'r.
ﬁle algoritlims have been
mtiv.|-tt~d m1inly by problems arising in Discrete Time
Optimal Control Jacobson a Mayne.
It is proved that the
llfndllced r.1ndom sequence converges with probability one
ti) the desirable set (where necessary conditions for
xtptimnllty hold).

Programming Techniques SuppOrtive of Better
Communication Between the User and the Analyst in
the Construction of Computerized Models
D.l\l|. Homo. Banister Continental Ltd.. Edmonton.
Canada

Monte Carlo Simulation of Optimization Algorithms
J.L. Farr-h, Universidad Nacional Autonoma de
Mexico. Mexico. Mexico
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Creating Optimal Composite Microdata Files with
Large—Scale Mathematical Programming
R.S. Barr, Southern Methodist University. Dallas.
Tx., U.S.A.
J.S. Turner, Oklahoma State University.
Stillwater, Okt, U.S.A.
This paper will describe the results of over four years of
research. developmnt, implemntation, and use of a system
whi'ch will optimlly merge michata files.
The merge
process requires solving transportation problems with up
to 50,000 constraints and 60 million variables, and is now
being performed on a production basis.
The resultant
statistical data files fuel U.S. tax policy evaluation
models which are used today for design and analysis of
Federal legislation.
Computational experience with this
pioneering optimization software will be described as will
empirical research into the statistical distortions caused
by suboptimization.
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Average Costs Denumerable State Semi-Markov
Decision Problems with Unbounded Costs.
Recurrence Conditions and Optimality Results
H.c. lemo, Free University. Amsterdam. The
Netherlands

Duality in Chance Constrained Programming
LC. Maclean, Da|h0usie University. Halifax,
Canada

ﬁis paper focuses on the fomulation of a dmlity theow
for cMnce cmstrained progrming models. In the approach
here. a chance constrained model is taken as a #disunction
of stochastic convex programing problems.
Each of these
sub-problems has a well defined dual problem.
mese latter
problems are used to define a dml problem to the chance
constrained problem as a c+onunction of convex progrmiu
problems.
“is conjunctive dual is then represented in
the chance constrained fomat. Applications to price
theory in mthmatical models of economic growth are considered.
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Stochastic Approximation Minimization Procedures
with Dependent Disturbances
P.J. Snblowskl, Technical University of
Warsaw, Warsaw. Poland

At first

sequence of functions

We consider an average coatl denmerable state smi-mrkov
decision mwel with cmpact metric action aeta where the one—
atep coats are unbounded.
He first discuss a nmber of
recurrence conditions on the underlying act of denmarabla
mrkw matrices.
For the unichained case we establish a
rather cmplete theory for the average coats optmality
eqution and the existence of an optmal stationary policy.

Let (n,

the followim problm is consider“.

be a given probability space.
such

Let F

II

that ﬂckk.
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randm

variable.
The convergence properties of the folloﬂng procedure
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- 1, 4n unc
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are discussed.

(1)
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is shm tut if (1)

converges than it cmverges to
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Hence in particular if
then procedure
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¥ E F (X ,u) - 0
n
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a

(1) would converge

of the functions

(l —

- 0 s.s)(2)

to

a.s.

unique cmon zero

(4) A class of service policies which reduce the value
of the loss function in comparison with the boundfrm (l) and (2).
This class is obtained {rm a
special representation of the loss function under
any stationary policy.
The representation is found
by using the tecllnique used in Uimov (1974) for a
single sewer station.
(5) A practical method of reducing the loss function and
finding the sewice policy using the class given in
(4) and simulation. is given and progrmed for comAlso sme examples of cmputer models
puter use.
are given.

Gn(x) - EFn(X,u) and sequence

{FD(X, w)-Gn(x)) would represent measurements cormpting
disturbances.
at

Condition in

(2) states that noise (at least

the point X0) must satisfy sort

of generalized strong

law of large nwhers.
After recalling results concerning other conditions which
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Entropy in Linear Programs
s. Erlandor, Linkoping Institute of Technology.
Linkoping. Sweden

must be satisfied by the functions (Fn(x,w)) new results
concerning the

following problems are presented.

sequence at rsndm variables

(Yn), what are

Given a

the possible

sequences (oi) for which we have
{oi 1er1 / [oi

~-—-—>

o.a.s.

(3)

(Thus that problm concerns proper choice of coefficients
(uni

in

(1)).

x1. = exp((BT a}. _ c! )/n) , n > 0

Given sequence (on) what conditions must be imposed on the
sequence of r. vectors

(Yn} in order to satisfy

(3).

tums out that not only sequences of independent,
or stronglv, stationary rsndm vectors satisfy (3).
imposed on Yn are upressed in

It

to stochastic minimization problm

mn ch

constramed linear program

subject to

AX '— b,
— x log x _> H0.

Conditions

tens of variance and mutual

hat part of the paper concerns applications of

to the entropy

uncorrelated

covariance mtrices.

theory

F,ntropy constrained linear program have applications in
transportation plmning (the gravity mdel) and picture
moonstruction.
mnditions are given for the existence of
solutions of tm fom

Nemon's method is used to derive an iterative ﬂgorithm
(or obtaining solutions to the problem above.

the developed

i.e. to generali—

zations of Kiefer—WolfMtz-like stochastic approxmation
procedures.
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Service Policies in a Queueing Network with
Exponential Service Stations
2. Rosborg, CORE. Louvain-Ia-Neuve. Belgium

we consider a queueing network systm of the type appearing
for emple in Jackson (1963) and Baskett et al. (1975).
with different classes of custmers.
No underlying service
policy is seamed and the mean cost of the system per unit
tme is chosen to be the loss function.
in queueim network systms, statiomry probability distributions of the multiplicative fem under certain sewice
policies and their insensitivity property MVe been investigatw.
waer, no work has been done as yet for finding
optmsl or good policies in queueing networks. although
an extensive study of this question has been carried out for
a single server station.
The am of this paper is to study
The problem
this question for s queueing network systm.
of selecting a good sewice policy arises especially in
queueing network models for cmputer systms.
me following results of the atMy will be presented'.
No lwet bounds for the loss function under any
(1)
stationary sewice policy.
(2)
An upper bound for the loss function under the optiml
sewice policy.
A heuristic aewice policy mich is found to be a good
(3)
one in awe nmerical exmples.
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Extremal Programming and the Principal-Agent
Problem
G.J. Koohler, A.B. Whinston, Purdue
University, Lafayette, In., USA.

A class of problems hem as principal-agent problems is
currently receiving considerable attention in the econoMc.
financial, md public policy areas. In such problems, a
principal gives up his decision mking privileges to an
agent. The agent acts to maximize his om expected utility.
Howver. a sMring schedule of the output is detemined by
the principal in advance. The schedule is called a contract. The contract is chosen with the agent's actions
anticipated. Variants of the problem arise due to infomti'on lthations. While several qualitative properties of
solutions to principal-agent problems are know, relatively little has been done on actually solving such problems.
In this talk we present an extreml value optimization
algorithm for solving a broad class of multi-period prin—
cipal—agent problems. The procedure is also applicable to
certain hierarcl|ical stochastic control problems and some
related controlled input-output problems.
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The optiml allocation problem (APC) considered is to minimize a strictly convex cost function subject to a total
resource constraint and an upper and lower bound constraint
for each resource.
Apply'ing tile Lagrange relaxation method, we can derive the
dual function associated with the APC and an equation which
the optiml dual variable must satisfy.
Then we discuss
some properties of the equation and perform the sensitivity
analysis wi'th respect to the upper and lower bounds on the
variables.
Finally, we propose three algorithms for solving the derived equation and show sme computational re—
sults for the AFC where cost functions are quadratic.
These results reveal the effectiveness of the algorithm.

Recently, Frumkin pointed out tMt none of the well-know
algoritMs that transfom an integer Mtrix into Smith or
Hermite norml form is how to be polmomially bounded in
its running time.
In fact, Blankinship noticed - as an
empirical fact — cm: intermediate numbers my become
quite large during standard calculations of these canonical
forms.
Here we present new algoritMs in which both the
number of algebraic operations and the number of (binary)
digits of all intermediate nmbers are bounded by polynomials in the length of the input data (assumed to be
encoded in binary).
These algorithms also find the multiplier-matrices K, U' and K' such that AK and U'AK' are the
This
Hermite and Smith norml forms of the gi'ven mtrix A.
provides the first proof that multipliers with small
enough entries exist.

A Study on an Optimal Allocation Problem Having a
Strictly Convex Cost Function
A. Ouchi. I. Kaji. Hokkaido University, Sapporo.
Japan
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Sylvester's Minimum Circle Problem Revisited
D.w. Hoarn. J. Jesunathadao, University
of Florida. Gainesville, FL, U.S.A.
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A Limiting lnfisup Theorem
C.E. Blair, R.J. Duffin, Carnegie-Mellon
University, Pittsburgh. Pa.. U.S.A.
R.G. Jeroslow, Georgia Institute of Technology.
Atlanta, Ga, U.S.A.
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Let U * A = L, with U upper and L lower triangular arrays
of order N. AlgoritMS are presented that use A and U as
input to cmpute the matrix-vector products A‘1 * b and
bT * A“1 with N2 multi lications and additions.
Array U
can be cmputed Mth N
/ 3 multiplications with a techni—
que that avoids the cmputation of L.
Standard Gaussian Elimination smultaneously computes U
and L as follows.‘ start with I * A - A. where I is the
identity matrix-, perfom identical linear cmbinations
of rows on I and on the right-hand side array A,‘ gradually
At an intemediate stage,
transfom I into U and A into L.
where A has not yet been fully triangularized. we have
L' * A - U'.
L' and 0' represent one of the pairs of
arrays present before perfoming each linear cmbination
of rows.
We only need two elmenta of L' to cmpute
each linear cmbination of rows of U', nmely the element
to be zeroed and the diagonal elment on the same colm.
Cmpute thm with a scalar product of the appropriate row
of U' and calm of A.‘
Hence none of the intemediate
arrays L' are aplicitly needed.
I propose calling the
technique "IWLICIT GAUSSIAN ELImMTION".
he aritMetic perfumed duriw an Implicit Russian
Triangularization has a nice gemetric interpretation,
similar in character to a Simplex Method search.
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Inverse Matrix Representation with One Triangular
Array
S. Ursic, Madison. Wi., U.S.A.
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Polynomial Algorithms for Computing the Smith and
Hermite Normal Forms of an Integer Matrix
A. Bachem, Universitat Bonn. Bonn, West
Germany
B. Kannan, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.. U.S.A.
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Invariance and the Product of the Eigenvalues
J. Don-to. Syracuse, N.Y.. U.S.A.

of the

is finite-dimensional.

In economic and econometric theories, the mvariances are
based on the sum of tlie ei'genvalues.
Both theories incorporatt) surf aces into their foundations.
This suggests that

the Fmdamntal Theomm of Surfaces be pre‘sented.
Following url Gauss's mrk of 1827
the First and Se‘tcnd Fun—
damntal Foms wi‘th their correspondi’ng coefficients are
outl'ined.
Quss's march for the invari'mce lead liim to
consl der (1) the sum of two eigenvalues (the mm ‘Lun'ature of the surfac>t) and (2) clue product of two eigenvalues (the Gaussian c~urvatum of tlie surface ).
Gauss con~
cludes that the 1'nvar1 ant property is determined by the
product of tl1e ei'genvalues,‘ Cll‘L mus‘s‘ian c‘urvature is invarimt mdtrr arbi’trar\_r 1'sometri'c‘ deformti on of a- curved
surface.
Economic. and economtric theories JI‘L rcfomulated in
terms of the) Qussim curvature.
The variational principle i‘s. ripplied to an ar‘c length, tlue sluortest cuwe (geo—
desic) betwen two points on a ‘surfaf‘r.
b a example an economiL‘ mdel i.s prix.sented.
The space
coordinarerrs in dollars represents the microe‘conomic unit's
wealth.
The c‘uwaturt‘ of the Inni't'rs \ltility surf ace d‘L<.—
crl'bes the clconoml'c lnteracti'on.
Slippliers (and dcrmanderrs
of walth perform a transformt'ion pro‘ces‘s in various coordi'nate ‘sy‘stems‘.
The geomtric—e‘ronomit‘ r‘ts_ult is that
the Gaussian curvature reflects the interes‘t rate of the
econom lL‘ system.
In economtric tlieor\V' the quadratic {cm is written a.s the
sum of squares b\" the applicati on of som ortliogonal tran.sfomat'ion where the eigenvalues ar>¢ _summ‘d.
The geomtric
i'nfluence 1's suppressed.
In the new formulation the geomtric‘ influence is clearly
cons'idered.
me data points are L‘Xisting on a surface,'
the') are "co-variant" in a differe,nti‘.1l geomtri‘c view.
We "co-vari'ant" matri'x is a function of the space coordi—
nates.
The d1'.sper.si'on of the data poi'nt.s reflects the existance of the C.aussian crirvature.
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Size of Intermediate Numbers in Certain Numerical
Computations
R. Kant-an, Cornell University. Ithaca, N.Y.. USA.
A. Bachem, Universitat Bonn. Bonn, West
Germany
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Theorems of Alternative and Decomposition of
Convex and Nonconvex Programs
F. Gilnnessi, University of Pisa. Pisa. Italy

A thc’orem of alternative for nonlinear system is considered under general as‘sumptions both for the unknown and
for t‘he involved func.tion5.
Connections with duality and
som~r convrcxification aspects are discussed. Appl‘ications
to (vn\‘(.tor) extremum probllcms are briefly considered from
a general point‘ of View.
Particulrar *attention 'is then devoted to a class of quadratic and romrilementarity problems.
A decomposition approacll (ba'.sed on the prect‘ding theory) is defined, so that
tllc given problem is reduced to a finite sequence of eas'ler problems.
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Tangential Approximations in Abstract Multiplier
Rules
R.J. Gardner, D.H. Martin, NRI. Pretoria,
South Africa

Host abstract multiplier rules involve one or more notions
of convex tangenti'al approximnt to a set 1'n a linear
space, and
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On Tents and Other Notions of Tangential Conical
Approximants
6.6. Watkins. University of South Africa.
Pretoria. South Africa

After 1965 most attempts to {emulate and derive necessary
conditions for abstract optimization problem involved the
local approximtion of the constraint sets by convex cones,
so as to pemit the application of standard separation
theorem.
Mny such tangential conical approximnts occur in the
literature. mostly restricted to
R“, and in this paper

we present the full partial ordering by generality for the
following notions of tangential spproximnt.‘
internsl cone
[1m ] (Neustadt, 1965),' derived cone [DCl(Hestenes, l965),‘
linearisstion of the second kind [L2 ](Canon, Cullum and
Polsk, 1965).' first order convex approximtion [FCA]
(Neutsdt, l966),~ k-convex approximtion [CA ](Hslkin, 1970),
tent IT] (Boltyanskii, 1972); and local tent [L‘rl
(Boltyanskii, 197/4).
The partial ordering With we establish for sets in IRn
is as follws'.
‘ L2 ‘ LT
INT ' T ‘ DC ‘
FCA‘CA
where the notation A * B iwlies that if a convex cone K is
an approxmtion of type A then it is also an approximtion
of type B.
It is also show, by means of a series of comtez
eumples, that no implication holds which is not show,
or implied, above.
Furthemore all these notions coincide
for cones having non-empty interior.
An appraisal of existing multiplier rules will be given,
suggesting the overall superiority (in R“) of local tents.
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Sufficient Optimality Criteria in Nonlinear
Optimization
A. Capozzi, Universita degli Studi di Pisa. Pisa.
Italy
0. Rosina, Universita degli Studi di Bari, Bari, Italy

In this paper we consider tM problem of non-linear pro—
graming min (f(x).x c K) with K = {xcRn.g.(x) < O,
i-—l, ..., m}, where f‘.
Fn + R is non-linear and conti_nuously differentiable, and g '.
Rn * R(i—-l,...,m) are pseu~
doconvex and continuously differentiable.
We study the problem of generalizing the optimlity criteria of Kuhn—Tucker.
The work of Resins is extended to the
case of any non-linear objective function.
hving the above-mntioned assmtiona, in fact, we prove
a theorem which establishes sufficimt optimlity criteria
for a given point, which verifies Kuhn-Tucker conditions,
to be a solution of the given problm.
FurtMmre, we describe an efficient algorithm for the
detemination of the minimm of the function.
Then, we extend these results to a class of functions defined in infinite-dimnsioml spaces to resolve the problem
in continuous tm‘ programing for generalized convex func—
tions.
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A Linear Programming Algorithm for a Parallel
Processing Computer
B.L. Stulu, D.R. Landolt, Burroughs
Corporation. Radnor. Pa., U.S.A.

his paper presents an algorithm for solving large-scale
linear programing problms on the Burroughs Scientific
Processor - a cmputer with parallel processing architecture.
me unsuitability of the standard implemntatim of
the revised smplex method is indicated and a nw approach
is given.
me approach is a cmposite of old and nw methods
which are efficie.nt on the 35? despite an increase in the
Cmputational results with
mount of cmputation required.
an initml mplmentation of the algoritm on a cmventim
nal serial processor will be presented.
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An Equivalence Concept for Establishing Linear
Programs

w.n.s. Sutherland, Dalhousie University,
Halifax. Canada

here are nmerous exmles of problms which upon reformulation are solvable as linear progrms.
mic talk
presents a general concept of equivalent problm, essentially problems of similar type which have the same optimal
solution, and shows hw this equivalence concept detemines
a system of linear cmstraints.
The Simplex method can
then be seen as transfoming the original problm through
%en the linear objeca sequence of equivalent problms.
tive is based on ideas frm vector maimization, the smplex
method temimtes with a particularly smple equivalent
The
problm in which the aptmal solution is obvims.
optml assigment problm and the mrkwian dwmic programing problem are presented as enmples of this
approach.
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Peruse: An Interactive System for Mathematical
Programs
R.P. O'Neill, W. Kurator, Department of
Energy. Washington. DC. USA.

This paper describes cm design, implementation, testing,
and use of Peruse, an interactive software system for obtaining informtion frm mthemtical programs.
This system he been found useful for debugging applications of
mthemtical programing, quickly obtaining smll amounts
of pertinent informtion am auditing mdel content or
structure. We comnd syntax is described and eumples
are given. The mtrix-eolution data structure that com—
pactly stores the mtrix and mlution infomtim is presented.
Future enMncements are discussed.

Validity of Simulations: Optimal Simulation Lengths
for Means Computation by Various Algorithms
M. Becker, Universite de Paris, Paris, France

smulations compute temporal means of a large amber of
random variables in order to estimte their enacted
values.
So, simulations usually need the cmputations of
the means of large sequences of floating numbers.
The
limited precision of cm computer introduces errors, whose
propagation causes an important bias.
Two different cases are considered.’
computers using
truncated floating numbers and computers rounding off.
The bias due to the truncation errors, when computing the
mean of a sequence of floating variables, is calculated,
in two different ways.‘
a first approxmtion estimte is
given, then an exact derivation is mde.
An estimtion of the bias is given for tm rounding off
case.
A comparison between tm two cases is presented.
Various ways are considered tMt reduce the bias.
An example is given tMt fits the theory.
A precise calculation of the bias for various algoritMs
of means computations leads us to the notion of optiml
precision and of optiml simulation length.
It is proved
that wit
is wron
to assume tht the
recision is imrovin

vwhen
the simulation lenth la increasin.
The choic~e of a convenient algoritm and the choice

simulation lengtlx appear to be most important.

of the
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New Developments in Matrix / Report Generators
c.A. H-vorly, Haverly Systems Inc.. Denville,
N.J.. U.S.A.

It was also found tmt for properly fomulated problems
there exists a unique cost level within this range where
the mrginal preference with respect to calories is zero.
This cost level is called the cost of decent subsistence
and it can be found for preference mximlzed diet models
by parametric search.
Since the food preference function
parameters are derived from survey ratings, these rstmgs
becme indirect estimtes of the cost of decent subsistence via the nonlinear programing model.
Estimtes for
several populations in several applications are presented.
It appears that the cost of decent subsistence is very
sensitive to tastes, prices and dietary needs.

449
A nn‘u familv, of mstrix/repxyrt generators have been developed.
Th“y inr‘ludc- sv,stems. know as 0W1 and PDS.
Hey
'are based on opt'imizing c.0mpilor theory 1.nd usually exe—
L‘l\ft‘ l.1at~cr the n ."i3rlr.1ll or Pl./l.
nlcv. IIiavc m.any userorit‘ntn‘d l Llalur‘ts to f'ilcilitv.\tc‘ modr») bxlilding.
ﬂay also
utiliz‘r datu b.qsc approacll~rs to mnag‘t thr~ volminous data
frequt‘ntly r\‘quiri~d fltf large s‘cale marl: programing appli—
Lrlnguag>c details and some typical applications
cation‘
will be disruss‘ed.
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Principles of Apportionment
H.P. Young, IIASA. Laxenburg. Austria

Apportiomnt theory deals with the question.‘
HM: is the
best of way to allocate a given umber of indivisible enti—
ties proportionally to given fractional claims on the whole.7
As such it is closely related to integer spproximtion problm.
A particular application is the allocation of seats
in a legislature according to the populations of different
regions (or according to vote totals of different parties).
This talk suneys four basic fairness principles for apportiomnt‘.
unifomity, house mnotonicity, population
mnotonicity, and satisfying qwta.
He discus the interrelation beween these principles, and
the allocation procedures they imply.
In particular, it
will be shm that not all four properties can be satisfied
simultaneously, so that som cmpromise Mth principle mut
be ude.
Fortunately, the cmpromise is not too serious,
since there exists a mthod (first suggested by Daniel
Webster) which satisfies the first three principles absolutely. and satisfies qmta "almat all“ of the tme.
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Nonlinear Programming Estimation of the Cost of
Decent Subsistence
J.L. Ballntfy, University of Massachusetts.
Amherst. Ma., U.S.A.

Bperiuntal evidence suggests tut food preference is a
concave unmal function of eating frequency and conse—
quently preference mximized humn diets can be planned by
nonlinear programing.
me dual solution of such Mdels
owns the mrgiml preference with respect to the constraints applied and it was found in particular tht the
dui value of the cost constraint is positive within a
problm specific range of minimm and mximm cost levels.

Dynamic Water Quality Management Using Nonlinear
Ecological Models
V. Smears, S. Olivierl, CORE. Louvain-laNeuve, Belgium

Basin water qmlity managment has been investigated axtensively in the literature.
We uiating models are
usually based on the two follwing assmptions~.
(i)
the water quality indices are state variables of a
linear differential equation river model and (ii) the treatment plants are chosen so as to minimise the overall cost
of meeting the quality standards during low flw conditims.
In this paper we present a general mthmarical progrming
frmwork which deals with these two assumptions .' non
linear ecological models can be taken into account and
the varying operation of the treament plants is allwed.
he proposed method is based on a particularised version
of the Generalized Reduced Gradient Hethw and exploits
the special structure of the constraints of the problm.
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Menu Scheduling by Lagrangian Relaxation
J.K. Balintfy, University of Massachusetts.
Amherst. Ma., U.S.A.
P. Sinha, University of Georgia. Athens, Ga..
U.S.A.

krlier work has established that mnu planning can be
modeled as a nonlinear programing problem, whereas menu
scheduling is an integer programing problem in which
compatibility of itms between and within meals becomes an
additional criterion of optimization.
The approach to
scheduling presented in this paper uses tm dual values of
nutrient constraints for the planning problem to adjust
the objective coefficients of the scheduling problem.
The
scheduling problem is tMn solved by a sequence of multiple
choice integer programs altething with a sequence of
multiple choice knapsack problems.
Comutational results from an application m which a miniv
computer was used to solve all the mthamtical programs,
is reported.
The approach was successfully able to control
attributes sucl\ as nutrients that were incorporated in the
mMel through Lagrangian relaxation.
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Equi-Assigned Sequences and Explicit Solution of an
Integer Program. A Proposal for Generating and
Recognizing a Particular Language
A. Volpontoota, University of Pisa. Pisa, Italy

First of all the definition of equi—assignment of weights
to the vertices of a cycle in a graph is introduced.
Then,
the equi-assigned sequences are detemined by means of a
procedure based on the euclidean algorithm for finding the
greatest comon divisor of two nmbers.
By using these
results a set of optimal solutions of a particular integer
program is characterized and explicitily determined.
Fi—
nally, an application to the field of computer science with
the purpose of defining some recursive schemes for the
generation and the recomition of a particular language and
a generalization of the equi—assignment concept are briefly
discussed.
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A Review on Taha's General Algorithm
R.E. Compello, Furnas. Brazil
N. Maculan, Universidade Federal do Rio de
Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Tam's general algorithm to globally minimize well defined
concave functions over a convex polyhedron is reword.
The algorithm is basically a branch and bound procedure
which utilizes a cutting plane approach, based on Glover's
general theory for constructing legitimte cuts, to find
out the optiml solution to the problem.
It is briefly discussed the relationship between convexity
cuts and disjunctive cutting planes, described in a recent
paper on Disjunctive Programing by Bales.
Forml convergence proof as well as a complete nmerical
example to illustrate the algorithm are provided.
For the fixed charge problem it is suggested the inclusion
of an adjacent extreme point search to improve lower
bounds, which seems to be inexpensive and computationaly
attractive.
Computer results are also included indicating that the
proposed fixed chrge simplex algorithm is useful for
mderate sized fixed chrge problem.
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A Decomposition Method for Quadratic Fixed-Charge
Problems Applications to a Submarine Pipeline
Design Problem
F. Arcangoll, University of Verona. Verona. Italy
L. Pollogrlnl, University of Pisa. Pisa, Italy

First of all the classic (linear) fixed—cMrge problm is
considered and a decomosition solving procedure, based on
dml fathming, is defined.
me problm is reduced to a
finite sequence of linear programs.
Advantages and disadvantages of this approach with respect to existing ones
are discussed.
Then, such a decomosition method is generalized to the
case of a quadratic objective function and applied to the
optiml design of a pipeline freely reatmg on the seabed.
The decomposition procedure is animted in tems of the
engineering meanmg.
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Generating Facets in the Fourier-Motzkin Elimination
Method
LG. Roconberg, Universite de Montreal,
Montreal. Canada

The follwing problm arose in the study of certain embinatorial objects (intersection patterns, two smbol balanced
Given an
arrays and regular selfcomplmentsry graphs).
integer nX(k+2) matrix A describe the set
S

' (y E IN1 .' A(x,y)T Z 0 for sme x t lNk) (where IN
is
A
Thus
we
are
confronted
the set of nonnegative integers).
here not with a standard optmization problm but with a
harder task of detemining all values of parameters
y c III2
such that A(x,y)T Z 0 is solvable in nonnegative
integers.
First we relax the problem by dropping the
integrality constraint.
We Fourier-Hotzkin elmination
is then applicable but, as it is well know, the number
of inequalities becmes usually prohibitive after performing a few iterations.
Although a considerable nmber of
these may be indispensable, many inequalities obtained are
likely to be redundant.
Mr main contribution is a methw
which at each iteration
eliminates the superfluous
inequalities and thus keeps but the facets of the corresponding polyhedron.
The method is based on the monitoring
of the "ancestors" among the original inequalities.
We
have to consider only the inequalities possessing a fairly
restricted nmber of ancestors. To such an inequality we
assign a matrix whose rank provides a necessary and sufficient condition for the irredundancy of the inequality.
Although admittedly this procedure my be quite slow, it
provides a method for constructing the relaxation of S .
We conclude by modifying the algoritm for the discrete
case using Hilbert-Pressburger branching suggested by H.P.
Williams (J. Combinat.
Theory (A) _21, 118-123 (1976)).
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A Penalty Function Approach to Integer and Mixed
Integer Programming
P. O'Neill, University of Waterloo. Waterloo.
Canada

M exact penalty function is presented which, for a suf—
ficiently small value of the penalty parameter, has a global minimum coinciding with the (globally) optiml solution of a constrained integer or mixed integer programing
problem.
The constrained problem is required to have a
The penalty
continuous real—valued objective function.
function is piecewise continuous and differentiable.
Ways
of usmg this function to solve integer and mixed integer
programing problems are discussed.
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A Diophantine Method for Integer Programming
G.J. Turbay-Bernal, Drake University. Des
Moines. la., USA.

A double description approach is used in conjunction with
classical results of Hemite and Smith in the field of
integral matrices to develop a representation theorem
for all integer points in a regular polyhedral cone.
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A Nonconvex Problem in Optimal Location Theory:
Location with Forbidden Regions
L. Cooper, Southern Methodist University, Dallas.
Tx.. U.S.A.
LN. Kata, Washington University, Washington.
D. .. U.S.A.

The problem of optimally locating a single source using
an arbitrary i
iiorm. in the presence of one or mre circular forbiddeh regions is posed sntl cllarncterized Mitliemtically.
It is show to be a iionc‘onvex mthemnticnl program.
The optimal "paths" between the source and the des—
tinations are characterized by solving a variational problem.
An analysis’ is presented Ullli‘h results in n computa—
tional algorithm {or obtaining these distances, as well as
the optiml location of tll’L source.
Numerical results are
also presented.
C.eneralizations are also presented for
other shapes for the forbidden regions.
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Maximizing Submodular Set Functions: Formulations
and Analysrs of Algorithms
G.L. Nemhaueor, Cornell University. Ithaca,
N.Y., U.S.A.

L.A. Wolsey, University of Louvain. Louvain.
Belgium

We consider integer progrming fomulations of problems
tut involve the nsxmizstion of submodular functions. A
location problm and an integer quadratic program are
well—known special cases.
Ve give a constraint generation
algorithm and a branch-snd-bound algorithm that uses linear
These algorithms are familiar
programing relaxations.
ones ucept for their particular selections of starting
constraints, subproblems and partitioning rules.
The algo—
ritMs use greedy heuristics to produce feasible solutions.
The
which, in turn. are used to generate upper bounds.
novel features of the algoritMS are the performance
guarantees they provide on the ratio of lower to upper
bounds on the optimal value.

Efficient Algorithms for Locating Centers on Tree
Networks
R. Chandreeok-ran, A. Tamlr,
Northwestern University. Evanston, IL. USA.

We study discrete as well as continuous problems of local:ing L‘onLera on tree networks using the minmx distance
crit arion.
Polynriminlly boninded algorithms are presented.
The discrete models are nnalyZed and solved by a unified
npprouch, applying properties of rigid circuit graphs.
We
also prose nt n general duality result, relating these models where centers can be estnblished anywhere on the tree,
'to CllF. probl~tm of locating centers so as to mximize the
(linrnnco between the nearest pairs of centers.
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The k-Median Problem: Worst-Case and Probabilistic
Analysis
C.H. Papadlmltrlou, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Cambridge. Ma. USA.
0.8. Hochbaum, Carnegie-Mellon University,
Pittsburgh, Pa.. USA.
given n points on
The K-median problem is the following-.
the F.uclidean plane, select K of chm (the medians) so tht
the sum of tlie distances from each point to the closest
median is minimum.
We show that this problem is NP-conr
plate when K, as a function of n, grows as an. for all
0<c<l.
It is therefore unlikely tMt efficient slgoritMs
exist for the exact solution of the K-median problem for
this range of values of K.
In previous work on this problem Fisher and Hochbaum developed a polynomial—time "aggregation" heuristic which,
with probability l—o-(l), achieves solutions of relative
error 0(1), for K I 0(logn), when the points are uniformly
distributed in :m unit square.
We present two new heuristics for this problm.
One is a partition heuristic
similar to mrp's algorithm for the Euclidean traveling
sslesmn problem, and works for K - an, sum 0<u<l.
The
other is based on the "hexagonal cell" solution of the corresponding continuous location problen, and works for
essentially all the intermediate growths of K.
Nth algor—
itMs are polynomial-time bounded, and produce solutions
of arbitrarily amll relative error with prohbility arbitrarily close to l, as n increases.
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Pairwise Separable Programming
E.V. Denardo. G. Huborman, U.G.
Rothblum, Yale University, New Haven. Ct..
U.$.A.

As an illustration of our model, consider u bus line.
Suppose a cert'.!in numMr n of bus stops is IIIUL‘L‘d to miniOne
mize the total distance walked by the population.
might suspect that tlie mrginal Mneflt of L'lli‘ ntli bus
mic might also uual)’
(ct tlist
stop is nonin‘tr~raslng in n.
if one bus stop is removed and the remainder urc relocated
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Traffic Equilibrium and Variational Inequalities
S. Dafcrmoe, Brown University, Providence, R.l..
USA.

We discuss certain non—cooperative gum—type equilibrium
problems that cannot be reduced to convex optimization and

thus camot M wlved by mtheutical programng mtmds.
me imwrtmt can arises in tm general traffic equilibrim netwrk mdel where tM travel cost on each link of
the trmwortation netwrk my depend on the flow on this
as nll as other links of cm netmrk.
rm mdel has Men
desimed in order to hmdle situations where there is interaction Mtwen traffic on different links (e.g. tm—way
streets. inteructions) or Mtwen different mdes of
transportatim on the saw link.
TM trawl demands my
M fixed or elastic.
For this mdel, w use the teemiques of the theory of variational inequalities to establish existence of a traffic equilibrium pattem, to denim an algorithm for the construction of this pattem and
to deriw estimtes on cm speed of convergence of the algorithm.
He also consider by the same tecmique the case
of continuous distribution of traffic.
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Equilibria for Network Planning: A Survey
T.L. Magnentl. M.I.T.. Cambridge. Ma.. U.S.A.

Equilibrim conditions, reflecting physical laws or
behavioral assmptions about users, arise in a variety of
settius involvim networh—-transportation. cmunication,
water resource plannin, and specully separated econmic
mrkets. He reviw equilibrim mMels for selected of
these applications, discuss existence and uniqueness of
solutims, and smarize mthmtical progrming based
algoriths for cmputing equilibria.
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Continuum Approximation to Dense Networks and Its
Application to the Analysis of Urban Road Networks
A. Taguchl, M. Irl, University of Tokyo. Tokyo.
Japan

A cmtinm apprmmtion is proposed for problms of
flm in large and dense network, were uch point of
we cmtmum is chracterized by "capacity" and/or "d1atance/coat" mich are cmvu sets in the tangent space.
we problm of flws in cmtinm corruponding to various
problm of flm in netwru are fomlated in variatiml
fans, of mich mthmtical propertiu are investigated
and for with nmeriul algoritMs are derived by mean
of the finite-elmnt discretiutioa tecmique. A practical
procedure, based upon concepts frm integral gemetry, for
conatmctiu the continum mich apprumtes the origiul
nework is also proposed.
me effectivenua of the cmtinum approxmtion is tested
again: flw prwlua on uwsn raw networks of Metate
size. to get satisfactory results. he continum appraintim no any advantages wer the ordiury network mMel,~
e.g. (1)
It is usier to build frm the practical standIts solution helps us to
point of data uthering,' (ii)
mtuitively mdereum the global chracteristica of rad
aetworks,(iii) me mot of cmutatim dnl not depend
m the size of the otigiml network.
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Synthesizing Network Equilibrium and Design Models
for Location of Urban Activities
D.E. Boyce. University of Illinois. UrbanaChampaign, IL. U.S.A.
I..J. Lobl-nc, Southern Methodist University.
Dallas, Tx.. U.S.A.
Recent applications of nonlinear programing mthods ave
solved tM problem of assigning person trips to an urban
transportation network such [Mt the network equilibrim
condition of equal journey costs is met.
Extensions of
these models have incorporated the problems of destination
choice and modal choice into this equilibrim modelling
framework.
These mMels cm in turn be reinterpreted as
urban location models.
In this paper, the iwlications of anthesizing these
developments with No denim problems are examined.
The
first is to determine the location of urban activities so
as to mximize a benefit function.
The second is to determine tm capacity of each link so as to minmize travel
costs subject to a budget constraint.
me paper reviews
these developmnts and identifies limitations and requireunts for solution of the swtheaized models.
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A New Paradox in Wardrop's User Equilibrium
Assignment: How an Increase in Automobile Travel
Demand Will Produce a Decrease in Global Travel
Costs
C. Flak. Universite de Montreal, Montreal, Canada
8. Pallottlno, C.N.R.. Roma. Italy
me sensitivity of Hardrop's user equilibrim assignment
solution to cMnges in autombile travel demnd is investigated.
It is show that in a congested transportation
network for which link costs are non-decreasing functions
of the link flwa, an increase in the input flws my
lead to a decrease in com origin to destination travel
costs.
Furthemte this may also produce a decrease in
Another consequence of this
the global travel costs.
characteristic is that in a bimdal equilibriw assigment
origin to destination transit travel costs my be reduced
by increasing automobile travel.
me implications of these properties for a large scale
transportation network are exmined by considering the
effects of variations in input flows on the City of Hinnipeg network.
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Mathematical Optimization Versus Practical
Performance: 3 Case Study Based on the Maximum
Entropy Criterion in Medical Image Reconstruction
GJ‘. Herman, State University of New York at
Buffalo. Amherst, N.Y.. U.S.A.

Practical problem are often translated into problems of
mthemtical optimization by a process of abstraction.
simplification and assumtion making which leaves one to
wonder whether solving the mathemtical optimization problem will help us in any way with o'ur original practical
problem.
In any fields this is very difficult to
evaluate.
In this talk we pick a case study mtivated by a problem
in diawoatic mdicine.
A cross-section of the humn body
can be represented by a two dimnsionsl array X of numbers,
each describing the average value of com physical para—
mter in a smll area.
Using the attenuation of appropriate transmitted radiation through the body, systems of

linear equations can be set up. witli the components of X
as the unknoms.
It has been argued that the elemnt of
L‘hOl‘LE in the feasible S‘Lt should be the oncv whicli maximizes the "entropy"

-X
1, J

x

i]

in x
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Optimization in Data Analysis
P. Mlchaud, F. Marcotorchino, IBM
France Paris Scientific Centre, Paris, France

13'

since (ht) pictorial appearance of sucli an optimizer has‘ no
features not enforc‘td on it by tlie data.
W’L tzxamine the
validity of this argument by eva1u11ting tlie pL-rfomance of
mdic‘al personnel on images_ representing Cr035'-SL‘L‘tiOn.§ of
the humn ht~ad {ECODSEYUCE*Ld according to the mximum
entropy crit’Lrion as compared to oth>cr methods.
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Digital Image Restoration Using Quadratic
Programming
N.N. Abdelmalok, T. Kasvand, National
Research Council, Ottawa. Canada

The problem of digital imge restoration is considered by
obtaining an approximte solution to the Fredholm integral
equation of the first kind in two variable .
The system
of linear equations resulting from the discretization of
the Fredholm integral eqution is converted to a consistent
underdetemined system of linear equations. The problem
is then solved as a quadratic programing problem with
bounded variables, where the squre of the unknow vector
is minimized.
In this mthw minimum computer storage is
needed.
A comuter simulated emmle using a spatially
separable point spread function is given.
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Simulative Evaluation of Learning System
Identification Algorithms
H. Wotan", D.E. Scott, University of
Massachusetts, Amherst. Ma., USA.

Re Group hthod of Data Handling (MB) is an al—
goritm which attmpts to generate the underlying functioml
relatiouhip beween the vector of independent variables and
the dependent variable for a given set of input-output obSince its introduction, the ma
Ienations of a systa‘Ir.
has been implmnted mloying various heuristics involving
preprocessing of the data, partitioning of the data into
a training set and a checking set. varying the form of the
polWOMal to be wed in each node of the network and variou
intemute variable selection criteria.
In addition, any
revised MB algoritm have also been introduced.
In order to evalute the perfomance of uch such algorithm
and its associated heuristics qmntitatively, a generalized
evolution procedure is developed in which error, fmctional
dependency, data dependency and instability of the algoritm
are defined and computed.
antitative comparison of performnce amng the origiml MH, variations of the origiml
MK, and the authors' imrwed MK algoritm are mde.
Behtive perfomnce maurea amng algoritm obtained by
the procedure are verified through the application of algoritm ta enmle system identification problems.

In this ccmunication. we still cmsider
"The Central
Relation Froblem", defined in the (other) comunication
"Optmization in Data Analysis".
But this tme we will consider a cmletely different
method.
It is a general heuristic approach allowing us to obtain
very rapidly a good approxmste solution for problems of
large size.
his kind of heuristic has certain remruble combinatorial
and mathemtical properties, in particular conceming the
local optmaliry conditions.
he description of the heuristic and of its mathmatical
properties will be the purpose of the comunication.
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Optimization in Data Analysis (Heuristic Methods)
F. Marcotorchino, P. Mlchaud, IBM
France Paris Scientific Centre. Paris, France

In this cmunication, we present optmization techniques
to solve one of the min problem of Data Malysis.‘ "ne
Central Relation Problem".
This problem arises in Ordiml
as well as in Cluster Data Malysis.
It is the problm of the aggregation of several individml
bimry relations, defined on n objects, by a particular
collective binaw relation.
For emple.-ln Ordinal Data Analysis the obtainment of a collective
ranking deduced from several individual rankings or
preference relations,‘ this is the well know "collective
choice probl'a-n" or "preferences aggregation problm", first
mentioned by Condorcet and related to Arrow and Kmeny's
works, for instance....
-ln Cluster Data Malysis, the obtaiment of an optimal
(central) collective partition (equivalence relation) deduced frm several individul partitions or similarity relations', this other problem of Data Mslysis is a much disJ.P. Benzecri) and in
cussed problem in France (e.g.
U.S.S.R. (e.g. S.Mirkin).
For these types of problems, there were no effective algoritMs until nw allowing the euct solving of real problem in a rusenable mount of tme.
me cmunication includes the three following parts.1) Position of the problem'.
We problm is to approximate or to aggregate m binary
rehtions, defined on n objects, by a particuhr binary
relation.
The particular relation we are looking for, could be
wether a quasiorder or an order relation wether an equivalence relation.
“is part will include the definitim.
the modelisstion as well as some theoretical properties
of the problm.
2) Solving methodS'.
We will propose a general linear model.' the ranking problems
as well as the clusterim problems being particular cases.
We will present the mathemtical properties of the obtained
models,' they are large scale linear progrms with special
structures.
The associated algoritMs are efficient when n (the umber
of
objects to rank or to classify) is less or equal to 80,
for larger sizes we have developed origiml heuristics.
We have built an optmization systm in PL/l under CNS,
including the IBM WSX/37O system as a sub-system.
3) Presentation of practical problems.
me use of the algoritMs we have presented in (2), has
allowed us to obtain the exact solution, in a reaaouble

amount of time, of more than a hundred real problem;
some of the applications we have solved, can be found in
the book: "Optimisation en Analyse Ordinale deg Donnees",
Hasson Paris 1979, that we have written.
Host of these problems have been proposed to us by french
firms and organisms such as INSEE (French “Itioml Institute of Statistics) or CRIC (Comunication Research Centre
of the Sorbonne), for instance.
We will discuss some of these examples.
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